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Yardangs, north west of Lut Desert (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Introduction 
  

Lut Desert (E: 58° 50' 20" N: 30° 12' 58") is located in the southeast of Iran between three 

provinces of Kerman, Sistano Baluchestan, and Khorasan-e Jonubi. The Lut Desert is located 

100 km away eastward from Kerman City, as one of the historical cities of Iran. Also 

Nominated property located at the north of Arg-e Bam (Bam and its Cultural Landscape). The 

castle was inscribed as a world heritage in 2004. The Lut Desert is also located in the western 

part of the Shahr-i Sokhta (Shahr-e Sokhteh), where was inscribed as world heritage in 2014. 

The Sirch City, with the very favorable and good climatic conditions, is located in a distance 

of 20 km from the desert area. Snow covered mountains of Kerman can be visible from inside 

the variety of landforms of Lut Desert. This represents a marvelous and spectacular landscape.  

This desert represents an interesting scene of the integrated performance of geomorphic and 

geologic processes and climate changes. It is noteworthy that the property is nominated for 

inscribing in the World Heritage List according to two criteria of vii and viii. The Lut Desert 

with its all complex landforms is a part of Lut Plain, the area of which is larger than the areas 

of both property and buffer zone. The existence of a set of spectacular desert landforms beside 

each other forms features that are the natural borders of the property. The property is limited 

to some features from the east, west, north, and south. These features as the main 

geomorphologic units of Lut Desert can readily be distinguished from the surrounding features. 

These units include: yardangs (kaluts), Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan), Shur River, Gandom 

Beryan area, Nebkhas, Hamadas in the central parts, Rig-e Markazi (central erg), Shurgaz-e 

Hamun (playa) and southern erg. The borders of the buffer zone are limited to the hills in the 

west and encompass Shahdad City and the villages as well. This characteristic helps both to 

protect the property and to provide a place for establishing tourism facilities. Moreover, the local 

community feels intimate with the property for participation. The boundary of the property is 

extended, in the north and south, to the area containing important individual landforms. In the 

east the boundary is limited to the flanks of the local mountains and the divides.  

The Lut Desert, with the unique landforms, is a perfect laboratory for geological and 

geomorphological researches. It has attracted the interests of many researchers, so far. The 

Hydro-Aeolian erosional and depositional landforms in the area give an appropriate 

opportunity to the researchers. The wind processes are the most dominant formative processes 

affecting the landforms.  

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1208
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The property nominated for inscribing in the World Heritage List as Lut Desert is 235 km long 

and 220 km wide. These values are to some extent variable in different parts. The area of the 

property is 22780.15 km2 and that of the buffer zone is 17941.34 km2.  

In addition to the above mentioned characteristics, establishment of many pre-historic and 

historic sites in the property and the buffer zone give a high potential to the area. The existence 

of the sites and the cemeteries related to the copper age and the later historical castles with the 

spectacular Qanats (aqueducts) enhance the appealing and attractiveness of the area. This is 

thoroughly a perfect property conserved well due to inaccessibility to the region. It requires a 

comprehensive and integrated management to enhance environmental and tourism values.  

 

 

 
Figure 1. Yardangs (Kaluts) in northern Lut Desert (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Country (and State Party if different) 
 

Islamic Republic of Iran 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The map of physical setting of Iran (ICHHTO archive) 
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Figure 3. Location of the nominated property in Iran (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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State, Province, or Region 
 
Kermān, Sistāno Balūchestān and Khora ̄sān-e Jonūbi Provinces 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Administrative division of Iran and location of nominated property 

(Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Name of Property 

 

Lut Desert 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Star dunes in Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan)-(photo by, Ahmad Ronaghi) 
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Figure 6. Shur River and egg shaped yardangs (Kaluts), (photo by Ahmad Ronaghi) 

 

 

 

 

Geographical coordinates to the nearest second 
 
 

Table 1. Geographical coordinates to the nearest second 

No 
Site 

Name 
Region/District 

Geographical 

Coordinates 

Area of 

Nominated 

Property (Km2) 

Area of the Buffer 

Zone (Km2) 

Map 

no 

1 Lut 

Desert 

Kerman, Sistāno 

Balūchestān and 

Khorāsān-e Jonūbi 

N: 30° 12' 58"  

E: 58° 50' 20" 

 

 

22780.15 

 

17941.34 II-01 

II-02 

II-03 
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Figure 7. Yallan Sand Sea (Rid-e Yallan) – Lut Hearth 
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Maps and plans, showing the boundaries of the nominated property & Buffer Zone 

 

Table 2. Maps showing the boundaries of the nominated property & Buffer Zone 

No Map Title Map ref. 

1 Physical Map of Iran 

Administrative Division of Iran 

General Map of Iran 

I-01 

I-02 

I-03 

2 General map of Nominated property and Buffer Zone 

Nominated Property Map 

Buffer Zone Map 

Main Geomorphological Zone Map of Lut Desert 

Geomorphology Map of Lut Desert 

Index Map 

II-01 

II-02 

II-03 

II-04 

II-05 

II-06 

3 Nominated Property and Buffer Zone of Lut Desert 

Maps 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A5 

A6 

B1 

B2 

B3 

B4 

B5 

B6 

C1 

C2 

C3 

C4 

C5 

C6 

D2 

D3 

D4 

D5 

D6 

E3 

E4 

E5 

E6 
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Textual description of the boundary of the nominated property 

 

Description of Nominated Property 

The Lut Desert is located in the southwest of Asia and in the southeast of Iran. The desert is in 

a distance of 750 km from Tehran City, i.e. the capital of Iran, and of 40 km from Kerman City, 

the center of Kerman Province. The desert is located in the eastern part of central mountains 

with a northwest-southeast trend. These mountains separate the desert from the Jazmuriyan 

Playa in the south. From the administrative point of view, the desert is among three provinces 

of Kerman, Sistano Baluchestan, and Khorasan-e Jonubi. Kerman Province has the longest 

boundary with Lut Desert. Some criteria are considered to determine the boundary of the 

property. According to the criteria, the area must:  

1. Include all the recognized main features of Lut Desert providing that it keeps the 

integrity and format of the property; 

2. Have the minimum contact with human activities to conserve effectively the natural 

state of the property;  

3. Be limited by the main landforms of Lut Desert to the boundary readily through changes 

in landforms.  

The boundary of the property is started from a point in the northeast of Gandom Beryan, which 

is composed of igneous lavas, in the northwestern part of the property, N1 (E: 57° 35' 39.53" 

N: 31° 09' 36.39"). Then, the boundary of the property passes from the north of Shur River and 

egg-shaped yardangs reach a place where one of the streams of the northern Lut flow into the 

property and makes a wet area; some dispersed yardangs can also be observed in the area, N2 

(E: 58° 10' 37.36" N: 30° 57' 9.99" ). The next point is located in the area separating relatively 

small yardangs from the regions in the northern and eastern part of yardangs region, N3 (E: 

58° 27' 21.41" N: 30° 49' 23.68"). The boundary also reaches to the point considered as the 

border of the yardangs and the middle Hamada, N4 (E: 58° 37' 0.92" N: 30° 37' 53.77"). From 

N4 the boundary is stretched directly from north Hamadas towards the east at N5 (E: 59°10' 

40.52" N: 30° 35' 35.75"), where Rig-e Yallan is situated. The line continues to the northwest 

of Rig-e Yallan in the border of the erg (Rig) with surrounding landscapes, N6 (E: 59° 22' 

18.77" N: 30° 58' 30.71"). At this point, as the dunes of Rig-e Yallan are limited to relieves, 
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the boundary line abruptly shifts towards the south to the point N7 (E: 59° 37' 23.83" N: 30° 

51' 6.15"). The point N8 (E: 59° 42' 49.20" N: 31° 05' 46.12"), similar to N6, represents the 

northern limit of the Rig-e Yallan, by the difference that it is located in the northeastern part of 

the erg. The point N9 (E: 59° 56' 19.60" N: 30° 37' 32.89") is located at the easternmost limit 

of the Rig-e Yallan and also the property. The boundary line towards the south in a northeast-

southwest direction reaches N10 (E: 59° 49' 7.72" N: 30° 14' 13.49"), with a small headland in 

Rig-e Yallan. In the southern part of Rig-e Yallan, the line continues with a considerable shift 

towards the west. This point is in the south of Rig-e Yallan, N11 (E: 59° 35' 49.91" N: 29° 37' 

2.45"). The line is continued along the southern limit of Rig-e Yallan, N12 (E: 59° 20' 32.16" 

N: 29° 35' 19.91"). All the changes in boundary line are coincident with the changes in borders 

of the natural features. The point N13 (E: 59° 22' 30.59" N: 29° 27' 48.98") is located in the 

southernmost limit of the property and also the Rig-e Yallan. The next point, N14 (E: 58° 52' 

58.23" N: 29° 34' 3.88"), is located in a short distance from the previous point in the southwest. 

This point (N14) is located in the progressed part of the sand dunes as silk and crescent dunes. 

N15 (E: 58° 17' 33.81" N: 29° 58' 50.45") is located in the northeast of N14 in the southwestern 

limit of yardangs region. In fact, the distance between the two points is the border of the 

property in western limit of yardangs and sand dunes. Then, the line reaches the point N16 (E: 

58° 06' 32.36" N: 29° 59' 28.33") in the north of Keshit Village near the sand dunes and 

nebkhas. The point N17 (E: 57° 59' 51.52" N: 30° 17' 54.14") is situated in the southeast of 

Shahdad City and limited to the borders of nebkhas region. The point of N18 (E: 57° 41' 57.92" 

N: 30° 27' 46.06") is in the north of Shahdad City. The last point, N19 (E: 57° 46' 39.32" N: 

30° 50' 22.10"), is considered as a border between yardangs region and part of Shur River.  
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Figure 8. Map of the points, from N1 to N19, at the boundary of the nominated property 

 (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Table 3. Coordinates of points at the boundary of the property 

POINTS N E 

N 1 31° 09' 36.39" N 57° 35' 39.53" E 

N 2 30° 57' 09.99" N 58° 10' 37.36" E 

N 3 30° 49' 23.68" N 58° 27' 21.41" E 

N 4 30° 37' 53.77" N 58° 37' 0.92" E 

N 5 30° 35' 35.75" N 59° 10' 40.52" E 

N 6 30° 58' 30.71" N 59° 22' 18.77" E 

N 7 30° 51' 06.15" N 59° 37' 23.83" E 

N 8 31° 05' 46.12" N 59° 42' 49.20" E 

N 9 30° 37' 32.89" N 59° 56' 19.60" E 

N 10 30° 14' 13.49" N 59° 49' 07.72" E 

N 11 29° 37' 02.45" N 59° 35' 49.91" E 

N 12 29° 35' 19.91" N 59° 20' 32.16" E 

N 13 29° 27' 48.98" N 59° 22' 30.59" E 

N 14 29° 34' 3.88" N 58° 52' 58.23" E 

N 15 29° 58' 50.45" N 58° 17' 33.81" E 

N 16 29° 59' 28.33" N 58° 06' 32.36" E 

N 17 30°17'54.14"N 57° 59' 51.52" E 

N 18 30°27'46.06"N 57° 41' 57.92" E 

N 19 30° 50' 22.10" N 57° 46' 39.32" E 

 

Description of Buffer Zone 

The buffer zone is around the property and protects the nominated property as a buffer. The 

zone is located in the surrounding area to provide a buffer and extra protection for the 

nominated property.  

The criteria to determine the buffer zone are:  

1. In places where the area is limited to mountains, the alluvial fans or the line separating 

plain from mountain is considered as the boundary of the buffer zone. The boundaries 

can be observed in western parts of yardangs region and eastern parts of Rig-e Yallan. 
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Indeed, the topographic features have been considered as the main factors to determine 

the boundary.  

2. In most of the cases, it has been attempted to include less important desert features in 

the buffer zone. Some of these features are including sand dunes in the south, scattered 

nebkhas in the southeast, inselberg in the north, and dispersed yardangs and kaluts.  

3. The cities mainly in the west of Lut Desert are included in the zone with this 

consideration that many facilities and protection for tourism activities can be provided 

from the settlements. It is noteworthy that they are low populated settlements.  

4. Generally speaking, the boundary of buffer zone is situated in an appropriate distance 

to property area in order to ensure the protection of the area.  

The boundary of buffer zone is started at a point in the northeast of Gandom Beryan and 

northwest part of the property, B1 (E: 57° 36' 3.27" N: 31° 23' 51.47"). Thus, the source area 

of the lavas are also included partly in the buffer zone. The boundary line passing a few igneous 

outcrops in a west to east direction reaches the point B2 (E: 57° 55' 27.23" N: 31° 16' 18.31"). 

Then, the line after passing the northern part of Shur River and yardangs region is connected 

to the area in which the accidental flows are concentrated, B3 (E: 58° 14' 30.80" N: 31° 12' 

38.89"). The line continues towards the east at the head of the alluvial fans B4 (E: 58° 40' 3.99" 

N: 31° 01' 51.43"). The boundary of buffer zone, in addition to encompassing the fans, covers 

all the single igneous relieves to point B5 (E: 59° 02' 32.19" N: 31° 03' 41.84"). As the line is 

stretched to point B6 (E: 59° 12' 56.34" N: 30° 59' 11.33") it covers the fringe of the mountains. 

With a considerable shift towards the northeast in the areas with changes of Rig-e Yallan, the 

point B7 (E: 59° 26' 34.87" N: 31° 08' 25.83") is stretched towards the north along the northern 

limit of the Rig in order to protect the sand sea. The line is, then, connected to B8 (E: 59° 45' 

42.27" N: 31° 17' 9.49") at the northernmost limit of Rig-e Yallan, with elements of sandy 

areas. At this point, the boundary of the buffer zone, with the curvatures of Rig-e Yallan, is 

shifted in a direction towards the south to B9 (E: 59° 58' 14.47" N: 30° 39' 27.85"). In southern 

part of Rig-e Yallan, the boundary line is continued along the border between the plain and 

mountains to connect point B10 (E: 59° 52' 17.88” N: 30° 22' 44.87"). From this point to B11 

(E: 59° 46' 31.61" N: 29° 44' 17.29") the line has a north-south orientation, except for a small 

part near the B10. From B11 to B12 the line has a northwest-southeast orientation coincident 

with the curvature in the border of mountain and Rig-e Yallan. At B12 (E: 59° 53' 32.85" N: 

29° 34' 29.67") the boundary has a northeast-southwest orientation and in the southern limit of 

the Rig-e Yallan it moves away from the Rig towards point B13 (E: 59° 43' 1.66" N: 29° 15' 
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7.97"). By a sharp shift in direction towards the west (in an east-west direction), the line 

continues along the southern limit of Rig-e Yallan to points of B14 (E: 58° 59' 57.35" N: 29° 

11' 25.22") and B15 (E: 58° 46' 23.82" N: 29° 13' 12.98"). The segment of boundary must be 

so extended to contain the scattered sand dunes. From B16 (E: 58° 04' 34.29" N: 29° 49' 9.18") 

to B17 (E: 57° 56' 33.01" N: 30° 04' 8.70") the line has the same direction of southeast-

northwest. The only difference is that the topography determines the western limit of the buffer 

zone.  

 

Figure 9. Map of the boundary of the buffer zone, from point B1 to point B19  

(Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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The line to connect B17 is continued towards the northwest along the border between the plain 

and mountain. The segment between B17 and B18 (E: 57° 30' 23.05" N: 30° 20' 44.65") has a 

curvature to cover the Shahdad City and Chahrfarsakh village. Finally, the boundary line is 

connected to B19 (E: 57° 31' 58.49" N: 30° 57' 12.05") located in the north of B20 and in the 

northeastern most part of Gandom Beryan area. 

 

Table 4. The coordinates of the points at the boundary line 

POINT N E 

B 1 31° 23' 51.47" N 57° 36' 3.27" E 

B 2 31° 16' 18.31" N 57° 55' 27.23" E 

B 3 
31° 12' 38.89" N 

 
58° 14' 30.80" E 

B 4 31° 01' 51.43" N 58° 40' 3.99" E 

B 5 31° 03' 41.84" N 59° 02' 32.19" E 

B 6 30° 59' 11.33" N 59° 12' 56.34" E 

B 7 31° 08' 25.83" N 59° 26' 34.87" E 

B 8 31° 17' 9.49" N 59° 45' 42.27" E 

B 9 30° 39' 27.85" N 59° 58' 14.47" E 

B 10 30° 22' 44.87" N 59° 52' 17.88" E 

B 11 29° 44' 17.29" N 59° 46' 31.61" E 

B 12 29° 34' 29.67" N 59° 53' 32.85" E 

B 13 29° 15' 7.97" N 59° 43' 1.66" E 

B 14 29° 11' 25.22" N 58° 59' 57.35" E 

B 15 29° 13' 12.98" N 58° 46' 23.82" E 

B 16 29° 49' 9.18" N 58° 04' 34.29" E 

B 17 30° 04' 8.70" N 57° 56' 33.01" E 

B 18 30° 20' 44.65" N 57° 30' 23.05" E 

B 19 30° 57' 12.05" N 57° 31 '58.49" E 
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Criteria under which property is nominated 

 

The Lut Desert located in the southwest of Iran has a variety of superlative landforms and 

landscapes. The landscapes are extremely beautiful. They indicate the processes that were 

influential in evolution and formation of geological and geomorphological phenomena. The 

property is adhered to two criteria of vii and viii.  

 

Criterion vii: contain superlative natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natural beauty 

and aesthetic importance. 

The Lut Desert is positioned in a region called by some scientists as no life area. This desert 

with the staring scenes of the highest yardangs of the world presents interesting scenes of 

different forms of yardangs. Unique landscapes of the Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan) have the 

highest sand dunes of the world and a variety of landforms. The area has also the highest 

nebkhas of the world. These are some of the magic scenes of the nominated property. All the 

characteristics with other unique landscapes of desert areas are further important as they are 

located in an area as a complex. In other words, all the unique features can readily be observed 

almost simultaneously. On the other hand, from inside the area it is possible to observe the 

snow covered mountains in surrounding areas. The clear sky of Lut Desert has the least 

moisture. This makes it possible for tourists to clearly visit the landforms in daytime and for 

other visitors or astronomers to easily observe the space in nighttime. In other words, due to 

lack of moisture and cloud in the sky of Lut Desert, in daytime one can clearly see distant 

landforms and in night he can observe the space. Moreover, the existence of the hottest spot of 

the earth in the desert emphasizes on the importance of inscribing the property in the World 

Heritage List.  

Criterion viii: is an outstanding example representing major stages of earth’s history, 

significant ongoing geological processes in the development of landforms, and significant 

geomorphic and physiographic features. 

In addition to wind erosion as a continuous process in forming the landforms of arid areas, the 

water plays an exceptional role in development of geomorphic landforms of Lut Desert. The 

braided courses of Shur River creating wandering small linear channels on the area prepared 

good conditions for wind activity and development of kaluts (yardangs). On the other hand, the 

severe northwest-southeast winds, which are dominant on the region during long period of 
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years, facilitate the process of yardang development. Nevertheless, the evolution of the 

yardangs of the region is also dependent upon the fine grained sediments deposited in a fluvial 

lake related to ice age in Lut Plain. Indeed, the history of the geological evolution of Lut Desert 

represents that when the mountainous glaciers were dominant on high latitude areas, some 

lakes were created in this part of the world due to receiving higher moisture. The lakes were a 

place for accumulation of runoffs from the surrounding drainage basins. The geologic and 

geomorphic evolution process of Lut Desert is indicative of the transportation of the sediments 

from yardangs to the southern and eastern part of the region. This accelerated the evolution 

process of Rig-e Yallan. In other words, during the evolution of the landforms in the region, 

the wind transported the sediments from the corridors among yardangs and from the surface of 

alluvial fans and endorheic basins to the south and east. This prepared the conditions for 

creation of the highest sand dunes of the world.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Nebkha in the West of Lut Desert (Photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Figure 11. Cracked clay crust and Sand Dune in Lut Desert (Photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Statement of Outstanding Universal Value 

 

Brief synthesis 

The Lut Desert is in the southeast of Iran, in eastern part of Zagros and central mountains, 

where receive the least moisture so considered as the most arid lands of Iran and the world. 

The area of entire property including Rig-e Yallan, yardangs, and eastern nebkhas, bed of Shur 

River, Gandom Beryan, and hamadas of middle part, Shurgaz-e Hamun, central Rig are 

22780.15 km2 and the area of the buffer zone is 17941.34 km2. The Rig-e Yallan is 180 km 

long and 68 km wide. The yardangs are about 160 km long and 70 km wide, in the widest 

section. Lut Desert has the unique and special features of the world. The features existing in 

Lut Desert and their diversity in a complex cannot be seen in any other inscribed properties in 

the world heritage list. The vegetation in the area is very poor and in yardangs region no 

vegetation covers can be observed. The reports indicate the minimum animal activities in the 

region. The structure of yardangs is from old lake sediments eroded by hydro-aeolian 

processes. Huge unique yardangs are formed in the region. The highest yardangs of the world 

can also be found in the region. Wind deflation and water erosion are resulted from the 

performance of Shur River and scarce precipitation. The deflation and water erosions are the 

agents that made small and large yardangs. The yardangs in some parts are more than 155 

meters high. The small kaluts (yardangs) known as kalutak can be seen in the western and 

northern margins. The winds from the northwest to southeast created deflation inside the 

corridors between the yardangs and transported the sediments of different size towards the 

southeast. The maximum strength of the winds is in summers, especially in the afternoons. The 

winds can accumulate the sand particles as reflective dunes, mega ripple marks and barchans 

dunes. The nebkhas of the western part of Lut Desert are the largest in the world. Some of the 

nebkhas are about 12 meters high. The sand sea known as Rig-e Yallan in the eastern part is a 

complex with a wide variety of sand dunes which are often more than 475 m high. Therefore, 

it can be said that the Lut Desert has some landforms unique in the entire world (see table 3-1, 

3-2, 3-3, 3-4 and 3-5 of the report). What is more important is that all the special landforms of 

desert areas can be observed beside each other in a complex. Another issue that gives the desert 

an outstanding universal value is record of the hottest spot of the Earth in this area. From 2003 

to 2009, the hottest point of the earth was recorded for 5 successive years in Lut Desert, in the 

southwest of Rig-e Yallan. Therefore, all the above matters make it essential to pay more 

attention to the region and consider the management, conservation, and monitoring actions. 

Indeed, the registration of the Lut Desert in the World Heritage List contributes to make stable 

the property and protect it.  
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Proposed Statement of Outstanding Universal Value 

The Lut Desert located in the southeast of Iran and east of Kerman was introduced as thermal 

pole of the earth. The desert has the unique features of desert areas in short distance to 

mountainous regions of favorable climatic conditions. The Lut Desert is 40721.49 km2 and 

contains a set of the most beautiful unique desert landforms of the world. This gives it an 

outstanding universal value. The highest yardangs (155 meter) of the world in the western part, 

hamadas in the middle part, very high sand seas sometimes more than 475 m high in the east, 

and the highest nebkhas of the world are created by active dynamism of water and wind. This 

is an arid land where the annual precipitation is 28 mm while it has a perennial river originated 

from Shur River basin in the north. Despite the hotness of summer, it has favorable weather 

conditions of springs and reports of freezing. The lowest elevation of the interior plateau of 

Iran is 117 m above sea level in the northeastern part of yardangs region and at the end of Shur 

River. While, the height of sand dunes of Rig-e Yallan is more than 475 m. The extreme aridity 

of the middle part, presence of fractured sediments and severe winds minimized the vegetation 

and animal life in the area. These issues indicate the outstanding universal value of Lut Desert 

(see table 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6 of the report). This can be stated that nowhere such a 

set of natural features in a complex near each other can be seen.  

Statement of integrity 

The Lut Desert nominated to be inscibed in the World Heritage List has the characteristics of 

integrity, protection, and management based on the operational guidelines for the 

implementation of the World Heritage Convention. The features of Lut Desert have the 

properties of intactness, natural condition, pristine environment and unique beauty. The 

features are required to be protected. As the set of features of Lut has a high diversity in 

evolution stages and formative processes, the features have all the characteristics of a property 

and intactness. The present form of Lut Desert and all its features are results of long term 

evolution of the region and indicative of the formative processes and also representative of the 

morphologies of morpho-climatic environments of arid lands. Nearly all the landforms of arid 

lands can be observed in the area of this property. This is typical of the dominant processes of 

wind and water in the area.  

The area of the property is confined by the natural features introduced previously in this 

document. The buffer zone area is also specified on the site map. The landscape of the region 

is so extensive, diverse, and collective that the integrity of the property can well be seen in the 
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entire Lut Desert. As the region is away from human settlements and high populated centers, 

it was not affected by the pressure of development of the settlements. Therefore from point of 

view of visual- structural – functional and integrity, fortunately lut Desert is intact.  

Requirements for protection and management necessary to maintain potential 

outstanding universal value 
 
All the lands of Lut Desert are state owned as national resources, but some lands of small 

villages in the west Lut Desert have private owners. The private ownership is a minimum area 

of the desert lands.  

As the administration of land ownership and assignment and exploitation of the lands is in 

jurisdiction of Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed Management, the private owners 

and the local people are not allowed to interfere in the property. Thus, they should adhere to 

the existing regulations on natural resources and the rules related to the nominated property 

and buffer zone. 

Many of the regulations and rules in Islamic Republic of Iran are emphasizing on natural 

resources and national environments. All the people and organizations are required to treat the 

national environments according to the present rules and the laws. Furthermore, all the 

government organizations involving in protection issues are required to protect and manage the 

nominated property. Some of the organizations are including Iranian Department of 

Environment, Forest, Range and Watershed Management Organization, and Cultural Heritage 

Organization. The existing rules in protection of natural resources are also exerted on the Lut 

Desert. However, just two small areas in the northwest and southeast are included in the four 

protected areas of Iranian Department of Environment.  

There are no settlements or villages in the area extended from the beginning of yardangs region 

to hamadas of the middle part and to Rig-e Yallan, from the north to south. There are just some 

small villages of low population in western part next to the nebkhas and dynamic barchans. 

The absence of human activities, the minimum plant and animal lives, the scorching hotness of 

the area, and the lack of fresh water resources impeded the manipulation of the nature via 

human and caused conservation of the area. However, the national and global natural values 

involve implementation of a set of formulated management and protection actions. Also it is 

noteworthy that the Lut Desert is in the national heritage registration list under the registration 

number of 203 of ICHHTO. 
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Gypsum crystals, north west of Lut Desert (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Introduction 

Lut Desert (E: 58° 50' 20" N: 30° 12' 58") is located in the southeast of Iran between three 
provinces of Kerman, Sistano Baluchestan, and Khorasan-e Jonubi. The Lut Desert is located 
100 km away eastward from Kerman City, as one of the historical cities of Iran. Also 
Nominated property located at the north of Arg-e Bam (Bam and its Cultural Landscape). The 
castle was inscribed as a world heritage in 2004. The Lut Desert is also located in the western 
part of the Shahr-i Sokhta (Shahr-e Sokhteh), where was inscribed as world heritage in 2014. 
The Sirch City, with the very favorable and good climatic conditions, is located in a distance 
of 20 km from the desert area. Snow covered mountains of Kerman can be visible from inside 
the variety of landforms of Lut Desert. This represents a marvelous and spectacular landscape.  

This desert represents an interesting scene of the integrated performance of geomorphic and 
geologic processes and climate changes. It is noteworthy that the property is nominated for 
inscribing in the World Heritage List according to two criteria of vii and viii. The Lut Desert 
with its all complex landforms is a part of Lut Plain, the area of which is larger than the areas 
of both property and buffer zone. The existence of a set of spectacular desert landforms beside 
each other forms features that are the natural borders of the property. The property is limited 
to some features from the east, west, north, and south. These features as the main 
geomorphologic units of Lut Desert can readily be distinguished from the surrounding features. 
These units include: yardangs (kaluts), Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan), Shur River, Gandom 
Beryan area, Nebkhas, Hamadas in the central parts, Rig-e Markazi (central erg), Shurgaz-e 
Hamun (playa) and southern erg. The borders of the buffer zone are limited to the hills in the 
west and encompass Shahdad City and the villages as well. This characteristic helps both to 
protect the property and to provide a place for establishing tourism facilities. Moreover, the 
local community feels intimate with the property for participation. The boundary of the 
property is extended, in the north and south, to the area containing important individual 
landforms. In the east, the boundary is limited to the flanks of the local mountains and the 
divides.  

The Lut Desert, with the unique landforms, is a perfect laboratory for geological and 
geomorphological researches. It has attracted the interests of many researchers, so far. The 
Hydro-Aeolian erosional and depositional landforms in the area give an appropriate 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1208
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opportunity to the researchers. The wind processes are the most dominant formative processes 
affecting the landforms.  

The property nominated for inscribing in the World Heritage List as Lut Desert is 235 km long 
and 220 km wide. These values are to some extent variable in different parts. The area of the 
property is 22780.15 km2 and that of the buffer zone is 17941.34 km2.  

In addition to the above mentioned characteristics, establishment of many pre-historic and 
historic sites in the property and the buffer zone give a high potential to the area. The existence 
of the sites and the cemeteries related to the copper age and the later historical castles with the 
spectacular Qanats (aqueducts) enhance the appealing and attractiveness of the area. This is 
thoroughly a perfect property conserved well due to inaccessibility to the region. It requires a 
comprehensive and integrated management to enhance environmental and tourism values.  
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Egg shape yardang (kalut), north west of Lut Desert (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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1 Identification of the Property  

1.a. Country (and State Party if different) 
Islamic Republic of Iran 

 

Figure 1-1. The map of physical setting of Iran (ICHHTO archive) 
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Figure 1-2. Location of the nominated property (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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1.b. State, Province, or Region 

Kermān, Sistāno Balūchestān and Khora ̄sa ̄n-e Jonūbi Provinces 

 

 

 

Figure 1-3. Administrative division of Iran and the location of nominated property  
(Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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1.c. Name of Property 

Lut Desert 

 
Figure 1-4. Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan) (photo by Ahmad Ronaghi) 

 

 
Figure 1-5. Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan) (photo by, Ahmad Ronaghi) 
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Figure 1-6. General map of Lut Desert (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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1.d. Geographical coordinates to the nearest second 

 

Table 1-1. Geographical coordinates to the nearest second 

No Site 

Name Region/District Geographical 

Coordinates 

Area of 

Nominated 

Property (Km2) 

Area of the 

Buffer Zone 

(Km2) 

Map 

no 

1 Lut 
Desert 

Kerman, Sistāno Balūchestān 
and Khorāsa ̄n-e Jonūbi 

N: 30° 12' 58" 
E: 58° 50' 20" 22780.12 17941.37 

II-01 
II-02 
II-03 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-7. Yallan Sand Sea (Rid-e Yallan) – Lut Hearth 
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1.e. Maps and plans, showing boundaries of the nominated 
property and buffer zones 

 

Table 1-2. Maps showing the boundaries of the nominated property & Buffer Zone 

No Map Title Map ref. 

1 Physical Map of Iran 

Administrative Division of Iran 

General Map of Iran 

I-01 

I-02 

I-03 

2 General map of Nominated property and Buffer Zone 

Nominated Property Map 

Buffer Zone Map 

Main Geomorphological Zone Map of Lut Desert 
Geomorphology Map of Lut Desert 
Index Map 

II-01 

II-02 

II-03 

II-04 

II-05 

II-06 

3 Nominated Property and Buffer Zone of Lut Desert Maps A1 

A2 

A3 

A5 

A6 

B1 

B2 

B3 

B4 

B5 

B6 

C1 

C2 

C3 

C4 
C5 

C6 

D2 

D3 

D4 

D5 

D6 

E3 

E4 

E5 

E6 
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Figure 1-8. Map of the points, from N1 to N19, at the boundary of the nominated property 
 (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Table 1-3. Coordinates of the turning points at the boundary of the property 

POINTS N E 

N 1 31° 09' 36.39" N 57° 35' 39.53" E 

N 2 30° 57' 09.99" N 58° 10' 37.36" E 

N 3 30° 49' 23.68" N 58° 27' 21.41" E 

N 4 30° 37' 53.77" N 58° 37' 0.92" E 

N 5 30° 35' 35.75" N 59° 10' 40.52" E 

N 6 30° 58' 30.71" N 59° 22' 18.77" E 

N 7 30° 51' 06.15" N 59° 37' 23.83" E 

N 8 31° 05' 46.12" N 59° 42' 49.20" E 

N 9 30° 37' 32.89" N 59° 56' 19.60" E 

N 10 30° 14' 13.49" N 59° 49' 07.72" E 

N 11 29° 37' 02.45" N 59° 35' 49.91" E 

N 12 29° 35' 19.91" N 59° 20' 32.16" E 

N 13 29° 27' 48.98" N 59° 22' 30.59" E 

N 14 29° 34' 3.88" N 58° 52' 58.23" E 

N 15 29° 58' 50.45" N 58° 17' 33.81" E 

N 16 29° 59' 28.33" N 58° 06' 32.36" E 

N 17 30°17'54.14"N 57° 59' 51.52" E 

N 18 30°27'46.06"N 57° 41' 57.92" E 

N 19 30° 50' 22.10" N 57° 46' 39.32" E 
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Figure 1-9. Map of the boundary of the buffer zone, from point B1 to point B19  
(Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Table 1-4. The coordinates of the points at the boundary line 

POINT N E 

B 1 31° 23' 51.47" N 57° 36' 3.27" E 

B 2 31° 16' 18.31" N 57° 55' 27.23" E 

B 3 31° 12' 38.89" N 58° 14' 30.80" E 

B 4 31° 01' 51.43" N 58° 40' 3.99" E 

B 5 31° 03' 41.84" N 59° 02' 32.19" E 

B 6 30° 59' 11.33" N 59° 12' 56.34" E 

B 7 31° 08' 25.83" N 59° 26' 34.87" E 

B 8 31° 17' 9.49" N 59° 45' 42.27" E 

B 9 30° 39' 27.85" N 59° 58' 14.47" E 

B 10 30° 22' 44.87" N 59° 52' 17.88" E 

B 11 29° 44' 17.29" N 59° 46' 31.61" E 

B 12 29° 34' 29.67" N 59° 53' 32.85" E 

B 13 29° 15' 7.97" N 59° 43' 1.66" E 

B 14 29° 11' 25.22" N 58° 59' 57.35" E 

B 15 29° 13' 12.98" N 58° 46' 23.82" E 

B 16 29° 49' 9.18" N 58° 04' 34.29" E 

B 17 30° 04' 8.70" N 57° 56' 33.01" E 

B 18 30° 20' 44.65" N 57° 30' 23.05" E 

B 19 30° 57' 12.05" N 57° 31 '58.49" E 

 

1.f. Area of nominated property and proposed buffer zone 

Table 1-5. Area of nominated property and proposed buffer zone 
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Name of the 

nominated 
Province 

Geographical 

coordinates 

Area Core zone 

(Km2) 

Area Buffer 

zone (Km2) 

Total 

(Km2) 

Lut Desert Kerman, Sistāno Balūchestān 
and Khorāsa ̄n-e Jonūbi 

N: 30° 12' 58"  

E: 58° 50' 20" 

 

22780.12 17941.37 40721.49 

  

 

 

 

 
 Figure 1-10. Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan or Rig-e Lut) 

 (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Sand dunes in Yallan Sand Sea (Photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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2  Description  

2.a. Description of property 

The property nominated for registration in the World Heritage List in this document is Lut 

Desert. The property is mainly composed of yardangs (kaluts) of Lut, Rig-e Yallan, hamadas 

of the middle part, and nebkhas. They constitute the main complex of Lut Desert but there are 

also many features as other components of the desert. Generally, the main components are 

yardangs in the west (32.61%), Rig-e Yallan in the east (40.16 %), hamadas in the middle (11.9 

%), and nebkhas in the marginal parts of the west (3.10 %). The other components including 

Shur River, Gandom Beryan, and Shurgaz-e Hamun Playa cover about 1.96 %, 0.72 %, and 1.60 

% of the area of the desert, respectively. Location of the area in hyper-arid region, strong winds, 

available lake depositional sediments for development of the yardangs, and presence of fine-

grained sediments all provided appropriate conditions for creation and evolution of the 

landforms in Lut Desert. Strong winds in northwest to southeast direction in the west part of 

yardangs and unidirectional, multidirectional and convergent winds in the eastern part, where 

the Rig-e Yallan is formed, created very beautiful and diverse features in the area. There are 

wide varieties of sandy landforms in the region. This is indicative of the formative processes 

of the landforms during the geologic history. It is noteworthy that water and water induced-

processes played an important role in initiation and further development of the yardangs. In 

most of the cases, the diversity in forms of yardangs is the result of the integrated 

performance of water and winds. However, the Lut Desert not only has aesthetic values but 

it is indicative of the historical processes involved in configuration of the region and of 

geologic history as well. The diversity of landscapes and the wilderness of the region 

provided an appropriate site for scientific research and geo-tourism. All the issues show the 

necessity of attention to the region and protection of it via a competent management plan.   
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Figure 2-1. Map of main geomorphology zones of Lut Desert (Maghsoudi et al, 2014) 

 

Table 2-1. The area of main geomorphology zones of Lut Desert (Maghsoudi et al., 2014) 

Area Total area 
(km)2 

Main 
Zone Name Area (Km2) 

Area in 
Nominated 

Property (%) 

Buffer zone 17941.34 - - - - 

Nominated 
property 

22780.15 1 Plateau Covered With Dark lava 
(Gandom Beryan) 165.35 0.72 

2 Braided Channel of Shur River 446.61 1.96 

3 Yardang (Kalut) 7429.04 32.61 

4 Nebkha and Scattered Sand Dunes 706.60 3.10 

5 Hamada 2721.68 11.9 

6 Star Dunes With Cresentic Ridge 
(Central Erg) 273.43 1.20 

7 Playa (Shurgaz-e Hamun) 365.36 1.60 

8 
Linear Dunes With Silk and Chaotic 

Dunes and Some Outcrop of Lut 
Formation (Southern Erg) 

1523.17 6.68 

9 Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan) 9148.48 40.16 

Total 40721.49 - - 22780.15 100 
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2.a.1. Climate 
Iran has special geographic situation. As a result, it has stable weather conditions in summer, 
when it is under the influence of subtropical high pressure, and variable weather conditions in 
winter, when it is under the influence of extratropical atmospheric systems. Indeed, in summer 
Iran is under the influence of subtropical jetstream and subtropical high pressure centers. These 
circumstances result in atmospheric stability as well as warm and dry weather conditions over 
the area. In winter, subtropical jetstream is shifted over the Persian Gulf and allows the 
westerlies to develop over Iran. At the same time, Mediterranean cyclones are formed over 
Mediterranean Sea and, beneath the westerlies, conducted towards the Middle East and Iran. 
The cyclones cause rainfalls in cold season. Except for the conditions mentioned above, the 
warm and arid condition of Lut Desert is also resulted from its location in leeward of the winds 
initiating rainfall and great distance to moisture sources. In other words, the moist air coming 
from the west, when passing the Zagros and Central Iran Mountains, precipitate its moisture 
on the west side of the mountains and descend as dry air in the eastern side where the Lut 
Desert is located. Thus, due to the rain shadow effects, the precipitation is greatly decreased 
over the east of Iran.  

Air masses affecting Iran climate  

In different seasons, Iran is influenced by a variety of air masses from different directions. 
Among the air masses, some are more active and effective on the climatic conditions (Figure 
2-2). One of the factors affecting the air masses coming into Iran is elevation and orientation 
of topography. This can increase precipitation and divert the air direction. The air masses that 
influence Iran and the study area of this research are categorized into two types of winter and 
summer:  

Winter air masses  

Siberian high pressure: Subpolar cold and continental air masses coming from this high 
pressure center are spread over the surrounding areas. Occasionally, some tributaries of the 
cold air enter into Iran from northeast and prevail all over the country. The effects of this air 
mass are a cold and dry air with clear sky.  

Siberian High pressure is dominant over Asia from October to March. Because of the vast 
extent covered by the system, it plays a major role in climate of Eurasia in cold season. It also 
plays an important role in temperature and precipitation condition of Iran. The high pressure 
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usually penetrates from northeast into the study area and causes a very cold and dry temperature 
condition on the area. The situation can be more obvious when the system develops towards 
the west. Many temperature reports of severe cold air in Shahdad Station (in the vicinity of Lut 
Desert) are attributed to development of the high pressure system and the entrance of a branch 
of the high pressure over Iran (Alijani, 2003).  

Continental Polar air mass (CP): the air mass is entering into Iran from northern lands. One 
way of this air mass is development of the Siberian high pressure over northeast of Iran. This 
condition is accompanied by cold or severe cold and dry air.  

Continental Arctic (CA): the air of high latitudes is entering into Iran by troughs of the 
westerlies and causes very cold and dry air. This air mass is entering into Iran from northeast 
and northwest and sometimes reaches the Lut Desert.  

Marine Polar air mass (MP): this is formed in northern Atlantic Ocean around Iceland. 
Passing over Mediterranean Sea, the MP air mass becomes warm and more receives moisture. 
Thus, it is stronger and instable. It reaches Iran from west and Mediterranean Sea and causes 
most of the winter rainfalls on Iran, including the study area.  

 Marine Tropical air mass (MT): this mass of air comes to Iran by means of the cyclone 
formed over Red Sea through southern side of the westerlies. It receives moisture from the 
Persian Gulf and is strengthened by leeward cyclones of Zagros Mountain. In some cases, it 
also influences the study area in cold season.  

Summer air masses  

Continental Tropical air mass (CT): with atmospheric general circulation in summer that is 
simultaneous with apparent movement of sun to northern hemisphere and recession of the 
westerlies, the subtropical high pressure belt covers the Middle East and Iran from south. As a 
result of the accumulation, the air descends from up towards the ground surface and make a 
high pressure system called subtropical high pressure. Because of adiabatic heating and 
stability, the system has a warm, sunny and dry weather conditions. The salient characteristic 
of the air mass is its heat and dryness that create unfavorable circumstances over the Iran. The 
high pressure is extended near the earth surface. But near the surface there is a thermal low 
pressure that impedes further extension of the subtropical high pressure to the earth surface.  
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The effects of energy balance in warm seasons and warming of vast continental lands of Asia 
establish an extensive low pressure system called Asian low pressure. The low pressure covers 
vast areas of Pakistan, south of Iran, Persian Gulf, and Saudi Arabia. On the contrary and at 
the same time, an important low pressure center is formed on Indian Ocean and Arab Sea. At 
this time, Azores pressure in north of Atlantic Ocean is also more extended. As a result, summer 
flows in Iran Plateau are under the influence of these two pressure systems.  

Flows of Saudi Arabia and Sahara: in summer, the warm and dry instable air masses from 
Saudi Arabia and Sahara are steered towards the central deserts of Iran. The air mass is 
sometimes considered as local flows. The warm and dry weather conditions are the main 
characteristics of the air mass. (Masudian, 2009)  

 

 
 Figure 2-2. The air masses entering into Iran and their paths 

(Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Meteorological stations around Lut Desert 

In order to study climatic conditions of Lut Desert, data of seven meteorological stations of the 
area have been studied. Because of extreme aridity of the region and great distance of the area 
to population centers, just Ziaratgah-e Seyf Station in the western margin of Lut is in the core 
zone (Nominated property) and the others are in the surrounding areas. To obtain climatic data 
such as temperature, precipitation, and wind as important climatic elements, the data for the 
stations of Nehbandan, Shahdad, Bam, Ziaratgah-e Seyf, Ziaratgah, Nosratabad, and Goharkuh 
have been collected and examined. The properties of the stations are represented in Table 2-2 
and their locations are depicted on Figure 2-3.  

 
Figure 2-3. Location of the synoptic and climatology stations in the nominated property and  

around of Lut Desert (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Table 2-2. Characteristics of the meteorological stations in the nominated property and around of Lut Desert  

Establish Elevation(m) Y X Type Station 

1987 1211 32.31 60.02 Synoptic Nehbandan 

2003 400 30.25 57.42 Synoptic Shahdad 

1956 1066 29.10 58.35 Synoptic Bam 

1986 353 30.57 57.82 Climatology Ziyaratgah-e Seyf 

1982 1200 29.42 60.42 Climatology Ziyaratgah 

1964 1000 29.88 59.97 Climatology Nosratabab 

1970 1385 28.38 60.52 Climatology Goharkuh 

 

Temperature 

The temperature is an index of heating intensity. This is very important in climatologic 
investigations because of its impacts on evapotranspiration, relative humidity, and other 
elements. In the data issued by Iranian Meteorological Organization and Ministry of Power 
(Office of Water Resources Studies), five major parameters of the temperature are included. 
These parameters are minimum temperature, maximum temperature, average of minimum 
temperature, average of maximum temperature, and mean daily temperature. 

Results of analysis of temperature parameter  

The monthly average temperature as average of daily temperature for each month is the most 
important climatic parameter of temperature. The results of the examination of the parameter 
are presented in Table 2-3 and Figure 2-4.  

Table 2-3. Average of monthly temperature (°C) 

station Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Nehbandan 6.6 9.1 13.4 20.5 25.8 30.2 32 30.5 25.8 19.8 13.8 8.9 19.7 

Shahdad 12.4 17.1 23.4 28.9 34.5 38.6 40.1 38.1 33.9 28.9 20.6 14 27.5 

Bam 10.7 13.4 18.2 23.6 28.6 32.7 33.4 31.8 28.8 23.9 17.4 12.5 22.9 

Ziyaratgah-e seyf 11.8 14.2 19.1 26.4 32.2 36.2 38.1 36.0 32.3 26.2 19.0 13.7 25.4 

Ziyaratgah 5.5 7.2 10.9 16.4 21.2 24.4 24.6 23.3 20.6 16.8 12.3 7.8 15.9 

Nosratabad 9.4 12.2 16.6 22.9 27.7 31.9 32.8 30.6 26.7 22.0 16.6 11.8 21.8 

Goharkuh 5.9 9.6 13.8 18.6 24.3 28.0 28.3 26.5 23.3 17.9 13.1 8.4 18.1 
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Figure 2-4. Changes in the average of monthly temperature (°C) 

 

 

As it can be observed, among the stations, Shahdad Station has the highest mean of monthly 
temperature, which occurs in July (40.1 °C). It is noteworthy that the station is located in the 
vicinity of Yardangs (Kaluts) of Lut Desert. This is indicative of high monthly temperature of 
this part of Lut relative to the surrounding areas. The parameter is the lowest in Ziyaratgah 
Station among the stations. The mean monthly temperature of this station in July is 15 °C lower 
than that of Shahdad Station. One reason for this difference may be due to the difference in 
elevation.  

For detailed examination of the temperature, the average of monthly minimum and maximum 
temperatures of the stations are presented in Tables of 2-4 and 2-5 and Figures of 2-5 and 2-6.  

As it can be observed from the tables, Ziyaratgah-e Seyf is the hottest one among the stations 
of the study in terms of average of monthly maximum temperature, up to 47.5 °C in July. On 
the contrary, Ziyaratgah Station as the highest in elevation has the lowest average monthly 
maximum temperature. 
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Table 2-4. Average of monthly maximum temperature (°C)  

station Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Nehbandan 12.5 15.3 19.6 27.6 33.5 37.4 38.2 37.1 34.1 28.4 21.6 15.5 26.7 

Shahdad 17.2 22.4 29.2 34.5 40.1 44.4 46.1 44.1 40.2 34.7 25.7 18.8 33.1 

Bam 16.6 19.5 24.4 30.0 35.1 39.1 39.4 38.0 35.4 30.5 23.7 18.5 29.2 

Ziyaratgah-e seyf 20.4 23.3 28.3 36.4 42.1 46.7 47.5 45.9 43.3 36.8 28.8 22.7 35.2 

Ziyaratgah 11.8 13.1 16.9 23.2 28.7 32.7 33.4 31.9 28.9 24.5 19.1 14.2 23.2 

Nosratabad 16.2 18.4 23.3 30.0 34.7 39.4 40.2 38.4 35.2 30.4 24.6 18.9 29.1 

Goharkuh 14.0 17.4 22.0 27.6 33.5 38.0 37.7 36.6 33.9 28.7 23.1 17.5 27.5 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-5. Changes in parameter of the average of monthly maximum temperature in stations (°C) 

 

In terms of the average of monthly minimum temperature, Shahdad Station has the highest 
mean temperature in all months. The average of monthly minimum temperature is 7.7 °C in 
January. On the contrary, the stations of Ziyaratgah and Goharkuh with temperature of -0.9 and 
-2.1, respectively, are the lowest in this parameter. The daily statistics have revealed that even 
in core zone, i.e. Ziyaratgah-e Seyf Station, some days with freezing were occurred.  
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Table 2-5. Average of monthly minimum temperature (°C)  

station Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Nehbandan 0.7 2.9 7.1 13.4 18.1 23.1 25.8 23.9 17.4 11.2 5.9 2.3 12.7 

Shahdad 7.7 11.9 17.6 23.3 29 32.7 34.1 32 27.6 23.2 15.4 9.3 22 

Bam 4.9 7.4 12.0 17.2 22.1 26.3 27.4 25.6 22.2 17.2 11.1 6.4 16.6 

Ziyaratgah-e seyf 3.1 5.1 10.1 16.4 22.3 25.6 28.6 26.2 21.4 15.6 9.1 4.7 15.7 

Ziyaratgah -0.9 1.3 4.8 9.6 13.6 16.1 15.9 14.7 12.3 9.1 5.4 1.4 8.6 

Nosratabad 3.1 6.0 10.2 15.7 20.3 23.8 25.2 22.8 18.1 13.7 8.8 4.8 14.4 

Goharkuh -2.1 1.7 5.6 9.4 15.0 18.0 19.1 16.5 12.7 7.1 3.1 -0.8 8.8 

 

 

 

 
 Figure 2-6. Changes in average of monthly minimum temperature in the stations of the study (°C) 

  

 

Tables 2-6, 2-7 and figure 2-7 and 2-8 shown that Ziyaratgah-e Seyf Station has the highest 
average of absolute maximum temperature with 55 °C in June. The stations of Ziaratgah and 
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Nehbandan have lower average of maximum absolute temperature of 39.5 and 43.8, 
respectively.  

 Table 2-6. Average of maximum absolute temperature (°C) 

station Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Nehbandan 23.6 25.4 31.8 36.6 41.4 43.8 45 43.6 41.6 36.6 30.2 28.8 45 

Shahdad 29.4 33.6 39 42.6 47.4 50.4 50.4 50 45.4 41.4 35 29 50.4 

Bam 30.0 31.8 36.0 39.6 44.0 47.6 46.6 47.0 43.6 40.0 34.0 32.0 47.6 

Ziyaratgah-e seyf 35.0 34.5 43.5 47.0 52.0 55.0 54.0 53.5 49.5 47.0 42.5 33.5 55.0 

Ziyaratgah 22.5 24.5 28.5 32.5 38.5 39.5 39.0 38.0 36.5 33.5 34.5 27.5 39.5 

Nosratabad 26.0 28.0 34.0 39.0 43.6 49.5 49.0 47.0 42.5 42.0 37.0 32.0 49.5 

Goharkuh 25.0 26.0 33.0 36.0 39.4 45.5 44.0 42.0 41.5 36.0 30.5 25.5 45.5 

 

The monthly average of absolute maximum temperatures shows the characteristic of desert 
areas of Iran. These areas may sometimes experience very low absolute temperatures and even 
in core zone, the temperature of -8 °C was also reported. In most of the stations around the Lut 
Desert, the average of absolute minimum temperature is below zero in 4 to 6 months of year.  

 

Figure 2-7. Changes in the average of absolute maximum temperature in stations of the study (°C) 
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Table 2-7. Average of minimum absolute temperature (°C) 

station Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Nehbandan -22.6 -12.4 -6.6 -4.4 1 4.2 14.8 17.8 13.6 7 0 -4.8 -22.6 

Shahdad -2.6 -2 3.8 12.4 17 26 28.2 27 20 16.8 7.4 -0.4 -2.6 

Bam -9.0 -5.0 -3.0 4.0 9.5 18.0 19.0 15.0 11.0 6.0 -2.0 -7.0 -9.0 

Ziyaratgah-e seyf -8.0 -7.0 -5.5 3.0 9.0 16.5 15.5 15.5 10.5 1.0 -4.0 -12.5 -12.5 

Ziyaratgah -12.2 -13.0 -13.0 -3.0 0.0 5.0 9.0 7.0 0.0 -4.0 -6.0 -15.0 -15.0 

Nosratabad -10.2 -10.0 -1.5 2.0 2.0 5.0 11.0 2.0 6.0 0.0 -2.5 -11.5 -11.5 

Goharkuh -31.0 -13.0 -11.0 0.0 4.2 9.0 7.0 4.0 3.2 -3.2 -8.2 -21.2 -31.0 

 

 

 

Figure 2-8. Changes in the average of minimum absolute temperature in the stations of the Lut Desert (°C) 

 

For more comprehensive and obvious examination of the temperature parameter, the 
temperature map has been drawn for the Lut Desert (Figure 2-9). By the temperature map, it 
would be easy to find out a negative correlation between the temperature and elevation. The 
temperature decreases in highland areas and in lowlands, the parameter is clearly higher than 
the surrounding areas. In fact, a vast part of the study area has the temperature higher than 20 
°C. This is completely consistent with climatic classification of the Lut Desert. In other words, 
the areas with temperature above 20 °C on the map are coincident with hyper-arid climatic 
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zones. On the contrary, the areas with isolines of low temperature are coincident with 
Mediterranean and semi-humid climates.  

The diagrams and tables presented in this section indicate that although Lut Desert is 
introduced as thermal pole of the earth, as the hottest point of the earth, but it experiences huge 
temperature differences through different seasons of the year. As Ziyaratgah Station has the 
high average of maximum temperature in summer, it has the average of absolute minimum 
temperature of -8 °C in winter. It can be said that these temperature differences makes the site 
more appealing.  

 

Figure 2-9. Map of the mean annual temperature in the study area  

(Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization) 
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Precipitation 

Monthly precipitation as a vital parameter in each region plays a major role in agriculture, 
vegetation cover, and discharge of aqueducts (Qanat) and rivers. Since a major part of the study 
area is under the influence of subtropical high pressure in which the air is descending, even 
with the presence of moisture in some areas, the precipitation is negligible due to the lack of 
an ascending mechanism. With the available data of the stations, the parameters of average 
monthly and annual precipitation are presented. The results are presented in Table 2-8 and 
Figure 2-10.  

The month in which the highest precipitation value occurs differs in different stations near Lut 
Desert. The stations of Shahdad, Goharkuh, and Ziyaratgah-e Seyf show the highest amount of 
precipitation in January, Nosratabad shows it in the February, and other stations show the 
highest precipitation in March. Goharkuh Station is located in southeast of Iran and receives 
considerable summer precipitation compared to other stations. This is because of the intrusion 
of monsoon air masses from southeast into the area. In the Lut Desert most of the precipitations 
occur in cold season. The precipitation in Iran and Lut Desert is mainly resulted from the 
Mediterranean cyclones of the westerlies affecting the Middle East. The precipitation regime 
is Mediterranean in cold period of year. It is worthy to note that the only station in nominated 
property has average of annual precipitation equal to 28 millimeters. It seems that precipitation 
value is decreasing towards the low elevated areas of Lut Desert. 

 

Table 2-8. Average of monthly precipitation (mm)  

station Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Nehbandan 29.8 29.1 39.1 11.8 2.8 0.7 0.5 0 0.3 0.6 3.2 17.5 135.4 

Shahdad 11.88 11.83 9.03 0.17 0.58 0 0 0 0 0 0.17 4.8 38.48 

Bam 12.1 9.6 12.8 10.3 6.0 0.5 1.0 0.6 0.2 1.0 2.4 4.6 61.3 

Ziyaratgah-e seyf 6.8 3.6 6.6 0.8 1.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 6.4 28.0 

Ziyaratgah 34.4 25.5 32.9 10.0 4.9 0.5 1.3 0.3 0.5 2.1 4.0 18.6 135.0 

Nosratabad 12.4 17.7 14.8 7.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 0.1 0.0 2.7 1.6 7.4 67.2 

Goharkuh 37.2 24.3 23.9 13.1 0.1 0.3 9.5 3.8 2.5 0.4 0.8 5.7 121.6 
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Figure 2-10. Average of monthly precipitation of Lut Desert (mm) 

 

 
Figure 2-11. The map of average annual precipitation of the area  

(Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization) 
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For clear examination of the precipitation parameter, the map of precipitation has been depicted 

for the area (Figure 2-11). A major part of this area receives precipitation below 100 mm per 

year and only small areas almost coincident with elevated lands receive a precipitation more 

than this value. When overlaying the two maps of precipitation and the climate classification 

of the area, it is revealed that the areas of Mediterranean and semiarid climate are clearly 

coincident with 200 mm precipitation isolines and the areas of arid and hyper-arid climates are 

coincident with isolines of 100 and 50 mm precipitation.  

Relative humidity 

The average of monthly relative humidity in the study area indicates that the percentage of 

relative humidity in cold months of year is higher than that in warm months. Among the stations 

of the area, the percentage of annual relative humidity is the highest in Goharkuh Station (38 

%) and the lowest in Shahdad Station (20 %). Totally, in all the stations January has the highest 

percentage of relative humidity.  

Evaporation  

According to the map of evaporation, in a vast extent of this area the annual evaporation is 

more than 3000 mm. This is indicative of severe solar radiation of the sun and the extreme 

aridity in the area. The extent is coincident with temperature isolines of more than 20 °C, 

precipitation isolines of less than 100 mm, and arid and hyper-arid climate zones.  

Climate classification of the Lut Desert  

To identify the climate of this area, the climate map of Iran prepared by Meteorological 

Organization (based on De Martonne) is represented as climate classification of this area 

(Figure 2-12).  

The entire area of nominated property and buffer zones are categorized as hyper-arid in the 

climatic classification. This can be explained by the geographical location of the region, 

dominance of subtropical high pressure, and distance to moisture resources. The hyper-arid 

area in a northwest to southeast direction is extended beyond the core zone. Around the area 

affected by hyper-arid climate, arid climate can be observed in the northeast, southeast, and 

west of the buffer and nominated property. Generally, the more elevated areas in the margins 
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of the buffer zone and core zone have arid climate. Only some small parts of the elevated areas 

have semi-arid, Mediterranean, and semi-humid climate conditions. The slight humidity in the 

small parts can be explained by the mountains and receive more precipitation.  

 

 
Figure 2-12. Climate classification of the area (Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization) 
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Analysis of wind conditions in Lut Desert  

Wind is the major factor of erosion in desert areas. Among the local winds of Iran, the 120-

Day Wind, dominant in the eastern part of Iran, is more famous. The area, over which this 

wind blows, is from South Khorasan to Sistan in summer. The 120-Day Wind of Sistan is 

blowing from northeast highlands towards southeast of Iran in warm periods of the year, i.e., 

from June 5th to October 7th in 120 days and sometimes longer. With a change in pressure 

pattern in winter, this wind also disappears (Alijani, 2008). The main reason for production 

of the wind is a relatively strong low pressure center in the southeast of Iran and also two 

high pressure centers; one on Caspian Sea and the other on the highlands out of the boundary 

of Iran in the northeast. The high pressure center on the Caspian Sea is more effective on the 

phenomena. As the winds have enough intensity for erosion and blow in arid areas, they are 

considered as an important factor in creation of wind erosion landforms (Hosseinzadeh, 

1997). Yardangs (Kaluts) of Lut Desert are prominent natural landscapes of the area and the 

most outstanding geomorphologic landforms. They are created by the activity of these winds. 

The alignment of yardangs and corridors (valleys between corridors) are northern, northwest 

to southeast. The alignment is coincident with the direction of the 120-Day Winds (Alaei, 

2011, Ehsani and Quiel, 2008). There are many sand dunes that are bounded by the corridors 

and the western Lut. Yallan Sand Sea or Rig- e Yallan as the largest erg of Iran in the east of 

Lut is affected by other winds that transport the sands to create the erg.  

To examine the wind flow in the Lut Desert, the data from synoptic stations of the 

meteorological organization have been used. To provide a thorough analysis of the wind 

information, wind rose diagrams were drawn. This diagram indicates direction of prevailing 

winds, speed, and frequency percentage in a statistical period. In order to carry out a 

comprehensive and exact examination of this parameter, the wind roses of the average annual, 

monthly, and daily data of 3 PM and average of the most speedy winds in the statistical period 

is depicted for synoptic stations of Bam and Shahdad.  
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Figure 2-14. Annual wind rose of daily average 

for Bam Station  
Figure 2-13. Annual wind rose of daily average 

for Shahdad Station 

  

According to figures 2-13 and 2-14, wind frequency with speed of 11 meters per second (m/s) 
in Shahdad Station is higher than that in Bam Station. On the contrary, the wind frequency of 
5 to 7.5 m/s has the most frequency in Bam Station.  

With the comparison of the depicted wind roses of each month (see appendix) it can be 

observed that in Shahdad Station most frequent winds and the most rapid winds are recorded 

in summer with prevailing direction from north. In Bam Station, the most frequent winds and 

the most rapid winds, the prevailing directions of which were from the north, are also reported 

in warm periods, particularly in August. The annual and monthly wind rose at 3 PM for stations 

of Bam and Shahdad are also presented. The occurrence of the very intensive north-oriented 

winds in summer is also confirmed by field observations so that the dusts flowing sometimes 

inside the corridors between the yardangs. In cold periods, the intensity of the winds is 

declined in both stations. But along with the prevailing north winds, some secondary 

directions are also added to the primary north direction. In March, April, and May the 

direction of prevailing wind is still northern, but the prevailing winds from other directions 

can be observed in other months.  
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Figure 2-16. Annual wind rose at 3 PM in Bam 

Station 
Figure 2-15. Annual wind rose at 3 PM in 

Shahdad Station 

According to the annual and monthly wind roses for the winds at 3 PM daytime, in Shahdad 
Station there were the most frequent and rapid winds in spring and summer (11 m/s). The 
prevailing direction of the winds is from north, northwest, and northeast. In Bam Station, the 
most frequent and rapid winds were reported in May, June, July, and August. The prevailing 
directions of the winds are north, northeast, and west. In Summary, the wind at 3 PM of Bam 
Station is more rapid than that of Shahdad Station. The wind roses of average maximum winds 
are presented for the stations of Bam and Shahdad.  

 

  
Figure 2-18. Annual wind rose of the average 

maximum wind in Bam Station 
Figure 2-17. Annual wind rose of the average 

maximum wind in Shahdad Station 
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Table 2-9. Frequency Distribution for Max Wind of Bam Station (%) 

 Speed m/s 

Wind Direction 0.5 - 2.5 2.5 - 5.0 5.0 - 7.5 7.5 - 9.0 9.0 - 
11.0 

>= 
11.0 Total 

337.50 - 22.50 0 3.28 5.93 2.28 4.92 23.31 39.73 
22.50 - 67.50 0 2.73 3.92 1.45 2.32 9.44 19.89 

67.50 - 112.50 0 1.36 2.00 0.50 0.68 0.95 5.52 
112.50 - 157.50 0 1.18 1.23 0.72 0.86 1.14 5.15 
157.50 - 202.50 0 0.72 0.68 0.36 0.31 0.54 2.64 
202.50 - 247.50 0 0.91 0.68 0.63 0.18 1.32 3.74 
247.50 - 292.50 0 3.28 2.00 1.87 3.01 4.69 14.86 
292.50 - 337.50 0 2.09 2.18 0.63 0.54 1.87 7.34 

Sub-Total 98.90 
Calms 1.09 

Missing/Incomplete 0 
Total 100 

Frequency of Calm Winds 1.09 % 
Average Wind Speed 11.61 m/s 

 

 

Table 2-10. Frequency Distribution for Max Wind of Shahdad Station (%) 

 Speed m/s 
Wind Direction 0.5 - 2.5 2.5 - 5.0 5.0 - 7.5 7.5 - 9.0 9.0 - 11.0 >= 11.0 Total 

337.50 - 22.50 0 0 0.07 0.18 1.31 25.62 27.19 

22.50 - 67.50 0 0.14 0.62 0.54 2.81 12.57 16.70 

67.50 - 112.50 0 0.03 0.40 0.21 1.16 2.08 3.91 

112.50 - 157.50 0 0.03 0.14 0.18 0.80 1.53 2.70 

157.50 - 202.50 0 0 0.18 0.07 0.32 0.95 1.53 

202.50 - 247.50 0 0 0.07 0.03 0.29 3.32 3.72 

247.50 - 292.50 0 0 0.40 0.69 3.98 22 17.08 

292.50 - 337.50 0 0 0.62 0.54 2.66 13.01 16.84 

Sub-Total 82.96 

Calms 0.24 

Missing/Incomplete 16.78 

Total 100 

Frequency of Calm Winds 0.29 % 

Average Wind Speed 14.95 m/s 
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Figure 2-19. Average Wind Speed of monthly Max Wind (m/s) 

 

 

2.a.2. Geology 

Lut block Geology 

From tectonostratigraphic point of view, Iran is divided into several zones. According to most 
geologists’ point of view, Lut Block is considered as a separate zone located in central-eastern 
part of Iran. Lut Desert and nominated property are located within Lut block. As a matter of 
fact, Lut block is geographically larger than Lut Desert. 

Lut Block, with a length of about 900 km, is the most eastern part of Central Iran 
Microcontinent (Aghanabati, 2004). Its eastern boundary is represented with Nehbandan Fault 
and eastern Iran flysch basin and its western boundary is represented with Nayband Fault and 
Tabas Block. The northern boundary of Lut Block on Iran tectonic map (Stocklin and Nabavi, 
1973) is the depression in the south of Kashmar city and its southern boundary is represented 
with Jazmuriyan depression. Stocklin (1968) divided this block into two eastern and western 
parts which were separated with Shotori Mountains from each other.  
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Figure 2-20. Lut Block in eastern part of Iran (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Figure 2-21. Geological zones of Iran on which the Lut Block is shown (modified after Aghanabati, 2004) 

 

Later it was found that geological characteristics of the latter blocks are not comparable. For 
instance, the thick lava flows (2000-3000 m) of Cenozoic in Lut Block are not observed in 
Tabas Block, or tectonic movements of the Early Kimmerian, especially middle Kimmerian 
which is represented with relative deformation and stability of Lut Block; in Tabas Block show 
slight indications of epeirogenesis. Accordingly and based on new foundings there was a 
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revision proposed for the boundaries of Lut Block and as a result Tabas Block, Jazmuriyan 
depression and Bazman mountains were separated as a part of Central Iranian magmatic Arc 
(Aghanabati, 2004). However, different geologists still have different point of views about Lut 
Block and its place in different geological zoning categories. 

 

 

Figure 2-22. Geological map of Lut Desert (Geological Survey of Iran) 
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Tectonic history of the Lut Block  

Baikalian structural stage 

No data on Precambrian history of the Lut Zone exists because no definite Precambrian 
outcrops have yet been found in the area. Radiogenic age determinations up to the present time 
show clear and sharp evidence of the Early Kimmerian orogenic effects on the rocks of the 
central Lut area (Reyre and Mohafez 1970, 1971). Unreliable radiometric age determination in 
the Dehsalm area gave an age of 2,000 million years.  

Early Kimmerian structural stage 

During Paleozoic time, platform type cover sediments were deposited in the Lut Zone as in the 
rest of the Central Iran. The Paleozoic and Lower Triassic sediments of the Lut Zone are 
typically like the formations exposed in the Tabas-Shotori Mountains. The Shirgesth, Padeha, 
Shishtu, Sardar, Jamal, Sorkh Shale and Shotori Formations are discovered typically exposed 
in the central and southern Lut Zone (Berberian 1974, Berberian and Soheili 1973). This fact 
shows that during Paleozoic and Lower Triassic times, the "’Lut Zone" and the "Tabas-Shotori 
region" were covered by "a common sea" and that similar conditions of sedimentation pertained 
in both regions. Thus paleogeographically the Lut Zone should not be separated from the 

Central Iran because it always has been and remains a part of Central Iran. 

Early Kimmerian orogeny 

The Early Kimmerian structural stage in the Lut area ends up with the deposition of the Shotori 
Formation and beginning of the movements of the Early Kimmerian orogeny. The earliest 
clearly detectable tectonic movement in the Central Lut occurred in post Middle Triassic-pre-
Rhaetic time (the Early Kimmerian orogeny, according to the American nomenclature). This 
orogeny is clearly documented by a remarkable angular unconformity and formation of the 
Shotori swell in the adjacent Shotori range (mountain) (Stocklin et al., 1965), and in the 
Shirgesth area (Ruttner et al., 1968) etc. But in these areas it was accompanied by a syntectonic 
regional metamorphism. The Central Lut (Dehsalm- Chahdashi area) is the second locality in 
Iran in which the Early Kimmerian orogeny was accompanied by a synkinematic regional 
metamorphism. The first easily detectable locality is in the Sanandaj-Sirjan orogenic Belt 
(Berberian 1972, 1973 and 1976). During this orogenic phase the Paleozoic and lower Triassic 
rocks of the Central Lut were metamorphosed. The exposed metamorphosed Sardar and Jamal 
Formations in the Dehsalm-Chahdashi area converted to gneissic schists, amphibole schists, 
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biotite-muscovite schist, meta-quartzite with marble intercalations (Sardar Formation) and 
marble (Jamal Formation). The contact Zone between the metamorphosed Sardar and Jamal 
formations is normal (not faulted) and is marked by a few meters of white quartzite and gneiss 
schist (top white sandstone of the Sardar Formation, or base of the Jamal Formation). Above 
this key bed, the sedimentary facies is changed and the medium to thick bedded marbles with 
chert bands and nodules are cropped out (Jamal Formation). 

The grade of metamorphism in the Paleozoic rocks is lower amphibolite facies (the grade of 
the regional metamorphism is increased by the effects of the thermic domes); the style of 
deformation is flowage and highly flattened folds. The B-lineations and B-axis of the Early 
Kimmerian metamorphics have an N-S strike in the central part (Kahur Sar Godar range), and 
a NNW-SSE direction in the northern part (arched Zone near Shahkuh). The Early Kimmerian 
movements end with the formation of the "’Lut Horst’" (an early north-south trending facies 
divider horst). It should be noted that in the Southern Lut Zone (northern highlands of 
Jazmuriyan Depression) no syntectonic regional metamorphism accompanied the Early 
Kimmerian orogeny. 

It is evident that, when a regional metamorphism accompanies an orogenesis (syntectonic 
regional metamorphism), the metamorphism is found in the axial Zone of the orogenic belt and 
not in the marginal zones. These central or axial metamorphics form always the core of an 
orogene. It seems that the range between Dehsalm and Chahdashi (Kahur Sar Godar range) is 
the axial or central unit of the orthotectonic orogeny of the Central Lut.  

Glancing over the various geological maps of the area, tectonic map of the country and ERTS- 
A imagery, one can see that the younger sediments and formations in the central Lut are gently 
arched and bent around the supposed central uplifted and consolidated basement.  

 With the knowledge that the metamorphic complex of the Paleozoic rocks (Early Kimmerian 
metamorphics) constructed the exposed Paleozoic basement of the central Lut, we should 
observe that the supposed basement is also arched and turned parallel to the surrounding 
younger formations. The real Precambrian basement is not exposed, but it could be said that 
the younger deformations (younger than that of the Early Kimmerian) followed the former one. 
It can therefore be concluded that during the Early Kimmerian orogeny the Lut Zone (the 
supposed Rigid Lut Block) was more mobile than the previously introduced mobile Zone of 
the Shotori range.  
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Late Kimmerian structural stage 

During the Jurassic and after the Early Kimmerian diastrophism and uplift, the central Lut Zone 
was subjected to strong subsidence. The Nayband Formation, Shemshak Formation and Upper 

Jurassic limestones were deposited on the older deformed rocks. 

 Late Kimmerian movements 

The second important movement, in the central Lut Zone after the Early Kimmerian orogeny, 
was that of post Upper Jurassic-pre Lower Cretaceous (Late Kimmerian or Nevadan phase 
according to American nomenclature). The diastrophism is clearly documented by a 
remarkable and sharp angular unconformity of Aptian sediments over the older deformed and 
metamorphosed sequences. The Late Kimmerian orogeny is accompanied by a syntectonic 
regional metamorphism (lower green schist facies in the Mesozoic pre-Aptian rocks, and 
retrogressive metamorphism in the Early Kimmerian metamorphics), and a late tectonic 

magmatism. 

During the syntectonic metamorphism of the Late Kimmerian (Nevadan) diastrophic phase in 
the central Lut, the Nayband Formation, Shemshak Formation and Upper Jurassic limestones 
were metamorphosed and converted to crystallized limestones, low grade schists, phyllites, 
meta quartzites, meta siltstones, meta sandstones and slates. These metamorphosed sequences 
of Jurassic age are highly deformed and schistosed. It should be emphasized that the structures 
in the post Triassic-pre Aptian Formations are not simple in the supposed Lut Block as stated 
in some reports. It seems that after the Early and Late Kimmerian orogenies (especially the 
former one, as observed earlier), the central part of the supposed Lut Block (the ranges between 

Dehsalm and Chahdashi) became an early north-south trending facies divider horst (the Lut 
Horst). 

As mentioned before, the Kahur Sar Godar range is the axial and central unit of the Early 
Kimmerian and Nevadan orthotectonic orogenes. Outward from this axial unit or range (from 
the central part of the Lut Zone towards its edges), the grade of Nevadan metamorphism and 
also the grade of deformations decrease in a radial form from the axial unit. 

It should be noted that near the Lut Crush Zone (junction between Lut Zone and Flysch Zone 
or the East Iranian Ranges), due to the faulting action and accident between two different zones, 
the deformational grade increases (especially near the high angle reverse longitudinal western 
Neh (Nehbandan) fault). 
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The synkinematic regional metamorphism of the Nevadan orogeny in the Central Lut is 
followed by a "Late Tectonic Magmatism" (granitization) known as the "late tectonic Lut 
Magmatism". These two phenomena (metamorphism and magmatism) form the second and 
third phases of the magmatic cycle of an orogenic belt (De Sitter 1964). As the Nevadan 
orogenic belt in the central Lut is not a complete and a well-developed orogene, the first and 
the fourth phases are absent here. 

The Late tectonic Lut Magmatism is characterized by: 

1. Intrusion of pegmatites 

2. Granitic intrusion (Shahkuh and related stocks of Lut Granite) with contact 
metamorphism (pyroxene-hornfels facies). 

3. Thermic-static metamorphism (andalusite, garnet, sillimanite schists). 

Preliminary micro-mega tectonic investigations showed that the B-lineations and B-axis of the 
Late Kimmerian metamorphics follow that of the Early Kimmerian and have the same 
directions. 

In the southern Lut Zone (northern highlands of Jazmuriyan Depression), after the Early 
Kimmerian uplift (Lut Horst), the area remained mostly above sea level and the Jurassic 
Shemshak Formation is only deposited in small separate low basins. The Lut Magmatism (Late 
tectonic magmatism of Nevadan movements) is introduced in this part of the Zone by Bazman 
granitic batholite accompanied by considerable contact metamorphism. The Bazman magmatic 
intrusions have been differentiated in magmatic chambers (intrusion of gabbroic and then acid 
igneous rocks) and in sites (granitic to gabbroic aureoles due to assimilation of the country 
rocks). 

Austrian structural stage and Austrian movements 

The deformed and metamorphosed rocks of the Late Kimmerian in the central Lut Zone are 
unconformably and transgressively covered by slightly tilted (20-30 degrees) beds of Aptian 
rocks. One cannot postulate a real rigid block in this area by making the assumption that the 
Cretaceous rocks are not highly folded, because in most parts of the Central Iran the medium 
to thick bedded limestones of Cretaceous age are not highly folded (except those of the colored 
mélange zones). However, they are extensively faulted, and this is thought to be related to the 
massive nature of these rocks. No Aptian sediments have been deposited in the eastern part of 
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the Lut Horst, whereas in the western part (Dehsalm basin) Aptian sediments have been 
deposited.  

In the southern Lut Zone (northern highlands of Jazmuriyan Depression) the transgression of 
the Cretaceous sea started in Infra-Valanginian (Lower Cretaceous) time (Berberian 1975) in 
the small basins on the Lut Horst, and continued to Aptian. No Upper Cretaceous deposits have 
yet been found in this part of the zone. The Late Lower Cretaceous-pre Upper Cretaceous 
movements (Austrian) are documented by a sharp angular unconformity at the base of the 
Maestrichtian sediments, folding, faulting and reactivation of the Lut Horst along some faults, 
in the Lut zone. 

Laramidian structural stage and Laramidian movements 

Maestrichtian sediments are deposited only on the northern nose of the Lut Horst (Except for 
the colored mélange zones). The Lut Horst and its eastern, western, and southern adjacent 
basins were uplifted during Upper Cretaceous time. 
The post Upper Cretaceous-pre Paleocene or Eocene movements in the Central Lut are 
characterized by a regional angular unconformity at the base of Paleocene or Eocene rocks, 
partial metamorphism in colored mélange, a post-tectonic volcanism and reactivation of the 
Lut Horst. 

Pyreneean structural stage and Pyreneean movements 

The distribution, thickness and facies changes of the Eocene rocks differ in the adjacent basins 
of the Lut Horst. Lower Eocene rocks in the eastern basin of the central Lut Horst (Chahdashi 
basin) are poorly developed, whereas they are well-developed in the western basin (Dehsalm 
basin). 

In the southern Lut Zone (northern highlands of Jazmuriyan Depression), after Laramidian 
movements, the western part of the area and a small part of the eastern part, were subjected to 
subsidence and the Lower Eocene sequence (basal conglomerate, volcanics, tuffs and etc) has 
been deposited on the older rocks. 

The post Eocene-pre Oligocene movements (Pyreneean) are documented by regional angular 
unconformity at the base of the Neogene? Red-beds, a Late tectonic magmatism (intrusion of 
gabbro, diorite, granodiorite and contact metamorphism-silicification and hornfels), and 
reactivation of the Lut Horst. 
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In the Dasht-e Bayaz area the layered and folded Eocene volcanics are strongly refolded. The 
Lower Eocene rocks of Dehsalm area are folded and a 50 degrees dip has been measured in the 
limb of a syncline. In the southern part of the Lut (north of Jazmuriyan) the Eocene rocks have 
70 degrees dip. Some volcanic and tuffs of the Lut area which are massive and have no layering 
could not represent the deformational features as clearly as the well-layered rocks. However, 
it should be noted that they are extensively faulted, and that this is thought to be related to the 
massive nature of these extrusive bodies. Therefore this apparent common deformation feature 
in the Lut is not necessarily an indication of its rigidity, as was proposed by Stocklin (1968). 

After post Eocene movements (Pyreneean) the Lut Zone underwent major uplift and no 
Oligocene-Miocene sediments have been deposited "’(Major Lut Uplift)". The important 
sedimentary gap between Oligocene and Miocene in the Lut, and a clear angular unconformity 
of the (Upper Neogene?) red beds and Pliocene conglomerates, confirm the Major uplift of the 
Lut during the mentioned periods. 

A succession of fault-bounded, horst and graben-like features is always dominant in the Lut 
Zone and always controlled sedimentation in the area. In the period of the Major Lut Uplift the 
Lut Horst exposes the older rocks with the Lower Eocene cover which emerged after Pyreneean 
movements, while the adjacent grabens (East Iranian Ranges in the east, Makran Ranges in the 
south, and Daman-Kasgin basin in south east, NE Iranshahr) were still subsiding and filling 
with Eocene-Oligocene deposits. 

Attican structural stage and Attican movements 

After the Pyreneean movements and before the Attican uplift, only some continental Red Beds 
(Neogene?) were deposited on parts of the Lut Zone. 

The Neogene? Red beds overlie unconformably the older rocks of the southern part of the 
southern Lut Zone and are slightly tilted towards the Jazmuriyan Depression. 

In this period, in which some continental Red Beds were deposited in small basins of the Lut 
Zone, the adjacent southeastern Daman-Kasgin basin was rapidly subsiding and sedimentation 
(Oligocene to Pliocene) was continuous. The East Iranian Ranges emerged. 

Post Miocene-pre Pliocene (Attican) movements in Lut area are characterized by a regional 
angular unconformity at the base of Pliocene conglomerates. 
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Wallachian structural stage and Wallachian movements 

It is after the Attican movements that the narrow Lut crush zone, junction between the Lut Zone 
and East Iranian Ranges, and other minor and separate basins were subjected to a minor 
subsidence and the Pliocene conglomerates were deposited. 

 

 

Figure 2-23. Location of cross section from north, middle part and south of Lut Desert 

(Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Figure 2-24. Cross section from north of Lut Desert (Geological Survey of Iran) 

 

 

 

Figure 2-25. Cross section from middle parts of Lut Desert (Geological Survey of Iran)  
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Figure 2-26. Cross section from southern part of Lut Desert (Geological Survey of Iran) 

 

Gentle sedimentation during Pliocene along the Lut Crush Zone and a few other minor basins 
in the Lut Zone was followed by another period of unrest at the end of Pliocene or Early 
Quaternary. The post Pliocene-pre Quaternary movements in Lut are documented by folding 
of Pliocene conglomerates (vertical and even slightly over-turned beds) and a regional 
unconformity at the base of the old terraces and gravel fans, faulting of Pliocene conglomerates, 
final upheaval of the mountain ranges combined with strong high angle reverse longitudinal 
faults, and post tectonic volcanics. 

The occurrence of numerous Quaternary volcanoes is another factor which questions the 
concept of the rigidity of the Lut Block. In the Lut, there are over fifty tiny Quaternary 
volcanoes composed of pyroxene andesite and other type of rocks which have cut their way 
through the supposedly rigid block. The Bazman Quaternary volcanic activity in the southern 
Lut can be divided into three small sub-phases: 

1. Younger andesitic fissure eruptions cutting Bazman lava flows. 
2. Bazman tuff breccia and the main lava flows. 
3. Intrusion of diabasic dykes. 
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Figure 2-27. Plateau Covered with Dark lava (Gandom Beryan) 

Stability of the Lut Block 

Although the theory of "Mass Median" is rejected for Lut Block, some of geologists believe 
that orogenic events such as Early Kimmerian and especially Late Kimmerian events affected 
vast areas of the block so that these areas were metamorphosed and got stable. As a result, later 
orogenic events such as events after Cretaceous didn't have any significant effect on this block 
(Aghanabati, 2004). However, there are some other points to be mentioned: 

 Although Lut Formation is horizontal and no deformation is observed in it, this 
formation especially in the western part the block, where it is in contact with faulted 
parts, represents asymmetrical folds with steep slopes and sometimes recumbent folds 
(Konrad et al., 1977). 

 Volcanic rocks in the western part of the block are almost not deformed. However, 
severe faulting especially in Quaternary deposits represents dynamic characteristic of 
the western part of the block. 
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 Dynamic characteristic of the block is evident especially in the eastern part. In this area 
especially in contact with eastern flysch terrains of Iran, crushing of the rocks and 
metamorphism is outstanding. In this part, Paleozoic rocks especially Permian ones and 
Mesozoic rocks are deformed and slightly metamorphosed. 

 There are about 40 volcanic cones of Quaternary age on the block.  

 In recent years the block has undergone severe faulting and destructive earthquakes. 

 Post-Neogene folding is relatively complex. However, structural studies show that this 
block has experienced post-Neogene stresses with NE-SW trend. The latter evidence 
and presence of some new faults and lineaments in the block are all the evidences which 
make the stability of the block questionable. 

 
 

 

Figure 2-28. Distribution of faults in Lut Desert 
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A brief discussion on the Lut Block volcanism 

As stated above the block is bounded between two major N-S trending faults, i.e. Nayband and 
Nehbandan Faults, upon which the movements are mainly strike-slip and shear. In such a 
regime, the mechanism of deformation is the least severe but opening of fractures are very 
significant. Hence, the volcanism was very severe and continuous so that younger lava flows 
sequentially covered older rocks and resulted in formation of the Lot Block volcanic rocks 
(Nogolsadat, 1978). 

Magmatic activity of northern Lut Block started from Late Cretaceous, i.e. over 77 m.y. ago, 
and continued for about 5 m.y. Magmatic rocks comprise a vast range of rocks such as basalts, 
andesitic, dacitic and rhyolitic rocks and there are some minor subvolcanic rocks (Aghanabati, 
2004). Geochemical characterists of these rocks show that they are all calc-alkaline rocks and 
all features of divergent boundaries on continental blocks are observed in them. Rb/Sr dating 
of the rocks show that most of the rocks were originated from mantle without any indication 
of mixing with crustal rocks. Only some of silica rich ignimbrites represent crustal mixing 
(Emami, 2000). It should be stated that northern Lut volcanoes are the result of Afgan Block 
subduction underneath the Lut Block (Eftekharnegad, 1972) and southern Lut volcanoes are part 
of Makran subduction zone magmatic arc (Aghanabati, 2004). 

Seimotectonics of the Lut Block 

In the western margin of the Lut Block the thickness of crust is 40 km and eastward it becomes 
thinner (about 20-25 km). Seismic studies of the block show that some parts of this block such 
as Ghaen was devastated due to earthquake. Among all devastating earthquakes, we can 
mention some such as: Bajestan (1925), Nehbandan (1928), Chahak (1941), Dasht-e Bayaz 
(1968) (Berberian, 1974). 

Observing the seismo-tectonic map of Iran, it is evident that similar to the other parts of Central 
Iran earthquake foci don't show a specific trend and they are all scattered on the block. Seimic 
zones of the block are generally located in the northern part and along faults of eastern 
boundary such as Nehbandan fault and western boundary such as Nayband fault. Most of the 
earthquakes are shallow type with intermediate magnitude (Berberian, 1974). 

Stratigraphic history of Lut Block 

Stratigraphic history of this block is very similar to the other zones of Central Iran microcontinent, 
but four characteristics are solely observed in the Lut Block (Aghanabati, 2004): 
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 The significant effect of early Kimmerian (or Paleo-Baluch of Reyer and Mohafez, 
1972) on rocks older than middle Triassic 

 Relatively stronger folding, volcanism and plotunism in Middle Jurassic (middle 
Cimmerian) especially in Dehsalm, Chaharfarsakh. These activities resulted in relative 
consolidation and stability of the block 

 Abundance of volcanic rocks of Tertiary system especially Eocene. These rocks cover 
more than half of the Lut Block with a thickness of about 2000m. 

 Lacustrine deposits which are almost horizontal with Plio-Pleistocene age called "Lut 
Formation”. These deposits represent the weak influence of the last folding event in this 
lock. 

 

 
Figure 2-29. Lacustrine sediments of kaluts (Lut Formation) northwest of Lut Desert  

(Photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Lut Block Stratigraphy 

Tectono-Sedimentary history of Lut Block is separated into 6 periods (Reyre and Mohafez, 
1972): 

1. Upper Triassic- Pre-Rhetian 

2. Jurassic-Lower Neocomian 

3. Lower and Middle Cretaceous  

4. Santonian- Maestrichtian 

5. Upper Maastrichtian-Middle Eocene 

6. Upper Eocene- Quaternary 

 
 
 

 

Figure 2-30. Generalized stratigraphy of different formations cropped out in Lut Block  

(Geological Survey of Iran) 
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A. Upper Triassic- Pre-Rhetian 

It seems that at the beginning of Triassic period sedimentation took place on a wide spread 
platform covering whole Iran. In this platform carbonate sedimentation had a significant role. 
In the upper Triassic time sedimentation in the region underwent a drastic change so that along 
a trend from east of Kerman to the east of Tabas and in the western Lut a subsiding rift 
developed. In this rift a thick package of clastic sediments were deposited. The origin of the 
latter deposits is proposed to be located in the eastern part of the block. Meanwhile, in the 
eastern Lut an important metamorphic event (i.e. Dehsalm metamorphism) took place and in 
this metamorphic complex a granitic pluton was intruded.  

B. Jurassic- Lower Neocomian 

In this period, the above mentioned rift developed mostly towards west (i.e. central Iran). This 
resulted in development of an uplifted and long region between Lut and Zagros rift (i.e. Bafgh- 
Jandagh rift). This region was experiencing an ongoing uplift, so that on the one hand Zagros 
flysch facies and on the other molas facies of Lut were deposited in this rift. Probably most of 
deposits in the rift were derived from eastern part of Lut platform which represented a craton 
at that time. Rejuvenation of the micas in Dehsalm metamorphic complex (i.e. 172±12 and 148 
±14 ma) and emplacement of Irakan granite in the NW Tabas (165±8 Ma) represent the onset 
of significant deformation at the end of Jurassic all over Iran especially in the above mentioned 
rift.  

Generally Speaking, late Cimmerian orogeny (Late Jurassic) in the Lut Block resulted in two 
important events: 

1. Reactivation of faults affecting Shotori and Kuh-e Morghab and mollasic basin. 

2. Halokinesis of salt layers that actually represents the reason of structural event resulting 
in development of mountains surrounding Kerman and are extended toward north up to 
Darband and in the south up to some distance and also represents the limit of infra-
Cambrian evaporatic basin.  

C. Lower Middle Cretaceous 

The highland formed during the Late Jurassic underwent severe erosion in the Lower 
Cretaceous. The amount of this erosion in Darband is estimated about 4000 m. Shotori 
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Mountains and Kerman area were considered as resistant mountainous areas that were flooded 
with water only at the end of Albian and even Cenomanian.  
In the east of Lut platform, a narrow rift with an N-S trend was experiencing an ongoing uplift 
representing Neo-Baluch orogenic event. In this rift from Aptian the flysch deposits with 
ophiolite intervals (colored melange complex) were deposited. The colored mélange was 
extended along 400 km from Iranshahr to Nosratabad in the margin of Lut Block and vast 
masses of serpentine around Birjand were developed in this period.  

D. Santonian – Lower Maestrichtian 

In this time both Lut and central Iran platform were exposed. In the west of Lut a marine rift 
developed. The depth of this rift was not very much between Kerman to Birjand, but between 
Kerman and Bam it was experiencing a rapid subsidence. 

E. Maestrichtian- Middle Eocene 

In this time, Lut Block underwent a subsidence in two phases.  

1. The margins of Lut Block experienced a rapid and severe subsidence which resulted in 
severe erosion on the block entering large amount of sediment into the surrounding 
basins. 

2. Decrease in clastic sedimentation and extension of subsiding regions toward internal 
parts of the block. The subsiding regions were experiencing important volcanic 
eruptions of andesitic and sometimes basaltic nature. Volcanic eruptions were mostly 
concentrated in the north of the Lut Block and the rifts in the south of Kerman 

Due to the occurrence of Baluch orogeny at the end of Eocene, eastern part of Lut Block (i.e. 
Eastern Iran flysh zone) was exposed and old faults e.g. Kuh-e Sorkh fault in the north of the 
Lut Block, eastern margin fault of Shotori-Morghab Mountains, Darband-Shahdad fault which 
extended up to Bam rift were all reactivated. 

F. Upper Eocene-Quaternary 

In this time, first the volcanic activities ceased before complete subsidence of central Lut. The 
result of this subsidence caused:  
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1. Development of thick talus sediments on pediments (e.g. Khonji Formation of Mio-
Pliocene in the south of Shahdad). In regions where infracambrian evaporites were 
present, new halokinetic movements developed (e.g. Kalut Pashe Kuh diapir). 

2. A sort of depression and collapse took place around the Lut Block so that collapse of 
fold and sometimes thrusts and faults around the block oriented toward the Lut block. 

This compression in the central Lut seems to be very rigid, and didn’t cause significant 
deformation. Based on Reyre and Mohafez (1972) the structural evolution of the block is not 
completed so that the locations of new volcanic- basaltic activities are around two trends: 

a. Shotori-Morghab mountain fault up to Shahdad and Bam which is called Boshruyeh-
Bam fault which separates the Lut block from central Iran in the low lands of western 
Lut Block. 

b. The eastern Lut boundary fault or Nehbandan-Khash fault which is bifurcated in 
Nosratabad area and both are extended up to Jazmuriyan. In the northern part of this 
fault system (Neh and Birjand faults), Lut platform is uplifting and minor volcanic 
activity is observed along it. 

The important formations in the Lut Block 

Around Lut plain there are some different formations which are described below  

a) Kalmard Formation 

Kalmard formation is the oldest stratigraphic unit in Kalmard region (west of Tabas). This 
formation is composed of shale and sandstone with upper Precambrian age and is cropped out 
with two different forms in two geological zones (Aghanabati, 1977). 

In central zone between Kalmard and Nain faults, the formation is composed of non-
metamorphosed rocks which are called Kalmard Formation (Stocklin, 1968; Aghanabati, 1977) 
which is named after the Kalmard Karvansara (Caravanserai) (i.e. old Iranian guest houses) 
located beside Yazd-Tabas road (Stocklin, 1968). This formation is composed of green slate 
and arkosic sandstones which are folded and located under an angular unconformity below 
Devonian (?)-Permian limestones. This formation forms the heart of uplifted anticline in the 
west of Tabas. There is an intrusive grano-dioritic intrusive body with a Precambrian-Cambrian 
proposed age according to the field studies and relationship. 
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b) Sorkh shale Formation 

The name of this formation is derived from Sorkh valley (Godar) located in Shotori Mountains. 
Its type section is located in Godar Sorkh in the southern slopes of Jamal Mountain in the south 
of Shotori Mountain chains and it's fully described by Stocklin et al. (1965). These researchers 
named the red shales, which were first observed by Ganser (1955) in the Peak of Shotori 
Mountain and were located between Jamal Formation (Permian) and Shotori Formation 
(Triassic) as Sorkh shale Formation. 

In the type section, it is 122m thick composed of red calcareous clays and shales which can be 
seen from a long distance. In the type section, some intercalations are also observed. On its 
stratigraphic planes there are abundant ripple marks and mud balls along with worm tubes so 
that it is similar to Triassic vermiculated limestone of Alborz zone. This formation conformably 
lies on Jamal Formation limestones. The latter formation gradually becomes red toward the 
Peak of Shotori Mountain showing the continuity of sedimentary environment. Shotori 
Formation conformably lies on Sorkh shale Formation and shows a continuous sedimentation 
between them. In their contact, alternation of yellow-green calcareous shale and dolomite is 
observed. 

According to the presence of bivalves and small gastropods, vermicular traces of serpulate 
worms, its stratigraphic position and regional correlation of this formation, its age is proposed 
as Triassic. This formation is completely eroded before Jurrasic in Shirgesht area (Rutner et 
al., 1968), but eastward in Gonabad mountains it appears again. Toward south, this formation 
is in the south of Shotori, Nayband, Kuh-e Darband and Lakarkuh mountains in the east of 
Ravar it is seen in Kuh-e Darband Mountain. Between Sorkh shale and Shotori formations 
there is a thick layer of gypsum called intermediate layer. In the south of Lakarkuh the 
intermediate layer changes to gypsum-sandy layer (Stocklin, 1961). In the mountains in the 
west of Tabas Basin from Pir-e Hajat Mountains in the north up to Bahabad Mountains in the 
south, Sorkh shale Formation is seen. In the latter region the intermediate layer of gypsum-
sand again appears. This appearance indicates that in southeastern part of Iran and east of 
Kerman at the end of lower Triassic evaporitic sedimentary environment prevailed. This can 
be assigned to the onset of early Cimmerian orogenic movements.  
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c) Shotori Formation 

This formation is named after the mountains in the east of Tabas (Stocklin, et al., 1965) and is 
composed of thick bedded dolomite units (820m). In some regions its upper parts is composed 
of limestone (i.e Espahak limestone). The contact between this formation and Sorkh shale 
Formation is gradual. Shotori Formation comprises the peaks of mountain ranges in some areas. 
Its type section is selected in two different locations for the dolomites and limestones. The 
dolomite part type section is located in an area called Kamarzarak located in the south of 
Shotori Mountains and the limestone part is located on an anticline called Kamar Meshkat, 
which is located at a distance of 14 km to the southeast of Espahak residential which is 
considered as the name of the upper part of this formation. The main part of formation is 
composed of 820 m of yellow and dense dolomites and the limestone part (Espahak limestone) 
with 155 m thickness comprises white cream to bluish grey, thick bedded, dense and fine 
crystalline limestone. The upper contact of Shotori Formation with Nayband Formation 
comprises a disconformity which represents the evidence of bauxite and laterite.  

Although some undifferentiated algae, brachiopods and gastropods are observed in the 
dolomitic part of the formation, these comprise some fossils in the limestone part. However, 
according to its stratigraphic position, Shotori Formation must be assigned to pre-Nurain and 
middle Triassic in age. As mentioned above the Espahak limestone is only seen in the south of 
Shotori Mountains. From Shotori Mountains southward up to Nayband and Darband mountains 
the main Shotori Formation dolomites are graded into massive dolomites along with gypsum 
horizons (in the contact with Sorkh Shale Formation) (Stocklin, 1961). From Nayband 
Mountain southward up to Lakarkuh Mountain in the east of Kerman, Shotori dolomites are 
completely transformed to open marine limestone some parts of which are heavily oolitic. 
However, northward from Shotori Mountain to Shirgesht Mountain, dolomitic facies are 
replaced with dense marly limestones. According to Ganser (1955) Shotori Mountain rocks are 
very similar to Alborz. Triassic rocks and it seems that Shotori Formation in Alborz zone and 
Sorkh Shale Formation is also comparable to vermiculated limestone in the lower Triassic of 
Alborz. In Shotori Formation there are some veins of barite, lead, zinc and aluminium (lateritic) 
and flourite deposits. 
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Nayband Formation 

This name is assigned to a sequence of upper Triassic fossiliferous rocks which are clastic 
shales to calcareous sandstones containing abundant corals, brachiopods and mollusks. The age 
of this unit is proposed as upper Triassic and in its upper part there is a limestone unit called 
Hoz-e Khan (Nabavi, 1976). Nayband Formation type section is in the south of Naybandan 
residential. It is unconformably lies on Shotori Formation with an erosional and karstic plane 
and a thickness of paleosoil stained with iron oxides are observed. Locally there are some barite 
and galena veins are observed and the thickness of this paleosoil is 2-5 meters. There are three 
different lithological units with different fossil assemblages in Nayband Formation (Shemirani, 
1986). The units include: 

1. Hoz-e Sheikh Group which is composed of grey shales with abundant fossils with the 
age of Middle Triassic (?) to the beginning of Upper Triassic. 

2. Nayband Group is composed of fossiliferous calcareous sandstone and quartzites with 
Nurian age. 

3. Hoz-e Khan Group comprising dark limestones and shales with abundant fossils of 
coelentrates and brachiopods with an age of Retian. 

So far, no type section is described for Nayband Formation, but the whole thickness of this 
formation is considered as 2800 m and a Late Triassic (Nurian-Retian) age is considered for 
this formation. Similar sequences of this formation are found in Yazd, Anarak, Abadeh, 
Ghohrud mountains, Tafresh and in the north of Tuzlu Gol lake with the same fossils but less 
thicker (Stocklin, 1972).  

Stratigraphy of Oligo-Miocene in Kuh-e- Anduhjerd 

The sequence of Oligo-Miocene comprises three formations which follow (from the oldest to 
youngest):  

 Rud-e Shur gypsum including 390m of red and green soils within which there are some 
massive gypsum intervals 

 Anduhjerd sandstones including 2500 m of red sandstones and finer grained 
conglomerates and clayey conglomerates originated from altered volcanic rocks. 
Besides, there are cobbles of quartz sandstones and red sandy argilites. 

 Tal-e Yaghi conglomerates including 800 m of fluvial rigid conglomerates with a red 
sandstone matrix within which rounded cobbles of rock fragments with lower Eocene 
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age limestones are included. Since these conglomerates were eroded before deposition 
of Kuh-e Kalut conglomerates, they are not seen in the northern areas. 

On the banks of the Shur river (Rud-e Shur), Oligo-Miocene sequence lies on Eocene or 
Jurassic rocks. The same sequence with the same level of Kuh-e Anduhjerd Mountain lies on 
Jurassic or Triassic rocks. Jurassic layers locally lie on Tal-e Yaghi conglomerates exactly in 
the west of Kuh-e Anduhjerd Mountain. 

Pashuiyeh Mio-Pliocene sequence 

This sequence comprises four formations conformably lying on each other. Strength of this 
sequence is less than Oligo-Miocene sequence and its color is not red. 

The formation include: Kuh-e Kalut conglomerates including 700 m of loose fluvial 
conglomerates in which veins of sandy argilites and cross-bedded sandstones are seen. The 
conglomerates comprise all rock fragments, but limestone pebbles with an altered cover 
comprise the majority of fragments. This formation becomes finer grained toward the peak of 
the mountain.  

 Kuh-e Kalut gypsum comprises 300 m of gypsum and anhydrite thick beds within 
sandstones and siltstones. 

 Kalut Formation comprises almost 1300 m of lacustrine to evaporitic deposits, but 
clastic deposits are also seen. Lenses of gypsum and anhydrite, salty argillites and 
siltstones and pale yellow cross-bedded sands, granules and small conglomerates are 
seen within this formation. There are two beds of greenish limestone-clayey limestone 
between Pashuiyeh and Keshit and a layer of sand from center of basin toward Shurgaz- 
e Hamun bearing plane Ostracodes. Toward the peak of the mountain, this formation 
comprises tongues of conglomerates which indicate the presence of next formation. 

 Keshit conglomerates comprise 700 m of loose fluvial conglomerates the gravels of 
which were derived from all underneath formations. In the northern and southern areas 
Eocene volcanic rocks are mostly observed and are predominant between Keshit and 
Shahdad Jurassic and Cretaceous limestones. 

In Kerman mountains pediments Pashuiyeh sequence becomes thinner and is only composed 
of conglomerates. This sequence conformably overlies Kuh-e Anduhjerd sequence. Eastward 
between Jahr and Keshit the sequence gets thicker and becomes more varied and just its upper 
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part is exposed. In the north, on the left bank of Rud-e Shur river the basal parts comprising 
conglomerates and Kuh-e Kalut gypsum rocks are cropped out along a monocline originated 
from action of Lut margin major fault. On Kuh-e Kalut Mountain, Pashuiyeh sequence 
conformably lies on Kuh-e Anduhjerd sequence which is partly eroded. In the south, an angular 
unconformity is observed between these two sequences. 

Kuh-e Anduhjerd sequence is comparable with Upper Red Formation of Central Iran zone and 
Fars group of southwest of Iran. Pashuiyeh sequence is comparable with Bakhtiari 
conglomerates in the west and southwest of Iran. 

Oligo-Miocene sequence, which is severely affected by tectonic events in Kerman Mountains, 
contain two sets of joints which are indications of two folding events, while Mio-Pliocene 
sequence contains only one set of joints. 

 
Figure 2- 31. A panorama view of Keshit conglomerates near Keshit village 
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Figure 2-32. Development of different terraces created by down cutting of Anduhjerd River due to 

tectonic uplift in the area 

 

2.a.3. Geomorphology 
Iran is located in the arid and semiarid belt of the world. Under the influence of subtropical 
high pressure, the region has arid and hyper-arid climatic conditions, particularly in the central 
and eastern parts. The flat topography of the central parts exposed the area to wind erosion 
processes. Other climatic factors including low elevation, flatness, distance from seas and 
moisture resources, and also the location limited by marginal mountains all have intensified 
the wind erosion process in the central areas.  

In morpho-tectonic divisions of Iran, Lut Desert is categorized as a structural block. This low 
elevated region is bounded by Nehbandan-Khash Fault in the east and by Nayband Fault in the 
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west. The Lut Desert is extensive structural plain formed in the late Cenozoic period. Under 
the influence of different climates, the plain evolved into the present state (Mahmoudi, 1988).  

The Lut Plain is an asymmetrical depression in terms of elevation, with regard to a north-south 
trend. Many smaller independent depressions are dispersed inside the plain. These independent 
depressions serve as endorheic basin for flowing waters. Generally speaking, Lut basin is very 
larger than the Lut Desert nominated to be inscribed in World Heritage List. Based on 
topography and distribution of geographical features, the Lut Desert can naturally be divided 
into three different areas of Northern Lut, Central Lut, Southern Lut or Lut-e Zangiahmad.  

Northern Lut  

This area of Lut Desert starts from the northern foothills of Lut Depression (approximately 

Nayband latitute) extends southward to irregular incisions of the plain margin looking over 

endorheic basin of Shur River in the west and Dehsalm Depression in the east (around 

31°northern Latitude). The margin of northern Lut area is a headland of 160 m high dominated 

over the southern Lut (Mahmoudi, 1989).  

The extent of northern Lut is from the foothills of northern depression to a vast sandy plain, 

which is limited to eastern highlands of Ravar in the west and to sedimentary and metamorphic 

rock series in the east of Dehsalm depression. The slope of the plain is from north to south and 

the mean elevation (above sea level) is 1000 m in the north and 500 m in the south. The southern 

border of the northern Lut consists of irregular incisions of the plain margin dominated upon 

the Shur River Depression.  

Sedimentary and igneous hills and mountains are dispersed over a large part of the plain. In the 

center and the east, most of the hills are composed of igneous rocks disintegrated by mechanical 

weathering. Except for some very small relieves, no evidence of the destructed mountains are 

left behind. The most outstanding feature of northern Lut is basaltic region of Gandom Beryan 

represented with black lavas.  

Central Lut 

The central Lut is located in the south of Northern Lut. The largest and lowest unit of Lut is 
located in an area from the basaltic region of Gandom Beryan in the west to Patarki Mountain 
in the north of Yallan Sand Sea (Rig- e Yallan or Rig- e Lut). The elevation of lowest point of 
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Lut (117 m above sea level), and also the lowest point of Iran Plateau, is located in the central 
area of Lut. The topography of this area has more relieves and is represented by a variety of 
landforms. Among all the features, the most important ones are yardangs (kalut) in the west 
and the Yallan Sand Seas in the east. The yardangs are incised and continuous ridges in an area 
with the maximum width of 70km and the maximum length of 160 km in northwest-southeast 
orientation. The yardangs of Lut are the unique and special geomorphologic landforms of the 
world.  

In the east of central Lut Desert, there is the great sand mass of Lut. The Yallan Sand Sea has 

an area of about 9148.48 km2. The Rig-e Yallan is about 68 km width and about 180 km long, 

at the maximum. The mass of sand is the largest in Iran with some unique characteristics that 

are special in the world. The central Lut is the most extensive, the lowest, and the most 

characterized geographic unit of the Lut Desert. It has an area about 30000 km2. The northern 

border of this unit is a hypothetical line from the basaltic area of Gandom Beryan to Patarki 

Mountain in the east. The southern border of the unit coincides with the Bam-Zahedan Road. 

The southern border of the central Lut is located in the north of a line connecting Keshit Village 

to Gorg. In this area of Lut, we face with the features representing the characteristics of the 

property. In fact, the main parts of the property nominated to be inscribed in the World Heritage 

List are located in this part of Lut. However, some are in Gandom Beryan and Shur River in 

Northern Lut. Some others are also in Southern Lut or Lut-e Zangiahmad.  

Southern Lut 

The igneous mountains in the north of Bam-Zahedan Road separate the Southern Lut from the 
central part. Except for the eastern depressions, the southern Lut is covered by flat sandy plains 
especially in the west and the south. Shurgaz River is flowing from the south to the north on 
the eastern half of the southern Lut and terminates in the central Lut.  
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Figure 2-33. Profiles of Lut in east-west direction; profile of the northern part of Rig (A), 

 the profile of the southern part of the Rig (B) (Yamani, 2014) 

 

 
Figure 2-34. Position of the depicted profiles in northern and central parts of 

Lut Desert (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Geomorphologic units of Lut  

The main geomorphologic units of Lut include yardangs (Kalut) in the west, Yallan Sand Sea 
(Rig-e Yallan) in the east, Hamada in the central part, nebkhas in western part, old and new 
beds of Shur River, and Shurgaz-e Hamun Playa. Gandom Beryan basaltic plain, despite its 
small area, is considered as a separate unit as a major features of Lut Desert. The small central 
rig (sand sea) is considered as a separate unit due to its location between the hamadas of the 
central part and yardangs. Other features are located in the southern part of the yardangs as a 
complex of linear dunes, silk, and crescent ridges. Each of the features, particularly the 
yardangs and Rig-e Yallan, represent various landforms. They have a wide variety of features 
that make the desert more appealing. It is noteworthy that the landforms are mainly 
concentrated on central Lut. Yallan Sand Sea with an area of 9148.48 km2 comprises 40.16 
percent of the nominated property. The area of yardangs region is 7429.04 km2 and covers 
32.61 % of the nominated property. The hamadas of the central part is 2721.68 km2 and 
comprise about 11.9 % of the nominated property. The Southern Erg with an area of 1523.17 
comprises 6.68 % of the nominated property. The old and new channels of Shur River with an 
area of 446.61 km2 also cover about 1.96 % of the nominated property. Despite that Playa of 
Shurgaz-e Hamun, Gandom Beryan and Central Erg cover smaller areas of the nominated 
property, in comparison with the other main features, are important geomorphologic units of 
Lut Desert.  
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Figure 2-36. Geomorphology map of Lut Desert with various landforms of this desert  

(Maghsoudi et al, 2014) 
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Table 2-11. The area of landforms of Lut Desert (km2) (Maghsoudi et al., 2014) 

Main 
Zone Zone Name Area 

(Km2) 
Area in Nominated 

Property (%) 

1 A Plateau Covered With Dark lava (Gandom Beryan) 165.35 0.72 

2 B Braided Channel of Shur River 446.62 1.96 

 
 
 
 
 
 

3 

C Egg shape Kalut 370.62 1.62 

D Low Density Kalut with Salt Crust in Corridors 108.77 0.47 

E Dense Kalut with Narrow Corridors 675.93 2.96 

F Kalutak (small Kalut) with mixed Nebkhas 73.38 0.32 

H Relatively Dense Kalut (Central Part) with Wider 
Corridors 4709.67 20.68 

I Western Margin Kalutak (small Kalut) or low Dense kalut 95.89 0.42 

J Scattered Kalutak (Small Kalut) and Chaotic shape Kalut 295.4 1.29 

K Low density Kalut and open very wide corridors 106.1 0.46 

L Longitudinal Ridge Kalut with wide Corridors 484.59 2.12 

M Eastern Low Dense Kalut 67.77 0.29 

N Scatter Kalut with Sand Sheet and Sand Dunes 440.92 1.93 

4 G Nebkha and Scattered Sand Dunes 706.6 3.10 

5 O Hamada 2721.68 11.95 

6 Z 1 Star Dunes With Cresentic Ridge 273.43 1.20 

7 P Shurgaz-e Hamun (Playa) 365.36 1.60 

8 Q Linear Dunes With Silk and Chaotic Dunes and Some 
Outcrop of Lut Formation 1523.17 6.68 

 
 
 
 

9 

R Simple linear dune and silk 845.56 3.71 

S Transverse or compound crescentic dunes (Big and dense) 1179.68 5.18 

T Parallel Linear and complex linear dunes 716.11 3.14 

U Star Dunes and funnel Shaped dunes 1748.69 7.67 

V Complex linear dunes 1092.4 4.79 

W High chaotic dunes or complex linear dunes 1542.13 6.77 

X Crescentic Ridge or (Bird -shap dunes) 367.89 1.61 

Y Crescentic Ridge 795.83 3.49 

Z 2 Star Dunes With Crescentic Ridge 860.19 3.77 
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Figure 2-37. Barchans and parallel dunes in the margins of yardangs and Rig-e Yallan (Rig-e Lut). 

They indicate direction of prevailing winds in marginal parts of Lut Desert (Yamani, 2014) 

 

 

 

Yardangs (kaluts)  

Yardangs is a Turkmen word in which “yar” is from Turkistan language meaning steep flank. 

It was initially mentioned in 1903 by a Sweden explorer, Hedin (Hedin, 1903), in his journey 

to Taklamakan Desert in China. According to NASA reports, there are also such landforms in 

Mars and Venus (Gutierrez-Elorza et al., 2002, Ward, 1979).  

The yardangs region, as one of the main features of the nominated property, in a northwest-

southeast direction and with the area of 7429.04 km2, covered a large portion of the Lut Desert. 

According to the report of Mashhadi et al. (2002) the region is 120 km long and 80 km width. 

In the more recent measurements, the region of yardangs is more than 70 km width and more 

than 160 km long, in a northwest-southeast direction. Kaluts (yardangs) on satellite images 
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show parallel lines. They are, indeed, stretched long ridges scarped by wind erosion and the 

channelization of the wind in a northwest-southeast direction. The ridges are consisted of marl 

and clay and alternative horizontal layers of silt and sand, with horizontal lamination. The 

general morphology of these landforms is so beautiful that they are unique and special 

throughout the world. Given the direction of the prevailing winds and orientation of the sand 

dunes on southern and eastern parts of the yardangs, it seems that the main origins of the sands 

in the eastern part of Lut Desert are the particles eroded from the yardangs and accumulated 

and deposited over the Lut Sand Sea. Generally speaking, the yardangs are composed of two 

main components of ridges and corridors. The ridges and corridors cover 31 % and 42 % of 

yardangs region, respectively (Ehsani et al., 2008). Mashhadi stated that the average width of 

yardangs is from 50 m to 1.5 km (Mashhadi et al., 2002). The slope of the windward sides of 

the ridges is steeper than that of the leeward. The accumulation of the deposits inside the 

corridors created large ripples. Occasionally, these dunes make mega ripples. Small barchans, 

reflective sand dunes, swelling dunes are other features inside the corridors. In the region 

occupied by yardangs, there is a variety of yardangs. The classification of the yardangs in terms 

of shape and accumulation are presented in table 2-12 and their positions also depicted in figure 

2-35. The border of the features is not linear but it is gradual. However, the approximate 

locations of the border are depicted.  

The landforms are configured along the prevailing winds of the region in northern, 

northwestern, and southeastern directions. The relative deviation in orientation of some 

yardangs and corridors to the direction of prevailing winds is possibly because of differences 

in relative resistance of the sediments against wind erosion. Therefore, it is more likely that the 

120-Day Winds of Sistan along with interference of water played a role in configuration of the 

yardangs. Due to the presence of overwhelming rainfalls in the past periods, it is believed that 

the creation of the landforms might be occurred during Quaternary period. Therefore, these 

landforms are considered as congenial heritages (Alaie, 2011).  

The most important features may be egg-shaped kaluts in northern area of yardangs region 

where the Shur River enters into the area. The kaluts are smaller than other yardangs in height, 
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length, and the extent of corridors. However, they are larger than meso-yardangs and cover a 

vast region.  

The kalutaks (small yardangs) are mainly located in the western margin of yardangs region and 
also scattered over other areas, but rarely observed in the yardangs region. There are features 
in southwest of the yardangs which are known as dreamy city of Lut (Shahr-e Khialy-ye Lut). 
This is named after the opinion that these features resemble a ruined city from a distant view. 
This is one of the most beautiful and spectacular features of Lut Desert.  

 

 
Figure 2-38. Egg shape Kaluts 1968-1972  

(Photo by archaive of Institute of Geography, Uninersity of Tehran) 
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Figure 2-39. Egg shape Kaluts 1968-1972  

(Photo by archaive of Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

 

There are densed yardangs in the western part of yardangs region. In the densed yardangs the 
corridors are narrower and instead the length and width of the ridges are more than other 
yardangs of Lut Desert. The longest yardangs are located in this region and the eastern margin 
of denced yardangs. They are more than 40 km long and the ratio of width to length is 1:40. In 
some areas including southern part of yardangs region, a transient zone is created by 
accumulation of sands resulted from deflation and accumulation by wind. However, these sand 
dunes are different from the huge and massive dunes of Rig-e Yallan. In the western part of 
yardangs region, there are also yardangs with wider corridors and shorter ridges. In the short 
yardangs it is possible to get access to the corridors through the end of ridge at surface. The 
lowest area of Lut Desert, with 117 m above sea level, is located in this region; while, the 
yardangs are more than 272 m high. The height differences between the corridors and ridges 
formed the highest yardangs landforms of the world, with elevation 155 m. There are also 
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relatively dense yardangs in the east of the compressed ones. They are the most extensive 
yardangs, about 4709.67 km2 and covered 20.68 % of nominated property. Around the 
yardangs region, particularly in the southeast and east, the ridges are low density and the 
corridors more wide so that in southeast of the yardangs region vast flat areas can be observed 
among the ridges.  

Table 2-12. Different landforms of yardangs in Lut Desert based on shape and density (Maghsoudi et al., 2014)  

No Characteristic Place Comment 

1 Egg Shape Yardang North of yardang Usually has rounded or whale bake ridge shape 

2 Kalutak 
(Small Kalut) 

North and west 
parts of yardang 

This kind of kalut or yardands located in western and 
northern fringe of yardangs 

3 Ship Shape Yardang North of yardang Ship shape can be seen in horizontal view and in very 
small area 

4 Shahr-e Khialy-ye Lut or Dreamy 
City of Lut Desert 

North of yardang Only observed in north of lut and from distance 
looklike a ruined ancient city 

5 Corridors Between yardang Many ripples, small barkhan and crescentic ridge 
located in cooridors 

6 Scatter Kalut with sand Sheet and 
Sand Dunes 

South of yardang Located at the end of yardangs where plenty sand 
accumulate and mixed with yardangs 

7 Dense Kalut with Narrow 
Corridors 

West of yardang These parts of yardangs are very dense and narrow 
corridors. Also very long yardangs can be seen in this 
area 

8 Low Density Kalut with Salt 
Crust in Corridors 

Northwest of 
yardang 

North of dense kalut many kalut with wide corridors 
and long axis can be seen 

9 Scattered Kalutak (Small Kalut) 
and Chaotic Shape Kalut 

Northeast of kalut Separate yardangs and very low density shapeless 
yardang can be seen 

10 Relatively Dense Kalut with Wide 
Corridors 

Central part of kalut This kind of yardangs covered most part of Lut 
yardangs in middle part 

11 Kalutak (small Kalut) Mixed with 
Nebkhas 

Western part of 
yardangs 

These small yardangs can be seen with different kind 
of nebkhas 

12 Western Margin Kalutak (Small 
Kalut) or Low Dense Kalut 

Southwest of 
yardangs 

Small kalut sometimes not separated from main body 
of relatively dense kaluts 

13 Longitudinal Ridge Kalut with 
Wide Corridors 

East of yardangs Wide corridors are very spectacular and highest 
yardang of the world located at this area 

14 Eastern Low Dense Kalut Fringe of eastern 
part of Yardangs 

Wide corridors can be seen in this part but many of 
them are not very long and separated to each other 
with corridors 

15 Low Density Kalut and Wide 
Corridors 

Northeast of 
yardangs 

A very big corridors can be seen in the middle part of 
this area 
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Figure 2-40. Western part of Lut Desert, yardangs (Esa, 2001) 

 

 

 

Figure 2-41. Egg-shaped yardangs (Kaluts) in the north yardangs region (photo by, Mojtaba Yamani) 
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Figure 2-42. Egg-shaped yardangs (Kaluts) in the northeast of Shahdad (Photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 

 
Figure 2-43. Yardangs (Kaluts) in the northeast of Shahdad (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi)  
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Figure 2-44. Yardangs (Kaluts) in the northeast of Shahdad (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 

 

 
Figure 2-45. Yardangs (Kaluts) 1968-1972  

(photo by archive of Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Figure 2-46. Yardangs (Kaluts) 1968-1972  

(photo by archive of Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

 
Figure 2-47. Kalutak (small yardangs) (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Figure 2-48. The peaks of yardangs (photo by, Jafar Sabouri) 
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Figure 2-49. The peaks of yardangs (photo by, Jafar Sabouri) 
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Figure 2-50. Corridors of yardages (photo by, Afar Jafar Sabouri) 

 

 

 
Figure 2-51. Dreamy City of Lut (Shahr-e Khialy-ye Lut) (Photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 

 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http://ir.linkedin.com/pub/alireza-amrikazemi/10/570/a82&sa=U&ei=QhFdVI3hB47zavmggvgP&ved=0CBQQFjAA&sig2=glnXIbE54zCR73K6JOAGjQ&usg=AFQjCNE2SM34mydzkFkTXK0sPwpnUIXzOQ
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 Figure 2-52. Dreamy City of Lut Desert (Shahr-e Khialy-ye Lut) (Photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 

 

Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan or Rig-e Lut)  

There are many ergs (rigs) in Iran, about 20 small and large Ergs. The Ergs of Iran are mainly 
distributed in central, eastern, and southeastern areas in the east of Zagros and Central 
Mountain. In the southwest of Iran (Khozestan province), just dispersed sandy areas are seen. 
In southern coasts of Iran, particularly in the coasts of Oman Sea, some ergs are formed along 
the shore due to availability of sand and prevailing wind. The Rig-e Yallan is the largest one 
in Iran. Figure 2-53 shows the location of the Rigs in Iran.  

Indeed, in the eastern Central Lut, the great sand mass of Lut is extended in an area which is 
52 km width and 152.5 km long (Mahmoudi, 1966). The maximum width of the sand mass is 
68 km and its maximum length is 180 km. The characteristics of Rig-e Yallan will be discussed, 
in details below. Theodore Monod (1969) believed that the eastern mass of Rig-e Yallan, with 
dark color, is older than the other parts.  

http://www.google.com/url?q=http://ir.linkedin.com/pub/alireza-amrikazemi/10/570/a82&sa=U&ei=QhFdVI3hB47zavmggvgP&ved=0CBQQFjAA&sig2=glnXIbE54zCR73K6JOAGjQ&usg=AFQjCNE2SM34mydzkFkTXK0sPwpnUIXzOQ
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Figure 2-53. The map showing distribution of sand seas of Iran (Mahmoudi, 1988) 

Analysis of sand areas in Rig-e Yallan 

The Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan) is very large as the most extensive erg of Iran. The borders 
of the sand sea are well distinguished on the map and it has a geomorphologic unity. As the 
great sand mass of Lut is considered as an individual landform unit, the complex of Rig-e 
Yallan can be categorized into 8 classes in terms of morphologic unity of sand landforms. 
Figure 2-54 illustrates the areas where can be separated in landform circumstances. The 
geomorphology map of Rig-e Yallan and the surrounding areas are represented, in details, in 
Figure 2-35. These landform units from the north to the south are:  

A: Simple linear dune or silk: These sand series are very low in elevation and narrow. They 
are very regular along the direction of prevailing winds. The distance between them are 
decreased and eventually joined to each other in the margins of the central depression. This is 
a response of the dunes to turning in wind direction and central tendency of the wind at this 
point.  
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B: Transverse or compound crescentic dunes (Big and dense): these sand series indicate 
the turning of wind direction from the southeast to the east and then to the northeast. Only in 
some parts of the Rig-e Yallan, morphology of the crescent sand dunes indicate turning of wind 
direction in a relatively small area.  

 

Figure 2-54. Landform classification of sand dunes in Rig-e Yallan (Yamani, 2014) 
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Figure 2-55. Compound barchans 

(bird-shape) in the eastern 

margin of Rig-e Yallan (Yamani, 

2014) 
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C: parallel Linear and complex linear dunes 

D: complex linear dunes: these dune series are very long and stretched in a south to north 
orientation, with a curvature towards the central depression. This is indicative of gradual 
change in path of wind in southern Lut from the southeast direction towards the east in the east 
of Rig-e Yalln.  

E: Crescentic Ridge or (Bird- Shape dunes): the barchan dunes are shown in Figure 2-55in 
a coarser scale. They are very high density dunes and display an example of very beautiful 
active barchan dunes. The shape of the dunes resembles group of flying birds.  

F: high chaotic dunes or complex linear dunes: these dunes, similar to those of the class D, 
are parallel with a curvature towards the southeast. It is likely that these are initial accumulation 
of the sands transported from the west and south of Lut. They surely represent blowing of 
regular steady winds during the year.  

G: Star Dunes and Funnel Shapped Dunes: among the sample sand dunes available in Lut 
Desert, these two sample dunes are very unique in morphometric and genetic terms. The tallest 
individuals of the dunes in Lut Desert belong to this class. These massive sand dunes in their 
central section made a circular depression which are several hundreds of meters deep and the 
slope of the sides of the depression are 45 degrees. In star-shaped dunes the horns don’t have 
same directions and the length of one horn is stretched longer along the direction of prevailing 
wind. Generally, there are two types of sand dunes in the southwest of Rig-e Yallan where the 
winds are not unidirectional and due to the presence of cyclonic and swirling winds, the heights 
of sand dunes can be seen. The swirling convergent currents of winds in this area of Lut Desert 
could be the principal reason for the high elevation of the sand dunes in this place.  

H: Crecentic Ridge: there are many types of barchans and quasi-barchans of low height. The 
southern winds along with the westerlies in the southern yardangs region are diverted towards 
the east under the influence of convergent conditions of central Lut. These winds made some 
irregularities in morphology of sand dunes. So that, on the southern yardangs regions the sand 
dunes are completely parallel but in this region they are crosscut with southern curvatures due 
to the mixture of winds.  
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Table 2-13. Different landforms of Yallan Sand Sea )Rig-e Yallan) in Lut Desert  

No Characteristic Place Comment 

1 Simple linear dune or silk North and northwest of 
Yallan Sand Sea 

Low height and narrow and regular with 
dominant wind  

2 
Transverse or Compound 
Crescentic Dunes (Big and dense) 

North of Yallan Sand Sea Show the direction of wind east, Southwest 
and northwest 

3 Parallel Linear and Complex Linear 
Dunes 

Middle and east part of 
Yallan Sand Sea Show prominent wind from southeast 

4 Complex Linear Dunes Middle and east part of 
Yallan Sand Sea Very long and tall sand dunes  

5 
Crecentic Ridge or 
(Bird-Shape) 

East of Yallan Sand Sea Show many cercentic Ridge similar to many 
bird that fly in the sky 

6 High Chaotic Dunes or Complex 
Linear Dunes 

South and middle of 
Yallan Sand Sea 

Very dense and complex with different 
shape and complex linear dunes 

7 Star Dunes and Funnel Shapped 
dunes 

South and south west of 
Yallan Sand Sea 

Star dunes, Funnel shape with high 
elevation and spectacular shape 

8 Crecentic Ridge South of Yallan Sand Sea Different kind of barkhan and crecentic 
shape dune  

9 
Linear Dunes with Silk and Chaotic 
Dunes and Some Outcrop of Lut 
Formation 

South of Yallan Sand Sea 

Scattered parallel linear dunes where some 
of Lut formation outcrop can be seen 
between these dunes 
 

10 Star Dunes with Crescentic Ridge South of Yallan Sand Sea Scattered and relatively small star dunes 
and small Crescentic ridge 

 
 

 
Figure 2-56. Morphometries of two kinds of the highest sand dunes (in meters)  

in central part of Lut Desert (Yamani, 2014) 
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Figure 2-57: Bird-shaped compound barchans in the east of Rig-e Yallan 
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Figure 2-58. Sand dunes in Rig-e Yallan (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 

 
Figure 2-59. Crescent ridge in Rig-e Yallan (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Figure 2-60. Sand dunes in Rig-e Yallan (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 

 
Figure 2-61. Sand Dune in Rig- e Yallan (Photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http://ir.linkedin.com/pub/alireza-amrikazemi/10/570/a82&sa=U&ei=QhFdVI3hB47zavmggvgP&ved=0CBQQFjAA&sig2=glnXIbE54zCR73K6JOAGjQ&usg=AFQjCNE2SM34mydzkFkTXK0sPwpnUIXzOQ
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Figure 2-62. Star dunes in Rig-e Yallan  

 

 
Figure 2-63. Arm of star dunes 1968-1972  

(photo from the archive of Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Figure 2-64. Star dunes in central Erg 1968-1972  

(photo from the archive of Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

Nebkhas  

Nebkhas are sand dunes formed around the plants. These are consolidated wind landforms in 

arid and semiarid areas. They are resulted from the deposition of sediments around the shrubs 

in arid and desert areas (Cooke et al., 1993). The landforms are interesting for many researchers 

due to their important role in stability of the environment of desert areas (Jianhui et al., 2010). 

The nebkhas are developed in different areas of the world including playas, pastures, and 

coastal areas (Wang et al., 2010). In other words, the nebkhas are developed in the flat areas 

with average sands and high level of groundwater and available moisture for plant life 

(Hosseinzadeh, 2007). The areas susceptible for the growth of nebkhas are including fans, 

inside the stream courses and alluvial terraces, in the margin and inside the endorheic basins, 

and the areas with high groundwater table so that the plants can use the moisture (Mahmoudi, 

1977). The nebkhas are widely different depending on the vegetation, time, form balance, size 
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and granulation of the sediments, climate, and the sediment sources (Cookie et al., 1993). Many 

factors including vegetation, available sediments, and the wind activity are effective in 

development of the landforms (Melton, 1940; Kocurek and Lancaster, 1999). Furthermore, 

some other factors including prevailing winds, wind velocity, microclimate, environmental 

stresses, sediment situation and transportation, differences in soil density, and plant growth rate 

can be influential in growth process of the nebkhas (Tengberg and Chen, 1998).  

Nebkhas of Iran  

The Country of Iran is eligible for development of nebkhas due to presence of the required 
conditions. The region is one of the prominent areas with the landforms. The nebkhas of 
different sizes are distributed in half of the region.  

 
Figure 2-65. Distribution of nebkhas in Iran (Maghsoudi et al., 2014) 
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Nebkhas of Lut Desert  

The nebkhas of Lut Desert are mainly developed in the west and southwest of the desert in the 
western margins of yardangs region. The distribution of nebkhas can be observed in an area 
extended from the east of Shahdad to the east of Keshit Village. About 706.6 km2 is covered 
by complex or dispersed nebkhas. This is about 3.1 % of the area of the property. The landforms 
are formed in the end of alluvial fans, the course of ephemeral flows, and the place of sheet 
wash flows. The nebkhas of the region are about 12 m high at maximum. They are influenced 
by the available sands and direction of prevailing winds, which are from north and northeast. 
The slope of windward sides of the nebkhas is often steeper than leeward sides. Indeed, in the 
same direction with the prevailing winds of the region, from the north and northeast, the sides 
of nebkha landform are steeper in the same aspects.  

In a cross profile of the nebkhas, the alternative repetition of sand particles and leaves of the 
plants represents the evolution process of the landforms. The major plants that made these 
nebkhas are: Tamarix aphylla, Tamarix Florida, Tamarix kotschyi, Prosopis cineraria, Alhagi 

maurorum, and Reaumuria turkestanica.  

The largest nebkhas of the western area of Lut Desert, particularly Takab Plain in the east of 
Shahdad, are created by the simultaneous growth of the plant Tamarix aphylla and 
accumulation of sand. This is the alternative layers of sands and the leaves of the plant. The 
nebkhas from the species of Alhagi Mannifera are lower in height than other nebkhas. The 
nebkhas in the order of height are dominated by Tamarix aphylla, Prosopis cineraria, Tamarix 

Florida, and Tamarix kotschyi. The nebkhas of the species of Tamarix aphylla are higher than 
other nebkhas.  

The concentration and frequency of nebkhas of Tamarix Florida is in the south and southeast 
of the region (east of Shahdad City), though the quantity of the nebkhas of this species is not 
considerable. The nebkhas of Prosopis cineraria are more concentrated in the center and to 
some extent in the southern parts of the region. Although the Prosopis cineraria species are 
more concentrated in the southern half of the region in comparison with the northern part, it is 
more balanced in distribution.  

The most abundant nebkhas produced by the Tamarix kotschyi species are in the center of the 
region and more distributed in the southern half in comparison with northern part. The nebkhas 
of Tamarix aphylla species are also more concentrated in the north and some in the southwest. 
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Generally, the nebkhas of the region are more concentrated in the southern half of the region 
than the northern.  

 
Figure 2-66. Nebkhas near Pashuiyeh village- Southwest of Yardang (Google Earth) 

 
Figure 2-67. Nebkhas of Tamarix aphylla species (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi)  
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Figure 2-68. Nebkhas of Tamarix aphylla species (photo by, Jafar Sabouri)  
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Figure 2-69. One of the highest nebkhas produced by Tamarix aphylla species  

in Lut Desert (photo by, Jafar Sabouri) 

 
Figure 2-70. Nebkhas of Tamarix aphylla species (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 2-71. Nebkhas of palm tree (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Figure 2-72. Nebkha inside the barchan dune (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 2-73. Nebkhas of Prosopis cineraria species (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 2-74. Nebkhas of Tamarix Florida species (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 

 

The features of Shur River:  

The Shur River has a vast drainage basin and originating from the areas receiving more 
precipitation. The river has water in most of the year and its very high salinity made a variety 
of beautiful landscapes. The image of sinuosity of the river in the south of Gandom Beryan and 
the consecutive changes gives a fascinating beauty to the river. The braided flows branched 
from the channels are similar to the tributaries over alluvial fans. The river is flowing into Lut 
Desert from the west of Gandom Beryan and continues towards the east, into the yardangs 
region. Along the course of the river, gypsum crystals have produced very spectacular and 
beautiful landscapes.  
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Among the egg-shaped yardangs, where the tributaries of Shur River with high salinity enter 
into the corridors between the yardang ridges, thick salt polygons are created due to severe 
evaporation in warm seasons. Due to lateral pressures exerted by the growth of the salt crystals, 
the salt polygons are fractured and raised upward (producing teepee structures). Such 
landscapes can also be observed in other areas of Iran, particularly in the playas, but the heights 
of the fractured polygons in this area of Lut Desert are considerable. On the edge of the raised 
salt polygons some salt karrens are formed. These karrens by adding the special beauty, are 
mainly rill karrens that indicate the evolution process of salt karst.  

There are gypsum dome relieves in the vicinity of salt crusts. Underneath of the domes are 
empty. The features resemble a herd of sheep of bisque color. In a close look at the features, 
the crystal needles of gypsum can be observed in a compact form. In the same region, some 
salt pingos and pseudo-karsts can be observed. Indeed, some egg-shaped forms are created due 
to capillary forces in the pores of the sediments and evaporation. These cause the upward 
movement of the salts and accumulation at the surface. They are not much distributed but just 
can be seen inside the corridors and yardangs.  

 

Table 2-14. The features of Shur River 

No Characteristic Place Comment 

1 Shur River 
Channel 

North of yardangs This river distributed as a braided channel in the 
south of Gandom Beryan and penetrate between 
small yardangs and Egg Shape Yardangs 

2 Salt and 
Gypsic Karen 

Between Egg Shape Yardang 
and in floodway of Shur river 

Different kind of karren especially rill Karen can be 
seen 

3 Gypsum 
Crystals 

In main way of Shur River Gypsum Crystal and chalk are in bank and main 
way of River 

4 Salt Crust Between Egg shape Yardang 
and in the floodway of Shur 
river 

Salt polygon some broken and create spectacular 
scenery 

5 Gypsym Crust Between Egg shape Yardang 
and in the floodway of Shur 
river 

Dome Shape gypsym crust with nidel shape 
crystalic gypsum 

6 Egg Shape 
Salt Pingo 

Between Egg shape Yardang 
and in floodway of Shur river 

This Kind of feteares is not wide spread and are 
very Scatter 
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Figure 2-75. Gypsum crystals (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 

 

 
Figure 2-76. Shur River (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Figure 2-77. Shur River (Photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 2-78. Egg-shaped salt pingo (photo by, Jafar Sabouri) 

 

Figure 2-79. Egg-shaped salt pingo (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 2-80. Salt karrens in corridors, south Shur River (photo by, Jafar Sabouri) 
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Figure 2-81. Gypsum domes and gypsum crystals in corridors, south of Shur River 

 (photo by, Jafar Sabouri) 
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Figure 2-82. Salt polygonal crust in corridors, south of Shur River (photo by, Jafar Sabouri) 
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Figure 2-83. Salt crust (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Figure 2-84. Salty grounds (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Figure 2-85. Gypsum domes in corridors, south of Shur River (photo by, Jafar Sabouri) 

 

 

Gandom Beryan  

Gandom Beryan is composed of igneous lavas, which are relatively young. Because of dark 
color and high elevation in comparison with the surrounding features, they made picturesque 
landforms. These lavas served as a shield to protect the lower sediments that are eroded in other 
areas of Lut Desert. The lavas comprising the Gandom Beryan represent a plateau looking over 
Shur River.  

The basalts of Gandom Beryan are from 3 to 12 m thick and their elevation is 400 m above sea 
level. They are dominant on the Shur River. There are hydro-aeolian holes on the surface of 
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the landforms affected by mechanical erosion. These holes are so dense that represent a 
network surface. The fractured particles of the basalts are severely fractured and polished by 
wind erosion. In addition to basaltic area of Gandom Beryan, Morghabkuh in the northeast, 
Bakhtukuh in the north, Kuh-e Simorgh in the southeast, and Kuh-e Sorkh in the south can be 
mentioned as the most important igneous features of the northern Lut Desert. The sand dunes 
in this area are mainly scarce. The yardangs of Lut Desert are extended from the south of 
Gandom Beryan and Shur River.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-86. Gandom Beryan from space  
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Figure 2-87. Gandom Beryan at the edge (photo by, Jafar Sabouri) 
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Figure 2-88. Surface of Gandom Beryan (photo by, Jafar Sabouri) 

 

 

Other landforms and features of Lut Desert  

There are many landforms dispersed in different areas of Lut Desert. Ventifact rocks made 
picturesque landforms resulted from the continuous strike of the particles transported by wind. 
In some cases, the existence of resistant minerals in the structure of the rock transformed it 
thoroughly. These shapes can be found in different sizes. These landforms are larger in Gandom 
Beryan Plateau and around Pashuiyeh Village, but they are smaller in the proximity of east 
Shahdad.  
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Some tafonis are formed in sandstones and rock pieces exposed to the prevailing winds of the 
region. The continuous strikes of sand particles created lots of open spaces in these rocks. Very 
large tafonis are not reported in Lut Desert.  

Migrating or dynamic barchans are spectacular landscapes of west Lut Desert. The size and 
heights of the barchans are various (smaller than those in Rig-e Yallan) and accumulated in 
individual and compound forms. The movement of the barchan dunes is different depending 
upon their size. These dunes can be observed well in the east of Shahdad and west of Pashuiyeh 
Village. Sometimes, the ephemeral rivers of the area are ceased behind the dunes and make 
mud cracks. Sometimes, however, the movements of barchans in the proximity of nebkhas 
destroy some of these plant landforms. When the height of barchan dunes are more than that 
of nebkhas, the pass of the barchans over the nebkhas can kill the plants around which the sands 
are accumulated and corpse of the nebkha will be excavated by wind out of the region. On the 
contrary, if the vegetation height on the nebkhas are taller than the barchans, nebkhas existence 
will continue. No human actions may be effective in this case.  

The hydro-aeolian columns are observed in the vicinity of Keshit Village, where one of the 
ephemeral rivers of the region is flowing into Lut Desert from the west. It seems that the 
integrated effects of wind and water were influential in configuration of the landform. At a look 
from distance, these columns resemble a ruined village. These columns in some areas are scarce 
and in some other areas, they are compact. The columns have cross-sections like polyhedral 
shapes.  

The ephemeral rivers can often be observed all over the areas around the Lut Desert. In the 
eastern part of the region, where Rig-e Yallan is located, the alluvial fans of the ephemeral 
rivers constitute the boundary of the Yallan Sand Sea. Many of the rivers in the west of Lut 
Desert near Shahdad, Anduhjerd, Pashuiyeh, Jahar, and Keshit incised deeply the landforms of 
the region to flow into the plain. There are sometimes oases on the banks and terraces of the 
river channels. These oases are usually utilized for farming by the local people. There are also 
such ephemeral rivers in the southern part of the nominated property. Sediment discharge of 
the rivers on the fans can be a major source of sand particles in development of the sand dunes.  
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The fine grained sediments and the rare sudden intensive precipitation resulted in development 
of badlands in the areas near Shahdad, Anduhjerd, and Pashuiyeh. These badlands with 
spectacular landscapes are located in the buffer zone.  

The middle part hamadas configured by pavements of different size rubbles are positioned 
between the Rig-e Yallan and yardangs region.  

 

Table 2-15. Characteristics of the features in Lut Desert 

No Characteristic Place Comment 

1 Ventifact West of yardangs, Especially 
in east and south east of 
Pashuiyeh village  

Different shape of ventifact scattered through the 
fans and between barchans 

2 Tafoni Near Pashuiyeh village, west 
of yardangs 

Moving sand permanently corration some 
sandstone and tafoni formed 

3 Western 
Migration 
Barchan  

Western part of yardang from 
east of Shahdad to the south 

Different size of barchan move slowly from 
northwest to southeast 

4 Hydro- aeolian 
perpendicular 

shape 

In the west of Keshit village  It seems that water and wind erosion creat this 
kind of landforms 

5 Ephemeral River Around the Lut Desert 
especially in the west of 
yardangs 

Ephemeral activate after torrential and Irregular 
precipitation especially in mountainous area 
formed different level of alluvial fan and finally 
reach to Lut Desert 

6 Hamada Central part of Lut Desert Hamada is flat area and located between 
yardangs and Rig-e yallan without any 
vegetation 

7 Badland Western fringe of Yardangs 
between Pashuiyeh and 
Anduhjerd 

These lanforms located at buffer zone and 
formed area between yardangs and high 
mountains in the west of Lut Desert 
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Figure 2-89. Ventifact near Pashuiyeh Village (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 2-90. Ventifact near Pashuiyeh Village (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 2- 91. Single barchan near Pashuiyeh Village (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 

 

 

Figure 2-92. Single barchan near Pashuiyeh Village  
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Figure 2-93. Crescent dune near Pashuiyeh Village (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 2-94. Migrating barchan 1968-1972  

(photo from archive of the Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Figure 2-95. Hydro-aeolian vertical landform west of Keshit village (photo by, Jafar Sabouri)  
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Figure 2-96. Hydro-aeolian vertical landform west of Keshit village (photo by, Jafar Sabouri) 
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Figure 2-97. Ephemeral river in the west of Lut Desert (photo by, Jafar Sabouri) 
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Figure 2-98. Badland and alluvial fans in the west of Lut Desert (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 

 
Figure 2-99. Badland in the west of Lut Desert (Photo By, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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2.a.4. Soil  

A comparison between the arid areas with other climatic regions of the world indicating that 

climate is an important factor in soil formation. Iran has a wide variety of soil types due to 

various prevailing climatic conditions. According to old classification method, the four aspects 

of soils of Iran are:  

A. Soils of plains and valleys: the soils of plains and valleys of Iran are produced by 

transportation of materials by water and wind. Thus, these soil types are mainly young and 

poorly evolved. In plains and valleys of Iran there are sedimentary, hydromorphic, salt, 

sodium soils as well as sand dunes.  

B. Soils of central plateau: the plateau soils are formed in arid and semiarid areas of central 

plateau of Iran. These contain desert soils and brown and red color soils.  

C. Foothill soils of southern coast of Caspian Sea: these soils are developed in northern Alborz 

Mountain in humid, semi-humid, and warm climatic conditions. The climatic conditions of 

this region are different from other climatic conditions. It is more similar to the 

Mediterranean climatic conditions.  

D. Soils of mountainous regions: the soils are often low in depth on parent rock and not much 

evolved in profile. They are often observed in the arid and semiarid climates. They are 

including rendezine, lime lithosol, in areas of brown and red soils and lime lithosols. They 

are composed of gypsum and salt marl in desert and syrosium areas.  

Different soil types in Lut Desert  

There are many soil types of zonal, interzonal, and azonal in Lut Desert. The interzonal soil 

types of Lut Desert are produced by topography (depressions) and overflows of water. 

Particularly, in the areas with overflows great differences can be seen between the zonal and 

interzonal soil types. In these places, the water abundance as atmospheric precipitation 

comprises a small proportion in the soils of Lut Desert. The desert soils and the inflated soils 
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are the distinct types of interzonal soils. These soil types can be seen in central and southern 

Lut.  

The azonal soils contain the surfaces covered by dusts and the areas without soil covers. These 

types are distributed in the entire desert. The dusty soils are extensively developed in central 

Lut as the most arid part and in southern part of northern Lut. Given the climatic conditions 

and other factors effective in evolution of soil (water, living and non-living organisms), it can 

be found out that the soils in Lut Desert can rarely be developed just in local scale and in some 

special areas, where vegetation and moisture are present near the springs and river banks. 

Therefore, the influence of topography and overflow waters is more important in soil formation 

than the annual precipitation. Hence, it can be concluded that there is an inadequate relationship 

between the sum of the atmospheric precipitation and soil formation with plant growth. 

Therefore, with destruction of soil due to erosion it may be hard to compensate the soils through 

the influence of climatic conditions.  

Some common characteristics of the zonal soils of Lut are:  

The moisture content is low and the salt concentration is high. Because of the moisture 

deficiency, the soil cannot develop well. Some factors such as natural erosion and the coverage 

of land by sands may disrupt the soil evolution. The easily soluble salts such as sulfate sodium 

and chloride sodium are abundant. There are even the lands with high electric conductivity 

(EC) more than 570 S/m. The desert pavement is formed on the earth's surface. The reaction 

of soil environment is neutral or alkaline. The lands either have very poor vegetation or are 

devoid of vegetation cover. Hence, the organic matter is very poor in the soils. The inadequate 

organic matter made these lands poor in nitrogen and phosphate.  

In Lut Desert the alkaline soils are very rare relative to salt soils. All soils of Lut Desert are 

salty and the only difference is in the amount of salt content.  
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Figure 2-100. Soil map of Lut Desert (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran)  

 

In Lut Desert vegetation cover is very poor and lands covered with many salt polygons, azonal 
soils and sandy areas are in the center of the desert. The hamadas or pebble plains just have 
vegetation cover in the stream channels.  

There are also fine grained sedimentary arable lands in marginal area of Lut Desert, particularly 
in the west. Generally speaking, all the usable lands of the Lut plain are of clay and loam soils. 
Other lands of the region are either salt and desert lands, which are not used due to the lack of 
facilities for reclamation, or sandy lands that are not capable of farming. The wind factor is 
also effective in the infertility of the lands in addition to aridity of the environment. It is also 
possible that the salts may be transported from salty soils into the areas with lower salinity. In 
foothills the possibility of salinity is lower. Therefore, the soils of foothills, despite that they 
may be composition of sand and clay soils, have more capacity for exploitation and are more 
resistant against wind erosion.  
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Salt desert lands in a variety of soils are mainly concentrated in internal areas of Lut Desert, 
particularly Shur River (Rud-e Shur) Birjand, Shurgaz-e Hamun, and Lut-e Zangiahmad 
Depression. The lands are not able for agriculture but their cover layer can protect them against 
wind erosion. In the yardangs region, where covers a considerable area of west Lut Plain, no 
soil exists. Due to the existence of much salt and gypsum as well as the dryness of the soil and 
the weather, the land is devoid of vegetation and cannot be used for exploitation.  

The vast plains with desert pavements can be observed in most of the areas in the northern Lut. 
The desert pavements can be observed in the surface of the areas. There also exist much salt 
and gypsum in the depth of 10-15 cm, sometimes with thick veins of gypsum. These soils are 
completely dry. 

 

 

 
Figure 2-101. Desert Pavement (Photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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2.a.5. Hydrology 
Drainage basins of Iran are primarily divided into six major basins. The six drainage basins or 
watersheds have been studied for several decades. Because of their consistence with 
topographic and hydrologic characteristics, there is a consensus about the division. These six 
watersheds are as following (with permission from Department of Planning and Strategic 
Supervision of President, 2012):  

1. Caspian Sea  
2. Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman  
3. Urmia Lake  
4. Central Plateau  
5. Eastern Boundary  
6. Gharehghom  

Based on some specific rules, the six major drainage basins as 1st order are divided into 30 
watersheds as 2nd order. Among the six major 1st order watersheds, drainage basin of Lut is 
contained inside the central plateau watershed that is itself divided into nine sub-basins. The 
drainage basin of Lut is one of the nine drainage basins of the central plateau watershed. The 
drainage basins in watershed of the central plateau of Iran, where includes Lut Desert drainage 
basin, is presented in Figure 2-102 (Deparment of Planning and Strategic Supervision of 
President, 2012). In Table 2-16 the properties of the 2nd order watersheds in the central plateau 
watershed can also be observed.  

Table 2-16. The 2nd order divisions of the central plateau watershed  

No. Name of watershed Code number of 
watershed of 2nd order 

Area of 2nd order watershed 
(km2) 

1 Namak Lake  41 92884.2 

2 Gavkhuni  42 41552.3 

3 Tashk, Bakhtegan, and Maharloo  43 31451.9 

4 Abarghu-Sirjan Desert  44 57125.3 

5 Hamun-e Jazmuriyan  45 69374.8 

6 Lut Desert  46 206354 

7 Central Desert  47 226533.1 

8 Siahkuh, Rigzarin, Dagh-e Sorkh  48 48599.1 

9 Daranjir and Saghand  49 50736.5 

10 Total 4 824611.2 
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The drainage basin of watershed of Lut Desert is a 2nd order basin with an area about 206354 
square kilometers (km2). The basin is located in the north of Hamun-e Jazmuriyan basin. The 
highlands between the east of Birjand to Serayan and Tabas are located in the north of the 
drainage basin. Mountain ranges in the east of Kerman and Hezar Mountains are in the west, 
Jebal-e Barez (Barez Mountain) and Bazman Mountains in the south, Taftan and the hills 
between the area and Hirmand are located in the east of that (Ministry of Energy, 2008).  

 

 
Figure 2-102. Lut Desert watershed among the other 2nd order watersheds of Iran  

(Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

 

There are lots of depressions and various basins in plateau of Iran and within the present 
political borders of Iran. Depression of Lut in the southeast of Iran is one of the greatest, the 
lowest, the hottest, and the driest of the depressions in the area. The watershed of Lut is very 
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extensive and contains parts of four provinces including Khorasan, Sistano Baluchestan, and 
Kerman. The northern limit of the watershed from east to west is the divides of northern 
highlands including the mountains of Momenabad and Tagh Ashtian and the elevated hills of 
northern Nayband, including Atashan and Nayband, in 32 degrees latitude. The area of the 
watershed is extended from south to northern slopes of Azarin Shahsavar and Jebal-e Barez in 
the north of 38 degree latitude.  

Lut Desert is composed of two distinct regions in terms of topography. The first is a vast and 
flat plain in the center and the second is hills and separated highlands in the margins. The shape 
and extent of the hills are not similar in the desert. The foothills along the plain slopes are 
sometimes stretched straight and with slight elevation changes towards dominant mountains, 
i.e., foothills of Ravar and Kuh-e Sour. The foothills are sometimes folded morphologies 
between the plain and marginal highlands, i.e., the folded ranges of sandstone and the igneous 
rocks of Tertiary in Shahdad. The central plain area is a tectonic depression. The faults separate 
the plain from the foothills. In the southern end of the central flat area, there are more favorable 
living conditions for human societies, relative to vast northern inhospitable areas. These 
favorable conditions are sometimes resulted from moderate climatic conditions and also 
presence of water and suitable soil in comparison with the northern area. However, in the vast 
northern area, except in limited points in the border of the plain and foothill, there are no human 
lives. The difference can also be seen in development of vegetation cover (Mostofi, 1969).  

As the region has an arid climatic condition, hydrologic network are also as ephemeral and 
seasonal streams. The Shur river (Rud-e Shur) is the only perennial river flowing into the 
central depression of Lut Desert. In the other streams, the water is just flowing in a short period 
in cold season. In southwest streams of Dehsalm and central Lut Plain there may be some 
sudden limited floods once in a period of several years. With these natural conditions of the 
area, the characteristics of Lut Watershed can be presented as following:  

1. Scarceness of water and poor flows  

2. Irregular and accidental flow of water  

3. Aridity of river bed in most of the year  

4. Sudden outflows in cold period  
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The Lut Depression is divided into the smaller independent depressions as terminal basin for 
adjacent rivers and streams (Mahmoudi, 1970). The watershed has 9 sub-basins that their 
properties are as follows (see appendix).  

 

 
Figure 2-103. Sub-basins of Lut Watershed (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Figure 2-104. Drainage Network of Lut Watershed (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Figure 2- 105. Ephemeral River in the west of Shahdad (photo by, Saeed Negahban) 

Watershed of Shur River 

The Shur River in north Lut Desert is the only perennial river flowing inside the desert. The 
river is about 200 km long and as one of the most saline rivers of the world, with the highest 
dissolved salts. The river has not been dried even in the consecutive droughts of the recent 
years. The presence of the river in the proximity of the yardangs makes the vertical flanks of 
the giant landforms wet. This has positive effects on the erodibility of the landforms and 
ensures their existence. The river is so saline that no riparian vegetation can be developed on 
the banks. Due to evaporation, the depth of the river is gradually declines as it goes further 
downstream. Finally, the water of the river gets muddy like slurry and in the middle of the 
desert it is transformed into beautiful salt crystals.  

The watershed of Shur River with the area about 19923 km2 is located in the north of Lut plain. 
The river is flowing from northwest of central Lut Desert in Kalut formation and terminates in 
the north of yardangs (kaluts). The vast watershed of the river is extended from Momenabad 
Mountains in the north of Birjand to eastern slopes of Kerman highlands at 31 degrees latitude. 
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This is the only perennial river which flows into central depression of Lut plain. Due to passing 
through the salt deposits, this river upstream has saline water and inappropriate for agriculture. 
Because of the vast extent of the watershed, it is required to investigate the different tributaries 
of the river separately. Birjand Valley is conjunction of the streams and rivers in southern 
slopes of Momenabad Mountain and northern slopes of Bagheran Mountain. Col Bijan and Col 
Cheshmeh in the eastern side of the highlands are divides of this valley and eastern local 
depressions. The streams and channels of these two cols join each other in the east of Zeynabieh 
Village and the beginning of Birjand City. The stream in Shokatabad Village reaches a vast 
alluvial valley called Birjand River. In the northern and southern slopes of the Birjand Valley, 
some flowing tributaries enter the river. Because of agricultural uses, the tributaries almost get 
dry downstream. The most important northern tributaries are entering the Birjand River from 
the slopes of Shekasteh and Markuh mountains. Kuch River originating from Bagheran 
Mountain is the most important southern tributary. 

 

 
Figure 2-106. Watershed of Shur River in the north of Lut basin  

(Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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There are many seasonal streams in the watershed. One of the most important streams is 
seasonal river of Nayband. This river is originated from Nayband highlands and is flowing in 
a southeast direction towards central basin. This river in south of the Nayband City has a 
sinuous valley. It is 135 km long and reaches Shur River after passing Morghab Mountain 
(Morghabkuh).  

Seasonal river of Chehlpayeh in west of Shur River is originated from Chehlpayeh Mountains. 
It is dry in most of the year. This river is 72 km long and gets braided before reaches the 
Golkahur Forests and just a narrow stream of that reaches the Shur River.  

Table 2-17: physiographic characteristics of Shur River Basin  

Watershed Area in km2 River Length 

Shur River of Birjand 19923 

Shur River of Birjand 198 

Nayband River 135 

Chehlpayeh River 72 

 

2.a.6. Vegetation of the lut desert 
In Persian language the term of “LUT” refers to a bare land without water and devoid of 
vegetation that is basically covered by sand and pebbles. It seems that the word LUT as a local 
name has also been applied to entitle a vast desert land. Khanikov (1864) emphasized that Lut 
is look like perspectives of the moon surface. However, Monod (1969) according to his 
observations of landscapes and landforms defined a vast region as devoid of life and presented 
a map for the area, with 150 km width and 400 km length, as a region with no life (Fig 2-107). 
The previous researchers presented this image of the ecology of Lut Desert. It is likely that the 
privation of the past equipments and limitations due to large area of the region of study resulted 
in such conclusions and statements. The recent studies indicated that there is evidence of life 
even in the areas without life. As we move from the center of Lut Desert towards the east, west, 
and the south, the life increases and more species can be observed. In the west area of yardangs, 
particularly towards the western villages of Lut Desert and Shahdad City, an increase can be 
observed in plant and animal species. Presence of some seasonal rivers and extensive alluvial 
fans may be the reason for this diversity of plant and animal species. In the eastern part of Lut 
the increase in the species is not as great as those in the western part, where the river flows are 
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also lower. In the southern areas along the path of Shurgaz River and its southern parts, the 
plants and animal species are also increased. In the north of Lut, due to the presence of Shur 
River and Gandom Beryan Region, as a hot surface with igneous rocks, the lower activity of 
plant and animal life can be observed. The density of salt in Shur River is so high that no plant 
can grow around its banks. 

  
 

 
Figure 2-107. Reconstructed map of Theodore Monod (1969) about the no life region in Lut Desert 

(Institute of Geography, University of Tehran)  
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Life in Lut Desert  

A large part of Lut Desert has no plant life and there are no signs of vegetation life on. There 
is even neither halophyte plant bushes and nor a branch of annuals. According to the map of 
the no life region (Figure 2-107), it contains yardangs, Lut sand sea, a vast part of Morghabkuh 
Mountain plain in the north, and one-third of sand masses in the west. However, in the center 
of Shuregaz-e Hamun where the salt water is appeared and made a small island of life, some 
bushes of Tamarx sp. can be seen. Yardangs are gypsiferous and salty in nature and unsuitable 
for plants growth, even gypsophila and especially halophyte plants cannot grow in these areas.  

Inappropriate geologic formations and lack of soil formation conditions, low annual 
precipitation, high temperature, that introduced Lut Desert as the thermal pole of the earth, 
made a situation that limited the growth of plants.  

The no plant life region surely receives rainfall occasionally. In that, the dreschienne covers 
over the yardangs and the incisions on dunes of sand sea plains demonstrate presence of 
rainfalls, however, with difference of some years between the rainfalls.  

In the internal zone of Lut Desert from the elevation of 550 meters above sea level, there are 
no plant and even halophyte plants cannot grow. This is also true for inflated plains or salt 
shells and the salt land in the center of the plain. Presence of a vast area of no life can be related 
to pedogenesis operations (gypsum, salt, desert, and other). However, due to dryness in 
central depression, the rainfall at the moment of falling loses its ecologic influence.  

Plant formations and flora in yardangs of Shahdad, the western Lut Desert  

Floristic properties of Lut Desert are well known and the studies of Leonard (1989) can be 
mentioned. However, except the studies of Berkel (1983), Freetalk (1977), and Mobien (1975), 
there are no other information about the plant ecology of Lut Desert (Majnunian, 1999). The 
chorology studies about the collected species of desert of Iran by Leonard are indicative of two 
vegetative zones. One is Irani-Turani vegetative zone and the other is Sahara-Sindy. This seems 
logical so that the border of the two zones crosses the southern Iran and two of the three deserts 
of Iran, i.e., Kavir and Lut deserts are located at the north of the limit and Jazmuriyan Desert 
at its south. There are species in the region that are extensively scattered in one or both zones. 
They are known as connector or invasive species, e.g., Savignya parviflora as a widespread 
species in deserts. This species are extended from Maracco to Pakistan all over the African 
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Desert and Saudi Arabia. Although this belongs to Sahara-Sindy vegetative zone, it can be seen 
in sandy lands of the center and north of Iran, i.e., part of Irani-Turani vegetative zone. In the 
latter zone, it is considered as an invasive species of Sahara-Sindy.  

 Given that yardangs and Shahdad region is almost located in the center and west of Lut Desert, 
the main part of the region is entirely devoid of any vegetation covers. The areas with poor 
vegetation in the regions near Shahdad Plain, from the west and north Shahdad towards the 
sand dunes and yardangs can be divided as:  

Formation of desert pavement, the northern and western Shahdad  

Wind erosion removes fine particles of soil, leaves the coarse particles behind, and makes 
desert pavements. In The desert pavement areas, Cornulaca monacantha is more concentrated 
relative to the other species. Along the roads and near the villages, Grantia aucheri is one of 
the species of Sahara-Sindy. Other established species on the area are: Calligonum comosum 

,Calligonum bungei, Hammada salicornica Haplophyllum robustum, Savignya parviflora, 

Stipagrostis plumosa, Aerva persica, Chrozophoraoblique, Fagonia bruguieri var. bruguieri, 

Gymnarrhena micrantha, Jaubertia aucheri, Plantago ciliata- Plantago boissieri, Tribulus 

macropterus, Hyoscyamus insanus, Rhazya stricta, Asphodulus tenuifolius.  

Formation of stream margins  

The streams next to the city and villages including Shahdad and Keshit region have aquatic 
plant species including: Juncusmaritimus, Cyperuslaevigatus, Potamogetonpectinatu, 

Phragmites australis, Neriumindicum, Menthalongifolia, Forsskaolea tenacissima.  

Formation of the bed of seasonal streams  

In this region, plant concentration is more than other regions in strip-like distribution. A variety 

of nearly aquatic species, particularly Tamarix, can be observed. In addition to these species, 

there are other scarce species with lower concentration. These species are: Prosopisfarcta, 

Neriumindicum, Ziziphusspina-christi, Alhagicamelorum, Calotropisprocera, 

Savigniaparrviflora, Londisiaeriantha, Ephedrastobilacea, Pennisetumdivisum, Stipa 

capensis, Desmostachyabipinnata.  
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Figure 2-108. Desert pavement plant in the west of Shahdad (Photo by, Ahmad Poormirzaei) 
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Figure 2-109. Calotropis procera (Photo By, Ahmad Poormirzaei) 
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Figure 2-110. Tamarix spp. (Photo by, Ahmad Poormirzaei) 
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Formation of sand dunes  

Sand dunes are completely different from other desert habitats in terms of flora, in vegetative 
perspectives and ecological conditions. The height of the dunes varied from 1 m to more than 
50 m. In these habitats the richness and diversity of plant species is poor and limited. This is, 
in one hand, because of uniform structure of light sandy soils and dominance of wind erosion 
and dust storms, which deplete the soils around the roots and decays the vegetation. On the 
other hand, this is because of severe temperature fluctuations, moisture deficiency, and severity 
of solar radiation, which disrupt the survival of the vegetation. Furthermore, due to 
accumulation of winter precipitation in lower layers of the dunes and severe evaporation of the 
moisture from the sandy lands in the spring, only the plants with very deep and extensive roots 
can be reach the ground water. The ecological and biological conditions for development of 
sand-friendly plant, are more suitable in the margins of dynamic sand dunes. This is due to 
available moisture that can be absorbed by the plant roots. There are two topographies of sand 
dunes in sandy deserts (Asri, 2003):  

A. Formation of nebkhas  

From Shahdad towards the north and at the end of Sardasht in yardangs there are many small 
sand dunes originated from trapping of sand particle by plants. These dunes are developed 
where the sand particles are trapped and fixed by small obstacles such as bushes and small 
shrubs. With the growth of the plants, bushes or shrubs, the sand dunes are gradually enlarged. 
The plants continue to grow further in order to survive and, thus, more sand particles are 
trapped and the dunes are also further developed into nebkhas. The sand dunes are often formed 
on the feet of concentrated plants (Sedighi and Purkermani, 1990). In the habitats, Tamarix 
species can profusely be found with appropriate concentration.  

A kind of latex, called Gaz-e Angabin, is extracted from Tamarixkermanensis, T.aphylla, 

T.hispida, T.leptopetala. This is extracted by local people in autumn and has also medicinal 
properties. The vegetative areas are destroyed due to unsuitable structure of soil, and decrease 
of moisture. The disappearing nebkhas make the area as a source of erosions by the storms. 
Moreover, other species are observed on the nebkhas. These species are: Nitrariaschoberi, 

Prosopiskoelziana, Haloxylonammodendron, Calligonumcomosum, Carexphysodes, 

Cistanchesalsa.  
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Figure 2-111. Nebkha with Tamarix aphylla (Photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 

 
Figure 2-112. Tamarix spp. (Photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 

http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2520285
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Figure 2-113. Prosopis koelziana Burkart (Photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 2-114. Salsola baryosma (Schult.) Dandy (Photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi)  
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Figure 2-115. Tamarix kermanensis (Photo by, Ahmad Poormirzaei)  
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Figure 2-116. Preventing sand movements by bushes of Hammada salicornica  

(Photo by, Ahmad Poormirzaei)  

 

 
Figure 2-117. Calligonumcomosum (Photo by, Ahmad Poormirzaei)  
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B. Formation of erg 

Long threads of active and dynamic sand dunes, consolidated or semi-consolidated, are 

elongated dunes with tens of kilometers. The lack of vegetation in the regions causes movement 

of the sands by wind in summer and warms periods. The dunes may cover all the surrounding 

lands. Near the yardangs the sand dunes are devoid of any vegetation covers (Motamed, 1992). 

However, in the east of Lut and in the region near the Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan) and 

Nosratabad they have various plant communities. According to Leonard (1991-1992), some of 

the species over the dunes are: Cyperus conglomeratus , Haloxylon ammodendron , Hammada 

salicornia , Heliotropium ramosissimum , Monsonia nivea , Savignia parviflora , Stipagrostis 

pennata , Stipagrostis plumosa , Tribulus macropterus , Calligonum amoenum , Aerva persica 

,Plantago ciliate , Asthenatherum forsskalii , Comets surattensis.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
Figure 2-118. Photo of Stipagrostis plumose (left) and Tribulus macropterus (right),  

(Photo by, Ahmad Poormirzaei) 
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Figure 2-119. Calligonum amoenum Rech.f. & Schiman-Czeika (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 
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Formation of clay and almost flat lands, around villages  

There are clayey salty lands of heavy soil texture with the slope of 0-2 percent in an area from 
Shahdad to Dehseyf and yardangs. In the lands the species of Prosopis koelziana and Prosopis 

farcta are more concentrated. However, other species with lower concentration can also be 
observed. These are: Halocnemum strobilaceum , Seidlitzia rosmarinus , Seidlitzia florida , 

Anabasis setifera , Hammada salicornica , Aeluropus macrostachyus , Saueda aegyptiaca 

,Cressa cretica , Citrollus colocynthis , Capparis spinosa , Alhagi camelorum.  

 
Figure 2-120. Anabasis setifera (above) and Aeluropus macrostachyus (below)  

(Photo by, Ahmad Poormirzaei) 

Formation of planted forests (anthropogenic)  

In 1983, the Forest, Range and Watershed Management Organization planted the species of 
Tamarix stricta, T.aphylla, and Haloxylonammodendron along the path of seasonal streams in 
the western part of yardangs and north of Ziaratgah and Dolatabad Villages. The extent of the 
biological operation zone is more than 1000 hectares. However, due to the poor establishment 
of Haloxylonammodendron, the Tamarix stricta is more concentrated.  
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Figure 2-121. Image of of the planted forests (anthropogenic) 

 

 
Figure 2-122. Planted forests (Photo by, Ahmad Poormirzaei) 
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Formation of clay inflated lands  

 In the areas where the ground water level is near the earth’s surface, the salts move upward 
and make salt crystals on the surface as a result of evaporation. Thus, the soil surface is inflated 
and puffy. The region is also the bed of seasonal rivers without riparian vegetation. However, 
some species of Tamarix mascatensis can also be seen in some part of the region. The lands 
can be visited along the desert camping road.  

 
Figure 2-123. Clay inflated lands along the desert camping road (photo by, Ahmad Poormirzaei)  

 

 
Figure 2-124. Tamarixmascatensis (Photo by, Ahmad Poormirzaei) 
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Formation of agricultural lands  

The agricultural lands have been increased in the recent years. With appearance of saline water 
in some wells in the area, the lands are abandoned and left unusable behind and under the 
influence of severe winds. The main parts of the lands are in the vicinity of the villages of 
Dehseyf, Malekabad, Dolatabad and etc. The agricultural lands mainly have date trees. 
Moreover, wheat, barley, and alfalfa products are also cultivated in these areas.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-125. Dates orchards near Keshit Village in the western part of the area 

 (Photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 2-126. Date orchards near Keshit Village in the western part of the area 

 (Photo by, Mahmoud hassannpour)  
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Formation of Kalutak (small yardangs) region  

These are dunes of clay and gypsum in different shapes. The heights of the dunes are lower 
than those of the Kalut dunes. The landforms, near the planted forests, are created by 
interactions of hydro-aeolian processes. Given unsuitable soil structure, the region is very 
susceptible for wind erosion. The region, thus, is devoid of vegetation.  

Flora  

Through the investigations and collection of the species from the vegetative zones in the region, 
it can be stated that the region is poor in diversity and richness of the plant species. In moving 
from the center of Lut towards the western highlands, with changes in topography and increase 
in water resources, the diversity and concentration of the plant species is also increased. In a 
distance of 50 km from Shahdad towards the mountainous areas, the temperature difference is 
about 25 °C in highlands of Sirch, Polvar, and Joftan Mountains and the elevation is changed 
from 480 m in Shahdad to more than 4000 m at the summit of Polvar. In the western Lut Desert 
(Sardasht) towards the north and southern margins of the region, up to 58 species are identified. 
The species are belonging to 32 families. They are presented in Table 2-18 with their local 
names (in Persian).  

 

Table 2-18. List of plant species and their families  

Familly Species No 

Amaranthaceae Aerva persica (Burm.f.) Merr. 1 

Apocynaceae Nerium indicum  Mill. 2 

Apocynaceae Rhazya stricta Decne. 3 

Asclepiadaceae Calotropis procera (Aiton) Dryand. 4 

Asteraceae Grantia aucheri Boiss. 5 

Asteraceae Gymnarrhena micrantha Desf. 6 

Boraginaceae Heliotropium ramosissimum (Lehm.) Sieber ex DC. 7 

Capparidaceae Capparis spinosa L. 8 

Caryophyllaceae Cometes surattensis Burm.f. 9 

http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2623713
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-135182
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2693668
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/gcc-128727
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2733269
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Familly Species No 

Chenopodiaceae Anabasis setifera Moq. 10 

Chenopodiaceae Cornulaca monacantha Delile 11 

Chenopodiaceae Halocnemum strobilaceum (Pall.) M.Bieb. 12 

Chenopodiaceae Haloxylon ammodendron (C.A.Mey.) Bunge ex Fenzl 13 

Chenopodiaceae Hammada salicornica (Moq.) Iljin 14 

Chenopodiaceae Suaeda aegyptiaca (Hasselq.) Zohary 15 

Chenopodiaceae Seidlitzia rosmarinus Bunge ex Boiss. 16 

Chenopodiaceae Seidlitzia florida (M. Bieb.) Boiss. 17 

Convolvulaceae Cressa cretica L. 18 

Cruciferae Savignya parviflora (Delile) Webb 19 

Cucurbitaceae Citrullus colocynthis (L.) Schrad. 20 

Cyperaceae Carex physodes M.Bieb. 21 

Cyperaceae Cyperus conglomeratus Rottb. 22 

Cyperaceae Cyperus laevigatus L. 23 

Ephedraceae Ephedra strobilacea Bunge 24 

Euphorbiaceae Chrozophora obliqua (Vahl) A.Juss. ex Spreng. 25 

Geraniaceae Monsonia nivea (Decne.) Webb 26 

Gramineae Aeluropus macrostachyus Hack. 27 

Gramineae Asthenatherum forskalii (Vahl) Nevski 28 

Gramineae Desmostachys bipinnata (L.) Stapf 29 

Gramineae Pennisetum divisum (Forssk. ex J.F.Gmel.) Henrard 30 

Gramineae Phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin. ex Steud. 31 

Gramineae Stipa capensis Thunb. 32 

Gramineae Stipagrostis pennata (Trin.) De Winter 33 

Gramineae Stipagrostis plumosa Munro ex T.Anderson 34 

http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2737867
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/tro-8500033
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2723897
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-229747
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-236126
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-237182
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-333044
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-39818
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-388045
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/tro-50145132
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-433921
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-444831
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-445984
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-445988
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Familly Species No 

Juncaceae Juncus maritimus Lam. 35 

Labiatae Mentha longifolia (L.) L. 36 

Liliaceae Asphodelus tenuifolius Cav. 37 

Mimosaceae Prosopis farcta (Banks & Sol.) J.F.Macbr. 38 

Mimosaceae Prosopis koelziana Burkart 39 

Orobanchaceae Cistanche salsa (C.A.Mey.) Beck 40 

Papilionaceae Alhagi camelorum DC. 41 

Plantaginaceae Plantago boissieri Hausskn. & Bornm. 42 

Plantaginaceae Plantago ciliata Desf. 43 

Polygonaceae Calligonum bungei Boiss. 44 

Polygonaceae Calligonum comosum L'Hér. 45 

Potamogetonaceae Potamogeton pectinatus L. 46 

Rhamnaceae Ziziphus spina-christi (Mill.) Georgi 47 

Rubiaceae Jaubertia aucheri Guill. 48 

Rutaceae Haplophyllum robustum Bunge 49 

Solanaceae Hyoscyamus insanus Stocks 50 

Tamaricaceae Tamarix aphylla (L.) H.Karst. 51 

Tamaricaceae Tamarix hispida Willd. 52 

Tamaricaceae Tamarix kermanensis B.R. Baum 53 

Tamaricaceae Tamarix leptopetala Bunge 54 

Urticaceae Forsskaolea tenacissima L. 55 

Zygophyllaceae Fagonia bruguieri DC. var. bruguieri 56 

Zygophyllaceae Nitraria schoberi L. 57 

Zygophyllaceae Tribulus macropterus Boiss. 58 

 

 

http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-315420
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-124916
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-275622
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2723176
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/ild-51102
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2571457
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2692499
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-308677
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2470833
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2520285
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2520047
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2807126
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2382411
http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2518891
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2.a.7. Lut Desert Fauna 
There are limitations in studies about the arid areas of the world, particularly those of Iran. 
These limitations are ecological conditions, climates, restrictions of resources, biological 
conditions, and strict landforms and inhospitable environment.  

The scarcity and lack of water resources in hundreds of kilometers, different salinity of soil in 
various biomes with scorching hotness affected the dispersion of the flora and fauna in different 
parts. Although these species have high adaptation and endure the harsh arid and hot 
environment, they are classified in the category of unique species.  

However, the limited resources of food in the region have influenced the poor emaciated bodies 
of the species of the area. The weakness of the species of the region can easily be observed. 
The physical states of Lut species made them distinguished from the same species in temperate 
regions. The necessary mechanism for survival of the animals in biomes of Lut is the 
adjustment and retention of temperature, water, and moisture of body in the harsh arid 
conditions. The animals make advantage of a variety of life strategies against the increasing 
hotness and aridity. The strategies are categorized into three groups: behavioral, physiological, 
and morphological; wandering in morning, evening, and night. Living in shadow areas in the 
hotness of daytime and digging subterranean tunnels are some of the behavioral solutions of 
Lut animals to tolerate the Lut climate conditions.  

Therefore, the animal activity for food is mainly limited to cool hours of day when the 
metabolism activities of the body have the least impacts on the balance of body water and 
temperature.  

The negligible diet of the Lut animals with the limited food resources is another advantage of 
their adaptation and perdurability in Lut conditions. This is so that they can survive a long time 
without eating any food.  

A variety of birds are rarely dispersed in different areas of Lut. The birds are either entirely 
immigrants or come from the adjacent areas into this region in different seasons of the year, 
particularly from autumn to late March. In autumn and winter, the shore birds on the sky of 
Lut Desert are migrating from the north to south and the reverse action take place in the spring 
and summer. Sometimes, as these birds see the water in Shur River in central depression and 
the evaporative rivers in swamps of Shurgaz, come down for food and resting. They can find 
no food in these areas and the high salinity of the water increase their thirst. Finally, some are 
killed with the storms of Lut Desert.  
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Indeed, in a short time after the birds are faced with the hot weather and stormy conditions and 
also the deficit of food and water, they cannot tolerate the conditions and are succumbed. The 
corpses of the dead animals are a source of nourishment for insects, reptiles, and carnivore 
species such as Vulpes rueppelli. This causes the life in Lut to continue.  

Animal species of Lut  

Diptera: The insect is present in Lut Desert in all seasons of the year. Some of the flies are 
indigenous to the Lut Desert and feed from the feces of other insects and endemic animal 
species and maybe from the corpses of the dead animals. The activities of diptera can be 
observed in all the year round. However, in the early march with increase in air temperature, 
the population of animal species, particularly the diptera is raised.  

 Syrphus vitripennis: The appearance of the insect is similar to wasp. Some believes that the 
deceptive mien helps the species intimidate other predators. The fly is dispersed approximately 
over the entire country of Iran. The species is feeding from phylloxera, particularly those on 
apple and pear trees.  

 
Figure 2-127. Syrphus vitripennis, the slender-like fly scare away other interloper 

species. The species is observed in a place with severe aridity and acute 

scarcity of vegetation and foods. (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 
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Lucilia sericata: The insect can be observed in different areas of Lut Desert, particularly in 
winter and spring. The species has a metallic green or cupreous green color. The female fly 
usually lays her eggs on the flesh or the feces of animals or on the decaying corpses. The larvas 
usually nourish from the tissues of the dead animals.  

 

 
Figure 2-128. The metallic green color of the Lucilia sericata makes it distinct from 

other species (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

 

Tridens Guniurellia: The fly known as fruit fly is from the family of Gtridens. It is present 
nearly all over the Lut Desert. The network eyes of the fly are green and the species has a small 
body so that in the first glance it may be mistaken with mosquito. The body of the species is 
greenish amber yellow color. In the end of its wings, the species has two ant-like black taints.  

The habitat of the species is arid area of Saudi Arabia, Oman, and United Arab Emirates.  
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Figure 2-129. Gtridens or Lut fly (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

 

Before this report, there were no reports of the existence of the species in Iran, while Lut Desert 
of Iran is one of the main habitats of the species.  

The wings of the Gtridens (Lut fruit) are also transparent and on each of the wings there are 
two symmetrical taints. The taints look like the ants that their stomach is in the tip of the wing 
and their head is in the beginning of the wings. The images of the ants have legs, antenna, head, 
chest, and conical abdomen. It seems that the amazing wings help the insect to bewilder the 
predator and other animals in time of flying and showing the ant-like images.  

The indigenous fly of Lut can readily be distinguished from other flies due to its variant body. 
On the wings of other species of the fly two stains are situated. The special species are endemic 
to Lut Desert and are now being studied by biologists. Therefore, it is expected to get new 
information about the species.  

Eremiaphilidae species nova (Sheykhak of Gandom Beryan): the species is from the family 
of mantidae. The insects as predators have a main part of food pyramid. They also play an 
effective and useful role in ecosystem. The insect have been recognized in a distance of 6 km 
from the basaltic dome of Gandom Beryan.  
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Figure 2-130. The Sheykhak of Gandom Beryan (Eremiaphilidae) as a new 

recognized species in the world in the corridors of yardangs  

(Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

 
Figure 2-131. The figure illustrate the camouflage and the color 

harmony of the insect with the environment (Photo by Bahman Izadi) 
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The species are primarily belonging to arid environments but they are mainly living in Africa. 
The members of mantidae are the most resistant species of the family in harsh desert 
environments. The species is able to tolerate the thirst and hunger more than the other genus 
and families of mantidae. Their life is mixed with soil and sands.  

The ledges on the claws with long nails at the fore-legs and the strict and hard joggles of the 
claws makes the species well able to run fast on the soft sands as well as to dig the soil surface. 
These properties ensure the survival of the species in such harsh desert conditions.  

The egg capsules of the species are usually covered under the layers of sand and soils. The 
behavior of egg-laying not only may be because of the hot weather of Lut Desert, but it may 
be for the presence of more moisture under the soils as well. This can be important to provide 
the minimum requisites for fertility of the eggs.  

 

 
Figure 2-132. Egg capsules of the Sheykhak of Gandom Beryan (mantidae) (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

 

The Sheykhak of Gandom Beryan has sturdy body and lacks wings. The aspect of the fore-legs 
is narrower than those of the back-legs. The seven stratum abdomen of the insect has two 
stretched jags. The species feed from the preying of the mosquitos and other insects and also 
the corpses of dead animals.  
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Figure 2-133. The first 
mantidae found in northern 
Lut (Photo by, Bahman 
Izadi) 

 

 
 

 
Cockroach of Lut: The cockroach is from the family of Blattellidae. The species was observed 
in Gandom beryan Region in the northern Lut. The species is endemic to Lut Desert though 
with the harsh aridity of the desert it may not be expected that the cockroach can live there. 
They wander in night times.  

Figure 2-134. The Lut 

cockroach (Photo by, 

Bahman Izadi) 
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Some types of the species have been observed in Europe, northeast Africa, and Ethiopia. Based 
on the evidence it seems that the origin of the species is from Southeast Asia.  

The cockroach of Lut is very similar to German one (Liene, 1767). The species is omnivorous 
and especially interested in eating meat. The activities of Lut cockroach are mainly in night 
and it is under the fissures of the rocks and openings.  

 

 

 
Figure 2-135. The cockroach of Lut (Photo by Bahman Izadi) 

 

 

Tenebrividae erodiini: the habitat of the species is in arid and semiarid areas of the world in 
the African countries, southern and Western Europe, central Asia, and some areas in the south 
Asia and Mediterranean Sea region. It also lives in sand dunes of Lut Desert, particularly 
Aeolian sand dunes of Rig-e Yallan.  
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Figure 2-136. 

Tenebrividae erodiini 

in sand seas of God 

Eskenbil (Photo by, 

Bahman Izadi) 

 

 
 

The species is living on the sand seas of Rig-e Yallan where the temperature is about 70.7 °C 
at some points as the hottest spots of the earth surface. The collected specimens of the 
cockroach are very sand-friendly and highly adapted to the hot weather conditions of the 
habitat.  

Figure 2-137. God 

Eskenbil, the 

habitat of 

Tenebrividae 

erodiini (Photo by, 

Bahman Izadi) 
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The Tenebrividae erodiini is from family of Tenebrovidae and subfamily of Pimelinae and also 
the tribe of Erodiini, in the group of Beetle. These are highly sand-friendly cockroaches with 
extreme adaptation to the arid environments. The dome-like plate of the species is so that covers 
entirely the back and makes space in back of its abdomen. It serves as an insulator and protects 
the body against the hotness of the environment and loss of moisture to keep it cool.  

The activities of the species are mainly in winter cold days and early springs and during night, 
morning, and the evenings of the summer days. In the peak of hotness of day it is sheltered in 
fissures and in 30 cm of the sands joined to the plant roots.  

 

 
Figure 2-138. Tenebrividae erodiini is sinking into the sands of its habitat  

(Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

 

The Tenebrividae erodiini is a new found animal of the world and endemic to Lut. The species 
is known as Eskenbil (Calligonum) in Yallan sand sea where there are many Calligonum 
(Eskenbil) plants. The species was captured in depth of 35 cm near the root of the Eskenbil 
(Calligonum) plant.  
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Goleodes (Sulifuges): this is from the tribes of Goleodes (spiders) and known as night-
wandering sun spider or camel spider. In day time the species repose away from sun radiation 
in shadows and in the shelter of the rock fissures. The species has chromatic yellow color and 
its legs and other limbs are villous. The anatomy of the species consists of two different parts 
of head and abdomen.  

 

 
Figure 2-139. Sun spider (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

 

 Some species of the Galeodes can produce stridulous screams and froufrou sounds by their 
grapple. One type of the spider is endemic to Lut Desert and has two strong big grapples. The 
female Sulifuges is larger than the male one. The species can move with a speed more than 16 
km/s. The habitats of most of the sun spiders are arid desert areas. They feed mainly of 
arthropods, vertebrates, and other insects.  
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Figure 2-140. The strong jaws of the sun spider that makes froufrou sounds in time of danger 

 (the right) and the body of sun spider in lab (the left) (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

 

Dady Long Leg Spider (Pholcidae): the spider is from family of arthropods. It was recognized 
in northern Lut Desert (Gandom Beryan). The body is 2.1 mm long and the legs are nearly 
about 40 mm long. The abdomen of the species is cylindrical and the eyes are in the two lateral 
sides. The species is gray to brown color has two parallel lines in its back.  

 

  
 

Figure 2-141. The habitat of the Pholcidae (Photo from Bahman Izadie) 
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Lasiocampidae: this species are a family of moths also known as eggars. The head of the 
insect is white with a line of white color hairs and two long antennas in both sides.  

 

Figure 2-142. The back view of the hairy moth (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

 

 
Figure 2-143. The black color of the species makes it distinct from other peer 

species (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 
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The bushy black hairs of the species cover it from its neck to the back and the color of the 
wings is white gray and approximately homochromatic to the colors of the habitat. The species 
feed from the leaves of the plants and shrubs of Calligonum and Haloxylon. The pupa of 
Lasiocampidae remains in 20 to 30 cm of sands near the roots of trees and sand-friendly plants. 
The habitat of the endemic to Lut Desert is in the vicinity of shrubs of sand dunes in Rig-e 
Yallan, eastern Lut.  

 

 
Figure 2-144. The pupa of the hairy moth of Lut (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

  

Gecko (Rhinogecko misonnei): This is also known as Misonne's Swollen-nose Gecko and is 
endemic to the Lut Desert, or possibly in Jazmuriyan sand seas. The adult gechos are usually 
15 cm long. However, the Misonne's Swollen-nose Gecko of Lut is about 8 cm long from tip 
of snout to the end of back and its tail is 2.7 cm long.  
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Figure 2-145. The charred brownish color lines are from the neck to the 

tail of the gecho (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

 
The Lut gecho is very rare and is not conserved, so far. The main habitat of the species is in 
Yallan sand sea in the east of Lut. However, the lizard can also scarcely be observed in other 
areas of Lut including Hamada and the yardangs. The color of skin changes according to 
different environments. The gechos living in Hamada have darker color relative to those in 
other areas.  

 
Figure 2-146. The horn-like ancus of the species made it known as 

Misonne's Swollen-nose Gecko (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 
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The gechos live in habitat with no plants or with scarce vegetations. Thus, the circumstances 
of Lut Desert are the best for them. The species adjusted its behavioral regime to adapt the 
metabolism of the body to the hot and dry conditions of the habitat. Hence, the species is readily 
able to survive in sand dunes of Rig-e Yallan where the temperature is about 70.7 C°, as the 
hottest spot of the earth surface. The gechos of Lut have slender body and a thin cylindrical tail 
that its diameter declines abruptly in the base. The eyeball is vertical and lacks the flakes under 
the chin.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-147. The gecho has vertical eyeballs and the eyes reflect the light of flashlight in 

red at the night (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 
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Black tail toad-headed agama (Phrynocephalus maculatus): This is a member of the 
Agamidae family. The lizard lives in the kaluts of Gandom Beryan. After the re-exploration in 

the region, there were two further agamas. Their nest was deep inside the fissures in yardangs.  

 

 
 Figure 2-148. Agama in Yallan Sand Sea (Photo by, Akbar Rashidi) 

 

 

The habitat of Black tail toad-headed agama is in the sands and sand dunes of arid areas in Iran, 
Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Oman. The behaviors and life styles of 
the agamas are very similar. However, the body color, wrinkles on the skin, and diet are 
variable according to the climatic conditions of the habitat. 
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Figure 2- 149. Parts of the back of the agama, in yardangs region, is 

rufescent color (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

 

 
Figure 2-150. The flakes of the lower and upper lips of agama (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 
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The colour of the back of the black tail toad-headed agama is dark and light gray with mixture 
of rufescent color. Dark and light color bars are mixed on the back and irregular dark gray and 
rufescent bars are arranged on the tail. The color is darker in the end of the tail so that one third 
of the tail in the end is black. The agamas, which live on the eroded and deposited basaltic 
sands with gray and black color, are mainly dark and have gray and brown scales. But, the 
agamas living on the sand dunes of Rig-e Yallan are obviously distinct from other agamas. 
Their back colour is reddish rufescent with green and blue colors in the sides and around the 
arms of leg and hand. Due to this characteristic they can easily be seen in their habitat.  

 

  

Figure 2-151. The agama raise the tail upward and winded to get calm after a danger (right); the winded  

tail of agama (left) (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

 

 

Sand fox (Vulpes rueppelli): the sand fox is a member of canidae family, from the order of 
carnivora, chordata phylum. The English name of the animal is Rüppel's Fox, sandfox.  

The species body is smaller than the ordinary foxes but the ears are larger. The large unusual 
ears of the sand fox, in addition to special beauty for the fox, make its body cool in the hot 
weather of the habitat. When the fox is in repose in shadow, the blood circulates more rapidly 
in the vessels of the ear to cool the body. The color on the back to the neck is brown and on the 
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tail is darker. The tail is white on the end. The bulk as well as the legs and hands of the sand 
fox are shorter than those of the ordinary fox and the length and thickness of the tail are similar 
to king fox.  

 
 

 
Figure 2-152. The bushy and large tail of sand fox gives a special beauty to its body 

 (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

 

 

There are long wools on the legs and hands of the species. This is helpful to protect the animal 

against the hotness of the desert. The wools under the chin are white and under the neck the 

wools are vermian color. The striking characteristic of the species is the presence of two black 

circular taints under the eyes. The size of head and body is 50 cm long and the tail is also about 

40 cm long. It is also about 35 cm high and about 2-4.5 kg weigh.  
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The habitat of the species is in sands and desert areas of Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan, Pakistan, 

Turkmenistan, and North Africa. The sand fox of Lut is night-wandering like other geneses. 

However, due to absence of human being in the area and silence of the environment, the 

animals have occasionally some activities in day time. The fox makes homes in the fractures 

and holes of the yardangs and soft surfaces. They may also feed from the corpses of dead birds.  

 

 
Figure 2-153. The diet of the fox is very slight and it is fully nourished by a brief meal 

 (Photo by, Bahman Izadi) 

 

The eco-morphological circumstances of the habitat of the Lut sand fox indicate high tolerance 
and consistency of the animals with harsh conditions of the environment, where identified as 
the hottest spot of the earth.  
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2.b. History and Development 

2.b.1. A Look at the 7000-year History and Culture of Lut Desert 

Lut Desert: Historical and Archaeological Perspective 

Lut Desert in the East of Iran is famous due to its natural attractions and Kaluts as the most 
typical phenomenonal feature of Lut desert. They have provided this opportunity to this region 
to witness hundreds of tourists yearly. It is worth mentioning that apart from the unique natural 
landscape of Lut, the cultural/archaeological landscape of western fringe of Lut desert is very 
well-known and important in Near Eastern archaeology. Shahdad plain (western edge of Lut) 
located on the eastern flank of Kerman dividing range, in an alluvial north-south pocket, and 
bordering the western fringes of Lut desert which is well supplied with water by two rivers and 
several Qanats. Through the last ten centuries when the city was known as “Khabis“ it was an 
important trading place on the so called “silk road“ connecting the seaports on the Persian Gulf 
to Middle Asian regions and also the distant regions in the East and West. Besides its important 
geographical position, it was and is still famous for its local production of several goods like 
dates, tamarisks, several citrus fruits, cereals, hemp as well as henna. In 1968, during a general 
reconnaissance of the Lut depression, a team from the Institute of Geography of University of 
Tehran identified the first traces of prehistoric remains at Shahdad. Before this survey and the 
discovery of the prehistoric sites, it was thought that areas bordering the Lut were settled only 
during early historical times, with the majority of known monuments in the area dating from 
the Islamic period (Hakemi & Sajjadi 1989). First archaeological excavations at Shahdad had 
been conducted for seven seasons between 1968 and 1977 where the three graveyards (Site A-
C) and one architectural feature representing industrial activities (Site D) dated back to 3rd 
millennium B.C had been uncovered that led to uncovering 383 graves with hundreds of burial 
goods. Excavations resumed in 1994, and are currently focused on a residential area of the 
Bronze Age settlement (approximately 800 m to the northwest of the cemetery A) rather than 
necropolis. Exposing of a complex of residential area accompanied with significant 
achievements of earlier works at necropolis and industrial area illustrated a comprehensive 
picture of a 3rd millennium B.C. urban center. The latest archaeological investigations at 
Shahdad were conducted in 2011 and 2013 - includes full_coverage archaeological survey of 
western edge of Lut and small scale excavations of two ancient sites dated to the 5th-3rd 
millennium BC_that led to discovering 87 ancient sites in the west of Lut desert belonging to 
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the 5th millennium B.C up to late Islamic period. At the present time, Shahdad plays an 
important role in linking the north and south of Iranian plateau. Close to this point, a number 
of important routes branch westwards through Kerman, continuing southwestern Iran, or south 
and east through Bam, continuing Indo-Iranian borderlands and north through Khorasan, 
continuing Central Asia. Because of physical constraints imposed by the environment, it is 
likely that major routes followed in antiquity did not differ appreciably from the modern roads. 
However, Hakemi recognized the remains of the ancient road south to Bam and north to 
Birjand, passing through the western edge of the Lut between the Bronze Age Shahdad site and 
the modern settlement at the foot of the mountains (Hakemi 1997: 29). Therefore, it is 
reasonable that natural route of western edge of Lut was placed to play an important role in the 
expansion and intensification of “international” communication seen in prehistoric times and 
has continued up to now.  

Historical Geography of Lut Desert 

Up to 50 years ago, Shahdad was known as Khabis (pre-Islamic Habich), according to tradition 
a type of swift (Hakemi 1997). The earliest specific references to Khabis, by the Islamic 
scholars Estakhri, Ibn Hawqal, and Muqaddasi, describe a thriving city dating from the 
Sassanian period, famous for its dates, henna, and citrus orchards (Hakemi 1997: 32-3). 

When Muslims conquered the Fars Region in rulling time of Omar (in A.D. 645, about 1400 
years ago) the Muslims came to Kerman following Yazdgerd. Then, Abdollah Ebn Amer 
crossed Bam and Lut Desert in order to conquer Khorasan Region. The events were happened 
at 653 A.D. (32 Hejri, about 1400 years ago) and Khabis Region was conquered by Arab 
commander, Abdollah Ebn Amer (Mostofi, 1972:48). Estakhri who lived in 10th century (A.D.) 
in his book entitled “Masalek ol Mamalek” described the Khabis as a small spruce city near 
the desert with flowing water and plenty of trees as well as cheap currencies of money 
(Estakhri, 1990: 246). He also believed that Lut was the gloomiest desert of the world. Another 
geographer in the 10th century who mentioned Lut margins in his book, entitled Soorat ol Arth, 
is Ibn Hawqal Baghdadi (Ibn Hawqal, 1966). Qazvini is another scholar who mentioned the 
excellent coloring material and camphire in Khabis Region and described that the region had 
many gardens of palm and nice dates. He named the cities of Nashk, Keshit, and Kukkasoura 
(Muqaddasi, 1982). He says “Khabis is a castle of four doors with good dates and the society 
is amid the city that drinks from Qanat and streams; the towns of the region next to the desert 
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are flourished; this is the center of date, silk, and plentiful berry” (Muqaddasi, 1982: 684). In 
Islamic period, Khabis was one of the most famous and fertile counties of Kerman. Since the 
14th and 15th centuries the city has begun to decay. In Sasanian (Sasanid) period and after the 
conquest of Islam, political and strategic factors more than economic factors caused to pay 
attention to Shahdad and Lut Region. In campaigns and conduct of army to distant regions, the 
primary requisite for victory is possession of regular transportation networks and sure base. In 
Sasanian and Islamic periods, Shahdad was positioned at the middle of the commercial and 
military road between Kerman and Khorasan. The famous Silk Road that had a very essential 
importance in ancient times was also passed across the city.  

Western Fringe of Lut: An Archaeological Perspective 

The living of human beings in Lut Plain Region dates back to 7000 years ago. Since the 5th 
millennium B.C the region has always been inhabited by human societies. The western fringe 
of Lut Plain (Shahdad Plain), despite its proximity to the arid and hot desert of Lut, had been 
selected for living by the ancient men. Based on archeological evidence, the region contains 7 
thousand years of human culture and civilization. At the first look, it may seem that the region 
was devoid of inhabitants in the old times due to repulsive factors including aridity and lack of 
water, poor vegetation and animal lives, severe winds of sands, hot weather, and movement of 
Rigs and sands. However, the archeological evidence contradicted the idea. However, the 
repulsive factors were existed, but it seems that the attractive factors for human living in the 
environment were so important that they could convince the ancient humans to live 7000 years 
in the harsh environment. The geographical position of western Lut as natural corridor for 
connecting the south to north is one of the major appealing factors for the ancient human. Three 
important characteristics of the region that gave it global value in terms of archeology are: (1) 
continuation of seven thousand years of living without any gap, (2) establishment of two of the 
first cities of the world, (3) crossing of the world commercial road of the ancient times, the 
“Silk Road”, from this region.  

Western fringe of Lut in the Village Period (5th and 4th Millennium B.C) 

In archeological literature of the Near East, the time period of 5th and 4th B.C is entitled as 
Chalcolithic period or the Village Period. The first government institutions and complex 
societies were formed and the specialization in professions was appeared. The Kerman Region 
is the oldest site in the world that extracted copper and is pioneer in metal industry in the ancient 
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times. The evidence of metal industry and smithery of ancient times in archeological 
investigation of Shahdad indicates the age of the metal industry in Village Period. 
Archeological investigations indicate that there are 17 ancient settlements related to Viilage 
Period in the western fringe of Lut Desert. This is typical of considerable population of the 
region in the 5th and 4th millennium B.C. Most of the settlements are in the end part of Shahdad 
alluvial fan in the east of the present site of Shahdad where the suitable soil and adequate 
surface water resources available from Derakhtengan River were the main factors in 
distribution of the settlements. Prosperity of the village culture in the western fringe of Lut 
formed progressively the first cities in the 3rd millennium in the region. Hence, the Lut Region 
has an invaluable importance in archeology of the Near East.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-154. Google Earth image showing the distribution of the prehistoric sites in western fringe 

of Lut Desert 
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Figure 2-155. Primitive wares belonging to the 7th millennium BP found on the surface of an 

archaeological settlement in the west of Lut Desert (photo by, Nasir Eskandari) 
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Figure 2-156. Ancient archaeological Mound in Shahdad Plain Belonging to the 5th and 4th  
Millennium B.C (photo by, Nasir Eskandari) 

 

Western Fringe of Lut Desert: Two of the first Cities in the world 

The origins, evolution, organization and decline of early urban societies in south-western Asia 

have long been a major topic of research. The first cities came into existence about 5000 years 

ago in the Near East dispensing from Mesopotamia to Indus Valley. During the third 

millennium BC. These large, densely populated centers were associated with the emergence of 

dependent ‘satellite’ sites, socio-economic stratification, long-distance trade, craft 

specialization and administered economies. As mentioned above, in the 1970s the first 

evidence for early cities in south-eastern Iran came from excavations at Shahdad in the west of 

Lut desert. In addition to early Bronze Age city of Shahdad, in 2011, a reconnaissance survey 

was conducted, along the western fringes of the Lut Desert with the aim of mapping regional 

settlement patterns and change over time. During the survey, a very large early Bronze Age 

site was discovered at Keshit 70 Km south of Shahdad in the Southwestern edge of Lut desert 

(Eskandari et al., 2014). Existence of two early Bronze Age (3rd Millennium B.C) urban 

centers, i.e. Shahdad and Keshit, in the western fringe of Lut desert demonstrates the potential 

importance of this region for studies on urbanization in the Middle East. 
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Figure 2-157. A Selection of archaeological founding (clay statue, bronze flag, chlorite and marble 

vessels, ceramic container, ornamental beads) discovered in Shahdad excavations by Ali Hakemi, dated 

millennium B.C (After Hakemi 1997). rd3 the to 
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Figure 2-158. Residential architectural complex exposed in excavations at the 3rd Millennium B.C city of 

Shahdad (photo by, Nasir Eskandari) 
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Figure 2-159. General View of the 3rd Millennium B.C city of Keshit (photo by, Nasir Eskandari) 

 

Western fringe of Lut in the Historical Period (1st Mil B.C and 1st Mil A.D) 

Cultural richness in marginal Lut was not just limited to the years before dates, but in the years 

after that it had also a prosperous culture. In the late antiquity and the early Islamic Period the 

region had an important geographical strategic location in that it was in the vicinity of the 

important state of Pars and in the border of Sasani Kingdom, in one hand, and a considerable 

part of commercial-communicational Silk Road was passing across the region. Archeological 

studies indicate that there are 13 ancient sites related to historical period in the west of Lut 

Desert belonging to Parti (247 B.C - 224 A.D) and Sasani (224 CE-651 CE) periods. There are 

remnants of a very huge brick castle known as Archaic Castle (Ghaleye Kohneh) in the eastern 

section of the present city of Shahdad. It seems that the city of Shahdad in ancient times and 

Early Islamic Period was located inside the castle. Other important historical monuments 

related to historical period in Lut fringes is Chartaghi Building of Anduhjerd. Such monuments 

are the prominent structure related to religious affairs of Sassanian Empire. There is also 

another shrine (religious building) named Katkatu belonging to Sassanian period for Worship 

of Kindness. 
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 Figure 2-160. Chartaghi of Anduhjerd: A typic Sassanian shrine located in the western fringe of Lut 

Desert (photo by, Nasir Eskandari) 

 

century A.D to the Present) thWestern fringe of Lut in the Islamic Period (From the7 

In the Islamic Period, particularly in Saljughian (Seljuq dynasty) and also Ghajar Periods, the 
western fringe of Lut has a key role in southeast of Iran. According to archeological 
investigations, there are 56 monuments related to the early and late Islamic Period in the 
western fringe of Lut. These archaic sites are a variety of monuments including Masjed 
(Masque) (sacred building for worship), caravanserai, castles, tombs, water reservoirs, 
lodgment places, water mills, and towers. After the demolition of Sasanian Shahdad City and 
in the early Islamic period, a new city was established in south Archaic Castle and in the present 
city of Shahdad. The city was created in Saljughian Period in the 10th A.D. The city was also 
devastated in the 13th A.D by a huge destructive flood. The remnants left behind from the city 
are a brick gate in the center of the city, a Masjed in the southeast of the city, a castle called 
Dastjerd in the south, and another castle called Chughuki in the northwest. The vast extent of 
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the Saljughian City of Shahdad (11th and 13th A.D), where its remnants are extended on an area 
about 300 hectares, confirms the descriptions of the historians and geographers of that time 
about the prosperity of the city. Existence of a plenty of historic places related to Late Islamic 
Period (Safavi and Ghajari) is indicative of cultural prosperity of the region at that time. Up to 
20 castles were formed along Lut Desert in a length of 100 kilometers in different distance 
from each others. These castles and their arrangement in line along Lut Desert indicates clearly 
that the western fringe of Lut Desert in Late Islamic Period served as a commercial-
communicational major road between Kerman and Khorasan. Today, the Shahdad City is still 
alive on the remnants of the old ruined cities. The historical and archeological evidence 
indicates that the western fringe of Lut in addition to its unique natural landscape has good 
cultural landscapes and potentials. The set of the two characteristics in the same place has 
granted a special importance to this part of Iranian Plateau.  

 

 

 

Figure 2-161. Keshit, an early Islamic Castle in the west of Lut  

(photo by, Nasir Eskandari) 
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Figure 2-162. Shafiabad Caravanserai (photo by, Nasir Eskandari)  

 

 

Figure 2-163. Mehdiabad Tower (photo by, Nasir Eskandari) 
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Figure 2-164. Shojaabad Caravansary: Late Islamic monument in the western edge of Lut Desert  

(photo by, Nasir Eskandari) 

 

 

The human features existing on the region and enhance the importance of this site are the 
historical monuments belonging to before dates related to chalcolithic the castles and towers 
related to Islamic Period, and old and new aqueducts (Qanats) as the outstanding properties of 
Lut Desert.  
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Yardangs (kaluts) in north west of Lut Desert (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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3 Justification for inscription  

3.1. a. Brief synthesis  

Lut Desert is located in the southeast of Iran, in the east of central reliefs (Markazi mountains) 

and Zagros Mountains. The area receives little precipitation and is considered as one of the 

most arid regions of Iran and the world. The area of the entire core zone including Yallan Sand 

Sea (Rig-e Yallan), Yardangs (Kalut), Nebkhas, the bed of Shur River, Gandom Beryan, 

Hamadas of central parts, Southern Erg and Central Erg is 22780.15 square kilometers (km2) 

and the area of buffer zone is 17941.34 km2. Maximum size of The Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e 

Yallan) is 180 km long and 68 km wide. The yardangs (Kalut) are 160 km long and 70 wide in 

the widest portion. Lut Desert has many unique features in the world or the features that may 

be rarely found in the globe. The set of features existing in the Lut has not been documented in 

any other studies (Table 3-7). There are scarce vegetation cover in the desert, particularly in 

the yardangs (Kalut) that is devoid of vegetation (no life zone). The reports also state the 

minimum presence of animal life in the region. The yardangs (Kalut) are eroded by Hydro-

Aeolian processes in dried lake deposits. These are very huge yardangs (Kalut) unique in the 

world so that the highest yardangs (Kalut) of the world can be found there. Wind deflation and 

water erosion mainly due to operation of Shur River and dispersed precipitation have made 

small and mega yardangs (Kalut), about 155 meter high in some areas. The small yardangs 

called Kalutak are mainly distributed in the west and north of the area. The winds in northwest-

southeast direction are deflating inside the corridors or alleys between the yardangs (Kalut) and 

transport particles of different sizes towards the southeast. The strength of the winds in summer 

particularly after mid-days is maximum. It accumulates the sands inside the corridors as 

reflective mega ripples and barchans. The Nebkhaz in the western fringe are considered as the 

largest Nebkhas of the world so that some of them are up to 12 meter high. The sand seas (Rigs) 

in the west part known as Rig-e Yallan contain various and tallest sand accumulations so that 

some of them are 475 meters high. Therefore, it can be said that Lut Desert has the features 

that are unique or very especial in the world. What is more important is that all the features and 
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landforms are almost present as a set in the same place near each other. Another characteristic 

that gives the desert a global value is recording the hottest point of the world in this area. The 

hottest point of the earth was recorded in Lut Desert, southwest Rig-e Yallan, for 5 consecutive 

years from 2003 to 2009. Therefore, it is essential to pay more attention to managing actions 

as well as conservative and monitoring measures. Indeed, inscribing the Lut Desert as a world 

heritage is necessary for sustainability and conservation of the region.  

 

 

 
Figure 3-1. Lut Desert from space; the left, mega yardangs (Kaluts), the right, Rig-e Yallan (ESA 2013) 
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3.1.b. Criteria under which the inscription is proposed (and justification for 

inscription under these criteria)  

In terms of operational guidelines, this proposed inscription addresses two criteria for natural 

properties: criteria vii and viii. These two criteria are important for the recognition of 

Outstanding Universal Value of Lut Desert.  

Criterion vii: this criterion contains superlative natural phenomena and also the areas that have 

exceptional natural beauty and aesthetic importance.  

The Lut Desert has always been mysterious for many people due to its long distance to 

population centers and lack of transportation networks. This also made it an appealing place. 

The desert is located in a place where the population density is low but there are many people 

living in marginal areas of the desert. The features surrounding the desert have spectacular 

links and this enhances the beauty of the place. Yardangs (Kalut) with northwest-southeast 

orientation and Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan or Rig-e Lut) with northeast-southwest 

orientation are connected in the end to create a set via the integration of yardangs (Kalut) and 

sand dunes. The yardangs (Kalut) and Rig-e Yallan are so beautiful that many people accepted 

the hardship of the journey to visit this desert and some scientists made field researches to 

explore unknown history of geomorphology and geology of Lut Desert. Yardangs and the 

surrounding landforms such as Gandom Beryan, salt polygons, and other features are very 

beautiful and have aesthetic values. Moreover, Rig-e Yallan with diversity of landscapes and 

various sand dunes is one of the beautiful phenomena of the region. The complex of nebkhas 

and the single ones in the western Lut are very spectacular landscapes for any visitor. The 

beauty is not only for the individual landscapes and features but also for the integration of the 

features in a set. In the western Lut, when we pass the Kalutaks (small yardangs, not micro 

yardangs) the high yardangs are appeared. Towards the northeast, many landforms including 

egg-shape yardangs, dreamy city of Lut (Shahr-e Khialy-ye Lut), Gandon Beryan, and Shur 

River are observed. Along other features the region shows a set of aesthetic manifestations of 

desert areas. The prevailing winds and longtime operation of Shur River created yardangs with 

fascinating beauty. Each year the region attracts many visitors who go to take photos, make 
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videos, and visit the beautiful landscapes. Many adventurous visitors are interested to visit the 

inaccessible beautiful points of the desert.  

 

 
Figure 3-2. Yardangs (Kalut) in northwest of Lut Desert (Photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 

 

Presence of superlative natural phenomena in the area is another characteristic which is 

categorized under the criterion vii. The highest sand dunes of the world with more than 475 m 

high in Rig-e Yallan, the highest yardangs with more than 155 m high (Figure 7-13), and the 

lengthiest yardangs of the world with more than 40 km long are superlative phenomena of the 

world. The nebkhas in western margin of Lut, observed along the yardangs, with the height of 

about 12 m are the highest in the world. They are established in the areas coincident with some 

settlements in western margin of Lut. The thermal pole of the earth with more than 70 degrees 

centigrade is also located in southwest Rig-e Yallan. Goudie and Seely (2011) in their report 

believed that Lut Desert, particularly yardangs, have the great potential to be registered as the 

world heritage. They described the Lut Desert as: “this desert contains some of the largest and 

best developed yardangs found anywhere on the Earth”.  
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Criterion viii: this is an outstanding example representing major stages of earth`s history, 

significant ongoing geological processes in the development of landforms, and significant 

geomorphic and physiographic features.  

The Lut Desert is one of the regions where represents evolution of a recognized landform of 

desert areas, i.e., yardangs. In cold glacial period when the mountainous areas of Iran, northern 

parts of North America and Europe were under the dominance of mountain and continental 

glaciers, pluvial lakes formed and lake sediments deposited in closed depressions inland due to 

more precipitation and less evaporation. At the end of glacial period and gradual warming of 

the earth, these lakes were disappeared progressively and deposited fine-grained lake sediments 

such as silt and clay. The inland areas of central plateau were further warmed and the thermal 

low pressure systems and high pressure systems were established, respectively, on low elevated 

areas and highlands. At the same time, winds were blowing along the pressure gradients. The 

great difference in the pressure gradients created strong winds. As the lowlands were thermal 

poles of the region, the thermal gradient between high and low areas increased. This resulted in 

increase in the velocity of wind currents in the area. These strong winds (120 days winds) and 

the activity of Shur River with its braided nature produced small rills. Development of the rills 

made corridors and the largest yardangs of the world. Indeed, lateral movements of the braided 

flows created the initial corridors. Then, severe winds in the dry periods and warm seasons 

deepened the corridors and made the yardangs. Presence of arid land vegetations over the 

marginal parts of the alluvial fans, where flooding water is spread as sheet flows, contributed 

to development of many nebkhas, with more than 700 years old, due to the availability of sands 

and wind currents. In other words, the activity of wind currents over the alluvial fans which 

had vegetation covers created nebkhas. Moreover, there are other processes in the region that 

formed huge sand dunes, vast sand seas, and dynamic individual dunes. Fine grained particles 

in the margins of the alluvial fans and in beds of ephemeral rivers, flowing into Lut, as well as 

the sand particles originated from the yardangs and transported towards the east are the source 

of sands for the huge sand seas. There are a variety of consolidated and old sand dunes in central 

parts of the sand seas. In margins of the sand dunes there exist barchan dunes and other kinds 

of dunes the movement velocity of which is about 12 m/yr (meters per year) depending on their 

magnitude.  
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In terms of geologic evolution, Lut Desert is part of Lut Block which is much extensive 

compared to the present study area. In this contest, the Lut Block or the micro-plate of Lut has 

the same concept that Stocklin et al. (1972) named it. According to them, the Lut Block 

contains the areas of eastern Iran in the west Flysch Zone and between the flyschoid sediments 

and Tabas Block (Central Iran). According to Stocklin, Lut Block is a stretched and sturdy 

solid mass of 900 km long in a north-south orientation. Berberian (1977) believed that Lut is 

not resistant and that the term of Lut Region must be used instead of Lut stable block. Assuming 

the Lut as a block, Nabavi (1976) excluded all the Jurassic folded units, or younger ones, out 

of the Lut Block. Some of the units are Seghaleh, Dehsalm, Bazman Mountain, and Jazmuriyan 

Depression. Eftekharnejad (1980) considered the Lut Block as part of Central Iran Zone. He 

maintains that the block is not a separate geologic unit. The geologic evolution of the plate can 

be summarized as following. There are some stages in geological history of Lut and the 

surrounding areas:  

 Late Triassic- before Rhaetian  

 Jurassic- Neokumian  

 Early and Middle Cretaceous  

 Between Santonian and Maastrichtian  

 Between Late Maastrichtian and Early Eocene  

 Between Late Eocene and Quaternary  

In terms of process and forms in Lut Desert and the evolutionary stages and geologic structure, 

this can be said that the characteristics of the desert can completely be coincident with the 

criteria viii. This area is undeniably an outstanding representation in the major stages of earth's 

history, significant ongoing geological processes in the development of landforms, and 

significant geomorphic and physiographic features. 
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Figure 3-3. Part of dreamy city of Lut Desert (Shahr-e Khialy- ye Lut  

(Photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 

 

 
Figure 3-4. Nebkha and barchan in west of Lut Desert (Photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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3.1.c. Statement of Integrity  

The boundaries of the World Heritage Site Property were designed to contain all the elements 
of the Lut Desert that exemplify its Outstanding Universal Values. These elements are well 
conserved and intact and included on a scale appropriate to the ongoing dynamic processes. 
The area of the inscription (Nominated Property) is 22780.15 km2 and contains several major 
features including yardangs, Rig-e Yallan, high nebkhas, activity area of Shur River course, 
Hamadas of central parts and Gandom Beryan. The shape and diversity of the landforms are 
the result of operation of desert processes. They represent a comprehensive set of desert 
features in the region.  

The features, processes, relationships, and dynamic functions which convey the significance of 
Lut Desert, past and present, are fully represented, well conserved and in an excellent, 
undamaged state. Because of its vast size, difficulty of access and current management (by the 
Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization, Iranian Department of Environment 
and Iran Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization) the Lut Desert has not 
suffered and is not suffering from adverse effects of neglected use or development. In terms of 
the key words related to a World Heritage Site the following conditions exist in the area.  

Wholeness: The entire necessary attributes essential to address the two criteria are included 
well within the identified property.  

Intactness: all the necessary attributes are intact. Because of its long history, inaccessibility 
and under the management and protection of the Forests, Range and Watershed Management 
Organization, Iranian Department of Environment and Iran Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and 
Tourism Organization within the boundaries of the Lut Desert, the identified area is essentially 
undisturbed.  

Absence of threats: none of the attributes are threatened by development or neglect. Tourism 
is the primary development process envisaged for the Lut desert. This is well regulated and 
controlled by the Iran Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization. Neglect, on 
the other hand, has been a benefit to the identified property, as it has ensured that potential 
disturbance by unwarranted instructions was not experienced.  

Apart from the controlled access roads and routes, ablution facilities at visitor sites, and camp 
and Shafiabad castle for tourism activity and Base of Lut Desert site in the western fringe of 
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yardangs in west Lut, there is no other infrastructure within the envisaged boundaries of the 
World Heritage Site. The magnificent yardang-scapes, dune-scapes, and nebkha-scapes are 
incredible scenery maintained by natural forces. Only in outer part of yardang zone, western 
part of Lut Desert, there are some villages with very scarce population. The villages are far 
from yardangs but in the vicinity of fields of nebkhas, e.g., Estehkam and Hojjatabad. The site 
has all the elements typical of extreme desert landscapes including mega-yardangs, spectacular 
sand seas (Rig-e Yallan), and mega-nebkhas. Deeply incised and shallow drainage systems, 
salt crust, salt karren, and many other landforms are presented and represented in Table 3-7.  

Tourism and management infrastructures around these boundaries are restricted to ephemeral 
and temporary point locations that have no effect on the well-known landforms of Lut Desert, 
where attracts many scientists for research and adventurer. The very large size of Lut Desert 
within the envisaged boundaries ensures that such geologic and geomorphologic processes 
shall not be affected by future human development and economic activities. Integrated 
management system, inaccessibility and difficulties to penetrate into the interior part of Lut 
Desert are very important point for conservation and management of the property area.  

3.1.e Protection and management requirements  

All the government organizations involved in development such as Iran Cultural Heritage, 

Handicrafts and Tourism Organization as the director of the inscription, Forest, Range and 

Watershed Management Organization, Iranian Department of Environment Organization are 

all responsible for protection of natural regions. The regulations related to protection of natural 

resources are effective in the area. Accordingly, two protected areas located in the North West 

and South East of Lut Desert is under the management and protection of the Iranian Department 

of Environment.  

There are no settlements in the core zone from the beginning of yardangs eastward to Hamadas 

of central parts in middle part and Rig-e Yallan and from north to south in the core zone. There 

are just a few villages in the west margin of nebkhas and dynamic barchans and are under the 

management of Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization and Base of the Lut 

Desert. This is the reason for the scarce population of this region and natural protection.  
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3.2. Comparative analysis  

The deserts are extensively distributed on different regions of the world due to the formative 
agents. The factors that make a desert in a region are including distance to seas, continentality, 
position of a region under the influence of Subtropical High Pressure or atmospheric stable 
regions, cold currents or atmospheric oceanic systems, rain shadow areas, and topographic 
conditions. The Lut Desert is affected by three of the mentioned factors, except the oceanic 
upwelling systems. Subtropical High Pressure system is usually over the region. Zagros 
Mountains extract entire moisture of the humid flows of the westerlies and make a rain shadow 
area in this region. Finally, the moisture of the seas in the south of Iran, i.e., the Persian Gulf 
and Oman Sea, and Indian Ocean cannot penetrate to this region due to the long distance to the 
region and the Makran Mountains as a barrier. There are such conditions in many desert areas 
of the world. However, there are not outstanding features of deserts including sand seas and 
yardangs in all the deserts. In the case of the existence of all desert features in some arid areas, 
the diversity and arrangement of the features in a natural collection are not comparable to Lut 
Desert. The diversity of desert landforms is unique in the world. On the other hand, all the 
conditions increase the aridity of the environment and make the region as thermal pole of the 
earth. In many scientific information sources, the characteristics of Lut Desert and it’s thermal 
characteristics indicate the outstanding universal value of this region.  

Paragraph 132, part 3 of the Operational Guidelines experts states that “A comparative analysis 
of the property in relation to similar properties, whether or not on the World Heritage List, both 
at national and international levels, shall also be provided. The comparative analysis shall 
explain the importance of the nominated property in national and international contexts.” This 
is expected to be carried out for each individual criterion. The above summary highlights the 
main elements of why the Lut Desert is outstanding, particularly in terms of other sites 
inscribed as World Heritage for each of the criterion for which the Lut Desert are being 
nominated. According to the information presented in website of the World Heritage 
Organization in November 2014, there are 1007 registered heritages in the World Heritage List 
among which 197 heritages are natural and 31 features are integrated natural and cultural 
heritages. These 1007 heritages are distributed in 161 countries of the world. Indeed, 166 
features of the list include one of the criteria from vii to x.  
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Criterion vii: this criterion contains superlative natural phenomena or the areas of exceptional 
natural beauty and aesthetic importance. Thus, Lut Desert can be compared with the features 
in the World Heritage List that adhere to criterion vii. Among the registered heritages, some 
are more similar to Lut Desert. The most comparable heritage may be the Namib Sand Sea 
where has many similar features observed in Lut Desert.  

Other features in the World Heritage List, particularly relevant to inscribed desert sites, are 
including Tassili n’Ajjer, Uluru-kata Tjuta National Part, Wadi Rum Protected Area, Cliff of 
Bandiagara (Land of the Dogons), and Grand Canyon National Park. Of these, only the Grand 
Canyon does not include sand dunes as an attribute (Table 3-1). The scenic beauty of the dune 
morphology sites specifically inscribed for this criterion as well as the areas with dunes listed 
in Table 3-1 have many attributes similar to those of Lut Desert. The scenery resulting from 
superlatively sized dunes (Yallan Sand Sea), Yardangs and Nebkhas as in the Lut Desert is not, 
however, represented in any site already inscribed under criterion vii.  

In fact, the high sand dunes in Yallan Sand Sea (Rig- e Yallan) are the important and recognized 
aspects of Lut Desert. These aspects make it a place with universal value and containing 
superlative natural phenomena. Many scientists and adventurers tolerate many environmental 
hardship of the region in order to visit the outstanding characteristics of Lut Desert with its 
diversity. As it can be seen in Table 3-2, sand dunes of Lut Desert are the highest in the world 
following those in Peru and China. However, the sand dunes, except those in Namib Desert, 
have not been registered in the World Heritage List.  

Table 3-1. Comparison of Lut Desert with the deserts in the World Heritage Sites inscribed  

under criterion vii (after Namib Sand Sea nomination, 2012) 

Country Name of Property Dunescapes 

Australia Uluru--‐KataTjutaNational Park Yes 

Jordan WadiRumProtectedArea Yes 

Mali Cliff of Bandiagara (Landof theDogons) Yes 

Niger Air andTénéréNaturalReserves Yes 

USA GrandCanyonNationalPark No 

Namibia Namib Sand Sea Yes 

Iran Lut Desert, Rig--‐e Yalan Dune (Yalan Sand Sea) Yes 
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Table 3-2. Dune height in the Rig- e Yallan in comparison with other massive dunes (after Namib Sand Sea 

nomination, 2012) 

Height (m) Country Desert Location Comments 

1176 Peru Sechura Desert Cerro Blanco Stationary dune 

500 China Gobi Desert Badain Jaran Stationary dunes 

475 Iran Lut Desert Yallan Sand Sea (Rig--‐e 
Yallan) Unstable dunes 

465 Algeria Sahara Desert Tifernine Sand Sea Unstable star dunes 

380 Namibia Namib Sand Sea Sossus Vlei Unstable star dunes 

280 Australia  Mount Tempest, Moreton 
Island Stationary coastal dune 

230 USA Great Sand Dunes 
National Park Star Dune Stationary dunes, clay 

rich 

105 France  Pilat Dune Stationary coastal dune 

200 China Taklamakan Desert Ming--‐Sha Dunes Stationary and unstable 
barchan dunes 

190 Mongolia Khongorin Els Khongor Stationary dunes 

 

Where is the hottest spot of the earth? This is a question may be asked by many scientists and 
ordinary people. Theodore Monod (1969) measured the temperature up to 62 degrees 
centigrade over sand surface in Lut Desert in the late February. Stratil Sauer (1952) measured 
the temperature in height of 1050 m over the earth surface in June 19th in this region, west 
Nosratabad. He stated that the temperature in that height was 52 C and based on the increase 
of temperature with decrease of height (0.4 to 0.7 °C per 100 m) he concluded that the 
temperature at the same time can be 57 °C in the center of the Lut Desert, about 800 m below. 
However, the calculations are related to June not the hottest month of that year in this desert. 
Sauer in the same report, referring to Theodore Monod, predicts that as there will be a station 
in Lut Desert for recording the temperature, the values above 70 °C may be recorded. The 
recent measurements of Land Surface Temperature (LST) using satellite images of Aqua, 
MODIS Sensor, have recorded the temperature values that identify the hottest spot of the earth 
in a location in southeast Lut and west of Rig-e Yallan (Mildrexler et al., 2006 and 2011). From 
2003 to 2009 for 5 years the hottest spot of the earth surface with temperature value of 70.73 
°C was recorded in Lut Desert. However, in 2003 and 2008 the hottest spots with lower 
temperature were located in Australia and China. These records are presented in Table 3-3, in 
details.  
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Table 3-3.Comparison of the temperature values of the hottest spot (maximum land surface 

temperature- LST) in the Lut Desert with those in other areas of the world (Mildrexler, 2011) 

Country Nameof Property Dunescapes 

Iran  

 

Lut Desert, Yalan sand Sea 

 

2004 ( 68.01°) 

2005 (70.73°) 

2006 (68.51°)  

2007 (69.01°) 

2009 (68.6°) 

Australia  province of Queensland 2003 (69.3°) 

China  Turpan Basin, North west of China  2008 (69.3°) 

 

 

 

Figure 3-5.Hottest spot on earth in 2004 and 2005 
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There are a plenty of erosional and depositional landforms in desert areas of the world. The 
yardangs (kaluts) formed by integrated water and wind erosion are the particular features of 
the areas. They are well distributed in arid areas of the world including China, Egypt, Saudi 
Arabia, Great African Sahara, Northern Namib, Southern Namib, Argentina, Peru, Chile, 
Bahrain, and some other regions. Yardangs have two distinct features of ridge and corridor. In 
the areas with these landforms, distribution, area and also the length of the ridges and corridors 
are various in different regions. Investigation about the length of the ridges in Lut Desert 
indicates that the longest and the highest ridge of yardangs are observed in this desert. The 
main characteristic of yardangs is that its length is more than its width. This differentiates the 
yardangs from other landforms. The ratios of length to width, height, and even volume as well 
as other ratios have been investigated in different regions of the world. Ward and Greely (1984) 
suggest that the ratio of length to width must be 4:1. However, in Lut Desert there are yardangs 
(kaluts) with the ratio of 40:1, i.e., there are yardangs 40 km long and 1 km wide.  

 

 

Figure 3-6. Distribution of Mega-Yardang around the world (Base on Goudie, 2007) 
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As mentioned above, the yardangs are distributed in different regions of the world (Figure 3-
6). The yardangs, from 10 to 20 m high and 100 m long are distributed in some areas on the 
west China in Lop Nor, Kumtagh Desert (Dong et al., 2012). This region includes Yardang 
National Geological Park and its western regions. The yardangs are not so large and cover 
about 100 km. They are from 10 to 1800 m long and from 5 to 300 m wide and the corridors 
between the ridges are from 20 to 250 m wide. The Aqik Valley yardangs are located in the 
west Lop Nor and so smaller than those in this region (Dong et al. 2012).  

 

 

 

Figure 3-7. Kumtagh Desert, west China in Lop Nor 

 

Another region where the yardangs are plentiful is Qaidam Basin. The region is more extensive 
than the Lop Nor region and is also located in more elevated area. Most of the yardangs of 
these parts of China are aligned from northwest to southeast. However, there is not enough 
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information about this region. The information from Google Earth indicates that the yardangs 
are not so long and as large ratio of length to width as Lut Desert (Kap et al., 2010). 
Nevertheless, based on Google images the yardangs are considerably extensive. 

 
Figure 3-8. Qaidam Basin located at northeastern Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau 

 

In Saudi Arabia, some yardangs are developed among Cambrian sandstones. They are 100 
meters long (Silva et al., 2010) and 40 m high (Goudie, 2007). Some yardangs are also extended 
in southern and northern Namibia. In southern Namibia, some evidence refers to the yardangs 
more than 100 m high but this is not confirmed by other researches (Krenel, 1928: p. 668; 
Quoted by Goudie, 2007). The yardangs of the region are extended in metamorphic rocks and 
they are 20 km long and 1 km wide (Goudie, 2007). In northern Namibia, yardangs are created 
in sandstones in an area of 1311 km2 (Silva et al., 2010). The yardangs in Dakhla region of 
Egypt are developed in sandstone and lake deposits. They are about 50 m high and from 10 to 
100 km long. In Sahara region between Chad, Nigeria, and Libya there exist yardangs that 
developed in Paleozoic sandstones. They are also from 20 to 30 m long and 1 km wide.  
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There are also yardangs in elevated areas of Andes, Argentina, in igneous rocks. They are less 
than 10 m high and from 2 to 10 km long. Another region is South America that the yardangs 
are reported in coastal areas of Peru and Chile. They are also 100 m high (Sivla et al., 2010). 
The yardangs are created in sandstones, siltstones, and clays (Goudie, 2007).  

 
Figure 3-9. Yardangs in the high Andes of western Argentina 

Therefore, a brief review of yardangs in many countries of the world represent that the yardangs 
of Lut Desert are the most continuous and outstanding landforms of the world. They are 
uniquely the longest and the highest (155 meter) yardangs of the world (Figure 3-13). On the 
other hand, yardangs in Lut Desert are much diversified in terms of shapes, spaces between the 
ridges, and the features formed inside the corridors. Finally, the yardangs are prominent 
landforms of this kind and they can undoubtedly be considered as the superlative natural 
phenomena in the world heritage. Indeed, it must be said that in the list of registered natural 
heritages of the world, there is no case that has prominent, extensive, high, and long yardangs 
with stretched ridges and plentiful corridors as yardangs of Lut Desert. In other words, 
yardangs of Lut Desert are more extensive, high, long and prominent than those of the regions 
listed in world natural heritages. Therefore, this inscription is completely compatible with the 
criterion vii.  
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Figure 3-10. Yardangs in Central Peru 

 

 
Figure 3-11. Yardangs in Central Sahara 
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Table 3-4. Comparison of the Yardangs in Lut Desert with other desert Sites for Criterion vii 

Country Name of region Height Bedrock 
Other 

characteristics 

Iran Lut Desert Up to 155 m Pleistocene lake deposits 
(Bobek, 1969, Krinsley, 
1970) 

tens of kilometers 
long, 
160 km long and 70 
km wide 

China (North West 
China)  

Lop Nor )Kumtagh 
Desert)  
 

10 to 20 m tall 
(Dong et al., 2012) 

Interbedded strata of hard, 
cemented lacustrine 
deposits and loose soft 
aeolian deposits. (Dong et 
al., 2012) 

Hundreds of meters 
long (McCauley et 
al., 1977b) 

China Qaidam Basin Up to 60 m high 
(Kapp et al., 2010)  
 

lacustrine sediments (An 
et al. / Aeolian Research 4 
(2012) 17–30) 

Not mentioned 

Saudi Arabia Northern Saudi 
Arabia 

More than 40 m 
high (Goudie, 
2007) 

Cambrian sandstones 
(Goudie, 2007) 

Hundreds of meters 
long (Goudie, 2007) 

Namibia Southern Namibia 100 m high 
(Krenkel, 1928, p. 
668) 

Crystalline and 
metamorphic rocks 
(Goudie, 2007) 

Many of the ridges 
are more than 20 km 
long and 1 km wide 
(Goudie, 2007) 

Namibia Northern Namibia Not mentioned Igneous and metamorphic 
rocks 
(Goudie, 2007) 

42 km by 25 km 
(1311 km2) 
( Goudie, 2007) 

Egypt Western desert, 
Dakhla yardangs 

50 m high (Goudie, 
2007) 

sandstone and lacustrine 
sediments ( Farouk El-Baz 
et al., 2012) 
and milestones (Goudie, 
2007) 

10–100 m long 
(Breed et al., 1989) 

Chad, Niger, and 
Libya 

Central Sahara Not mentioned Palaeozoic sandstones 
(Goudie, 2007) 

20–30 km long, 1 km 
wide (Breed et al., 
1989) 

Argentina High Andes 40 m high (de 
Silva et al., 2010) 

terrestrial ignimbrites and 
lava  
(de Silva et al., 2010) 

2–10 km long 
(Goudie, 2007) 

Coastal Peru and 
Chile 

Tara and Paracas-
Ica Valley 

100 meters tall 
(de Silva et al., 
2010) 

Ignimbrite (de Silva et 
al., 2010) 

Not mentioned 
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Figure 3-12. Egyptian yardangs 

 

 
Figure 3-13. Location of the highest yardang of Lut Desert (Maghsoudi et al, 2014) 
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Nebkhas are phytogenic landforms mainly distributed in desert and coastal areas. There are 

many nebkhas in the world which are not ever referred to them in the World Heritage List and 

they are not even mentioned in the case of Namib Sand Sea as an index feature. Nebkhas of 

Lut Desert are the highest in the world and in some cases approximately reach to 12 m high. In 

a comparison between these nebkhas with those in the world and Iran, it is obvious that the 

nebkhas of Lut Desert are clearly striking in size. These nebkhas are mainly located in the 

western part of yardangs and resulted from a variety of vegetation species. The largest of them 

are from Tamarix aphylla (Gaz-e shahi) species. This feature is under the criterion vii. This is 

of the phenomena that have also aesthetic value. A look at the reports of the world of the 

nebkhas indicates that these are the largest in the world. The nebkhas by this size are very rarein 

the world and registered as world heritage. As it can be observed in Table 3-5, the nebkhas in 

China and Mongolia are very high and in three cases the nebkhas with 15 to 18 m height are 

reported as the highest. The presence of the features is also reported in some countries including 

Kuwait, Tunisia, Egypt, Australia, and South Africa. But, the height of the reported nebkhas 

compared with those of Iran is not much considerable. The existence of mega-nebkhas in Iran 

indicates there are both sands for their development and the suitable vegetation covers. Finally, 

presence of prevailing wind with northwest to southeast direction is the main agent of the 

landforms development. The nebkhas of this part of the world will be the first features of this 

kind that registered in the World Heritage List.  

Table 3-5. Nebkha height in the Lut Desert in comparison with other massive Nebkhas (Lut Desert World 

Heritage Nomination, 2014) 

Country Study site Height(m) Vegetation References 

Mongolia Ejen desert 4.5-18 Tamarix 

ramosissima 

Bing et al., 2008 

China Tarim Basin 3-15 Chinensis tamarix Qong et al., (2002) 

China Lop Nor 3-15 Tamarix 

ramosissima 

Xia et al., 

(2004) 

China Alaxa Plateau 3-10 Chinese tamarisk Wang et al., 2008  

China Ala Shan Plateau 3-10 Chinensis tamarix Wang et al., (2008) 

China Jinta Desert 2.5-6 Tamarix 

ramosissima 

Bing et al., 2008 
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Country Study site Height(m) Vegetation References 

China Jinta Gobi 1.2-2.5 Tamarix 

ramosissima 

Bing et al., 2008 

China Hexi Corridor 0-0.7 Nitrariatan gutorum, N. 

sphaerocarpa, N. retusa 
Li et al., (2004) 

China Ebinur Lake, 

Xinjiang 

0.8-3 Chinensis tamarix Li, (2009) 

Kuwait Kuwait 0.6-1.8 Nitrariatan gutorum, N. 

sphaerocarpa, N. retusa 
Khalaf et 

Al, (1995) 

Mongolia Gobi Ejen 0.5-3.2 Tamarix 

ramosissima 

Bing et al., 2008 

China North piedmont of the 
Yinshan 

0.4–1.8 Caraganamic rophylla Wang et al., (2006) 

Kuwait Kuwait 0.4-1.2 Seidlitzearosmarinu 

halophyte shrub 

Khalaf and 

Al-Awadhi, (2012) 

China River Basin, Xinjiang 0.3-2.3 Phragmites 
Zhizhong et al., 
(2010) 

China Taklimakan Desert 0.3-11.6 Tamarix Qong et al., (2002) 

Australia Australia 0.3-0.5 grasses, Festucalittoralis 

and Ammophila arenaria 
Hesp, (1981). 

Tunisia Sidi Bouzid, 0.3- 3.5 Acacia, 

balanitesaegyptiaca. 
Tengberg and Chen, 
(1998) 

Egypt eastern part of Lake 

Bardawil 

0.3- 1.90 Raetam Retama Banaet al., (2002) 

China River Basin, Xinjiang 0.2-9.3 Tamarix Zhizhong et al., 
(2010) 

New Mexico Mesilla Basin 0.2-4.3 Mesquite- 

soap-tree yucca- creosote 

bush- four wing salt bush 

Langford, 

(2000) 

China Tengger Desert 0.2-3.6 Nitrariatan gutorum, N. 

sphaerocarpa, N. retusa 
Jia and Li, (2008) 

China Erdos Plateau 0.2-2.8 Nitrariatan gutorum, N. 

sphaerocarpa, N. retusa 
Zhang et al., (2008) 

China Ebinur Lake, 

Xinjiang 

0.2-2 Nitrariatan gutorum, N. 

sphaerocarpa, N. retusa 
Liu et al., (2009) 

China Erdos Plateau 0.2-0.6 Caraganamic rophylla Zhang et al., (2011) 

South Africa and 
Botswana 

Northwest province, 
South Africa and 

southern district, 
Botswana 

0.2- 2.70 Grewiaflava Dougill & Thomasw, 
(2002) 
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Country Study site Height(m) Vegetation References 

South Africa Alexandria 0.1-5 Arctotheca populifolia 

and Gazaniarigens 

Hespand 
McLachlan,(2000) 

Iceland Iceland 0.1-2.5 Ammophila Mountney and 
Russell, (2006) 

South Africa and 
Botswana 

Northwest province, 
South Africa and 

southern district, 
Botswana 

0.1-1.20 Acacia hebeclada Dougill & Thomasw, 
(2002) 

China River Basin, Xinjiang 0.1-1.1 Alhagi 
Zhizhong et al., 
(2010) 

South Africa and 
Botswana 

Northwest province,  

southern District,  

0.1-0.9 Gnidiacaffra Dougill & Thomasw, 
(2002) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-14.Location of nebkhas in the world based on the maximum sized observed 

 (Maghsoudi et al, 2014) 
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Criterion viii: among the registered heritages in 2012 in the list of the world heritage, up to 
82 heritages are registered based on criterion viii. This is while, if the mixed natural and cultural 
heritages are excluded from the list, the number declines to 73 heritages. In other words, 9 
heritages are the mixed registered ones. Indeed, Lut Desert is qualified for the criterion viii and 
represents well geologic history and evolution of landforms. According to the conversations of 
Badman et al (2008) about the outstanding universal value, Lut Desert is of the outstanding 
universal value in terms of criterion viii. The Lut Desert undoubtedly represents exceptionally 
significant examples of the earth history, the on-going geological processes in the development 
of landforms and the geomorphic and physiographic features. In the report of Goudie and Seely 
(2011), the Lut Desert is referred to as a site highly potential for registration in the World 
Heritage List. However, Dingwall et al. (2005) considered some other sites where the desert 
areas are to some extent ignored. In this report, of the 13 proposed fields of considerable 
features to be registered in the World Heritage List one field is “arid and semi-arid desert 
systems”.  

Comparison of the geomorphic features of the Lut Desert with those listed in Table 3-6 indicate 
that Lut Desert includes majority of the features many of which are inadequately represented 
in the current list of the World Heritage properties. Most of the inscribed properties were listed 
for their fossil, erosional, or volcanic features. Only two properties are comparable with Lut 
Desert. The first is Willandra Lake region in Australia. It has been inscribed for sedimentary 
depositions, particularly its pans and lunette dunes, though rather for the fossil nature of those 
features than as global example or ongoing geological process. The second is Namib Sand Sea. 
In fact, based on the current features, the Namib Sand Sea is the only inscription, registered in 
2012, that can be compared with Lut Desert. This inscription is adhered to all the four criteria 
vii, viii, ix, and x. However, the Lut Desert is nominated to be registered in the World Heritage 
List just based on two criteria of vii and viii. This is necessary to mention that what makes Lut 
Desert more striking relative to the Namib Sand Sea is that Lut Desert has many kinds of further 
landforms including the highest nebkhas, the highest and longest yardangs, and the highest 
sand dunes of the world as well as the hottest spot of the earth. The lack of vegetation cover in 
a large part of Lut Desert is itself an advantage for this desert that has outstanding universal 
value. In fact, none of the inscribed sites is comparable with Lut Desert before 2012.  
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Table 3-6. Geomorphic features of Lut Desert and those of other inscribed world heritage sites (after Goudie 

and Seely, 2011 and Namib Sand Sea nomination, 2012)  

Geomorphic features Lut Desert Other inscribed sites and locations 

Aeolian features 

Dunes 

 
Spectacular diversity, in size and 
extent 
 

Willandra Lake Region (Australia) (small 
linear sand lunettes), Aïrand Ténéré Natural 
Reserves (Niger), Wadi Rum (Jordan), Namib 
Sand Sea (Namibia( 

Yardangs Present (very big, long and high) 
with peculiar shape 
 

 Only in Namib Desert with small sizes  
 

Pans The area between Rig-e Yallan 
and yardangs (in the southern 
part of Hamadas of central parts), 
it is called Shurgaz-e Hamun and 
endorheic basin of Shur River 
and northeast the yardangs 

Willandra Lake Region (Australia), Península 
Valdés (Argentina), Namib Sand Sea 

Dust storms and 
deflation surfaces 

Frequency especially in summer, 
120 Days Winds of Sistan  

 

Coastal sabkhas Absent Bancd’ Arguin (Mauritania) 

Nebkhas Present (Very Big with different 
kind of vegetation), Up to 12 
meters tall, Spectacular 

 

Desert pavements and 
hamada 

Present in middle part and west 
part of Kalut 

 

Weathering forms, processesandsurfacematerials 

Sodium nitrate crusts Absent Humber stone and Santa Laura Saltpeter 
Works (Chile) (cultural property) 

Gypsum crusts (gypcrete) Present Shur river course 

Calcium carbonate 
crusts (calcrete) 

Present North of Yardangs in basin of Shur river 

Salts and salt 
Weathering 

Present (In corridors and between 
ridges) 

Wadi Rum (Jordan), Namib Sand Sea – 
insignificant (Namibia) 

Cavernous weathering forms 
(tafoni and alveoles) 

Present (insignificant)  Rock--‐Art Sites of Tadrart Acacus (Libya), 
Tassilin' Ajjer (Algeria) (cultural property), 
Namib Sand Sea (insignificant) (Namibia) 

Ventifacts Present in desert pavement and 
around yardangs area 

 

Desert varnishe sand 
rinds 

Present in different places 
especially in desert pavements and 
around single barchans 

Twyfelfonteinor /Ui--‐//aes (Namibia) (cultural 
property) 
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Geomorphic features Lut Desert Other inscribed sites and locations 

Desert karst Present as pseudo karst in Salt 
Layer (insignificant) 

Purnululu National Park (Australia) (sandstone 
only), Namib Sand Sea - Insignificant 
(Namibia) 

Fossil lakes and other pluvial evidence 

Relict weathering 
Profiles 

Present Wadi Rum (Jordan), Namib Sand Sea 
(Namibia) 

Lake basins with 
palaeo shorelines 

Present around yardangs and  
Shur River 
 

Lake Turkana National Parks (Kenya), Namib 
Sand Sea (Namibia) 

Ancient river systems Present, especially around Shur 
River and central Hamada 

Namib Sand Sea (Namibia) 

Fluvial and slope processes and forms 

Ephemeral stream 
channels (Wadis) 

Present  
Pashuiyeh, Shahdad and Keshit 

Grand Canyon National Park (USA), Namib 
Sand Sea (Namibia) 
 

Badlands Present  Dinosaur Provincial Park (Canada), 
Ischigualasto/Talampaya Natural Parks 
(Argentina)(natural sites listed primarily for 
fossil values), Namib Sand Sea (Namibia) 

Pediments Present Namib Sand Sea (Namibia) 

Sheet flood activity Present in Derakhtengan River 
and middle of alluvial fans 
 

Namib Sand Sea (Namibia) 

Inselbergs Present in middle and northern 
part of Lut Desert  

Uluru--‐Kata Tjuta National Park (Australia), 
Namib Sand Sea (Namibia) 

Sand ramps Present (insignificant) Wadi Rum (Jordan), Namib Sand Sea 
(Namibia) 

Alluvial fans Present (around Lut Desert) Namib Sand Sea (Namibia) 

Debris flows Present  Wadi Rum (Jordan) 

Groundwater sapping Absent Grand Canyon National Park (USA), Wadi 
Rum (Jordan), Namib Sand Sea  

Naturalarches Absent Rock--‐Art Sites of Tadrart Acacus (Libya) 
(cultural 
property), Wadi Rum (Jordan) 
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Criteria vii and viii – global comparison: Related to the natural criteria for inscribing the 
properties in the World Heritage List, it must be said that, in 2012, 188 properties inscribed in 
the list were under to one of the criteria vii, viii, ix, and x or some of them. However, 16 
properties were inscribed only under the criterion viii and 73 properties were inscribed under 
criterion viii or the other natural criteria. Moreover, 110 properties were inscribed in the World 
Heritage List under to criterion vii and other natural criteria. If the integrated natural and 
cultural heritages registered according to this criterion are considered, the list of the inscribed 
heritages according to criterion vii until 2013 are 133 properties. This is while; just 9 properties 
were inscribed only under this criterion (Mitchell et al., 2013). In other words, 101 of the 
properties were properties based on the criterion vii and other natural criteria. The proportions 
of criteria vii and viii in the list of the mixed natural and cultural heritages until 2012 are 23 
and 9, respectively.  

The inscribed sites that have particular significance for comparison with Lut Desert are 
including the Namib Sand Sea, Grand Canyon National Park, Wadi Rum Protected Area, 
Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park, Tenere Natural Reserves. These are because of either the 
combination of aesthetic and active geological processes or their arid features (Grand Canyon 
National Park).  

In Jordan, Wadi Rum Protected Area has some landforms that can be compared with desert 
landforms of Lut area. Sand sheets and mushroom rocks that mentioned in Wadi Rum Protected 
Area dossier are comparable with some landforms in Lut Desert. But, the main focus of Wadi 
Rum Protected Area dossier is not landforms and Lut Desert landforms are different. Uluru-
Kata Tjuta National Park in Australia has dunescapes but it cannot be compared with Namib 
Sand Sea and Lut Desert. Air and Tenere Natural Reserves in Niger has more desert landforms 
especially dunescapes with different shape and diversity.  

Among the inscribed sites, Namib Sand Sea is almost more comparable with Lut Desert. The 
Lut Desert has features that indicate aesthetic values, process of landform evolution both in 
erosional and accumulation landforms, and major role of deflation in evolution of landforms. 
Although the diversity of landforms is spectacular in Namib Sand Sea but the highest yardangs, 
nebkhas, and sand dunes can be observed in Lut Desert. No yardang dune in the world can be 
compared with those of the Lut Desert in height.  
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Criteria vii and viii-national comparison: paragraph 132 of the Operational Guidelines 
expresses a ‘comparative analysis of the property in relation to similar properties’ on a national 
and international basis. Addition to Yallan Sand Sea, there are more than 20 Ergs from 6000 
km2 to 167 km2 as well as more than 60 playas (Krinsley, 1972) in Iran. Nebkhas can also be 
observed in many areas of eastern and central Lut. Other landforms of desert areas can also be 
observed in many parts of Iran but in Lut Desert they are commonly more beautiful and 
spectacular. Even in the south of Tehran (Approximately 200 kilometer far from Tehran), in 
the northeast of Kashan City, there are many desert landforms in Band-e rig or Rig-e Boland. 
In this area many desert features can be seen in different sizes and with high diversity. These 
landforms are including playas (clay flat, salt crust, wet zone), alluvial fans, desert pavements, 
pediments, desert varnish, and also different kinds of sand dunes such as barchans, linear dunes, 
and ridges. However, none of them are comparable with those existing in Lut Desert.  

Criterion vii: the features and landforms available in Lut Desert are extraordinary forms in 
national and international levels and some of them are unique throughout the world. In Table 
3-7 the main beautiful features of Lut Desert are presented. The diversity of the features is so 
high that each has special characteristics and completely compatible with the conditions of 
criterion vii. In the collection of yardangs in Lut Desert the diversity is so high that each dune 
has its own uniqueness and beauty. The most spectacular features are egg-shape yardangs, 
small kaluts (kalutaks), ship-like yardangs (insignificant) in northwest Lut, and Dreamy city of 
Lut (Shahr-e Khialy- ye Lut). Despite the very low precipitation in the area, Shur River 
originated from the highlands of Lut watershed. This ephemeral river flows from northwest 
into Lut Desert and gradually disappears among the yardangs. Shur River and the surrounding 
white salt covers with the beautiful crystals of gypsum are the most spectacular features of 
northern Lut. Inside the corridors of yardangs in north Lut, there are spectacular features 
including lifted salt crusts (teepees), pseudo karstic reliefs resulted from salt resolution, egg-
shape forms, and inflated gypsum crusts with the growth of gypsum crystals. Other spectacular 
features in northwest Lut are basaltic areas on the kalut formations with dark color. Very small 
volcanic cones in north Lut Desert, very high and unique nebkhas, super-ripple marks in the 
alleys or corridors of yardangs are the spectacular manifestations in west Lut Desert. Along the 
same nebkhas, some single migration barchans can be observed. They are very dynamic and 
move from northwest towards the southeast. In the spaces between the barchans many 
ventifacts can be extensively observed. Tafoni forms in small rocks are mainly resulted from 
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the attacks of sand particles to the sandstones. In this part of Lut Desert, the ephemeral streams 
created considerable riparian vegetations in the channels terminating in the plain. The columns 
from wind and water erosions are also other spectacular features in west Keshit Village that 
give an outstanding beauty to this region. In the central part, extended Hamada show a smooth 
surface. Similarly, an extensive and smooth surface of desert pavement, in several kilometers, 
is also created in northeast Shahdad City and west of Lut Desert. The playa existing in central 
south of Lut Desert is endorheic basin to drain flows of the ephemeral streams. In the east Lut 
sands and sand dunes are mainly concentrated. A sand sea called Rig-e Yallan is developed 
here. There are also many landforms including very high star dunes, funnel-like dunes, 
combined bird-shape barchans, very high longitudinal ridge, silk and many other sand 
landforms with 475 m high as the highest sand dunes of the world. Rig-e Yallan has a special 
beauty and the diversity of landforms make it even more beautiful. Some of these features 
cannot be observed in any other regions in Iran. Although some of the features in different parts 
of Iran have low height and not much extended but their mixture in Lut Desert make this as the 
characteristics of the region. This can rarely be found in other regions of Iran.  

Table 3-7.Comparison of natural phenomena and beauties of Lut Desert 

No Place Kind of Features Characteristic Comment 

1 Northwest Lut Desert 
(northern part of yardang) 

Yardang Egg shape yardang Very beautiful and 
spectacular, no comparable 
landforms exist in Iran 

2 West Lut Desert 
(northern and western part 
of yardang) 

Yardang Kalutak 
(Small Kalut) 

Beautiful landform, these 
landforms also exist in some 
limited parts of Iran such as 
Kharturan Erg 

3 Northwest Lut Desert 
(northern part of yardangs) 

Yardang Ship shape yardang Very beautiful and 
spectacular, no comparable 
landforms exists in Iran  

4 Northwest Lut Desert 
(northern part of yardangs) 

Yardang dreamy city of Lut 
(Shahr-e Khialy-ye Lut) 

Very beautiful and very 
spectacular,  

5 North and Northwest Lut 
Desert 
(northern part of yardangs) 

Shur River Very salty  Spectacular, this can be seen 
in some streams around Shur 
River in Semnan Province and 
other parts of Iran, but not 
comparable 

6 North and Northwest Lut 
Desert 

Gypsum crystals Crystal Gypsum Very beautiful and 
spectacular, No comparable 
landforms exists in Iran 
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No Place Kind of Features Characteristic Comment 

(northern part of yardangs 
and in playa of Shur 
River) 

7 North Lut Desert Volcanic dome Very small Spectacular, No comparable 
landforms exists in Iran 

8 West Lut Desert 

(western part of yardangs) 

Nebkha Very big nebkhas Spectacular, these features 
exist in different parts of Iran, 
but in size cannot be compared 
with nebkhas of Lut 

9 West Lut Desert 

(corridors of yardangs) 

Mega ripple Very big ripples Spectacular, no comparable 
landforms exists in Iran 

10 West Lut Desert 

(western part of yardang, 
near Pashuiyeh village) 

Ventifact Different sizes of 
ventifact 

Spectacular, No comparable 
landforms exists in Iran 

11 West Lut 

(western part of yardang, 
Near Pashuiyeh Village) 

Tafoni In small stone and rock Spectacular, it 
can be seen in different parts 
of Iran 

12 West Lut 

(western part of yardangs, 
near Pashuiyeh Village) 

 

Migration barchan Different shape and size 
of Barchans 

Spectacular 
7 to 12 meters movement 
during a year, this can be seen 
in many Ergs of Iran 

13 West Lut 

(western part of yardang, 
near Pashuiyeh and Keshit 
Village) 

Ephemeral river Deep and narrow Spectacular, these features 
exist around different playas 
of Iran 

14 North Lut Desert 

(northern part of yardangs 
and basin of Shur River) 

Salt crust Broken salt crust with 
oblique and vertical 
walls 

Very beautiful and 
spectacular, this can be seen in 
playas in central part of Iran, 
but broken salt crusts are huge 
in Lut Desert 

15 North Lut 

(northern part of Kalut and 
Shur River) 

Salt and 
gypsiferous karren 

Different kinds of 
karrens, especially rill 
karren 

Spectacular, this can be seen 
in some salt dome in coastal 
areas of Persian Gulf and east 
of Tehran 
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No Place Kind of Features Characteristic Comment 

16 North Lut 
(northern part of Kalut and 
Shur River) 

Egg shape salt 
pingo 

Puffy shape with empty 
interior side and like 
pseudo karst 

Spectacular, 
no comparable landforms 
exists in Iran 

17 North Lut 
(northern part of Kalut and 
Shur River) 

Gypsiferous pingo 
shape 

Bulb shape and plug in 
shape of gypsum 

Very beautiful and 
spectacular, 
no comparable landforms 
exists in Iran 

18 Northwest Lut Desert 
(northern part of Kalut and 
East and North Shur 
River) 

Basaltic platform 
(Gandom Beryan) 

plateau covered with 
dark lava irregular 
basalt pavement 
dominant to yardang 
area with steep side and 
black color) 

Very beautiful and 
spectacular, 
no comparable landforms 
exists in Iran 

19 West Lut 
(West of Keshit Village) 

Hydro-aeolian 
perpendicular 
shape 

Perpendicular pinnacle 
shape 

Spectacular, no comparable 
landforms exists in Iran 

20 Middle and east Lut 
Desert 
(eastern part of yardangs 
and south and southwest 
Lut Sand Sea (Rig- E- 
Lut)) 

Star dune Very big star dunes Very beautiful and 
spectacular, 
no comparable landforms exist 
in Iran (in size point of view ) 
but it can be seen in Jen Erg, 
Zarin Erg and many other Ergs 
in Iran 

21 Southeast Lut Desert 
(southwest Lut Sand Sea) 

Funnel shape dune Very big and peculiar 
shape 

Very beautiful and 
spectacular, no comparable 
landforms exists in Iran 

22 East Lut Desert 
(east Lut Sand Sea) 

Bird-shape 
barchan 

barchans like group of 
bird 

Spectacular, 
no comparable landforms 
exists in Iran 

23 Western and middle part 
of Lut Desert 
(between yardangs and 
Lut Sand sea in east and 
west Kalut) 

Hamada Very vast area without 
any vegetation  

Spectacular, 
no comparable landforms exist 
in this size of area in Iran 

 

Criterion viii: examples of major stages of the earth history, ongoing processes, and 
significant geomorphic and physiographic features are found in different desert areas of Iran. 
But, in Lut Desert different landforms and processes can be observed in one complex in relation 
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to each other. Pluvial lakes were formed in many parts of Iran during the period of glaciations. 
But the thickness of Lut formations indicates that these lakes were formed in different times. 
Moreover, the evidence of river sediments and salt layers between lacustrine sediments indicate 
different stages of forming these pluvial lakes during the glaciations. The lacustrine sediments 
are seen in many pluvial lakes such as Masileh, Zarandi-yeh, Great Kavir, and many other 
playas of Iran.  

All the 20 different relatively big Ergs of Iran are manipulated by winds with different strengths 
and directions. A full range of dune types can be found in Erg along Lut Desert, but this 
diversity cannot be seen in other ergs of Iran. Almost all the ergs of Iran received their sands 
from the middle and toe part of the alluvial fans of the pediment and the sediments transported 
from ephemeral rivers. Desert pavements are also another source of sands in many of the ergs 
of Iran. The cyclones in summer in central and eastern parts of Iran and winds from 
mountainous areas move sands into the erg areas. The situation ends in cold season and starts 
in warm season and reach the maximum in the mid summer. When the temperature difference 
in the lowest point of the central areas reach the maximum, the wind velocity reach also the 
maximum, particularly in the afternoon. This may last for more than one month on the earth’s 
surface.  

Table 3-8. Comparison of examples of major stages of the earth’s history and significant ongoing geological 

processes 

Characteristic Place Lut Desert Other parts of Iran 

Pluvial lake (Lut 
Formation) 

In place of yardangs and 
Shurgaz-e Hamun 

Located at Lut Formation, 
where yardangs are 
developed  

There are many pluvial lakes 
in Iran but they are not 
comparable with this place 

Relict sand dunes Eastern part of Lut Desert These kind of dunes are 
darker and huge in central 
part of Rig- e Yallan 

Compared with some Ergs in 
central part of Iran such as 
Jen Rig and Rig-E Zarin 

Evolution of nebkhas West of Lut Desert 
(western part of yardangs) 

Near to 12 meters high, the 
features show long time 
process of accumulation and 
mixed activity of vegetation, 
sand, and wind 

No comparable in size but 
exist in many parts of Iran, 
especially in eastern and 
southeastern Iran 

Yardangs Formation West of Lut Desert Elongated from northwest to 
southwest, it is formed by 
hydro-aeolian processes. This 
shaped different features of 
Yardangs 

Can be seen very rarely and 
in small size in Kharturan 
Erg and Band-e Rige Kashan 
(Erg of Band-e-Rig) 
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Characteristic Place Lut Desert Other parts of Iran 

Braided channel of Shur 
river  

North of Lut Desert 
(northern part of 
yardangs) 

Perennial Shur River 
changing its course 
permanently as braided river 
and show the process of 
changing and palaeo river 

It can be seen in many parts 
of Iran such as Masileh Playa 
and Gharachay River, but it 
is not formed the initial part 
of Yardang Formation 

Dune formation East of Lut Desert Barchans, star and linear 
dunes and other kinds of 
dunes that show the process 
of desert dunes landforms 

This can be seen in more than 
20 big and small ergs in Iran, 
but in Rig-e Yallan are very 
diverse and closely 
accompanied with mega 
dunes 

Ephemeral rivers Western Part of Lut Some of them are flowed 
from west to east in the west 
of Lut Desert and terminate 
near the yardangs and incise 
them very deeply because of 
tectonic activities 

Comparable with fringe of 
Great Kavir (Playa) and 
many playas in central part of 
Iran.  

Basaltic lava plateau -
Gandom Beryan 
(Scorched Wheat) 

Northwest of Lut Desert Very dark plateau that 
represent volacanic activities 
in this area  

There are many basaltic lava 
and volcanic acivities 
landform in Iran but are not 
comparable with Gandom 
Beryan shape and extent 

3.3. Proposed statement of outstanding universal value  

a) A brief synthesis  

Lut Desert in the southeast of Iran and east of Kerman, introduced as the thermal pole of the 
earth, has unique features of desert areas in the proximity of mountainous areas of favorable 
climatic conditions. This desert with an area of 40721.49 km2 is a complex of the most beautiful 
and unique features of desert region that give it a universal value. The highest yardangs (155 
meters) of the world in the western part, middle Hamada, very high sand seas in the eastern 
part with dunes of 475 m high, and the highest nebkhas of the world all have been created by 
the active dynamism of wind and water. This is a place where in spite of its low precipitation, 
i.e. less than 28 mm, has perennial river flow even in summer. Despite hot weather conditions 
in summer, it is mild and favorable in winter and fall, with some reports of freezing. The lowest 
point of the interior plateau of Iran, with 117 m above sea level, is located in the northeast of 
yardangs and at the end of Shur River. This is while; the sand dunes of Rig-e Yallan are up to 
475 m high. The extreme aridity of the middle part with clastic deposits and severe winds 
minimized the vegetation and animal life.  
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b) Justification for criteria  

Criterion vii:  

There are many playas and Ergs in the eastern part of Iran. These landforms are the maximum 
in the southeastern part. The extreme aridity and blow of severe winds make many spectacular 
landforms in a complex which is particular in the world. In a top view at the scene, first the 
very beautiful nebkhas are striking. The variety of yardangs, as the highest and longest in the 
world, represents one of the most spectacular dunes of the world. Eastward, first the Hamadas 
of the middle part and then various and very high sand dunes can be observed in the east of the 
region. They have outstanding universal value. The aesthetic and superlative natural 
phenomena value of the place is increased when the surrounding mountains covered by snows 
in summer can be observed from the hottest spot of the earth in this region.  

Criterion viii:  

Indeed, Lut Desert indicates a process in the forming of desert landforms that can rarely be 

found in other regions of the earth. Climate changes and creation of pluvial lakes produced 

some formations known as Lut Formation. Presence of evaporative deposits among the lake 

deposits represents the alternation of evaporative and shallow lake environments. They show 

the geologic evolution of the area and have outstanding universal value. The formations with 

the existence of water and wind established the configuration of yardangs in Lut Desert. They 

are very outstanding in representing the evolution of landforms on the earth. This process is 

known as hydro-aeolian. The transportation of sediments from the surrounding areas and from 

the corridors between the yardangs into the eastern part of the plain made the vast sand sea in 

the east. This part contains two types of sand dunes; the old consolidated dunes in the center 

and dynamic and young ones in the surrounding. These conditions well represent the ongoing 

evolution of the landforms that has outstanding universal value. Therefore, the outstanding 

conditions on the evolution of yardangs of the western part and their diversity and the eastern 

sand sea are a good representative of geological and geomorphological history. In addition to 

other processes characterized this region; this property, as the representative of the geologic 

history and evolution, is of outstanding universal value under the criterion viii.  
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In order to implement the global strategy by the World Heritagecommittee, IUCN 

prepared a book for assessment of Potential Priorities for the Recognition of Desert 

Landscapes and Geomorphological Sites on the World Heritage List. The purpose of this 

book was to advise State Parties to the World Heritage Committee on nonpolar deserts as 

potential World Heritage Sites of Outstanding Universal Value with a focus on 

geomorphological aspects. 

Seventeen desert landscape sites were identified which have been included by State Parties 

on their Tentative Lists. In the study The Lut Desert in Iran, the Western Desert of Egypt, 

the Southern Namib Erg in Namibia, Chott el Jerid in Tunisia, the Thar Desert in India 

and Taklimakan Desert in China are identified by the authors as areas of high potential for 

listing. 

In the case of the Western Desert of Egypt and the Namib, the boundaries of the properties 

put forward on the Tentative List and the area that 21 could have potential as considered 

in this present study are not necessarily identical and need further refinement. 

Insert 
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c) Statement of integrity  

The Lut Desert that is nominated to be included in the World Heritage List has the properties 
of integrity, protection, and management based on operational guidelines for the 
implementation of the World Heritage Conservation. Lut Desert contains features with 
property of perfection, natural, intactness, and unique beauty. Though the forms and features 
available in Lut Desert are very diverse and different in terms of evolution and the formative 
processes, they have all the properties of a heritage and intactness. The present state of Lut 
Desert and all the available features in that are resulted from long term evolution. Thus, they 
can be indicative of the processes affected this region and, in general, all the desert morpho-
climatic regions on the earth. All the landforms of desert regions are observed in core zone. 
They represent the prevailing processes of water and wind.  

The core zone has been limited by the borders defined in this dossier and its buffer has also 
been specified on the site map. The landscape of this inscription is so large, diversified, and 
mixed that entire inscription all over the Lut Desert can easily be observed. Therefore from 
point of view of visual- structural- functional and integrity, fortunately the lut Desert is intact. 

e) Requirements for protection and management  

All the lands of Lut Desert are state owned as national resources, but some lands of small 
villages in the west Lut Desert have private owners. The private ownership is a minimum area 
of the desert lands. All the government states in charge of conservation including Forests, 
Rangeland, and Watershed Management Organization, Iranian Department of Environment 
and Iran Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization are responsible for 
management and protection of these natural regions. The articles and regulations related to 
protection of natural resources are running in this region. Accordingly, two protected areas 
located in the North West and South East of Lut Desert and under the management and 
protection of the Iranian Department of Environment. Also it is noteworthy that the Lut Desert 
is in the national heritage registration list under the registration number of 203 of ICHHTO. 
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Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan) from space (Archive of Geological Survey of Iran)  
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4  State of Conservation and the Factors Affecting the Property   

The whole property is conserved by the organizations involved in the management and protection 

of the site. These organizations include Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization, 

Iranian Department of Environment, and Cultural Heritage, handicrafts and tourism Organization. 

All the conservation procedures and activities are conducted in Lut Base located in Shafiabad, in 

the west margin of Lut Desert. There is a Steering committee of strategy in the organizational 

charter of the base. Some regular meetings are held in steering committee for better performance. 

These regular meetings provide the opportunity for the members to share their ideas and interests.  

4. a. Present state of conservation  

The property of interest in this document is Lut Desert. It had a self-conservation system due to 

long distance to large cities and human settlements, inaccessibility, harsh climate conditions, and 

shortage in water resources. Thus, it was not much affected by human manipulations. In other 

words, as the Lut Desert was always away from population centers and it was difficult to access 

the area, the desert was not considered as protected areas, except for a small part (in 2010). This 

is because, in one hand, the plant and animal species are very scarce so that people believed that 

the region has no life and, on the other hand, it has a severe hot weather and aridity so that it is 

devoid of vegetation in a large area. The region was always protected due to the special climatic 

circumstances. Since the time that the northwest and southeast part of the region was included in 

the list of protected areas of Iran in 2010, the two areas have been continuously under conservation 

and monitoring. Generally speaking, in Iran there are four conservation areas, one hunting 

prohibited area, and one protected river. The four conservation areas are national park, wild life 

sanctuary1, protected area, and national natural property. In the recent years, a hunting prohibited 

                                                           
1. Wild life sanctuary: the areas with natural habitats for wild animals and plants are established to ensure the protection of the 

species and enhance their quality. The least area for the wildlife refuge must be to the extent which the continuity and 

relationship of the units are ensured and the species can satisfy their needs. These areas are suitable for education and research 

purposes, particularly about the wild species. The consumption and compatible exploitation and controlled tourism activities 

can be allowed in the areas.  
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area2 called Bolbolab Hunting area has been established in the southeast of Lut Desert (in the 

southeast of Rig-e Yallan), near Nosratabad City. This is only a small part of the southeast of Lut 

Desert in Rig-e Yallan. The wildlife refuge of Darband-e Ravar in the northwest of Lut Desert was 

established by the legislation of the Iranian Department of Environment. The area was enacted to 

be as a part of the four environmental areas of Iran. Just a small portion of the protected area is 

located in the northwest of Lut and included in the boundary of the property and the buffer zone. 

The small portion is including Gandom Beryan and a small area of Shur River (Figure 4-1). It is 

noteworthy that the mentioned areas are under management and protection of Environmental 

Conservation Organization of Iran (Iranian Department of Environment).  

 

Figure 4-1. The location of hunting prohibited area of Bobolab  

and wildlife refuge of Darband Ravar in Lut Desert  

(Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

                                                           
2. Hunting prohibited area: the characterized habitats that the animal population is overwhelmingly decreasing due to illegal 

hunting. The hunting is prohibited in a limited period of time, e.g. 3 to 5 years. As the animal population of the area is restored, 

it can be defined as one of the four conservation areas regarding other criteria. The method of determining the hunting prohibited 

areas can be a support for conservation of natural reserves and also a pre-test to explore the ability for including in the four 

conservation areas.  
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According to the above information about the conservational state of Lut Desert, it can be stated 

that the Lut Desert is in an excellent conservational state and eligible for registration in the World 

Heritage List. Given the special circumstance for tourism in the region, the issue of tourism 

management will be inevitable in the near future. Furthermore, the issue of management of 

agricultural lands is specially considered by the Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed 

Management. There are many features in Lut Desert. The main features of this area are yardangs 

(Kaluts), Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan), nebkhas, Desert pavement (Reg) or Hamada of the 

middle part, Gandom Beryan, central Rig, Shur River, Shurgaz-e Hamun, and the sand dunes in 

the southern part of yardangs. All the features are not equally sensitive with respect to conservation 

purposes (Table 4-1). For example, the nebkhas in the east of Shahdad city and near the villages 

of the region are more sensitive especially under the influence of the strong 120-Day Winds and 

movement of barchans. The Shur River in the western fringe of Lut Desert is more sensitive than 

other features due to more frequent visits by tourists. Following the Shur River, the Gandom 

Beryan and yardangs are relatively sensitive because of the resence of hard igneous rocks and 

stable structure of yardangs. The other features mainly in the south and east are less sensitive due 

to being far from population centers and transportation networks, inaccessibility, hot weather and 

aridity of the environment, and scarcity of water resources. Generally, all the features are well 

conserved and in suitable state. The sensitivity of the features is defined based on proximity to 

human settlements, human activities, tourism, effective natural factors, and natural characteristics 

of the features.  

Table 4-1. Present state of conservation within the Lut desert 

State of Conservation Sensitivity 
Percent of area 

(in km2) 
Feature 

The yardangs are located in the west Lut Desert, the 

western part of which is visited by tourists. Despite the 

visits they are well conserved.  

Well conserved. 

3 32.61 Yardang (Kalut)  

The Rig-e Yallan is well conserved due to being far 

from human population centers and paucity of tourists.  

Well conserved. 

2 40.16 Sand sea (Rig-e 

Yallan) 
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State of Conservation Sensitivity 
Percent of area 

(in km2) 
Feature 

Although the features are near the human 

settlements and under destructive effects of dynamic 

barchan dunes, they are well conserved. However, 

the features are more sensitive.  

Relatively well conserved. 

5 3.1 Nebkha 

This section is well conserved due to inaccessibility.  

Well conserved. 

2 11.9  Reg (Hamada) 

The Shur River and its features are frequently 

visited by tourists. Sometimes severe flooding 

affects the previous features. Nevertheless, it is 

relatively well conserved.  

4 1.96 Shur River 

The Gandom Beryan is relatively well conserved 

due to the presence of hard igneous rocks and 

inaccessibility. Thus, it is relatively well conserved.  

Well conserved.  

3 0.72 Gandom Beryan 

Shurgaz-e Hamun Playa is located in the middle 

part of Lut Desert in the south. Lack of access ways 

and long distance to human centers resulted in its 

well conservation.  

Well conserved 

2 1.60 Central Playa 

(Shurgaz-e 

Hamun)  

The central erg is a small sand sea exactly in the 

center of Lut Desert. The conditions of the erg are 

mainly similar to Shurgaz-e Hamun and Hamada. It 

is well conserved.  

Well conserved  

2 1.20 Central Erg 

This part of Lut as the southeast trail of the Rig-e 

Yallan is also well conserved due to low 

manipulations.  

Well conserved 

2 6.68 Southern Erg 
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Figure 4-2. Present state of conservation Within the Lut desert (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

. 
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In addition to the features, the few animals and plants living in Lut are also well conserved. 

However, they also need management and conservation measures in the future. Many 

organizations are involved in conservation and maintenance of Lut Desert. Table 4-2 presents the 

organizations playing a role in management and conservation of the Lut Desert.  

 

Table 4-2. Official Agencies responsible for resources or management aspects outside the remit of the Lut desert 

Area of influence Authority 

Protection of the property, management of tourism, 

handicrafts of villages, maintenance and preservation 

of ancient monuments in the property and national 

buffer zone  

Cultural Heritage, handicrafts and tourism 

Organization 

Protection of Darband-e Ravar wildlife refuge and the 

hunting prohibited area of Bolbolab as well as 

environmental assessment of development projects of 

the future  

 

Iranian Department of Environment  

Protection of the areas out of the conservation sites, 

assignment and exploitation of lands, study and 

execution of the projects of rangeland and watershed 

management and desertification. Prevention of illegal 

exploitation of the deserts, according to enacted law  

Forests, Range and Watershed Management 

Organization 

 

The Cultural Heritage, handicrafts and tourism Organization is legally responsible for 

identification, investigation, maintenance, and conservation of the historical monuments. The 

history of some of the monuments and relics trace back to more than 7 thousand years ago. This is 

also one of the privileges of the property.  

There are some private enterprises in tourism section supervised by Cultural Heritage, handicrafts 

and tourism Organization, and Tourism. The enterprises have several tours each month to the Lut 

Desert. In other words, they are required to schedule several travel tours in each month to Lut 

Desert through defined paths. (Table 4-3)  
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Table 4-3. Tourism private section supervised by Cultural Heritage, handicrafts and tourism Organization; all the 

companies are required to get permission from Cultural Heritage, handicrafts and tourism Organization  

Name Of company 
Entry and exit 

points/route 

Number of journeys per month 

allowed 
Conditions Of use 

Company of Desert Tourism 

Development  
Dehsalm 2 trips per month by one bus 

Permit from 

ICHHTO 

Company of Ecotourism and 

Tourism of Aftab-e Kalut  
Shahdad 

3 trips per month by 3 Four-wheel 

drive 

Permit from 

ICHHTO 

Shivar Tourism Company  Shahdad 2 trips per month by one bus 
Permit from 

ICHHTO 

Company of Parse Arand 

Tour  
Shahdad 3 trips per month by 2 minibuses 

Permit from 

ICHHTO 

Iran Tourism Tour of Dalaho Shahdad 3 trips per month by 2 minibuses 
Permit from 

ICHHTO 

Company of Travel and 

Ecotourism Services of Split  
Shahdad 2 trips per month by one bus 

Permit from 

ICHHTO 

Iranium Tourism Company  Shahdad 2 trips per month by one bus 
Permit from 

ICHHTO 

Hipersia Tourism Company Shahdad 2 trips per month by one bus 
Permit from 

ICHHTO 

Tourism Holding of Lian  Shahdad 2 trips per month by one bus 
Permit from 

ICHHTO 

Arike Tourism Company Shahdad 2 trips per month by one bus 
Permit from 

ICHHTO 

Jonub-e Shargh Tourism 

Company 
Shahdad 2 trips per month by one bus 

Permit from 

ICHHTO 
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4. b. Factors affecting the property 

4. b.1. Development pressures  

These factors are resulted from development plans and may have impacts on the property in Lut 

Desert.  

Grazing and combustion: the plants of nebkhas, shrubs, and bushes are usually used for 

combustion as fuel by local people. These activities in some areas of the desert have adverse 

impacts on the environment. However, this behavior is greatly decreased in the recent years as a 

result of the fuel facilities and convenient use of other sources of fuel. Another destructive factor 

is overgrazing by the livestock in the fringe and east of Shahdad City. This influences natural 

regeneration and soil compaction. The rural people who live in the area with their livestock are 

also exposed to many other dangers. This is also greatly decreased because of the plenty of foods 

for the livestock and also a decline in number of ranchers in the region.  

Road construction: construction of roads in the western margin of Lut Desert is one of the 

effective factors that may threat the landforms, in case of poor management. In the integrated 

management of Lut Desert, any structural operation for construction of roads should be permitted 

by the management of property. In fact, any new operation related to road construction should be 

implemented following the rules and regulations of the Nominated property and the buffer zone. 

The current roads in the area are old (historical road) and there were no new operations for repair 

or construction of new roads in the area. Thus, in this regard the area is well conserved. The area 

requires further management and conservation actions to control the future road construction. It is 

noteworthy that the present road is an ancient path developed to link Khorasan to Shahdad and 

Kerman. Many caravans, travelers, and scientists in the past passed along the road.  
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Figure 4-3. Marginal road in west of Lut Desert (photo by, Hojjat Ebrahimzadeh Khabisi) 

 

 

 

Figure 4-4. Marginal road in west of Lut Desert (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Development of facilities and infrastructures for tourism industry: there are not many 

facilities as infrastructures for tourists. There are just a few camping sites and old paths. The camp 

of Dehseyf is located in the western margin of yardangs in one of the initial corridors between the 

yardang ridges and the caravanserai of Shafiabad is itself a historical monument in the region. 

Both the camping site and the caravanserai are directly supervised by Cultural Heritage, 

Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization and any development in their facilities requires getting 

permission from the organization. Therefore, the presence of the facilities may not significantly 

affect the conservation of the region. Given increasing development of tourism in the region, it 

seems that necessary to have new infrastructures in the area. Indeed, the pressures of development 

may be resulted from the development of the tourism infrastructures. With the integrated 

management of the region by the Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization, any 

building and construction activities will be performed by the permission of the organization 

regarding the conservation issues.  

 
Figure 4- 5. Camp of Dehseyf (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Figure 4-6. The caravanserai of Shafiabad (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 

4. b.2. Environmental pressure  

Desertification and dedesertification: Desertification is resulted from a variety of climatic, 

ecological, social, and economic factors. The Lut Desert is not an exception and the desertification 

is considered as one of the most important agents of environmental pressure in this desert. The 

phenomena can destroy nebkhas through death of the plants of the landforms. The fixation of the 

sands performed by the Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed Management prevent the 

movement of the sands and disrupt the evolution and configuration of landforms in the desert 

areas. So, this project of fixation is stopped in the recent years. Moreover, the project of planting 

new plants compatible with the aridity in marginal portions of the villages is started to combat the 

desertification. These activities of dedesertification are limited to small areas in eastern fringe of 

Shahdad.  

Climate changes: this is one of the most serious threats for conservation of natural heritages. The 

climate change has the enough potential to influence the Lut Desert. These changes can influence 

the landforms, particularly the nebkhas, in two different states: first, increase in temperature and 

decrease in precipitation can destroy the ephemeral streams and lower the ground water table. This 
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may result in drying of the nebkha plants and subsequently disappearance of the landforms. One 

of the causes of destruction of the nebkhas is moving giant barchans over the vegetation landforms, 

the changes in climate parameters can increase the movement of barchans and indirectly destruct 

the nebkhas faster. All the agents are mainly limited to a small area in the west of Lut and other 

areas of the desert are less affected by the climatic changes.  

 

Figure 4-7. Moving of barchan over a nebkha (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 

4. b.3. Natural disasters  

Flood occurence is another environmental pressure on Lut Desert. The agent can damage the trees 

and the nebkhas in its zone of influence. Indeed, the Lut Desert is exposed to the disaster because 

of its location in an arid area in one hand, and due to presence of neighboring mountains on the 

other. Rain showers in surrounding mountainous areas and the steep slope of the mountains cause 

that the runoffs are rapidly converted into severe floods on the plain. The floods may affect the 

yardangs and nebkhas on the plain. The annual floods of Shur River though ensure the existence 

and evolution of some features and landforms, but can influence some of the yardangs in their way 
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downstream. Nevertheless, it can be said that the floods have limited influence on the area due to 

low frequency of occurrence and their magnitude.  

 
Figure 4-8. The influence of flood of Shur River in destruction of yardangs (photo by, Hamid Sadeghi)  

4. b.4. Visitor/tourism pressure  

The travels to Lut Desert have considerably increased in the last two decades. The Cultural 

Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization is responsible for controlling the visitors in going 

to some specified areas. The tourism pressure is increasing in some areas of Lut Desert because of 

easy access. The need for enhancement of the facilities according to the standards and rules of the 

property and buffer zone will be met in the future to augment the number of visitors and their 

expectations. Hence, not only the visitors should be controlled but it is necessary to prevent their 

concentration in certain areas.  

Walking among the yardangs and climbing the yardang ridges are general activities of tourists in 

the region. This is a new experience for the tourists. The pressure of the tourists is mainly increased 

in Nowrouz days (13 days period starting on the 21st March, as the 1st day of Iranian calendar; 

when the sun has a right angle with the equator) as New Year holidays and celebrations. Now, the 
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Organization of Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism manage the tourism destinations. A 

camping site is established in the west of the property to satisfy the increasing requirements of the 

visitors. The caravanserai of Shafiabad is also prepared to provide services to the tourists. In order 

to mitigate the pressure of the tourists on the area some protection measures are taken into account. 

These measures include: limited number of visitors, reduction of their stay time, legislation of 

some rules for prohibiting some of their actions, training them about conservation of the region, 

public transportation by bus, prohibition of entrance of extra private cars, and taking the wastes 

off the region.  

 

 

 
Figure 4-9. The tourists in Lut Desert (photo by, Hojjat Ebrahimzadeh Khabisi) 
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Figure 4-10. The tourists in Lut Desert (photo by, Esmail Sylakhuri) 

 

 

4. c. Number of inhabitants within the property and the buffer zone  

There are 28 villages with different populations in the nominated property of Lut Desert. The 

lowest population is observed to Mehdi Abad Village, with two people, and the highest is observed 

to Hemmatabad-e Olya Village, with 772 people. All the villages are located in the western part 

of the region. This may be because of more suitable natural conditions in the western areas relative 

to other parts. There are also 15 villages, with the cities of Anduhjerd and Shahdad, in buffer zone. 

The Shahdad City with a population of 5942 people is the most important settlement in the 

marginal areas of Lut Desert. Table 4-4 presents the population of the settlements in areas of 

property and buffer zone.  
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Table 4-4. Number of population in the nominated property and the buffer zone (Statistical Center of Iran, 2012) 

Area 
Number of 

cities 

Number of 

villages 
City population Rural population Total 

Nominated property 0 28 0 6177 
 

19128 
Buffer zone 2 15 9531 3420 
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Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan or Rig-e Lut) (Photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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5  Protection and Management of the Property  

5.a. Ownership 

All the lands of Lut Desert are state owned as national resources but some lands of small villages 

in the west of Lut Desert have private owners. The private ownership encompasses a minimum 

area of the desert lands. Also it is noteworthy that the Lut Desert is in the national heritage 

registration list under the registration number of 203 of ICHHTO. 

As the administration of land ownership, assignment and exploitation of the lands is under the 

control of Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed Management, the private owners and the 

local people are not allowed to interfere in the property. Thus, they should adhere to the existing 

regulations on natural resources and the rules related to the nominated property and buffer zone. 

A representative of Rural and Urban Council is present in the Base of Lut established for 

management of the Lut Desert. This can play a key role in the structure of the integrated 

management.  

Table 5-1. The areas of the nominated property and the buffer zone; both the areas are state owned.  

Area ha Km2 Ownership 

Nominated Property 2278000.12 22780.12 State owned and Some private owner in the west of Lut Desert  

Buffer zone 1794100.37 17941.37 State owned and Some private owner in the west of Lut Desert  

 

5.b. Protective designation 

According to article 45 in the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Iran, all public wealth and 

property shall be at the disposal of the Islamic republic Government t to be utilized in accordance 
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with the public interest. The government has also assigned the right to the Organization of Forests, 

Range and Watershed Management. Any kind of interference in the lands shall be allowed by the 

Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed Management. Iranian Department of Environment 

has permission of the Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization for management 

and conservation of the areas with special ecological circumstances.  

The Lut Desert has experienced the least impacts of human intervention and is well conserved. 

This is mainly due to its far location away from population centers, harsh climatic conditions, and 

scarcity of water resources. Thus, so far, the protected areas of the department of environment did 

not contain the areas of the desert. The wildlife refuge of Darband Ravar in the northwest of the 

region and the hunting prohibited area of Bolbolab in the southeast of the nominated property are 

the only areas under protection of the department of environment in 2010. It is worthy of note that 

there are some structures and facilities in the Base of Shafiabad for conservation of the region. In 

the conservation and administrative structure for the integrated management of Lut Desert, the 

Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization, Iranian Department of Environment, 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization are in charge of management and 

conservation of the region.  

Therefore, based on access to services in Shahdad City and the surrounding villages, boundary of 

main landforms of Lut Desert, historical monuments, and access to water resources, the boundary 

of the property have been established to encompass two natural criteria:  

1. The area of 22780.12 km2 contains superlative natural phenomena, the vast areas of 

exceptional natural beauty and the areas of aesthetic values. Part of the historical 

monuments and facilities for tourism development located at core zone can be employed 

for potential development of geo-tourism.  

2. The boundaries were designed to contain the outstanding examples of the interplay 

between atmospheric and terrestrial processes including the major evolution stages of the 

earth as well as the significant ongoing geological, geomorphic and physiographic 

processes. Some Kalutaks (small yardangs) are located in the eastern margin of the buffer 

zone and also there are some scattered sand dunes in the southern part of the nominated 

property in buffer zone. Some traces of small yardangs can also be seen beyond the buffer 

zone, near Bam city and southern part of Lut Desert.  
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As it was stated, the Lut Desert is considered as the most exceptional geologic and geomorphologic 

invaluable phenomenon of Iran Plateau. It is under the jurisdiction of Forests, Range and 

Watershed Management Organization as the public property. There are explicit and implicit 

regulations that can be employed to be applied for conservation and management actions in 

property and buffer zone of the Lut Desert. As it can be seen in Table 5-2, different regulations 

and laws can contribute to the optimized management and conservation of Lut Desert. Some of 

the regulations are enacted in national level and some others in international levels.  

Table 5-2. Legislative framework relevant to management and implementation of protective measures in Lut 

Desert  

Important legislation No 

Article 50 in the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Iran (1979)  1 

Article 45 in the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Iran, about natural resources  2 

Land Reform law in 1960 3 

The act of conservation and optimization of the environment (1974) 4 

Islamic criminal code against destruction of natural property (1996)  5 

Act of establishment of Non Governmental Organizations (NGOs) (2005)  6 

Water Nationalization Act (1968)  7 

Act of Hunting and Fisheries (1968)  8 

The Act of Joining Iran to the Convention on the Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage (1972)  9 

The Act of conservation of the national heritages (1930)  10 

The executive guidelines of the Act of Protection and Conservation of Natural Resources and Forest Reserves of 

Iran (1992)  
11 

The Charter of Cultural Heritage Organization of Iran (1987)  12 

Joining of Islamic Republic of Iran (IRI) to the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) 

(1996)  
13 

The Access to Genetic Resources Bill (2014) 14 

International legislation 

World Charter for Nature (1982)  1 

International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) (1974) 2 

Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (1992)  3 

International law of Environment and Biodiversity (1976)  4 
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5.b.1. Concerning articles of major laws and regulations  

The Constitution of Islamic Republic of Iran (IRI)  

Article 45  

Public property and assets - such as uncultivated or abandoned land, mineral deposits, seas, lakes, 

rivers and other public waterways, mountains, valleys, marshlands, natural forests, open pasture 

land, legacies without heirs, property of undetermined ownership, and public property recovered’ 

from usurpers - shall be at the disposal of the Islamic government to be utilized in accordance with 

public interest. Detailed procedures for the utilization of each of the foregoing will be specified by 

law.  

Article 50  

The preservation of the environment - wherein the present as well as the future generations have a 

right to a flourishing social existence - is considered a public duty in the Islamic Republic. 

Economic and other activities that involve pollution of the environment or cause irreparable 

damage to it are therefore forbidden.  

The Act of Conservation and Optimization of Environment:  

Article 1: Conservation, improvement, and optimization of environment and prohibition of any 

kind of pollution and any action, which disrupt the equilibrium, and the balance of the 

environment, as well as all the affairs related to wild animals and aquatic species of internal water 

bodies are defined as the tasks of Iranian Department of Environment. The department of 

environment, called, hereafter, as department in this Act, is subordinate to Presidency and has a 

legal personality, with independent financial state, supervised by Supreme Council of 

Environmental Protection.  

Article 3: Supreme Council of Environmental Protection, in addition to the tasks and the 

authorities declared in the Act of Hunting and Fishing for the Supreme Council of Hunting and 

Supervision on Fishing, has the following tasks and authorities:  

A. Determination of some areas as national park, national natural heritage, wildlife refuge, 

and protected area as well as specifying the exact limits of the areas.  

B. Getting the approval of Ministry of Mine and Metals for the areas where the exploration 

and exploitation projects are executing.  

C. Issue of any kind of permission for exploration and exploitation of minerals in the areas 

specified as national park, national natural heritage, wildlife refuge, and protected area.  
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Article 6: the department, in addition to the tasks and the authorities declared in the Act of Hunting 

and Fishing for the Supreme Council of Hunting and Supervision on Fishing, has the following 

tasks and authorities:  

A. Doing scientific and economic researches about conservation, improvement, and 

optimization of the environment and prevention of pollution and disruption in 

environmental equilibrium. These are including:  

1. The ways of protection of ecologic equilibrium of nature (protection of environmental 

relations)  

2. Changes that different structures and constructions can make in physical, chemical, and 

biological circumstances of soil and climate so that the changes transform the natural 

state. For example, changes and devastation of river channels, degradation of forests 

and pastures, changes in ecology of the seas, disruption in natural drainage of water 

bodies, and demolition of wetlands.  

3. Use of toxics or the materials harmful to the environment  

4. Methods to prevent creation and spread of harmful sounds in the environment  

5. Protection of nature in terms of manifestations of nature and aesthetic values  

B. Suggestion of regulations and rules to avoid pollution of air and soil as well as disposing 

waste materials including garbage, waste products of factories and, generally, the factors 

affecting the environment.  

C. Any kind of appropriate actions to improve and optimize the environment in the realm of 

country law, as the public rights are regarded.  

D. Formulation and implementation of educational programs to make the public aware of the 

conservation of the environment and to conduct the public opinions towards this important 

issue.  

E. Establishment of zoos and museums of nature history.  

F. Stipulation of any kind of temporary spatial, temporal, typical, methodical, and quantitative 

limitations and prohibitions in Hunting and Fishing and declaration of this in accordance 

with the regulations of article 4 of the Act of Hunting and Fishing.  

G. Collaboration with national and international similar organizations to protect the 

environment in the realm of mutual commitments.  
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Article 7: in case of discordance between construction projects or in the exploitation of the projects 

and the regulations and laws of conservation of environment, the department shall declare the case 

to the relevant ministry or institute in order to verify that project. In case of dissension among the 

institutes, decision of the President of IRI shall be accepted by the institutes on that case.  

Article 8: any attempt to hunting. fishing, breeding, reproduction, keeping, buying and selling of 

the wild animals and members thereof as well as utilization of the areas mentioned in paragraph 

(A) of Article 3 in this Act requires license or permission from the Iranian Department of 

Environment and in each of the actions mentioned above, as it was necessary, the department has 

the right to give free license or permission with approval of the Supreme Council of Environmental 

Protection.  

Article 9: perpetration to any action that may cause pollution to the environment is forbidden. The 

pollution of the environment means spread or admix of external materials into water, air, soil or 

land to the extent that it can alter the physical, chemical, and biological quality of them, as this 

may have harmful impacts on human, other live creatures, plants or heritages and buildings.  

Article 10: The rules of prevention of pollution or destruction of environment and restriction of 

creation and spread of harmful sounds to the environment as well as the rules of determination of 

criteria and rate of pollution stated in Article 9 herein the law and the limitations and prohibitions 

relevant to protection, improvement, and optimization of the environment will hereby be based on 

the regulations enacted by commissions of Agriculture, Natural Resources, Rural Reclamation, 

Health, and Justice in the House of Representatives of IRI.  

Article 15: as the agents of the department who have the mission to find and prosecute the 

mentioned criminals have been educated in the tasks of justice officers in classes by attorney 

general, are considered as the justice officers in execution of the law and the Act of Hunting and 

Fishing.  

Article 16: all the lands of property belonging to the government in the areas mentioned in the 

paragraph (A) and all the wetlands belonging to the government are in jurisdiction of the 

department and the department is legal agent of the relevant organizations and institutes in 

exploitation of the wetlands (except for Anzali Wetland) and lands, but not in assignment.  

The law of Islamic Criminals for destruction of natural heritages 1996  
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The Fifth Book of Islamic Criminals (dissuasive penalties)  

Article 690: according to this law, everyone by miseenscene including foundation, alteration, 

making walls, modifying the distance areas, border evanescence, terracing, making canals, digging 

wells, cutting trees and cultivation, and so on, has perpetrated occupying the farmlands either 

cultivated or fallow, nationalized forests and pastures, mountains, orchards, shinnery, water 

resources, springs, natural streams, national parks, agricultural, ranching, farming and industrial 

facilities, bare lands, and other lands and properties belonging to government or its subordinates 

or to municipalities and consecrates, as well as the lands, properties, consecrates, confined lands, 

and remained tierced consecrates dedicated for public uses or every legal or right person by 

histrionics has shown themselves or others rightful and beneficiary to occupy the above properties 

or without permission from the Iranian Department of Environment or relevant departments has 

committed the action of degrading the environment and natural resources or hostile violations, 

interference and disruption in the rights, shall be sentenced and punished from one month to one 

year of jail. The court shall restore, in case, the estate to the former conditions in the hostile 

violations and interference and disruption in the rights.  

Note 1: the criminal investigation of the mentioned crimes is accomplished out of queue 

order of cases and the attorney shall cease the actions of the violent by writing minutes.  

The Act of joining IRI to the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification  

In January 1996, IRI by the approval of the House of Representatives of IRI joined the United 

Nations Convention to Combat Desertification. Thus, Iran is one of the promisor members.  

Based on the Article 10 of the Bill of Joining IRI to the United Nations Convention to Combat 

Desertification, the state parties shall have a specified program as National Plan of National 

Action. Formulation of the National Action Plan involves identification of effective factors in 

desertification and declaration of the necessary financial, technical and human resources.  

The position of the National Action Plan among the strategic elements of natural resources 

development plans  

This plan has 9 principles about desert areas and desertification. In Iran, long term development 

plan and strategy of natural resources management is based on sustainable development with 

prevailing conservation view. Some of the elements of the strategy are:  
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 Execution of soil conservation program and watershed management in national level 

through participation;  

 Protection of forests and rangelands and equal and stable implementation of ecologic 

sustainable development plans; and  

 Enhancement of the participation of rural communities in management and exploitation of 

natural resources.  

International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) (1974)  

 Iran joined as a member to the union in 1974. The goal of the join was to conserve the integrity 

and biodiversity and to guarantee wise and rational use of the natural resources as well as to ensure 

that any kind of use of the resources is ecologically sustainable and consistent with scientific, 

educational, cultural, social, economic, and legal values and dimensions.  

The Act of Joining Iran to Convention on the Protection of World Cultural and Natural 

Heritage (1972)  

Single article: the Convention on the Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage was 

approved in the 17th meeting of the public conference of UNESCO in November 16th, 1972. The 

law containing a single article and the context of the convention were passed in Iran’s House of 

Representatives (Iranian Parliament) in December 1974.  

Regulations 

Regulations related to the nominated property 

1. Any kind of interference and consequently degradation and damage to the property is 

prohibited;  

2. All restoration, conservation, researches, and excavations must be first approved by the 

steering committee of Lut Desert Base;  

3. Any intervention altering the integrity of the property is not allowed;  

4. Cultivation of the lands belonging to the Forests, Range and Watershed Management 

Organization in the property without legal permission from the organization is prohibited;  

5. Any project of reorganization, expansion of rural areas, development of green spaces, and 

initiation of tourism infrastructures is just allowed when approved by the steering 

committee of Lut Desert base and by getting permission from the committee;  

6. Any kind of tourism activities including sports and other activities must be permitted by 

the Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization;  
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7. Supplementary plans regarding illumination, electronic protection as well as mechanical and 

electronic utilities must be done only after the approval of Lut Desert Base.  

Regulations related to Buffer Zone  

1. Any kind of intervention and damage to the integrity and ownership of the property is not 

allowed in the buffer zone;  

2. Application of heavy machinery and environmental pollutants harmful to the property is 

not allowed;  

3. Any project of reorganization, expansion of rural areas, development of green spaces, and 

initiation of tourism infrastructures is just allowed when approved by the steering 

committee of Lut Desert base and by getting permission from the committee;  

4. Installation and establishment of polluting equipments and topographic changes 

(unearthing) as lead to damage to the property is not allowed;  

5. Any intervention in natural resources and rivers shall be in accordance with the regulations 

of Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization and Iranian Department of 

Environment  

6. Deploying power lines, installing poles, establishing industrial facilities and developing 

roads within this area is subject to getting relevant permits from Lut Desert Base.  

5.c. Means of implementing protective measures:  

5.c.1. Management System  

The organizations in charge of conservation and management of the property are Forests, Range 

and Watershed Management Organization, Iranian Department of Environment, and Cultural 

Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization (Figure 5-1). The Forests, Range and Watershed 

Management Organization undertook management of national lands ownership, conservation of 

the property out of the protected areas, assignment and exploitation, investigation and 

implementation of watershed management project, dedesertification, and watershed management 

in the area of the nominated property. The Iranian Department of Environment is responsible for 

management of protection and exploitation of Darband Ravar Wildlife Sanctuary and the Hunting 

Prohibited Area of Bolbolab as well as environmental assessment of future development projects 

in the region. The Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization is also in charge of 
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management of tourism, handicrafts of rural areas, and protection and remediation of relics and 

historical heritages in the areas of property and buffer zone.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-1. The organizations in charge of management of Lut Desert 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-2. Administrative tasks of the organizations in charge of management of Lut Desert 
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5.c.2. Supervisory systems 

The Base of Lut Desert is responsible for conservation activities within the nominated property 

and buffer zone. In the base, regular meetings of the steering committee provide the members with 

the opportunity to share their ideas and experiences. Indeed, a steering committee was established 

in Iran for better integrated management of Lut Desert. The tasks of the committee were decision 

making about the strategic issues for conservation and management actions in the nominated 

property. The committee consisted of different ministries and Base of Lut Desert administrates 

organizations with their specified duties.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-3. Administrative and Management structure of the base of Lut Desert 
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Figure 5-4. Administrative structure of steering committee  
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5.d. Existing plans related to municipalities for the region in which the 

nominated property is located  

There are many recreational opportunities throughout the Lut Desert. These are resulted from 

outstanding scenery, interesting topography, and opportunities for viewing Kaluts and sand dunes. 

Recreation-based sector of tourism industry is rapidly growing in the region. Many of these 

activities are enhanced by or dependent on natural resources.  

One of the projects related to Lut Desert is comprehensive studies of tourism development in arid 

and desert areas of Iran. This project was formulated to enhance development of ecotourism in 

arid areas of Iran. Part of the project is dedicated to Lut Desert. The strategic plan of Iranian desert 

is about deserts of Iran including Lut Desert. The Carbon Sequestration Project supported by 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) is implementing in Shahdad.  

 

Table 5-3. The completed projects and the projects in implementation  

Title of project Year 

Comprehensive studies of tourism development in arid and desert areas of Iran  2014 

Strategic plan of Iranian desert (perspective document 2025)  2008 

The Carbon Sequestration Project (CSP) led by Bureau of Desert Affairs, in the Forests, 

Range and Watershed Organization (FRWO) in Shahdad and supported by UNDP 
2012 

 

Comprehensive studies of tourism development in arid and desert areas of Iran (2014)  

The desert areas of Iran, particularly Lut Desert, are suitable for tourism development. The 

capacity of the regions is different to host the tourists and the suggested areas for ecotourism are 

located in areas of various climatic, social, and cultural characteristics. Thus, to avoid the adverse 

impacts of development on local communities and irreversible environmental, social, and service 

effects on the destination areas, any suitable area for ecotourism is separately scrutinized, based 

on specified criteria, to determine service capacity of that region. In the project, the capacity for 

possibilities and facilities has been examined in two routs of Kerman-Sirch-Shahdad-Gandom 

Beryan-Dehsalm and Kerman-Mahan-Keshit-Golbaft.  
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Figure 5-5. Tourism routs in Lut Desert (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

 

Strategic plan of Iranian desert (perspective document 2025)  

The Institute of Forest and Range Researches as subordinate have prepared the project to Forests, 

Range and Watershed Management Organization. The main goal of the plan is to formulate 

policies, priorities, projects, and executive, management, monitoring, and research projects in 
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order to achieve relative sustainability of ecology and improvement of welfare indices in local 

communities of desert areas of Iran. Many executive strategies have been defined for the plan. 

These strategies are mainly based on sustainable development in desert areas, ultra-sector view, 

collaboration with international foundations, compatibility with land use planning, implementation 

of national action plan to combat desertification and mitigation of drought impacts, taking 

technical, economic, social and cultural aspects into consideration, coordination with national 

perspective plans, and participations of stakeholders and local communities.  

The main strategies of Strategic plan of Iranian desert (perspective document 2025) 

Giving priority to preventive and control actions in process of desertification and optimized 

management of exploitations;  

1. Enhancing vegetation cover development and improving the environmental conditions in 

desert areas;  

2. Making zonation, supervision, monitoring, and assessment of desertification; 

3. Utilizing the relative advantages of desert areas to improve the subsistence of local 

communities afflicted by drought and land degradation; 

4. Education and enhancing the public awareness, public participation and support of all the 

stakeholders;  

5. Reinforcing organizational structure of staffing and support of NGOs in execution of the 

missions.  

Rural development project and contributory management of natural resources, 

generalization of Carbon Sequestration (CSP)  

This project has been formulated to enhance the social capital of rural people in rural development 

groups in Shahdad. The visit payed by resident representative of UNDP in Iran to Kerman Site in 

December 2011 resulted in preparation and approval of generalization document of Carbon 

Sequestration entitled “Rural development project and contributory management of natural 

resources” that shall be implemented in 5 years starting from March 2012. The main goals of the 

plan are encouragement of contributory management in natural resources of rural areas, 

organization of rural development groups, diversity of natural incomes and consequently 

mitigation of pressure on natural resources. For this, the solutions employed are creating new 

capacity in local communities, empowerment of people in economic, social, and cultural aspects, 

and institutionalization of contributory pattern of rural development. This is worthy of note that 
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the Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization have implemented cultivation of 

saplings around the villages many years ago in order to combat movement of sand dunes.  

 

 

Figure 5-6. The project of cultivation of saplings in western margin of Lut Desert (north of Shahdad City) 

5.e. Property management plan or other management system  

5.e.1. Main Goal  

The goals of this management plan are to identify the potentials of Lut Desert based on different 

objectives and programs. The main goal of the plan is to protect the outstanding values of the 

property while keeping its integrity and outstanding universal values.  

5.e.2. Management strategy and guidelines  

The guidelines and management strategies are:  

 Holding regular discussion sessions (minimum seasonally) with the participation of the 

steering committee;  
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 Improving the quality of monitoring of the Lut Desert using the plans proposed by 

monitoring and evaluation working group 

 Improving the quality of restoration and conservation plan of the Lut Desert;  

 Encouraging public cooperation in application of regulations regarding the restoration and 

conservation of properties;  

 Conducting and setting targets for scientific, cultural, social and tourism-related events in 

the Lut Desert;  

 Improving protective measures against natural disasters;  

 Introduction and presentation of the property for the local, national and international 

visitors; 

 Facilitating cooperation of the private sector;  

 Improvement of tourist services and facilities;  

 Development of educational plans at various scales;  

 Documentation, preparation and development of databases for various visitors and 

audience;  

 Further cooperation with national and foreign universities and other scientific centers and 

institutions;  

 Adopting policies to enhance the income (providing that the integrity of the site is 

conserved) in order to finance conservation plans.  

5.e.3. Action plan  

The principal program of the practical management plan of Lut Desert can be divided into three 

parts of long term, mid-term, and short term plans.  

5.e.3.1. Long Term Plans (ten years) 

The main goal of this management plan is to improve conservation and sustainable development 

in Lut Desert to protect the outstanding values of the nominated property and promote tourism to 

meet the national and international requirements via conservation, management, and making a 

foundation to help the present and future generations. In fact, the main objectives of the plan are:  
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A. Formulation of policies and priorities;  

B. Formulation of conservation, management, monitoring, and research projects and plans to 

achieve relative sustainability of ecology and balanced development of tourism industry.  

The long-term plan includes:  

Research and education plan  

1. Improvement of educational quality, education system, and also increasing capacity in this 

field via:  

A. Establishing higher education centers in the region to train expert human resources;  

B. Increasing the relations with international universities and institutions in order to upgrade 

management, conservation, and tourism development methods and strategies.  

2. Execution of education and research plans in various scales;  

3. Holding educational workshops with the participation of universities and scientific institutes 

in the fields of conservation and researches about Lut Desert;  

4. Development of international collaboration and participation about basic inquiries in different 

research field on Lut Desert;  

5. Execution of long-term research projects to better recognize geomorphologic, geologic, 

climatologic, ecologic, tourism, and archeological characteristics of Lut Desert.  

Conservation plan  

This plan is including:  

1. Improvement in the quality of monitoring of the nominated property;  

2. Improvement in quality of conservation of Lut Desert. This is in order to conserve and 

improve health of Lut ecosystem through proper land use methods, protection of the 

property against fires, flooding, and tourists by taking modern management methods and 

cooperating with local communities in principles of joint management of Lut;  

3. Encouragement of NGOs in applying the regulations relevant to protection of the property;  

4. Updating security system;  

5. Attempts to continue the activities workshops about conservation.  
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Tourism Management, Presentation plan  

This plan includes:  

1. Research and supervision upon the events related to knowledge, culture, society, and 

tourism in Lut Desert;  

2. Identification of exact potentials of the region emphasizing geo-tourism;  

3. Creation of necessary infrastructures for development of tourism industry as bearing in 

mind the natural characteristics of the region and emphasizing the conservation and 

education.  

5.e.3.2. Mid-term plan (5 years) 

Research and education plan  

1. Training experts in the fields of Lut Desert and tourism in the region;  

2. Short term education classes to augment the knowledge of the practitioners;  

3. Holding educational workshops to enhance knowledge and awareness of the participants 

working in the office of the property administration;  

4. Conduction of expert field studies to recognize the characteristics of Lut Desert, in details, by 

cooperation with internal and foreign academic and research centers.  

5. Establishment of a constant station to measure the climatic parameters including temperature, 

precipitation and so on;  

6. Improvement of research reports and promotion of collaboration with universities and 

researches institute;  

7. Implementation of the second phase of creating geo-referenced geodatabase containing aerial 

photos, satellite images, and maps (at scale 1:25000) as well as initiation of a Geographical 

Information System (GIS) to prepare appropriate working projects in the region.  
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Table 5-4. Field researches for recognitions of Lut Desert  

Variety of field researches in Lut Desert NO 

Systematic field research about Shur River and its changes  1 

Field research to understand the pluvial paleolakes  2 

Field research about the hottest spot of the earth in Lut Desert and establishment of a constant station  3 

Field research to identify the plant species of nebkhas  4 

Field research about the origins of nebkhas in the western margin of Lut  5 

Research about the rate of movement of the sand masses in Lut  6 

Research about morphometry and morphogenesis of yardangs and nebkhas  7 

Field research about the origin of Rig-e Yallan and morphodynamic processes effective in its evolution  8 

Paleo-studies on old portions of Rig-e Yallan  9 

Field research on exact morphometry of Rig-e Yallan and morphology of existing sand dune types  10 

Morphometry and recognition of morphology and origins of yardangs in Lut Desert  11 

Field research on the flora and fauna in Lut Desert  12 

Research on the history and archeology of Lut Desert  13 

Research on potentials and capacities of tourism in Lut Desert  14 

Researches in natural hazards in Lut Desert  15 
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Conservation plan  

1. Identification of landforms and sensitive natural features in Lut Desert;  

2. Regular and continuous supervision upon the execution of the existing regulations about the 

nominated property;  

3. Monitoring drainage network and behaviors of the ephemeral and perennial rivers of the 

region;  

4. Monitoring the circumstance of the buffer zone adhering the regulations relevant to protection 

of buffer zone;  

5. Specifying the precise paths of tourism for efficient protection and control of the tours;  

6. Establishment of comprehensive system of recording the events in different sites of Lut Desert;  

7. Planning, management, and supervising the rules; and updating the policy of conservation 

8. Registration and monitoring of land use changes on nebkha lands  

Tourism Management, Presentation plan  

1. Holding local, national, and international exhibitions;  

2. Holding tours in the region with scientific purposes;  

3. Improvement of services and facilities for tourists;  

4. Organizing and running of database of the visitors and the conducted activities;  

5. Creation of an electronic bilingual guidance system;  

6. Making documentaries and films of Lut Desert;  

7. Creation of communication service by Mobile GIS.  

5.e.3.3. Short term plan (2 years)  

Research and educational plan:  

1. Holding professional sessions concerning environmental, conservation, and tourism 

characteristics of Lut Desert by collaboration with universities and academic centers;  

2. Holding expert and professional workshops about new methods of protection and 

management;  
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3. Evaluation and capacity analysis of geo-sites of the region by the existing models and tailoring 

them to meet the local needs;  

4. Monitoring of landforms by aerial photos and satellite images;  

5. Creation of the first phase of a geo-referenced geodatabase containing aerial photos, satellite 

images, and maps (at scale 1:25000) as well as creation of GIS in the borders of the property.  

6. Holding of workshops;  

Conservation plan  

This includes:  

1. Installation of warning guides and clear illustrations for visitors in order to follow the 

regulations;  

2. Identifications of the areas of high sensitivity in the nominated property and compilation of 

traffic regulations in the region;  

3. Identification and monitoring the hazards effective on the present features in areas of property 

and buffer zone;  

4. Qualitative and quantitative assessment of the soil and water;  

5. Regular monitoring.  

Tourism Management, Presentation plan  

1. Presentation and publication of specified brochures and guidance books to introduce the sites;  

2. Design of tourism paths based on the studies and evaluation of geo-sites;  

3. Establishment of Lut Desert website;  

4. Installation of boxes for comments and suggestions in tourism paths;  

5. Initiation of one day local tours;  

6. Providing tourism facilities;  

7. Public education and awareness by mass media;  

8. Gathering information relevant to the tourists;  

9. Health facilities of the region.  
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Figure 5-7. The mid and short term conservation plan related to management of Lut Desert 

5.f. Sources and levels of finance  

To exert the management plans and conservation actions, each of the organizations involved in 

management of Lut Desert, including Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization, 

Iranian Department of Environment, and Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization have the required financial resources. The organizations can use different national 

and regional funds to do their functions. In addition, base on rate of annual inflation, found will be 

increased.  

The base established in Shafiabad is in charge of management of Lut Desert and composed of 

organizations and institutions that provide the experts with financial supports for management, 

conservation, and research actions. The base located in the old castle of Shafiabad was repaired by 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization. It has the enough work space to provide 

the tourist with required services. It is also the base of integrated management of Lut.  
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Figure 5-8. Shafiabad Castle in the west of Lut Desert (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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5.g. Sources of expertise and training in conservation and 

management techniques  

5.g.1. Education and training  

Compulsory education in Iran consists of six years of elementary school followed by two years of 

guidance school, then three years of High School and one year pre-university and finally 

University.  

Before entering into universities, the students get familiar with desert areas of Iran and their 

importance as well as tourism and the related issues. There are courses related to arid and desert 

areas of Iran and also tourism in different universities. Many universities in Iran admit students in 

the disciplines related to tourism. The number of graduates is presented in Tables 5-5 and 5-7, and 

the number of students in different institutions in Table 5-6 and 5-8, in details. Some research 

institutions including International Research Center of Desert of University of Tehran, Institute of 

Geography of University of Tehran, and the Forests, Range and Watershed Management 

Organization have made researches on this field. Moreover, some other universities conduct 

researches asked by the organizations involving the desert affairs. Geography departments have 

courses and specializations entitled arid areas and many research activities have been carried out 

by students and the faculties. In addition to geography departments, departments of natural 

resources have some courses in their disciplines and train experts of arid area affairs. The 

universities that have scientific departments related to desert and arid lands include: Yazd 

University, Semnan University and Ardakan University. Some universities also have disciplines 

related to tourism including geography and tourism planning, tourism management- planning, and 

entrepreneurship-tourism.  

Faculty of Natural resources and Desert Studies (Yazd University)  

The faculty of Natural Resources and Desert Studies of Yazd University was founded in 1988 and 

it worked well in researches, education, the number of courses, and the higher education. This 

faculty has more than 30 faculty members and five departments. This is one of the most successful 

faculties in Iran. The major focus of the researches in the faculty is on the arid and semi-arid areas.  
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Faculty of Desert Studies, Semnan University 

Faculty of Desert Studies of Semnan, was founded in October 2007 and admitted students in 

desertification studies in master degree and started its activities in December of that year. It also 

has students in management of desert and arid areas in bachelor degree in 2008 and 2009. It 

seriously attempted to facilitate and provide the possibilities, though the faculty is new. Now the 

soil, geology, and cartography laboratories are established with proper possibilities for students. It 

has also laboratory of remote sensing and GIS and herbarium. The Faculty of Desert Studies is 

going to establish department of forestry in arid areas and some faculty members have been 

employed for this department.  

Ardakan University  

Ardakan University was founded in 2009 by merging the Ardakan Faculty of Natural Resources 

with higher Education Center of Ardakan University, according to resolution of Council of 

Development, admitted the first students in the disciplines of management of desert and arid areas 

and desertification.  

 

Figure 5-9. The Semnan Faculty of Desert Studies (Photo from archive of this faculty) 
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International Research Center of Desert, University of Tehran  

International Research Center of Desert was established in 1975 and has been admitting some 

students in the disciplines of Natural Resources Engineering and Management of Desert Areas 

since 1995. The discipline was transferred to Faculty of natural resources in University of Tehran 

campus. The main goals of this center are comprehensive recognition of desert and arid areas of 

Iran in terms of natural, human, social, and environmental aspects and promotion of knowledge in 

this field for sustainable development of desert areas and improvement of quality of life of the 

people of the areas. According to its defined goals in the field of education, the center established 

the discipline of Natural Resources Engineering-Coexistence with Desert Areas in bachelor degree 

for the first time in 2009. The discipline has three branches of:  

1. Environment and natural resources;  

2. Plant and ranches products;  

3. Development of desert areas.  

The students in the courses are in two primary and secondary levels through national entrance 

exam in master degree. At the time being, it has 32 students in the courses and PhD candidates 

will be accepted soon. In order to train competent experts and improvement of management of 

desert areas, it founded some research stations of coexistence with desert areas throughout the 

country.  

Semnan research station  

Semnan research station is located about 200 km in the east of Tehran. This is the oldest station 

among the satellite stations of the International Research Center of Desert of University of Tehran. 

It was founded in 1977 in Sukan National Park with an area of 10 hectares in Semnan Province 

and started its research activities in the same year.  

The station has facilities such as guest house for students, desert automobiles, library, full 

collection of aerial photos of Iran, full collection of topographic and geologic maps, and vegetation 

maps of Semnan Province. The research activities of the center are mainly collaboration with 

organizations in conduction of projects. The guest house is also a place for students of University 

of Tehran in field studies.  
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Figure 5-10. Semnan research station (photo from the archive of the  

International Research Center of Desert) 

Kashan research station  

The Kashan research station started its activities in 1976 in Kashan (located in 246 km in south 

Tehran). The station has conducted tens of research projects addition to providing the researchers 

and students with required facilities and guiding the students. The building of the station has two 

floors, one for offices and the other for resting as dormitory for researchers. The dormitory can 

receive 50 people of students and researchers. The office building is containing researcher rooms, 

herbarium, library, warehouse, and other services with workshop and field equipments. The 

campus of the station is about 1 hectare of green space. The herbarium of the Kashan research 

station has more than 3000 plant specimens and 2000 samples have been identified and classified.  

 
Figure 5-11. The Kashan research station (photo from the archive of the International Research Center of 

Desert) 
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Kerman research station 

The Kerman research station was founded in 1990 in Kerman Province. Some of the completed 

projects of the station are including collection and identification of plant species of Kerman 

Province and forming herbarium, finding origins and spread of sand dunes of Bam County, 

identification of present vegetative areas of industrial and medicinal vegetations. The stations have 

collaborated with province governance and general office of natural resources management in 

some conferences including the 2nd national conference of dedesertification and different method 

of dedesertification, national conference on identification of Lut Desert, national conference on 

Haloxylon and cultivation of Haloxylon in Iran.  

 

 

 

Figure 5-12. The Kerman research station (photo from the archive of the International  

Research Center of Desert) 

 

Birjand research station  

The Birjand research station was founded in 1985 in Birjand County by the agreement of the 

International Research Center of Desert of University of Tehran. The main research activities of 

the station, addition of many high priority researches in the region, conducted projects including 

investigation of development problems of Khorasan Province (case of Nayband), collection and 

recognition of the plants of Birjand (creation of Herbarium), and investigation about trend of water 

erosion on marley formations emphasizing vegetation and climate factors, in Mokhtaran region of 

Birjand.  
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Figure 5-13. The Birjand research station (photo from the archive of  

the International Research Center of Desert)  

 

The International Research Center of Desert, according to the acceptances and permissions from 

the relevant agents, in a short time was able to have effective collaborative relationships with 

international universities and institutions. These collaborations and relationships are:  

 

1. Collaboration of Sorbonne University of French  

Because of the importance of desertification and land degradation, particularly in Iran, and the 

necessity for conduction of basic researches in the country, an agreement was signed between the 

University of Tehran and the training college of applied advanced studies of Sorbonne French. 

One of the contents of the agreement is implementation of desertification atlas the first phase of 

which is accomplished in Iran. For this project the International Research Center of Desert will be 

the executive. The main goals of the project are:  

a) Production of information about drought, vegetation status, water resources, land 

degradation, and economic and social issues of arid and semi-arid areas;  

b) Preparation and publication of desertification atlas in three Persian, French, and English 

languages.  

 

2. Collaboration with Commission of Europe  

 A project entitled “Ecosystem Approach in Management of Water to Support Policy Making 

Options and Local Strategies for Enhancement of Livelihood in Arid and Semiarid Rural Areas of 

Asia”, abbreviated as ECOWATERMAN, was proposed by the center in collaboration with 
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German and Portuguese universities to European Union. The proposal has primarily approved by 

the union and it will be implemented after final approval.  

 

3. Collaboration with the University of Damascus  

To further reinforce its international relations and collaborations between the universities, the 

International Research Center of Desert signed an agreement with Faculty of Science and 

Agriculture of the Damascus University in 2001. In this agreement it was mainly emphasized on 

joint research projects on desertification, conservation of soil and water, control of runoffs as well 

as on the exchange of faculty members and students.  

4. Collaboration with UNDP  

The conditions have been prepared for cooperation between the center and the UNDP since 2003. 

This cooperation for the center is in the way to reinforce its collaborations with international 

organizations and institutions. In the first attempt, the resident agent of UNDP accompanied with 

a group of experts visited Kashan Region.  

 

Table 5-5. The number of alumnus in tourism courses from universities of Iran  

University Course Year Level 
Number of 

alumnus 

University of Tehran  Geography and tourism 

planning  

2012-2013 Bachelor degree  4 

University of Tehran  Tourism management and 

planning  

2012-2013 Master degree  4 

University of Alameh 

Tabatabaie  

Tourism-entrepreneurship  2012-2013 Master degree  20 

Islamic Azad University  Tourism management and 

planning  

2012-2013 Bachelor degree  10 

Fazilat Higher Education 

Institutions  

Tourism management and 

planning  

2012-2013 Bachelor degree  1 
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Table 5-6. Number of students registered in courses of tourism in universities of Iran in the period 2013-2014 

University Course Level 
Number of 

registration 

University of Tehran  Geography and tourism planning, 

regional planning  

Master degree 
17 

Tourism-entrepreneurship  Master degree 41 

Tourism management and planning  Master degree 9 

University of Alameh 

Tabatabaie  
Tourism management  PhD 

11 

Islamic Azad University  Tourism management and planning  Bachelor 3 

University of Orumieh  Tourism management and planning  Bachelor 37 

Tabriz University  Tourism management and planning  Bachelor 48 

Kharazmi University Tourism management and planning, 

regional planning 

Master degree 
19 

Zanjan University Tourism management and planning, 

space planning of tourism complexes  

Master degree 
8 

Geography and tourism planning, 

regional planning  

Master degree 
12 

University of Sistano 

Baluchestan  
Geography and tourism planning Master degree 

4 

Scientific and applied 

comprehensive university  

Technician in tourism services  Technician 899 

Tourism management Technician 692 

University of science and 

culture  
Geography and tourism planning Master degree 11 

Religious tourism  Master degree 11 

Tourism management PhD 3 

Higher Education Institution of 

Bakhtar  

Tourism management and planning  Master degree 
8 

 

Table 5-7. The number of alumnus in courses related to desert from universities of Iran in 2012-2013 

University Course Level Number of alumnus 

Ardakan 

University  

Management of arid and desert areas- 

dedesertification  
Master 

7 

Management of arid and desert areas  Bachelor 12 

Semnan University  Management of arid and desert areas Bachelor 53 

Management of arid and desert areas- 

dedesertification  
Master 

12 

Yazd University  Management of desert areas  Master 28 

Management of arid and desert areas  Bachelor 12 
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Table 5-8. Number of students registered in courses related to desert in universities of Iran in 2013-2014 

University Course Level 
Number of 

registrations 

Semnan University  

Management of arid and desert areas- dedesertification  Master 3 

Management of arid and desert areas  Bachelor 20 

Yazd University  

Management of desert areas  Master 6 

Management of arid and desert areas  Bachelor 25 

 

Table 5-9. The main national and international conferences about Iran desert areas and related issues  

No. Conference title Year 
Number of 

articles 

1 The 2nd national conference on sustainable development in arid and 

semiarid areas of Iran  

2013 112 

2 The 1st national conference on hydrology of semiarid areas 2013 89 

3 The 2nd national conference on sustainable development in arid and 

semiarid area of Iran  

2012 188 

9 3rd national conference on combating desertification and sustainable 

development of Iran Desert Wetlands ( with an emphasis on Meighan 

Desert Wetland) 

2012 731 

5 1st National Desert Conference 2012 498 

6 3rd Conference on Rangeland, Watershed and Desert 2012 147 

7 
national conference on desert ecologies, tourism, and environmental 

arts 
2011 212 

8 2nd national conference on combating desertification and sustainable 

development of Iran Desert Wetlands ( with an emphasis on Meighan 

Desert Wetland) 

2011 281 

10 1st national conference on combating desertification and sustainable 

development of Iran Desert Wetlands ( with an emphasis on Meighan 

Desert Wetland) 

2010 91 

4 
2nd international conference on water, environment, and sustainable 

development in arid and semiarid areas  

2009 57 

12 Regional conference on desert architecture  2006 22 

13 2nd national conference on dedesertification and the methods of 

dedesertification 

1996 51 
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 5.h. Visitor facilities and statistics  

It is to some extent difficult to obtain the exact number of visitors to Lut Desert as a large and open 

destination. The Lut Desert is one of the Destination of desert ecotourism and the number of 

tourists is increased in the recent years. 

Table 5-10. Number of visitor in Lut Desert (ICHHTO) 

Nationality 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Iranian tourist 55000 61000 68000 75000 

Foreign tourist 1850 2100 2200 2450 

 

The most important characteristics of the region in appealing tourists are entrance of tourist with 

higher economic status, enthusiasm of the local people to tourism development and their 

participation in tourism affairs. Interests of the government in the region and approval of Shahdad 

Sample zone for tourism development affairs, existence of the basic infrastructures for investment 

in the region, presence of investors in private sector for participation in tourism development, and 

ecotourism activities of the region are others characteristic of tourism sector of this region. 

The most important capabilities of tourism in the region for both internal and foreign tourists are 

including:  

1. Visiting one of the hottest spots of the earth planet (Gandom Beryan);  

2. Passing across the legendary of Lut Desert;  

3. Presence of rural landscapes around the desert;  

4. Familiarization with lives of nomadic people and their livelihood;  

5. Night staying in desert and observing beautiful sky with the plethora of observable stars.  

The tourists coming to the area arrive often from the path of Kerman- Mahan-Sirch- Shahdad-

Gandom Beryan. There is an international airport in Kerman City. Hence, many tourism facilities 

such as hotels, hostels, guesthouses, and camps have been incorporated along the path of Kerman, 

Mahan, and Shahdad. A desert tourism camp is active in marginal areas of Shahdad in the recent 

years. The camp was established by the Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization 

of Kerman for internal and foreign tourists. Many beautiful cottages were created from local 
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materials mainly leaves of dates. The camps have toilets, water and electricity and are secured and 

protected in daytime and nighttime by the relevant persons. The road to the camp is about 25 km 

from Shahdad and the tourists must pass a distance of 15 km along the Shahdad-Nehbandan road 

of north direction and then a 10 km distance to arrive it.  

The project of repairing the caravanserai of Shafiabad is performed in the Shafiabad Village. This 

is the nearest village to the desert camp of Shahdad. This is a service recreational complex for 

national and international functionality. The service and residence facilities of the region for 

staying at night are similar to those in the camp. The villages near the yardangs are interested in 

renting their domiciles and services to the tourists. The nearest formal residence facilities for 

staying are the hotels, guest houses, banking possibilities and gas stations in Kerman City.  

 

Table 5-11. The facilities for staying in the region in rural areas, villages, and counties in the vicinity of Lut Desert  

 

No. position 
Number of 

hotels 

Number of 

guest houses 

Number of 

rural houses 

Capacity 

(number of 

people) 

Facilities for 

staying at night 

1 Kerman 5 stars (1) 

3 stars (2) 

2 stars (6) 

1 star (1) 

First degree (9) 

Second degree (2) 

Third degree (2) 

Don’t have 1854 people Classic room, suite, 

restaurant, shower, 

warm water service, 

telephone, refrigerator, 

Water Closet (WC) 

2 Jushan 

Region 

 

NA NA Nomadic 

homes 

200 to 300 people cottage, WC 

3 Shahdad NA NA Camp and 

complex of 

municipality 

Camp (210 people) 

complex (20 people) 

35 bowers, a 

conference hall, one 

amphitheater, two 

WCs, powerful 

flashlights, kitchens 

 

4 Sirch NA NA Camp 40 people Suite, restaurant, 

shower, warm water 

service, telephone, 

refrigerator, WC 

 

5 Pashuiyeh 

Village 

 

NA NA 5 rural houses 30 people Bed room and WC 
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Table 5-12. Service facilities and possibilities of the region  

No. Position Sport facilities 
Sanitation 

services 

Number of 

health centers 

Financial facilities 

and banking 

1 Shahdad NA Shower and WC 1 NA 

2 Pashuiyeh Village NA Shower and WC NA NA 

3 Anduhjerd Well equipped Shower and WC 1 equipped 

4 Sirch NA Shower and WC 1  

5 Jushan Well equipped Shower and WC 1 equipped 

6 Keshit NA Well equipped 1 NA 

7 Sekonj NA Well equipped 1 NA 

8 Zibatappeh NA Well equipped NA NA 

 

Table 5-13. Gas stations 

No. Rural, village, county Number of gas stations 

1 Shahdad County 2 

2 Kerman County 11 

3 Mahan City 1 

4 Golbaft City 1 

 

 

Figure 5-14. Photo of Dehseyf camp in western margin of Lut Desert (photo by, Jafar Sabouri) 
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5.i. Policies and programs related to the presentation and promotion 

of the property  

The most important Policies, programs, principles and objectives for presentation and promotion 

of the property are:  

 Recognition of social values of deserts to develop a desert conscience and a better 

understanding of its benefits;  

 Protecting deserts against risks such as storms, erosion, flood, fire and so on;  

 Enhancing the knowledge and awareness of the audience through mass media; 

 Compiling a multilingual guide containing introduction of the different landforms and 

places in Lut Desert 

 Publishing scientific researches and books from different aspect of Lut desert in terms of 

outstanding universal values 

 Establishing a comprehensive databank from different landforms and all physical and 

human geography characteristic of nominated property 

The policies for recognition and promotion of the nominated property are presented by Forests, 

Range and Watershed Management Organization, Iranian Department of Environment, Cultural 

Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization, and Base of Lut Desert. Institute of Geography 

of University of Tehran, and other related universities and research Center collect the books, 

posters, and papers related to different aspects of Lut Desert. All the policy making of the 

organizations is aimed at improvement of management and conservation of the region to introduce 

the area as world natural heritage.  
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Table 5-14. The predicted policy making for development of Lut Desert  

policy making Organization in charge Objective 

Creation of guide tableaus and special 

signs for key aims  
Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism Organization  

Special information site about key 

properties of the region  

Creation of tourism information center 

in Shafiabad and giving the data to 

other tourism centers  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism Organization 

Presentation of the information that 

can introduce the nominated property 

as a world heritage,  

Presentation of special specifications 

of the property for tourists  

Creation of booklets for education and 

guidance of tours  
Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism Organization 

Training the tour guides to provide 

more information for tourists  

Comprehensive summary of the 

values of world heritage, ecology, 

geo-diversity,  

Presentation of the information in 

booklets and textbooks of schools  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism Organization and Forests, 

Range and Watershed Management 

Organization 

Making the public aware of the 

importance of the world heritage  

Recognition of a variety of 

international signs for installation 
Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism Organization 

Development of tourism facilities and 

enhance the experience of the visitors 

Creation of equipments to elicit the 

comments and suggestions of the 

visitors for improved management  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism Organization 

Assessment of the visitors feedback 

and experiences  

Creation of a suitable solution for 

international marketing  
Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism Organization 

Increase of national capital by 

introducing the Lut Desert as a 

tourism destination  

Installation of sensors and research 

stations in specified areas of Lut 

Desert  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism Organization and Forests, 

Range and Watershed Management 

Organization 

Increase of information about the 

region and modern solutions based on 

the information  

Documentaries, movies, and researches 

about Lut Desert  
Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism Organization and Institute of 

Geography of University of Tehran 

Increase of information on the region 

and taking better solutions based on 

the information  

Variety of facilities such as hotels, 

camps, transportation in entrance 

routes  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism Organization and NGOs  

Providing the tourists with secure and 

well equipped facilities for 

convenience  

Warning systems  Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism Organization 

Tourism development in Lut Desert  

Introducing the wild life refuge of 

Darband Ravar and Hunting 

Prohibited area of Bolbolab  

Iranian Department of Environment Enhancement of the public awareness 

about the protected areas  

Development of education centers and 

training human resources  
Academic centers  Preparing the conditions to provide 

require human forces  
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 5.j. Staffing levels (professional, technical, maintenance)  

The Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization has founded a base in Shafiabad in 

order to obtain sustainable tourism development and integrated management of Lut Desert. The 

administration of the base is by three organizations of Forests, Range and Watershed Management 

Organization, Iranian Department of Environment, and Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism Organization. The decisions in the base are made by the steering committee consisted of 

the agents of stakeholders and research centers. The organizational chart of the committee is 

presented in Table 5-15. Totally, 20 employees are working in the base.  

 

Table 5-15. The employees of office of cultural heritage organizations Shafiabad Castle 

Positions Number 

Director of Base 1person 

Deputy of Director of Base 2 person 

ICHHTO Protection Guard 5 person 

Driver 3 person 

Tourism Management 2 person 

Forests, Range and Watershed Management Expert 1 person 

Iranian Department of Environment Expert 1 person 

Lut Desert Guide 3 person 

Administrative and Financial Affaires 2 person 
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Yardangs (Kalut) in west of Lut Desert (Aerial Photo, 1968, National Cartographic Center of Iran)  
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6  Monitoring   

6.a. Key indicators for measuring state of conservation  

Lut Desert is one of the unique deserts of the world in terms of presence of outstanding and 

superlative features and phenomena. It is nominated for inscription in the World Heritage List 

based on criteria vii and viii. The highest yardangs of the world, the highest nebkhas of the 

world and also the hottest point of the earth are features found in this Lut desert. Moreover, 

evolution of Quaternary landforms in Lut Desert indicates history of geologic and geomorphic 

evolutions.  

Many studies have been conducted about Lut Desert in academic centers (including Institute 

of Geography, University of Tehran) since 1968. In the studies of the Institute of Geography, 

the Lut Desert was studied in many different fields. In the studies, geomorphology, geology, 

soil, archeology, vegetation and animal life, and historical and human geography of Lut Desert 

were investigated. Furthermore, climatic conditions of the area, including the parameters of 

temperature, precipitation, humidity, evaporation, and wind, are continuously being monitored 

in the climatic stations including Shahdad, Bam, Nosratabad, and the nearest to the nominated 

place Ziaratgah Seyf. In order to increase the monitoring of the tourists’ activities in different 

areas of the buffer zone, to explore and identify the climatic characteristics and climate 

changes, and to identify the processes effective on initiation and evolution of the features in 

Lut Desert, it is essential to have regular and consecutive monitoring of the area for 

conservation purposes.  

The continuous monitoring of the Lut Desert is mainly concentrated upon management, 

geomorphologic, geologic, ecologic diversity, climatology, environment quality, tourism, and 

hazards perspectives.  
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i) management monitoring  

In order to achieve the management objectives in Lut Desert, it is necessary to carry out 

management monitoring in the area. Hence, some indices have been considered to measure 

management of conservation state of Lut Desert (Table 6-1).  

ii) tourism monitoring  

This is comprehensive monitoring of the number of visitors, tours, tourism services, facilities, 

and physical and biological impacts of the visitors.  

iii) Monitoring geologic and geomorphologic processes  

This is monitoring of the changes in landforms and surrounding environment. The changes of 

landforms are under permanent monitoring including general landforms and their development 

conditions, the components of the main landforms and their physical processes, and their 

relationship with the formative processes.  

iv) Monitoring climatologic processes and environmental quality  

Given that the hottest point of the earth is in Lut Desert and that many of the landforms in the 

desert are directly affected and developed via atmospheric agents, monitoring of climate and 

climate changes are the main programs. Monitoring of quality of water resources and 

environment pollution are the other programs.  

v) Monitoring ecological processes and biodiversity  

In spite of the lack of life in many parts of Lut Desert and the minimum vegetation with low 

biodiversity this desert needs to be monitored from the aspects of biologic processes and 

biodiversity. This involves the comprehensive monitoring of the integrity of the ecosystem, 

ecological state of biodiversity, and the other issues related to ecological processes.  

vi) Monitoring natural disasters  

This involves observation, control and response to emergency incidents. This is key monitoring 

of flooding, storms, and fires.  
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Table 6-1. Proposed indicators for monitoring the state of conservation of Lut Desert  

Organization in charge Period Indicator 

Management monitoring 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization  
Once in 5 years  Planning, management, and 

supervising the rules; and updating 

the policy making  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization,  

And the Organization of Forests, Range and 

Watershed Management  

Once a year  Annual meetings on the way of 

monitoring  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization  

And the Organization of Forests, Range and 

Watershed Management 

Monthly Supervision on the conditions of the 

buffer zone according to the rules of 

buffer protection  

Institute of Geography in University of Tehran  Seasonally Registration of research activities  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 

Monthly State of villages and changes 

Ministry of Interior, and Statistics Center of Iran  Once in 5 years  Population in the region  

the Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed 

Management 
Once a year  Registration of land use changes on 

nebkha lands  

Tourism monitoring 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
Once a year Inspection of the tourism paths of the 

region  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
Once a year Updated tourism project  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
2 times per year Inspection of guides tableaus  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
2 times per year Monitoring of tourism services and 

facilities in the region  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
Monthly report to the 

related organization and 

annual examination by 

the organization  

Registering the number of daily 

visitors and the performed activities  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization  
2 times per year  Monitoring of the quick access of the 

tourists to the services provided by 

the experts, guides, and the wards; 

assessment of the quality of services  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
Once in 6 months Monitoring the number and the 

characteristics of Iranian or foreign 

visitors, by age and gender, in details  

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 

 

Annually 

 

Survey of archeological and historical 

sites  
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Organization in charge Period Indicator 

Ministry of Health and Medicine  Monthly  Exploring the health conditions and 

the public health in the region  

Monitoring of geological and geomorphic process 

Institute of Geography in University of Tehran  Once a year  Nebkhas  

Institute of Geography in University of Tehran  Once in 2 years Yardangs and Shur River  

Institute of Geography in University of Tehran  Once in 3 years Gandom Beryan  

Institute of Geography in University of Tehran  Once in 5 years Hamada and Shurgaz-e Hamun 

(Playa)  

Institute of Geography in University of Tehran  Once in 5 years Rig-e Yallan, central rig, and 

southern rig  

Monitoring of climatologic process and Environmental quality 

The constant stations of Iran Meteorological 

Organization  
Daily  Monitoring of climatic parameters in 

constant stations of the region  

Regional Office of Water Management as the agent 

of Ministry of Power  
Once a year  Management of water resources for 

tourists  

the Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed 

Management 
Once in 2 years Properties of the soils of the region  

Regional Office of Water Management as the agent 

of Ministry of Power  
Once a year  Qualitative and quantitative 

assessment of surface and ground 

water resources of the region  

Research center by the collaboration of the 

meteorological organization  
Once a year  Measurement of climatic elements in 

center of Lut Desert by creating 

meteorological stations for 

monitoring the hottest spot of the 

earth  

Monitoring of ecological processes and biodiversity  

the Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed 

Management 
Once a year  Annual and multiannual monitoring 

of vegetation  

the Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed 

Management 
Once a year  Plant species of nebkha lands  

Iranian Department of Environment  Once a year  Monitoring of animal life  

Monitoring of natural disasters 

the Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed 

Management 
Monthly report to the 

related organization  

Fires in nebkha lands  

Regional Office of Water Management as the agent 

of Ministry of Energy 
Monthly report to the 

related organization 

Accidental flooding in Shur River  

Iranian Meteorological Organization  Daily  Registration of storms  
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It is noteworthy that the Base of Lut Desert and its integrated management supervise all the 

organizations involved in the monitoring of Lut Desert.  

For a more precise monitoring of the conservation state of Lut Desert, the Base of Lut Desert 

is going to establish a comprehensive system of event registration in different sites of the 

region. In the system, each of the related organizations are required to register the details of the 

events in their realm of jurisdiction. For example, occurrence of dust and sand storms and 

accidental floods of Shur River in the specified period shall be registered by the organization 

in charge. The information to be registered are: time and place of the event and the 

environmental circumstances. In addition, continuous monitoring of the key indicators will be 

executed.  

 

 

Figure 6-1. Nebkhas as one of the key indicators to measure the state of conservation in Lut Desert 

(photo by, Saeed Negahban) 
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The office of the Lut Base located in Shafiabad seeks to conduct comprehensive and thorough 

researches about the climatic, geomorphic and ecologic parameters in order to monitor and 

protect Lut Desert. Production of databases and regular monitoring of the region are other 

programs of the office.  

Many types of reference areas have been selected for monitoring the Lut Desert. Some of the 

reference areas are far from the access of any tourists and considered as the base monitoring 

sites of Lut Desert. In some other reference areas the tourists can easily walk around.  

6. b. Administrative arrangements for monitoring of the nominated 

property  

As the Iranian Department of Environment, the Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization, and Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed Management are responsible 

for monitoring and management of Lut Desert, these organizations are in the head of the affairs 

in conservation, management and monitoring of the nominated property. Hence, a base is 

established in Shafiabad, (25 km North West of Shahdad) to conserve and monitor the property. 

The base conducts the integrated management of the property. The organization in charge of 

management have initiated a comprehensive and integrated monitoring system by collaboration 

of a wide range of organizations and related executive institutes in order to ensure competent 

long term conservation and optimized management of the area. For example, the Organization 

of Forests, Range and Watershed Management is responsible for monitoring of ownership 

management in national lands, protection of the lands out of the protected areas, assignment 

and exploitation, investigation and implementation of rangeland management projects, 

dedesertification, and watershed management. The Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism the Organization is also responsible for monitoring of tourism, cultural heritage and 

other related affairs. The Iranian Department of Environment is also responsible for monitoring 

and conservation of the protected areas in borders of the nominated property and the buffer 

zone. Furthermore, some research and academic institutes and other stakeholders are 

collaborating with the base in the monitoring of Lut Desert.  
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Table 6-2. Administrative departments responsible for monitoring 

NO The organization in charge 
Contact details 

Contact number Address 

1 Bases office of  ICHHTO  
+982166059000-

+982166084577 
Tehran, Azadi St. Rudaki St.  

 

2 

Organization of Forests, Range 

and Watershed Management 
+982122446508 Tehran, Artesh Highway, Minicity St.  

 

3 

Iranian Department of 

Environment 
+982142781889 

Tehran, Hakim Highway, Sheykh Fazlollah 

Highway, Park of Tabiat-e Pardisan  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6-2. Organizational chart of monitoring of Lut Desert 

 

 

 

The base of Lut Desert has an organizational chart, which encompasses and carries out all daily 

activities in order to preserve Lut area with regard to problems involved with tourism activities 

and other interventions such as developments and so on. Considering the large scale of Lut area 

and the wide range of topics to be monitored, it is required that several and various research 

teams including institutes and universities carry out researches which are requested and 
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suggested by the base and the Director of base. These researches include short, mid and long 

terms monitoring activities carried out via different scientific methods and tools and finally 

represent the results to Lut station to be handed out to steering committee and also considered 

in comprehensive rural and urban planning in the area. 

Following institutes, Faculty and organization are in close contact and collaboration with 

Base of The Lut Desert for implementation of monitoring programs. 

 Institute of Geography, University of Tehran 

 Geological Survey of Iran 

 Faculty of Desert Studies, Semnan University 

 International Desert Research Center, University of Tehran 

 School of Natural Resources and Desert Studies, University of Yazd 

 Faculty of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Desert Studies, University of Ardakan 

6.c. Results of previous reports  

The previous reports were not carried out in the framework of management of the property. 

However, the reports provided useful backgrounds for assessment of the nominated property.  

 

Table 6-3. Previous reports related to Lut Desert  

Year Kind of report Level 

2011 IUCN. World Heritage Desert Landscapes. Global 

1968- 1973 Institute of Geography, University of Tehran Lut Desert 

 

Universities and research centers carried out several studies about Lut Desert and the 

surrounding areas called Dasht-e Lut. Many other studies are now being done in the institutes. 

All these studies mainly contribute to recognition of Lut Desert and conservation of the 

property. They have been conducted in three periods: in the first period, the foreign travelers 

and scientists had journeys in late 19th century and early 20th century to the region by different 
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purposes and their reports can be useful. The report often published after the early 19th century. 

The first traveler was a Venetian merchant, Marko Polo, who passed northern Lut Desert. In 

the middle of the 19th century, an English ambassador, Abott, published the results of his 

observations in Lut in the Journal of English Association of Geographers. Then, other travelers 

including Tomaschek and Khanikov (1858) from Russia, Potlinger, Christie, Goldsmid (1872), 

Mac Gregor (1875), Galindo (1886), Sykes (1901) from England, Seven Hedin (1906), and 

Stratil Sauer (1933) all passed across the Lut Desert or its surrounding areas and wrote reports 

and descriptions about this desert. The most important report among the others may be the 

quotes of A. Gabriel in 1928, 1933, and 1937 about desert areas of Iran, particularly Lut Desert 

(Mostofi, 1969). The reason for the paucity of researches about Lut is that there was no 

thorough information about the interior areas of Iran until 1955, when the aerial photos at scale 

of 1:55000 were taken from the entire the country. Following the issue of the aerial photos, 

interesting matters were identified about internal state of Iran. Topographic maps were depicted 

based on the data. Other than the reports of the Iranian and foreign travelers about this desert, 

the Institute of Geography, in University of Tehran, in 1968 conducted different studies in the 

fields of geology, geomorphology, pedology, botany and zoology, archeology, climatology, 

and historical geography. The institute publishes the reports of the studies. Some of the studies 

of the institute are the researches carried out by a French group with collaboration of the 

Institute of Geography, University of Tehran, headed by Ahmad Mostofi. The works of the 

collaborated group is comprehensive research about Lut Desert (Mostofi, 1969). The reports 

of the missions were published in the years from 1968 to 1978 by the Institute of Geography. 

In addition, the geology report of Lut Desert was written by George Konrad and Gaklin Konrad. 

The report was translated and published by Mahmoudi. Moreover, the reports entitled Lut-e 

Zangiahmad, Sample of Soils of Shahdad, Water Networks of Lut Plain, Lut Fauna, and 

Geologic Issues of Lut published by Mostofi (1969), Kardavani (1971), Mahmoudi (1975), 

Balouch (1976), and Motamed (1988), respectively. Figure 4-2 indicates the transportation 

routes passed by foreign travelers across Lut Desert.  
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Figure 6-3. The routes passed by travelers and researchers from Lut Desert  

(Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Figure 6-4. Research group of Institute of Geography and University of Sorbonne and C.N.R.S, 1968-1973 

(photo from the archive of the Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Figure 6-5. The report of Institute of 

Geography about geology and stone crafts 

of Lut Desert (1974) 

 

 

Figure 6-6. The report of Institute of 

Geography about soil, water, vegetation, 

and agriculture in Lut Desert (1975)  
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Figure 6-7. The report of Institute of 

Geography about soil samples of Shahdad, 

west Lut (1971) 

 

 

Figure 6-8. The report of Institute of 

Geography about physical problems of Lut 

Desert (1971) 
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Figure 6-9. The report of Institute of 

Geography about soils of southern Lut 

and drainage network of Lut Desert 

(1970) 

 

 

Figure 6-10: the report of Institute of 

Geography about southern Lut or Lut-e 

Zangiahmad (1974) 
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Figure 6-11. The report of Institute of 

Geography about the villages in the Lut 

Desert (1978) 

 

 

Figure 6-12. The report of Institute of 

Geography about the villages in 

marginal areas of Lut Desert (1970) 
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Figure 6-13. The report of Institute of Geography about historical 

geography of Lut Desert (1972)  
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Figure 6-14. A picture of the dreamy city of Lut (Shahr-e Khialy-ye Lut) in 1968-1973 

 (photo from the archive of the Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

 

 
Figure 6-15. A picture of the dreamy city of Lut 

 (Shahr-e Khialy-ye Lut) in 2008 (photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Figure 6-16. A picture of egg-shaped yardangs in 1968-1973  

(photo from the archive of the Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

 
Figure 6-17. A picture of egg-shaped yardangs in 2008 (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 6-18. Picture of the yardangs in the vicinity of Dehseyf Camp in the west of Lut 

 in 1968-1973 (photo from the archive of the Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

 
Figure 6-19. Picture of the yardangs in the vicinity of Dehseyf Camp in the west of  

Lut in 2009 (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 6-20. Picture of the northwest part of yardangs in 1968-1973  

(photo from the archive of the Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

 

 
Figure 6-21. Picture of the northwest part of yardangs in 2009 (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 6-22. Barchans in the west of Lut Desert in 1968-1973  

(photo from the archive of the Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

 

 
Figure 6-23. Barchans in the west of Lut Desert in 2009  

(photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 6-24. Nebkhas of the west of Lut Desert in 1968-1973  

(photo from the archive of the Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

 
Figure 6-25. Nebkhas of the west of Lut Desert in 2009 (photo by, Mehran Maghsoudi) 
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Figure 6-26. A picture of Theodore Monod; he was writing diaries and reports about the 

observations in Lut Desert, 1968-1973 (photo from the archive of the Institute of 

Geography, University of Tehran) 

 
Figure 6-27. A picture of the research group in Rig-e Lut in 1968-1973 (photo from the 

archive of the Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Figure 2-28. Spectacular 

Sand dunes in Yallan 

Sand Sea (Aerial Photo, 

1968, National 

Cartographic Center of 

Iran) 

 

 

Figure 2-29. Stare dunes 

in Yallan Sand Sea  

(Aerial Photo, 1968, 

National Cartographic 

Center of Iran)  
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Calligonum amoenum Yallan Sand Sea (Photo by, Ahmad Ronaghi) 
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7  Documentation  

 

7.a. Photographs, slides, image inventory and authorization table 

and other audiovisual materials 

i) Electronic picture album 

Includes more than 50 pictures of the nominated properties, which can 

be shown in the website in jpg format at a minimum of 300 dpi resolution. 

 

ii) Video disc 

DVD，documentary films about Lut Desert (see Attachments) 

 

Table 7-1 Photographs, slides, image inventory and authorization table and other audiovisual materials 

Id. No 1 2 

Format (slide/ print/ video) Electronic format photo 

album, 300 dpi, Jpeg format 

documentary films about  

Lut Desert 

Caption Lut Desert Lut Desert 

Date of Photo (mo/yr) 2005-2013 2013-2014 

Photographer/Director of the video The department for preparation 

of World Heritage dossier 

 

The department for preparation 

of World Heritage dossier 

Copyright owner (if different than 

photographer/director of video) 

The department for preparation 

of World Heritage dossier 

The department for preparation 

of World Heritage dossier 

Contact details of copyright owner 

(Name, address, tel/fax, and e-

mail) 

Kushk, no.31, Taghavi Street, 

Ferdowsi Avenue, Tehran, Iran, 

Tel/fax: (+98) 21 – 66728894 

 

Kushk, no.31, Taghavi Street, 

Ferdowsi Avenue, Tehran, Iran, 

Tel/fax: (+98) 21 – 66728894 

 

Non exclusive cession of rights Authorized Authorized 
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7.b. Text relating to protective designation, copies of property 

management plans or documented management systems and 

extracts of other plans relevant to the property 

In the fifth chapter of this document the management framework of Lut Desert is 

discussed. The long, mid and short term programs which mainly focus on conservation and 

presentation of special values of Lut Desert are as follows: 

7.b.1. Long Term Plans (ten years) 

The main goal of this management plan is to improve conservation and sustainable 

development in Lut Desert to protect the outstanding values of the nominated property and 

promote tourism to meet the national and international requirements via conservation, 

management, and making a foundation to help the present and future generations. In fact, the 

main objectives of the plan are:  

A. Formulation of policies and priorities;  

B. Formulation of conservation, management, monitoring, and research projects and plans 

to achieve relative sustainability of ecology and balanced development of tourism 

industry.  

The long-term plan includes:  

Research and education plan  

1. Improvement of educational quality, education system, and also increasing capacity in 

this field via:  

a) Establishing higher education centers in the region to train expert human 

resources;  

b) Increasing the relations with international universities and institutions in order to 

upgrade management, conservation, and tourism development methods and 

strategies.  

2. Execution of education and research plans in various scales;  

3. Holding educational workshops with the participation of universities and scientific 

institutes in the fields of conservation and researches about Lut Desert;  
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4. Development of international collaboration and participation about basic inquiries in 

different research field on Lut Desert;  

5. Execution of long-term research projects to better recognize geomorphologic, geologic, 

climatologic, ecologic, tourism, and archeological characteristics of Lut Desert.  

Conservation plan  

This plan is including:  

1. Improvement in the quality of monitoring of the nominated property;  

2. Improvement in quality of conservation of Lut Desert. This is in order to conserve and 

improve health of Lut ecosystem through proper land use methods, protection of the 

property against fires, flooding, and tourists by taking modern management methods 

and cooperating with local communities in principles of joint management of Lut;  

3. Encouragement of NGOs in applying the regulations relevant to protection of the 

property;  

4. Updating security system;  

5. Attempts to continue the activities workshops about conservation.  

 Tourism Management, Presentation plan  

This plan includes:  

1. Research and supervision upon the events related to knowledge, culture, society, and 

tourism in Lut Desert;  

2. Identification of exact potentials of the region emphasizing geo-tourism;  

3. Creation of necessary infrastructures for development of tourism industry as bearing in 

mind the natural characteristics of the region and emphasizing the conservation and 

education.  

7.b.2. Mid-term plan (5 years) 

Research and education plan  

1. Training experts in the fields of Lut Desert and tourism in the region;  

2. Short term education classes to augment the knowledge of the practitioners;  
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3. Holding educational workshops to enhance knowledge and awareness of the 

participants working in the office of the property administration;  

4. Conduction of expert field studies to recognize the characteristics of Lut Desert, in 

details, by cooperation with internal and foreign academic and research centers.  

5. Establishment of a constant station to measure the climatic parameters including 

temperature, precipitation and so on;  

6. Improvement of research reports and promotion of collaboration with universities and 

researches institute;  

7. Implementation of the second phase of creating geo-referenced geodatabase containing 

aerial photos, satellite images, and maps (at scale 1:25000) as well as initiation of a 

Geographical Information System (GIS) to prepare appropriate working projects in the 

region.  

Table 7-2. Field researches for recognitions of Lut Desert  

Variety of field researches in Lut Desert NO 

Systematic field research about Shur River and its changes  1 

Field research to understand the pluvial paleolakes  1 

Field research about the hottest spot of the earth in Lut Desert and establishment of a constant 

station  
3 

Field research to identify the plant species of nebkhas  4 

Field research about the origins of nebkhas in the western margin of Lut  5 

Research about the rate of movement of the sand masses in Lut  6 

Research about morphometry and morphogenesis of yardangs and nebkhas  7 

Field research about the origin of Rig-e Yallan and morphodynamic processes effective in its 

evolution  
8 

Paleo-studies on old portions of Rig-e Yallan  9 

Field research on exact morphometry of Rig-e Yallan and morphology of existing sand dune types  10 

Morphometry and recognition of morphology and origins of yardangs in Lut Desert  11 

Field research on the flora and fauna in Lut Desert  12 

Research on the history and archeology of Lut Desert  13 

Research on potentials and capacities of tourism in Lut Desert  14 

Researches in natural hazards in Lut Desert  15 
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Conservation plan  

1. Identification of landforms and sensitive natural features in Lut Desert;  

2. Regular and continuous supervision upon the execution of the existing regulations 

about the nominated property;  

3. Monitoring drainage network and behaviors of the ephemeral and perennial rivers of 

the region;  

4. Monitoring the circumstance of the buffer zone adhering the regulations relevant to 

protection of buffer zone;  

5. Specifying the precise paths of tourism for efficient protection and control of the tours;  

6. Establishment of comprehensive system of recording the events in different sites of Lut 

Desert;  

7. Planning, management, and supervising the rules; and updating the policy of 

conservation 

8. Registration and monitoring of land use changes on nebkha lands  

 

Tourism Management, Presentation plan  

1. Holding local, national, and international exhibitions;  

2. Holding tours in the region with scientific purposes;  

3. Improvement of services and facilities for tourists;  

4. Organizing and running of database of the visitors and the conducted activities;  

5. Creation of an electronic bilingual guidance system;  

6. Making documentaries and films of Lut Desert;  

7. Creation of communication service by Mobile GIS.  

7.b.3. Short term plan (2 years)  

Research and educational plan:  

1. Holding professional sessions concerning environmental, conservation, and tourism 

characteristics of Lut Desert by collaboration with universities and academic centers;  
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2. Holding expert and professional workshops about new methods of protection and 

management;  

3. Evaluation and capacity analysis of geo-sites of the region by the existing models and 

tailoring them to meet the local needs;  

4. Monitoring of landforms by aerial photos and satellite images;  

5. Creation of the first phase of a geo-referenced geodatabase containing aerial photos, 

satellite images, and maps (at scale 1:25000) as well as creation of GIS in the borders 

of the property.  

6. Holding of workshops.  

Conservation plan  

This includes:  

1. Installation of warning guides and clear illustrations for visitors in order to follow the 

regulations;  

2. Identifications of the areas of high sensitivity in the nominated property and 

compilation of traffic regulations in the region;  

3. Identification and monitoring the hazards effective on the present features in areas of 

property and buffer zone;  

4. Qualitative and quantitative assessment of the soil and water;  

5. Regular monitoring.  

 

Tourism Management, Presentation plan  

1. Presentation and publication of specified brochures and guidance books to introduce 

the sites;  

2. Design of tourism paths based on the studies and evaluation of geo-sites;  

3. Establishment of Lut Desert website;  

4. Installation of boxes for comments and suggestions in tourism paths;  

5. Initiation of one day local tours;  

6. Providing tourism facilities;  

7. Public education and awareness by mass media;  

8. Gathering information relevant to the tourists;  

9. Health facilities of the region.  
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7.c. From and date of most recent records or inventory of property 

Table 7-3. Data inventories and archives relevant to the Lut Desert 

Type of Record Depository were kept Brief Description 

Archaeological inventories Iran Cultural Heritage, 

Handicrafts and Tourism 

Organization 

Location and object data for 
recorded archaeological and 

national heritage material 

Management plane and other 

related document 

Base of Lut Desert  

Climate information Iran Meteorological Organization 

and Iran Water Research 

Management Company 

Weather information from 
national recording stations;  

 

Population & household numbers Statistical Center of Iran Decadal information on 
population numbers and 

household structures 

Visitor Numbers Iran Cultural Heritage, 

Handicrafts and Tourism 

Organization 

General information on tourism 
numbers 

Water and discharge 

information 

 

Iran Water Research Management 

Company 

Water quality, geohydrology and 
surface hydrology information, 
flood information 

National infrastructure Ministry of Housing and Urban 

Development (Iran) 

Roads, structures and 
development plan  

Base map and aerial photo National Cartographic Center of 

Iran 

And National Geography 

Organization 

Aerial photography,  topographic 
maps and geodetic data  

Geographical Names  Iranian Committee for the 

Standardization of Geographical 

Names 

Coordinate, Transcription, 
Transliteration and other 
characteristic of Genomes  

Geological inventories Geological Survey of Iran Geological maps, recorded 
mineral resources, geological 

exploration and research reports 

Geography and Environmental 

inventories 

Institute of Geography, University 

of Tehran and other researches 

Centers and universities 

Geomorphology maps, 
climatology maps and climate 
interpretation, fauna and flora and 

human geography 
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7.d. Address where inventory, records and archives are held 

 

 
Institute of Geography, University of Tehran 

Azin Alley, Vesal St. Enghelab St. Tehran, Iran 

E-mail: maghsoud@ut.ac.ir 

Tel: (+98) 21- 61112902  

Fax: (+98) 21- 61113681  

 

The department for preparation of World Heritage dossier 

Kushk, no.31, Taghavi Street, Ferdowsi Avenue, Tehran, Iran, 

Tel/fax: (+98) 21 – 66728894 
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Salt crust in Lut Desert (Photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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Vegetation cover in west of Lut Desert (Photo by, Alireza Amrikazemi) 
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I. Geographical Names of Lut Desert 

 

Table I-1. Geographical names of Lut Desert (Iranian Committee on the Standardization of Geographical Names) 

Persian 

Name 
Feature type Transcription Transliteration English name 

Mountain Kuh-e Aba کوه ابارق ̄ragh Kūh-e Aba ̄ragh Abaragh Mounain 

 Village Abāreq Abāreq Abareq ابارق

Village Abbāsābād Abba عباس اباد ̄sa ̄ba ̄d Abbasabad 

 Village Abbāsābād-e عباس آباد کالب

Kalab 
Abba ̄sa ̄ba ̄d-e Kalab Abbasabad-e Kalab 

Village Abdolābād Abdola عبدل آباد ̄ba ̄d Abdolabad 

 Mountain Kuh-e Abdollāhi Kuh-e Abdollāhi کوه عبدالهی
Abdollahi 

Mountain 

 Mountain Āb-e Šur Āb-e Shūr Ab-e Shur آب شور

 River Āb-e Šur Āb-e Shūr Ab-e Shur آب شور

 Mountain Āb-e Yalān Āb-e Yalān Ab-e Yalan آب یالن

 Spring Ābgarm Ābgarm Abgarm آب گرم

 Mountain Ābgarm Ābgarm Abgarm آبگرم

 Spring Ābkeriku Ābkeriku Abkeriku آب کریکو

Spring Ābxarān Ābkhara آب خران ̄n Abkharan 

 Spring Āblisun Āblisun Ablisun آب لیسون

 Spring Ābpikun Ābpikun Abpikun آب پیکون

 Mountain Ābšur-e Nask Ābshūr-e Nask Abshur-e Nask آبشور نسک

 River Afrāz Afrāz Afraz افراز

Village Āqc آغچه ̌eh Āghcheh Aghcheh 

 Mountain Kuh-e Āhan Kuh-e Āhan Āhan Mountain کوه آهن

Village Ahmadābād Aḩmada احمد آباد ̄bād Ahmadabad 

 Spring Ahmadi Aḩmadi Ahmadi احمدی

 Village Akbarābād Akbarābād Akbarabad اکبرآباد

 Mountain Āxori Ākhori Akhori آخوری

 Mountain Alamdāri Alamdāri Alamdari علمداری

 Village Aliābād Aliābād Aliabad علی آباد

 Village Alire'is 'Alire'is Alireis علی رئیس
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Persian 

Name 
Feature type Transcription Transliteration English name 

Village Allāhābād Alla اهلل آباد ̄ha ̄ba ̄d Allahabad 

 Village Alvand Alvand Alvand وندال

 Village Amirābād Amirābād Amirabad امیرآباد

 Mountain Amrollā Amrollā Amrolla امراله

 Village Anārestān Anārestān Anarestan انارستان

Anba ̄r River Anba ̄r  Anbar River 

 River Anduhjerd Andūhjerd Anduhjerd اندوهجرد

 City Anduhjerd Andūhjerd Anduhjerd اندوهجرد

 Mountain Anjiri Anjiri Anjiri انجیری

 Mountain Anjirkuh Anjirkūh Anjirkuh انجیرکوه

 River Rud-e Āomār Rūd-e Āomār Aomar River رود اومار

Village Arbābād 'Arba ارباباد ̄bād Arbabad 

 Mountain Arengu Arengū Arengu ارنگو

Village Ātaškade-ye Soflā Ātashkadeh-ye Sofla تشکده سفلیآ ̄ 
Atashkadeh-ye 

Sofla 

Village Ātaškade-ye Olyā Ātashkade-ye Olya آتشکده علیا ̄ Atashkade-ye Olya 

 Mountain Avazi 'Avaẕi Avazi عوضی

Village Bāq-e Hutk Ba باغ هوتک ̄gh-e Hūtk Baagh-e Hutk 

 Village Bābāgol Bābāgol Babagol باباگل

 Mountain Bābāgol Bābāgol Babagol باباگل

 River Bābbidu'iye Babbidu'iye Babbiduiye بابیدوئیه

Village Bābbidu'iye Ba بابیدوئیه ̄bbidū'iyeh Babbiduiyeh 

 Village Bābdarāz Bābdarāz Babdaraz باب دراز

Village Bābini Ba بابینی ̄bini Ba ̄bini 

Village Bābšemil Ba باب شمیل ̄bshemil Babshemil 

Village Bābtāhune Ba باب طاحونه ̄bţāḩūneh Babtahune 

Village Bābtorš Ba باب ترش ̄btorsh Babtorsh 

River Bābtorš Ba باب ترش ̄btorsh Babtorsh 

Village Bādāmu'iye Ba باداموئیه ̄dāmū'iyeh Badamuiyeh 

Village Bāqborzi Ba باغ برزی ̄ghborzi Baghborzi 

 Mountain Kuh-e Bagheran Kūh-e Bagheran Bagheran mountain کوه باقران
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Persian 

Name 
Feature type Transcription Transliteration English name 

Village Bāqšari'ati Ba باغ شریعتی ̄ghshari'ati Baghshariati 

 Mountain Kuh-e Bakhtū Kūh-e Bakhtū Bakhtu Mountain کوه بختو

 Mountain Bālāzard Bālāzard Balazard باالزرد

 River Balx Balkh Balkh بلخ

 City Bam Bam Bam بم

 Mountain Band-e Čanzow Band-e Chanzow Band-e Chanzow بند چنزو

 Mountain بند گورگاوا
Band-e Gowr-e 

Gāvā 
Band-e Gowr-e Ga ̄va ̄ 

Band-e Gowr-e 

Gava 

 Mountain Band-e Sur Band-e Sūr Band-e Sur بند سور

 Mountain Bandi Bandi Bandi بندی

 Village باغ حسین بیگ
Bāq-e 

Hoseynbeyg 
Bāq-e Hoseynbeyg Baq-e Hoseynbeyg 

 Village Bāqebrāhim Bāqebrāhim Baqebrahim باغ ابراهیم

 Village Bāqerābād Bāqerābād Baqerabad باقرآباد

 City Baravāt Baravāt Baravat بروات

 Spring Bardkešun Bardkeshun Bardkeshun نبردکشو

Village Barfanbār Barfanba برف انبار ̄r Barfanbar 

 City Basirān Basirān Basiran بصیران

 Spring Batāmbar Batāmbar Batambar باتمبر

Village Bāzargān Ba بازرگان ̄zarga ̄n Bazargan 

 River Berim Berim Berim بریم

 Spring Bibi Bibi Bibi بی بی

Village Bic بیچند ̌and Bichand Bichand 

 Village Bidak Bidak Bidak بیدک

 Village Bidexun-e بیدخون مرغک

Marqak 
Bidekhūn-e Marghak 

Bidekhun-e 

Marghak 

 Village Bidjangal Bidjangal Bidjangal بیدجنگل

 Village Bidu'iye Bidū'iyeh Biduiyeh بیدوئیه

 Mountain Bidu'iye Bidū'iyeh Biduiyeh بیدوئیه

 Village Bidun Bidūn Bidun بیدون

 Spring Bidun Bidun Bidun بیدون

 City Birjand Birjand Birjand بیرجند

 Village Biše Bisheh Bisheh بیشه
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Persian 

Name 
Feature type Transcription Transliteration English name 

 Mountain Biyābān Biyābān Biyaban بیابان

 Spring Bolbolāb Bolbolāb Bolbolab بلبل اب

 Village Bolbolu'iye Bolbolū'iyeh Bolboluiyeh بلبلوئیه

 Village Bondarhanzā Bondarhanza Bondarhanza بندر هنزا

 Village Bondoru'iye-ye بندروئیه سیمک

Simk 

Bondorū'iyeh-ye 

Simk 

Bondoruiyeh-ye 

Simk 

 Village Bonisoxte Bonisokhteh Bonisokhteh بنی سوخته

 Spring Bonkuh Bonkūh Bonkuh بن کوه

 Spring Bozšu Bozshū Bozshu بزشو

Village Čāhārtāq Cha چهارطلق ̄ha ̄rţa ̄q Chahartaq 

River Čāhārtāq Cha چهارطاق ̄ha ̄rţa ̄q Chahartaq 

Village Čāhderāz Chāhdera چاه دراز ̄z Chahderaz 

Village Čāhhāji Chāhḩa چاه حاجی ̄ji Chahhaji 

Village Čāhheydar Cha چاه حیدر ̄hḩeydar Chahheydar 

Spring Čāhmāri Chāhma چاه ماری ̄ri Chahmari 

 Village Čāhmil Chāhmil Chahmil چاه میل

 Spring Čāhpahn Chāhpahn Chahpahn چاه پهن

 Village Čāhru'i Chāhrū'i Chahrui چاه روئی

Mountain Kuh-e Ch a کوه چاه رویی ̄hrui Kūh-e Ch āhrūi Chahrui Mountain 

Village Čāhšandā Chāhshanda چاه شند ̄ Chahshanda 

 Village Čāhšur Chāhshūr Chahshur چاه شور

 Spring Čapgun Chapgūn Chapgun چپ گون

River Čāri Golikutu Cha چاری گولی کتو ̄ri Golikūtū Chari Golikutu 

 River Čatrud Chatrūd Chatrud چترود

 Village Čehārfarsax Chehārfarsakh Cheharfarsakh چهارفرسخ

 Mountain Čeheltan Cheheltan Cheheltan چهل تن

 River Čelexune Chelehkhūneh Chelehkhuneh چهل خونه

 Village Češmegāv Cheshmehgāv Cheshmehgav چشمه گاو

 Village Češmešur Cheshmehshūr Cheshmehshur چشمه شور

 River Dahane Qār Dahane Qār Dahane Ghar دهنه غار

Mountain Dahane Pic دهنه پیچ ̌ Dahaneh Pich Dahaneh Pich 
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Persian 

Name 
Feature type Transcription Transliteration English name 

 River Dahane-ye Qār Dahaneh-ye Ghār Dahaneh-ye Ghar دهنه غار

 Village Dahanrud Dahanrūd Dahanrud دهن رود

 River Rud-e Daik Rūd-e Daik Daik River رود دایک

 Village Dāmane Dāmaneh Damaneh دامنه

 Village Dāng-e Nim Dāng-e Nim Dang-e Nim دنگ نیم

 Village Darb Hezār Darb Hezār Darb Hezar درب هزار

 Spring Darbābān Darbābān Darbaban دارابان

Wildlife refuge Darband-e Ra دربند راور ̄var Darband-e Ra ̄var Darband-e Ravar 

 Village Darb-e Anārestān Darb-e Anārestān Darb-e Anarestan درب انارستان

Village Darb-e Āsiyāb Darb-e Āsiya درب آسیاب ̄b Darb-e Asiyab 

 River Dar-e Saxti Dar-e Sakhti Dar-e Sakhti دره سختی

 Mountain Darrehamze Darrehamze Darrehamze دره حمزه

 River Darrekahni Darrehkahni Darrehkahni دره کهنی

 River Darrekil Darrehkil Darrehkil دره کیل

 Village Darrerud Darrehrūd Darrehrud دره رود

 Village Darresangu Darresangu Darresangu دره سنگو

 Village Dārsinu'iye Dārsinu'iye Darsinuiye دارسینوئیه

 Village Darvā Darvā Darva دروا

 Village Dārzin Dārzin Darzin درزین

 Village Daštu'iye Dashtū'iyeh Dashtuiyeh دشتوئیه

 River Dāyli Dāyli Dayli دایلی

 Village Dehbakri Dehbakri Dehbakri ده بکری

 Village Dehbālā Dehbālā Dehbala ده باال

 Village Deh-e Nowruz Deh-eh Nowrūz Deh-e Nowruz ده نوروز

 Village Deh-e Zargar Deh-eh Zargar Deh-eh Zargar ده زرگر

 Village Dehfārsi Dehfārsi Dehfarsi ده فارسی

 Village Dehkāfi Dehkāfi Dehkafi ده کافی

Village Dehxāfi Dehkha ده خافی ̄fi Dehkhafi 

Village Dehxān Dehkha ده خان ̄n Dehkhan 

 Village Dehlabibi Dehlabibi Dehlabibi ده لبیبی
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 Village Dehlolo Dehlolo Dehlolo ده لولو

 Village Dehmalek Dehmalek Dehmalek ده ملک

 Village Dehmirzā Dehmirzā Dehmirza ده میرزا

 Village Dehmortezā Dehmortezā Dehmorteza ده مرتضی

 Village Dehno Dehno Dehno ده نو

ده نو علی 
 شهری

Village Dehno-e Ālišahri Dehno-e Ālishahri Dehno-e Alishahri 

 Village Dehnoheneg Dehnoheneg Dehnoheneg ده نو هنگ

 Village Dehnow-e Parviz Dehnow-e Parviz Dehnow-e Parviz ده نو پرویز

 Village Dehnowsālār Dehnowsālār Dehnowsalar ده نو ساالر

Village Dehqāzi Dehqa ده قاضی ̄ẕi Dehqazi 

 Mountain Dehrān Dehrān Dehran دهران

 Village Dehsa'id Dehsa'id Dehsaid ده سعید

Village Dehsalāhi Dehşala ده صالحی ̄ḩi Dehsalahi 

 City Dehsalm Dehsalm Dehsalm ده سلم

 Village Dehseyf Dehseyf Dehseyf ده سیف

 Village Dehšāh Dehshāh Dehshah ده شاه

 Village Dehšib Dehshib Dehshib ده شیب

Village Dehšib-e Oliyā Dehshib-e Oliya ده شیب علیا ̄ Dehshib-e Oliya 

 Village Dehšib-e Soflā Dehshib-e Soflā Dehshib-e Sofla ده شیب سفلی

 Village Dehu'iye Dehuiyeh Dehuiyeh دهوئیه

 Village Dehzanu'iye Dehzanū'iyeh Dehzanuiyeh ده زنوئیه

Village Demc دم چوئیه ̌u'iye Demchū'iyeh Demchuiyeh 

 Spring Deniko Deniko Deniko دنیکو

 River Deraxtengān Deraxtengān Derakhtengan درختنگان

 Mountain Der-e Gor Der-e Gor Der-e Gor دره گر

 River Didi Didi Didi یدید

 Village Divand Divand Divand دیوند

Village Dodāng Beydarān Doda ددانگ بیداران ̄ng Beydara ̄n Dodang Beydara ̄n 

 Village Dodarān Dodarān Dodaran ددران

Village Domrubāh Domrūba دم روباه ̄h Domrubah 
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 Spring Dormunu Dormūnū Dormunu درمونو

 Mountain Došāx Doshākh Doshakh دوشاخ

 Village Dowlatābād Dowlatābād Dowlatabad دولت آباد

 River Dowlatābād Dowlatābād Dowlatabad دولت آباد

Landform Šahr-e Xia شهر خیالی لوت ̄ly-ye 

Lūt 

Shahr-e Khiāly-ye 

Lut 
Dreamy city of Lut 

 Mountain Dudkeš Dūdkesh Dudkesh دودکش

Village Duq-e Nān Dūgh-e Na دوغ نان ̄n Dugh-e Nan 

 Village Duhu Dūhū Duhu دوهو

 Village Ebrāhimābād Ebrāhimābād Ebrahimabad ابراهیم آباد

Spring Emāmrezā Ema امام رضا ̄mreẕa ̄ Emamreẕa 

Village Emāmzāde Ema امامزاده ̄mza ̄deh Emamzadeh 

Village Esfehānu'iye Eşfeha اصفهانوئیه ̄nū'iyeh Esfehanuiyeh 

 Village Esfikān Esfikān Esfikan اسفیکان

 Village Eshaqābād Esḩaqābād Eshaqabad عشاق آباد

 Mountain Eškālu Eshkālū Eshkalu اسکالو

 Village Eškenu'iye Eshkenū'iyeh Eshkenuiyeh اشکنوئیه

 River Ešlumi Eshlūmi Eshlumi اسلومی

 Village Eslāmābād Eslāmābād Eslamabad اسالم آباد

 Village Esmā'ilābād Esmā'ilābād Esmailabad اسماعیل آباد

 Spring Esmā'ili Esmā'ili Esmaili اسماعیلی

 Village Estehkām Estehkām Estehkam استحکام

 Village Estunend Estūnend Estunend استونند

 City Fahraj Fahraj Fahraj فهرج

Village Fandaqā' Fandaqa فندقا ̄' Fandaqa 

Village Fasārud Fasa فسارود ̄rūd Fasarud 

Village Feyzābād Feyẕa فیض آباد ̄ba ̄d Feyzabad 

 River Fusk Fūsk Fusk فوسک

Village Gac گچ علیا ̌-e Oliyā Gach-e Oliya ̄ Gach-e Oliya 

Village Gac گچ سفلی ̌-e Soflā Gach-e Sofla ̄ Gach-e Sofla 

 River Gahu'iye Gahū'iyeh Gahuiyeh گهوئیه
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 Spring Gahvāre Gahvāre Gahvare گهواره

Village Galuc گلوچار ̌ār Galūcha ̄r Galachar 

Village Galec گله چاه ̌āh Galehcha ̄h Galehchah 

Landform Gandom Berya گندم بریان ̄n Gandom Berya ̄n Gandom Beryan 

River Gārc گارچیدان ̌idān Ga ̄rchida ̄n Garchian 

 Village Garinu'iye Garinū'iyeh Garinuiyeh گرینوئیه

 Mountain Garsefid Garsefid Garsefid گر سفید

 Village Garuk Garuk Garuk گروک

Village Gāšgazi Ga گاش گزی ̄shgazi Gashgazi 

 Village Gazak Gazak Gazak گزک

 Mountain Gedā'ali Gedā'ali Gedaali گدا علی

 River Gedāng Gedāng Gedang گدانگ

 River Gelihevak Gelihevak Gelihevak گلی هوک

Village Gerdustān Gerdūsta گردوستان ̄n Gerdustan 

 River Getin Getin Getin گتین

 Village Gever-e Olyā Gever-e Olyā Gever-e Olya گور علیا

Village Gever-e Soflā Gever-e Sofla گور سفلی ̄ Gever-e Sofla 

Mountain Qaffār Ghaffa غفار ̄r Ghaffar 

 River Gišigān Gishigān Gishigan گیشیگان

Village Gišigān-e olya گیشیگان علیا ̄ Gishiga ̄n-e olya ̄ Gishigan-e olya 

 Mountain Godār-e Bārut Godār-e Bārut Godar-e Barut گدار باروت

 Mountain Godārsiyāh Godārsiyāh Godarsiyah گدار سیاه

 Village Gojgin Gojgin Gojgin گجگین

 City Golbāf Golbāf Golbaf گلباف

Mountain Golc گلچین ̌in Golchin Golchin 

 Spring Gol-e Ney Gol-e Ney Gol-e Ney گل نی

 River Rud-e Gorg Rūd-e Gorg Gorg River رود گرگ

 Village Gorgābād Gorgābād Gorgabad گرگ آباد

 Village Govand Govand Govand گوند

 Village Guder Guder Guder گودر
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 Village Gudiz Gudiz Gudiz گودیز

 Spring Gudkale Gūdkaleh Gudkaleh گودکاله

 Mountain Kuh-e guk Kuh-e gūk Guk Mountain کوه گوک

Village Gukān Gūka گوکان ̄n Gukan 

 Village Gurkāni Gurkāni Gurkani گورکانی

 Village Gurok Gūrok Gurok گورک

Village Haftādmiš Hafta هفتادمیش ̄dmish Haftadmish 

Village Hājiābād Ḩa حاجی آباد ̄jia ̄bād Hajiabad 

هامون 
 جازموریان

Landform 
Ha ̄mun-e 

Jāzmuriya ̄n 

Ha ̄mūn-e 

Jāzmūriya ̄n 

Hamun-e 

Jazmuriyan 

 Village Hanzā Hanzā Hanza هنزا

 Village Hasanābād Ḩasanābād Hasanabad حسن آباد

 River Hasanābād Hasanābād Hasanabad حسن آباد

Village Hāšemābād Ha هاشم آباد ̄shema ̄ba ̄d Hashemabad 

Village Haštādān Hashta هشتادان ̄da ̄n Hashtadan 

Spring Hazrat-e Zahrā Ḩaẕrat-e Zahra حضرت زهرا ̄ Hazrat-e Zahra 

 Village Hemmatābād-e همت آباد علیا

Olyā 
Hemmatābād-e Olyā 

Hemmatabad-e 

Olya 

 Village Hemmatābād-e همت آباد سفلی

Soflā 
Hemmatābād-e Soflā 

Hemmatabad-e 

Sofla 

Village Heruz-e Oliyā Herūz-e Oliya وز علیاهر ̄ Heruz-e Oliya 

 Village Heruz-e Soflā Herūz-e Soflā Heruz-e Sofla هروز سفلی

 Village Heyku'iye Heykū'iyeh Heykuiyeh هیکوئیه

 Village Hinemān Hinemān Hineman هینمان

 Village Hirid Hirid Hirid هیرید

 River Hodbolbol Ḩodbolbol Hodbolbol حدبلبل

 Village Hojjatābād Hojjatābād Hojjatabad حجت آباد

 Village Homqāvand Homqāvand Homqavand همقاوند

 Village Horjand Horjand Horjand حرجند

 Village Hormak Ḩormak Hormak هرنک

Village Hoseynābād Ḩoseyna حسین آباد ̄bād Hoseynabad 

حسین آباد خون 
 سرخ

Village 
Hoseynābād-e 

Xunsorx 

Ḩoseyna ̄bād-e 

Khūnsorkh 

Ḩoseynabad-e 

Khunsorkh 
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 Village Ivāsk Ivāsk Ivask ایواسک

Village Jahādābād Jaha جهادآباد ̄da ̄bād Jahadabad 

 Village Jahar Jahar Jahar جهر

 Spring Jangalu Jangalu Jangalu جنگلو

 Village Jarak Jarak Jarak جرک

 Village Javārān Javārān Javaran جوارام

 Village Jazin Jazin Jazin جزین

landform Jāzmūriya جازموریان ̄n Jāzmuriyān Jazmuriyan 

 Mountain Jemeli Jemeli Jemeli جملی

 Village Jerisxān Jeriskhān Jeriskhan جریسخان

 City Jiroft Jiroft Jiroft جیرفت

 Mountain Joftān Joftān Joftan جفتان

River Joftān Jofta جفتان ̄n Joftan 

Village Jošān Josha جوشان ̄n Joshan 

Spring Jošān Josha جوشان ̄n Joshan 

River Jošān Josha جوشان ̄n Joshan 

 Village Jošand Joshand Joshand جوشند

 Village Jowšan Jowshan Jowshan جوشان

Mountain Jūpa جوپار ̄r Jūpār Jupar 

 Village Kadrud Kadrud Kadrud کدرود

 Village Kahan-e Fālak Kahan-e Fālak Kahan-e Falak کهن فلک

کهنوج علی 
 میرزا

Village Kahnuj-e 

Alimirzā 
Kahnūj-e 'Alimirza ̄ Kahnuj-e Alimirza 

 Village Kahnujsādāt Kahnujsādāt Kahnujsadat کهنوج سادات

 Spring Kahurak Kahurak Kahurak کهورک

 Mountain Kahurak Kahurak Kahurak کهورک

 Village Kakurak Kakurak Kakurak کهورک

 Village Kalāte-ye کالته رود گور

Rudegowr 
Kala ̄teh-ye 

Rūdegowr 

Kalaateh-ye 

Rudegowr 

 Mountain Kalaf Kalaf Kalaf کالف

 Mountain Kalāqun Kalāghūn Kalaghan کالغون

 Village Kalātebālā Kalātebālā Kalatebala کالت باال
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Village Kalātejangal Kala کالته جنگل ̄tehjangal Kalatehjangal 

Village Kalātera'is Kala کالته رئیس ̄tehra'is Kalatehrais 

Village Kalātesorx Kala کالته سرخ ̄tehsorkh Kalatehsorkh 

 Village Kalāte-ye کالت اکبریه

Akbariye 
Kala ̄teh-ye 

Akbariyeh 

Kalateh-ye 

Akbariyeh 

Village Kalāte-ye Hasan Kala کالته حسن ̄te-ye Hasan Kalate-ye Hasan 

کالت حسین 
 محمدقاسم

Village 
Kalāte-ye 

Hoseyn-e 

Mohammadqāsem 

Kala ̄te-ye Hoḩeyn-e 

Mosammadgha ̄qem 

Kalate-ye Hoḩeyn-

e 

Mosammadghaqem 

River Kāl-e Šur Ka کال شور ̄l-e Shūr Kal-e Shur 

 Spring Kalkow Kalkow Kalkow کلکو

 landform Kalut Kalut Kalut کلوت

Mountain Kalut-e Bālā Kalūt-e Ba کالت باال ̄la ̄ Kalut-e Bala 

Village Kamānu'iye Kama کمانوئیه ̄nū'iyeh Kamanuiyeh 

 Village Kamar-e Siyāh Kamar-e Siyāh Kamar-e Siyah کمرسیاه

 River Kanālak Kanālak Kanalak کنالک

 Village Kangari Kangari Kangari کنگری

 Mountain Kaputi Kapūti Kaputi کپوتی

 River Karamšāh Karamšāh Karamshah کرمشاه

 Village Karimābād Karimābād Karimabad کریم آباد

 Village Karmoni Karmoni Karmoni کرمونی

 Village Kaškuye Kashkūyeh Kashkuyeh کشکوئیه

 Village Kaštu'iye Kashtū'iyeh Kashtuiyeh کشتوئیه

 Mountain Kasurā Kasurā Kasura کسورا

Village Kāzemābād Ka کاظم آباد ̄ʐema ̄ba ̄d Kazemabad 

 Village Kebāru Kebārū Kebaru کبارو

 City Kermān Kermān Kerman کرمان

 City Kešit Keshit Keshit کشیت

 City Xabis Khabis Khabis خبیص

 Village Xājenezām Khājehneʐām Khajehnezam خواجه نظام

Village Xālese Kha خالصه ̄leşeh Khaleseh 

 Mountain Xālgaz Khālgaz Khalgaz خال گز
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 Village Xānexātun Khānehkhātūn Khanehkhatun خانه خاتون

 Mountain Xānexātun Khānehkhātūn Khanehkhatun خانه خاتون

 Village Xāneraqum Khānehraqūm Khanehraqum خانه رقوم

 Village Xārdān Khārdān Khardan خاردان

 River Xarešgan Khareshgan Khareshgan خارشگان

 Village Xārku'iye Khārkū'iyeh Kharkuiyeh رکوئیهخا

 Village Xeyrābād Kheyrābād Kheyrabad خیرآباد

 Village Xij Khij Khij خیج

 Village Xodādād Khodādād Khodadad خداداد

 City Xosf Khosf Khosf خوسف

 Village Xuliyābād Khūliyābād Khuliyabad خولی آباد

-کالت حسین

 مرست
Village 

Kalāte-ye 

Hoseynrostam 

Kala ̄te-ye 

Hoḩeynrostam 

Klate-ye 

Hoḩeynrostam 

Village Koc کوچه ̌e Kocheh Kocheh 

 Mountain Kojpalangi Kojpalangi Kojpalangi کج پلنگی

 Mountain Konārak Konārak Konarak کنارک

 Village Konārān Konārān Konaran کناران

 River Kotemār Kotemār Kotemar کوته مار

 Village Kowsarxiz Kowsarkhiz Kowsarkhiz کوثرخیز

 River Kuhpāye Kūhpāyeh Kuhpayeh کوهپایه

 Spring Kule'i Kūle'i Kulei کوله ای

 Mountain Lakar Kuh Lakar Kūh لکر کوه
Lakar Kuh 

mountain 

Mountain Lāx-e Asekā Lākh-e Aseka الخ آسکا ̄ Lakh-e Aseka 

 Mountain Lāx-e Dohu Lākh-e Dohū Lakh-e Dohu الخ دهو

 Village Lāxsefid Lākhsefid Lakhsefid الخ سفید

 River Langari Langari Langari لنگری

 Spring Lixi Likhi Likhi لیخی

 Mountain Lisuni Lisūni Lisuni لیسونی

 Mountain Kuh-e Lonke Kuh-e Lonkeh Lonkeh Mountain کوه لنکه

 City Māhān Māhān Mahan ماهان

 Village Māhān-e Soflā Māhān-e Soflā Mahan-e Sofla ماهان سفلی
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River Mahc مهچاری ̌āri Mahchāri Mahchari 

 Village Mahdiābād Mahdiābād Mahdiabad مهدی آباد

 River Rud-e Mahi Rūd-e Mahi Mahi River رود ماهی

 Village Mahmudābād Maḩmūdābād Mahmudabad حمود آبادم

Spring Mājinu Ma ماجینو ̄jinū Majinu 

 Mountain ملک محمد
Malek 

mohammad 
Malek mohammad 

Malek mohammad 

mountaine 

 Village Malekābād Malekābād Malekabad ملک آباد

Spring Marqzār Marghza مرغزار ̄r Marghzar 

 Mountain Mārgun Mārgūn Margun گونمار

 Mountain Marsowz Marsowz Marsowz مرسوز

 Village Mazārāb Mazārāb Mazarab مزارآب

 Spring Mazārāb Mazārāb Mazarab مزارآب

 Mountain Mazārāb Mazārāb Mazarab مزارآب

 Village Mazār-e مزار شاه ابراهیم

Šāhebrāhim 

Mazār-e 

Shāhebrāhim 

Mazar-e 

Shahebrahim 

 Village Meydān Meydān Meydan میدان

Village Meyqān Meygha میغان ̄n Meyghan 

 Village Miyānnahr Miyānnahr Miyannahr میان نهر

 River Miyānrud Miyānrud Miyanrud River میان رود

 River Miyāntak Miyāntak Miyantak میان تک

Village Mohammadābād Moḩammada محمدآباد ̄ba ̄d Mohammadabad 

 Village Mohammadšāh Moḩammadshāh Mohammadshah محمدشاه

 Village Mohiābād Moḩiābād Mohiabad مهی آباد

 Village Mohsenābād Moḩsenābād Mohsenabad محسن آباد

 Spring Moxtār Mokhtār Mokhtar مختار

 Village Moxtārābād Mokhtārābād Mokhtarabad مختار آباد

 Village Moku Mokū Moku مکو

 Mountain Mordārkuh Mordārkūh Mordaakuh مردارکوه

 Mountain Morqābkuh Morqābkuh Morghabkuh مرغاب کوه

 River Morqak Morghak Morghak مرغک

 Mountain Morqow Morghow Morghow مرغو
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 Village Mozaffarābād Mozaffarābād Mozaffarabad مظفرآباد

 Mountain Mozaffari Moʐaffari Mozaffari مظفری

Village Nahrkamāl Nahrkama نهرکمال ̄l Nahrkamal 

 Village Najafābād Najafābād Najafabad نجف آباد

 City Narmāšir Narmāšir Narmashir نرماشیر

 Village Nārtij Nārtij Nartij نارتیج

 Village Nāserābād Nāşerābād Naserabad رآبادناص

 Village Nasirābād Naşirābād Nasirabad نصیرآباد

 Village Nask Nask Nask نسک

 Mountain Nask Nask Nask نسک

City Na نای بند ̄yband Nāyband Nayband 

River Rud-e Na رود نای بند ̄yband Rūd-e Nāyband Nayband River 

City Nehbandān Nehbanda اننهبند ̄n Nehbandan 

 City Nesā Nesā Nesa River نسا

 Village Nimong Nimong Nimong نیمنگ

 Mountain Nokābād Nokābād Nokabad نوک آباد

 City Nosratābād Nosratābād Nosratabad نصرت آباد

Village Nukābād Nūka نوک آباد ̄bād Nukabad 

 Mountain Owlovi Owlovi Owlovi اولوی

 Spring Ozbak Ozbak Ozbak ازبک

 Mountain Ozbak Ozbak Ozbak ازبک

 River Padāke Padāke Padāke پداکه

 Spring Palangi Palangi Palangi پلنگی

 Mountain Parak Parak Parak پرک

 Mountain Par-e Šāhqaribi Par-e Shāhgharibi Par-e Shahgharibi پرشاه غریبی

 City Pašu'iye Pashū'iyeh Pashuiyeh پشوئیه

 Village Pāsib Pāsib Pasib پاسیب

 Mountain Kuh-e Patarki Kuh-e Patarki Patakri Mountain کوه پترکی

 Village Pāykam Pāykam Paykam پایکم

 Village Pedeboland-e پده بلند علیا

Olyā 
Pedehboland-e Olya ̄ Pedeboland-e Olya 
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 Village Pedeboland-e پده بلند سفلی

Soflā 
Pedehboland-e Soflā 

Pedehboland-e 

Sofla 

 Village Pirqeyb -e Pāyin Pirgheyb -e Pāyin Pirgheyb -e Payin پیرغیب پایین

 Village Pirqeyb-e Bāla Pighqeyb-e Bāla Pirgheyb-e Bala پیرغیب باال

 Mountain Polvār Polvār Polvar پلوار

 River Pondar Pondar Pondar پندر

 Village Pošteširān Poshtehshirān Poshtehshiran پشت شیران

 Village Poštqal'e Poshtqal'eh Poshtqaleh پشت قلعه

 Village Poštrud Poshtrūd Poshtrud پشت رود

 River Poštrud Poshtrūd Poshtrud پشت رود

 Village Qadamgāh Qadamgāh Qadamgah قدمگاه

 River Qalātu Qalātū Qalatu کالته

Village Qal'ec قلعه چه ̌e Qal'ehcheh Qalecheh 

 Mountain Qal'edoxtar Qal'ehdokhtar Qalehdokhtar قلعه دختر

 Village Qal'ezari Qal'ehzari Qalehzari قلعه زری

 Village Qanāt Qāzi Qanāt Qāẕi Qanat Qazi قنات قاضی

 Village Qanāt Seh Qanāt Seh Qanat She قنات سه

Village Qanāt-e Garm Qana قنات گرم ̄t-e Garm Qanat-e Garm 

 Village Qanāt-e Qastān Qanāt-e Ghastān Qanat-e Ghastan قناتغستان

 Village Qanātmalek Qanātmalek Qanatmalek قنات ملک

 Village Qanātsāmān Qanātsāmān Qanatsaman قنات سمن

 River Qasābdun Qaşābdūn Qaşabdun قصابون

 Village Qasr-e Felenj Qaşr-e Felenj Qasr-e Felenj قصرفلنج

Village Qasr-e Miyān Qaşr-e Miya قصرمیان ̄n Qaşr-e Miyan 

 Village Qatār Qatār Qatar قطار

 River Qatli Qatli Qatli قاتلی

 Mountain Qeble Qebleh Qebleh قبله

 Mountain Qermez Qermez Qermez قرمز

 Village Rahimābād Raḩimābād Rahimabad رحیم آباد

 Village Rahmatābād Raḩmatābād Rahmatabad رحمت اباد

 Village Rašidābād Rashidābād Rashidabad رشیدآباد
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 City Rāyen Rāyen Rayen راین

 River Rud-e Rāyen Rūd-e Rāyen Rayen River رود راین

 Spring Razaq Razaq Razaq رزق

 Village Razaviye Raẕaviyeh Razaviyeh رضویه

 Village Rexne Rekhneh Rekhneh رخنه

 Spring ریگای چکچکو
Rigāy-ye 

Čekc ̌eku 
Rigāy-ye Chekchekū 

Rigay-ye 

Chekcheku 

 landform Rig-e Yallān Rig-e Yallān Rig-e yallan ریگ یالن

 Mountain Rigi Rigi Rigi ریگی

 Mountain Rizebellar Rizebellar Rizebellar ریزبلر

 Village Roq'e-ye Saqir Roq'eh-ye Şaghir Roqeh-ye Saghir رقعه صغیر

 Mountain Rostam Rostam Rostam رستم

Village Rudxāne Rūdkha رودخانه ̄neh Rudkhaneh 

 Village Ruhiyābād Rūḩiyābād Ruhiyabad راهی آباد

 Village Sabzu'iye Sabzū'iyeh Sabzuiyeh سبزوئیه

 Village Sa'dābād Sa'dābād Sadabad سعدآباد

Village Sāhebābād Şa صاحب آباد ̄ḩeba ̄ba ̄d Sahebabad 

 Village Sālārābād Sālārābād Salarabad ساالرآباد

 Village Samāfāt Samāfāt Samafat سمافات

 Village Sankert Sankert Sankert سنکرت

 Village Sar Ašk Sar Ashk Sar Ashk سراشک

Village Sārang Sa سارنگ ̄rang Sarang 

 Village Sarāngar Sarāngar Sarangar سرانگر

 Spring Sarānhā Sarānhā Saranha سرآنها

 Village Sarāsiyāb Sarāsiyāb Sarasiyab سرآسیاب

سرآسیاب 
 فرسنگی

Village 
Sarāsiyāb-e 

Farsangi 
Sarāsiyāb-e Farsangi 

Sarasiyab-e 

Farsangi 

 Village Sarband Sarband Sarband سربند

 Village Sardar Sardar Sardar سردار

 Spring Sar-e Bidu Sar-e Bidu Sar-e Bidu سر بیدو

 Village Sargodār Sargodār Sargodar سرگدار

 Village Sarhengar Sarhengar Sarhengar سرهنگر
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Persian 

Name 
Feature type Transcription Transliteration English name 

 Mountain Sarjangal Sarjangal Sarjangal سرجنگل

 Village Sartāhone Sarţāḩoneh Sartahoneh سرتاهنه

 Village Sāruj Sārūj Saruj ساروج

 Village Sarvestān Sarvestān Sarvestan سروستان

Village Sec سه چشمه ̌ešme Sehcheshmeh Sehcheshmeh 

 Village Sehdarān Sehdarān Sehdaran سه دران

 Spring Seqorč Sehqorch Sehqorch سه قرچ

 Mountain Sešāx Sehshākh Sehshakh سه شاخ

 Village Sekonj Sekonj Sekonj سکنج

 Mountain sem sem Sem سم

 Mountain Sento Sento Sento سنتو

 Village Seqin Seqin Seqin سگین

سیدآباد اسداله 
 خان

Mountain 
Seyyedābād-e 

Asadollāhxān 

Seyyedābād-e 

Asadollāhkhān 

Seyyedabad-e 

Asadollahkhan 

Village Seyyedmortezā Seyyedmorteẕa سیدمرتضی ̄ Seyyedmorteza 

Mountain Šāhkuh Sha شاهکوه ̄hkūh 
Shaahkuh 

Mountain 

 Village Šafi'ābād Šafi'ābād Shafiabad شفیع آباد

 City Šahdād Shahdād Shahdad شهداد

 Village Šāhroxābād Shāhrokhābād Shahrokhabad شاهرخ آباد

 River Šāhverdi Shāhverdi Shahverdi شاهوردی

 Village Šamsābād Shamsābād Shamsabad شمس آباد

 Mountain Šamširāb Shamshirāb Shamshirab شمشیرآب

 Village Šarifābād Sharifābād Sharifabad شریف آباد

 Village Šerfābād Sherfābād Sherfabad شرف آباد

 Village Šeyxābād Sheykhābād Sheykhabad شیخ اباد

 Village Širinābād Shirinābād Shirinabad شیرین آباد

 Village Širinak Shirinak Shirinak شیرینک

 River Širinak Shirinak Shirinak شیرینک

 River Širinrud Shirinrūd Shirinrud River شیرین رود

 Mountain Širtali Shirtali Shirtali شیرتلی

 Village Šiškuhiye Shishkūhiyeh Shishkuhiyeh شیش کوهیه
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Persian 

Name 
Feature type Transcription Transliteration English name 

 Mountain Šištu Shishtū Shishtu شیش تو

 Village Šojā'ābād Shojā'ābād Shojaabad شجاع آباد

شجاع آباد 
 محمدعلی

Village Šojā'ābād-e 

mohammadali 

Šojā'ābād-e 

mohammadali 

Shojaabad-e 

mohammadali 

 City Shosf Shosf Shosf شوسف

 Mountain Šotori Shotori Shotori شتری

 River Šotorkoš Shotorkosh Shotorkosh شترکش

 Mountain Šur Shur Shur شور

 River Rudxāne-ye Šur Rūdkhāneh-ye Shūr Shur River رودخانه شور

Village Šurābe Shūra شورآبه ̄beh Shurabeh 

 River Šurgaz Šhurgaz Shurgaz River شورگز

Landform Šūrgaz-e Ha شورگز هامون ̄mūn Shurgaz-e Hamūn Shurgaz-e Hamun 

 Mountain Kuh-e Šušaki Kuh-e Shūshaki Shushaki Mountain کوه شوشکی

City Sirc سیرچ ̌ Sirch Sirch 

 Mountain Siruni Siruni Siruni سیرونی

 Spring Šišdu Sishdu Sishdu شیش دو

 Mountain Siyakamar Siyāhkamar Siyahkamar سیاه کمر

 Village Siyāhxunik Siyāhkhūnik Siyahkhunik سیاه خونیک

 Mountain Siyāhkuh Siyāhkuh Siyahkuh سیاه کوه

Village Sohrac سهرچ ̌ Sohrach Sohrach 

 Village Soltānābād Solţānābād Soltanabad سلطان آباد

 Mountain Sorx Sorkh Sorkh سرخ

 Mountain Kuh-e Sorx Kūh-e Sorx Sorkh mountain کوه سرخ

 River Sorxe'i Sorkhe'i Sorkhei سرخه ای

 Mountain sorxu sorkhu Sorkhu سرخو

 Spring Sorxu sorkhu Sorkhu سرخو

 Mountain Suxte Sukhte Sukhte سوخته

 Village sumun sumun Sumun سومون

 Mountain Kuh-e sur Kuh-e sūr Sur Mountain کوه سور

 Mountain Suru Sūrū Suru سورو

 Mountain Tabaqsar Tabaqsar Tabaqsar طبق سر
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Persian 

Name 
Feature type Transcription Transliteration English name 

 City Tabas Tabas Tabas سطب

 Village Tāherābād Ţāherābād Taherabad طاهرآباد

 River Tahrud Tahrūd Tahrud ته رود

 Village Tājābād Tājābād Tajabad تاج آباد

 River Takāb Takāb Takab تکاب

 Mountain Tal-e Lālā Tal-e Lālā Tal-e Lala تل الال

 Mountain Tal-e Mārti Tal-e Mārti Tal-e Marti تل مارتی

 Mountain Tal-e Nime Tal-e Nimeh Tal-e Nimeh تل نیمه

 Mountain Tal-e Sefid Tal-e Sefid Tal-e Sefid تل سفید

 River Tal-e Zard Tal-e Zard Tal-e Zard تل زرد

 Mountain Talx Talkh Talkh تلخ

 Village Tangal-e Ābgarm Tangal-e Ābgarm Tangal-e Abgarm تنگل ابگرم

 Village Tārq Ţārq Tarq تارق

 Village Tavakkolābād Tavakkolābād Tavakkolabad توکل آباد

 River Tekerki Tekerki Tekerki تکرکی

 River Tigerāni Tigerāni Tigerani تیگرانی

 Village Tijang Tijang Tijang تیجنگ

 Village Tinon Tinon Tinon تینون

 Village Tizang Tizang Tizang تیزنگ

تلمبه 
 شهیدطالبی

Village Tolombe-ye  

Šahid Tālbed 

Tolombe-ye shahid 

Tālebi 

Tolombe-ye shahid 

Talebi 

 Spring Urimu Urimu Urimu اوریمو

 Village Valiābād Valiābād Valiabad ولی آباد

 Village Vāmeqābād Vāmeqābād Vameqabad وامق آباد

 Mountain Yāzbori Yāzbori Yazbori یازیری

 Village Zahri Zahri Zahri زهری

 Spring Zalu Zalu Zalu زلو

 Village Zamānābād Zamānābād Zamanabad زمان آباد

 Village Zardālu Zardālū Zardalu زردآلو

 Spring Zargi Zargi Zargi زرگی

 Village Zavār Zavār Zavar زوار

 Village Ziyāratgāh Ziyāratgāh Ziyaratgah زیارتگاه

 Mountain Zorati Źorati Zorati ذرتی
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II. Explorers and Researchers in Lut Desert 

Introduction 

Iran is an old and historical land. Because of diversity in climate and the monuments left behind 

from the past, it has always been a destination for many explorers. The Lut Desert is an area 

from Khorasan-e Jonubi, Sistano Baluchestan, and Kerman.  

It is obvious that the roads and transportation networks are important and the development of 

human civilizations depends greatly on the roads. The importance of the roads for dependencies 

of human societies in the past was possibly much more than that of present days. This was 

mainly due to inconsistencies in subsistence of people in different regions. In searching for 

settlement sites, the old people considered the relational position of that place with other 

neighboring settlements. Therefore, the issue of relationship of a society with other human 

centers has always been important from the past centuries. In selection of the road, two criteria 

of distance and the natural barriers have been always important. Many of the old cities were 

destroyed through the storm of historical events and other new settlements, instead, were 

established in other places with new roads.  

In Lut Desert and the surrounding areas, the settlements were established in a few recognized 

places due to hostile environmental conditions. There were human communities in west of Lut 

in Shahdad, Keshit, in the east of Lut in Nosratabad and Espi, in the north of Lut in Dehsalm 

and Sarchah, and in the south of Lut in Fahraj. In other places with the presence of either the 

springs or the water wells, some small human communities were established as nomadic or 

permanent settlements. This type of life has been alive in the area during thousands of years.  

Due to the harsh conditions of Lut Desert the life of human was just possible in surrounding 

areas of the desert and inside the plain just some evidence of the passage of human can be 

observed along some unknown roads. The evidence remained in the Lut from the past represent 

that the Khorasan and Turkistan civilizations might have been developed through Lut Desert 

towards the south. It seems that one of the major ways was through Sistan Region. The people 

of Sistan were using the southern Lut to reach the south and west of Iran (Mostofi, 1969).  

The old routes in Lut Desert and explorers  

There are no obstacles for travel in the southern and northern of Lut Desert. However, in central 

Lut there is just one road to relate the three regions. The problem in passing the Lut Desert is 

not the limiting natural features but it was mainly lack of water as springs or rivers and also 

lack of pasture for grazing in long distances. The geographical location of Lut Desert placed 

the desert among some high-populated points of the old world. Thus, the countries had to pass 

the harsh desert for commercial and communicational activities.  

The economic and political importance of the Lut was not limited to the old world it was 

essential in many political dynasties during the history. From the establishment of 
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Achaemenids’ Dynasty in Parse and appearance of Iranian Empire, development of the empire 

towards the east and northeast was through the Lut Desert. However, there are no evidence 

about the roads that the military forces passed to attack to Zarnegar, Sind, and Godareh.  

 

 

Figure II-1: Road map of Lut Desert and its surrounding 

 

The studies about Lut and the surrounding desert have a long history. The first literature is 

related to the explorers and the tourists who passed through the Lut Desert and described its 

properties. The literatures are mainly published in the 19th century. Muqaddasi in the 4th century 
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(in Hejri Calendar), Alexander the Great to conquer Khorasan, Naser Khosro Ghobadiani in 

his return from Haj Journey all passed from Naien and Khur. The Marco Polo was a Venetian 

merchant traveler who for the first time reported his passage from the north of Lut. In the mid 

19th century an English ambassador, K. Abott (1855), published the observations of his journey 

to the Lut Desert in Geographic Association of English. Other explorers and travelers including 

Tomaschek and Khanikov (1858) from Russia, Potlinger and Christie, Goldsmid (1872), Mac 

Gregor (1875), Galindo (1886), Sykes (1901) from England, Sven Hedin (1906), Stratil Sauer 

(1933), and A. Gabriel (1928, 1933, 1937) have many reports and literatures published about 

Iranian desert areas, particularly Lut Desert (Mostofi, 1969). The reason for paucity of 

literature information about Lut is that there were not aerial photos of Iran until 1956. After the 

publication of the aerial photos, at scale of 1:55000, of all the country, very useful information 

were achieved from interior areas of Iran. Topographic maps were also produced based on 

these photos. The most important literature about the deserts of Iran is related to Hans Bobek, 

Austrian scientist. He traveled to different areas of Iran in 1934, 1936, and 1956 and presented 

some invaluable theories, still useful for studies (Bobek, 1959). A French group headed by 

Ahmad Mostofi made useful studies about Lut Desert as the first comprehensive studies about 

the area (Mostofi, 1969). The reports of these missions were published from 1966 to 1976 by 

the Institute of Geography. Examples of the works are Theodor Monod’s reports under the 

name of natural science of Lut Desert. A report also published by John Drech about the 

exploration in Lut. In the map presented by Monod, in addition to division of Lut into three 

different zones, the area with no vegetation cover is also identified. Moreover, the geologic 

report of Lut by George Konrad is also published and translated by Mahmoudi. Other reports 

including Lut-e Zangiahmad, Soils Samples of Shahdad, Water Networks of Lut Plain, and Lut 

Fauna, and Geology of Lut are authored by Mostofi (1969), Kardavani (1971), Mahmoudi 

(1975), Balouch (1976), and Motamed (1988), respectively. These reports are published by 

Institute of Geography - University of Tehran.  

As it was mentioned, Lut Desert was an unknown region of Iran before the 19th century. No 

one visited the Lut Desert before this time, except for the old path from Sistan to Bam in the 

south and the path of Yazd to Tabas in the north. In the early of this century, two English 

officers came to Iran from Kalat and Nushki for their military purposes. Potlinger came to Iran 

from Narmashir and Bam and left some quotes about the area. In the quote, he described interior 

parts of Bam Castle.  
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Figure II-2. Reconstructed map of Theodore Monod (1969) about the no life region in Lut Desert  

(Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

Old report about Lut Desert 

The first literature about the passage from the vicinity of Lut Desert is related to a gorgeous 

and unsure description of journey of the Alexander the Great. As historian explained, the 

Kratos separated from the Alexander at Sind delta to provide a report from the interior of 

Iranian Empire. The supposed path of Kratos, he passed from Sind Delta to Ghandhar and then 

to Sistan. He passed along the path of Zahedan-Nosratabad- Bam and then from Darband-e 

Espi to Fahraj- Narmashir (Mostofi, 1969).  

There are no descriptions about Lut Desert and its cities in the evidence and petroglyphs of 

before Islamic Period. In all the remnants of Sasanian (Sassanid) Period, the empires of the 

dynasty have considered the Lut Desert and the surrounding human communities, but there is 

no written evidence for this statement. The ruins remained from the Sasanian Period in Keshit 

and Shahdad and the guide landmarks in Lut-e Zangiahmad and other big cities including 
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Rigan, Narmashir, Nesa, and Bam indicate that the Lut and its surrounding areas were main 

human center at that time. The geographers of Islamic period described the cities around the 

desert. Ibn Khordadbeh in his book entitled “Al Masalek va Al Mamalek (Al Masalek va Al 

Mamalek)” described the road of Narmashir-Sistan and the features along the path. The most 

important books for studies on Lut are Al Masalek va Al Mamalek by Estakhri, Surat Al Arz 

by Ibn Hawqal, Ahsan al Taghasim fi Marefato al Aghalim by Muqaddasi. The contests of the 

books are to some extent contained the similar matters, but the book of Muqaddasis more 

comprehensive. There are information about the states of the settlements of that time and the 

roads. Useful information about historical geography of the region can also be found in this 

book. The geographer talked about any road networks and the villages but they had no 

information about the interior part of the Lut Desert. Ibn Hawqal in description of the road 

Khabis (the old name of Shahdad) to Khorasan mentioned that no plants can vegetate in land 

about 12.5 km (2 Farsakh) from Sarab.  

Desert trips in the past century 

The first Europeeean traveler who passed from the margin of Lut Desert was Marco Polo. No 

interesting matter can be found in the diaries of Marco Polo and reading this literature one may 

suspect the truth of the travel. In the 19th century, many explorers and tourists visited the Lut 

Desert and left many reports.  

 

Table II-1. Name and nationality of researcher and explorer in of Lut Desert 

Year Nationality Name 

1810 England Potlinger and Christie 

1849 England Abott 

1855 Germany Tomaschek 

1858 Russia Khanikov 

1861 England Goldsmid 

1875 England Mac Gregor 

1886-1887 England Galindo 

1891-1889 England Sykes 

1906-1905 Sweden Sven Hedin 

1912 England Niedermayer 

1933-1931 Austria Stratil Sauer 

1937-1929 Austria Alfons Gabriel 

1974-1968 Different Nationality 
Ahmad Mostofi 

(Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Potlinger and Christi 

The pioneers of the explorers were two English officers, Potlinger and Christie. They came to 

Iran from Baluchestan. Potlinger reached Bazman and Bam from Bampur. Potlinger passed 

Barez Mountains and went to Kerman, Yazd, and Isfahan. His book entitled” journey in 

Baluchestan and Sind” was published but no useful information can be read in this report. 

Christie also traveled to Sistan and passed the northern Lut to reach Yazd and Isfahan but there 

is no literature report about the travel. Thus, there is no literature about Lut Desert until 1849, 

except for the brief reports of Potlinger.   

Abott 

In the mid 19th century an English ambassador, Abott had extensive journeys to Iran. In his 

travel to the east of Iran, he visited Khabis (Shahdad) and introduced it as a garden next to the 

desert. He described also the products and the villages of Anduhjerd and Gorg. Then, he crossed 

the Barez Mountains to reach Jiroft. The results of the journeys of Abott were published in a 

paper named “geographical quotes in travel to Iran” in 1855 in journal of Royal Geographic 

Association. He made the first description of the Khabis as an “oasis with many gardens in the 

proximity of Lut Desert”. He also said the elevation of the oasis about 762 meters (Abott, 

1987).  

Tomaschek 

At the same period Tomaschke, a Russian scientist, referring to the previous studies made an 

interesting research about the roads around the Lut Desert and Khorasan. He named five major 

historical path networks in the area. The first path is from Khabis to Ravar, where the Sykes 

then traveled along the way. The second is from Khabis to Birjand, where Khanikov traveled 

along. The third is from Khabis to Dehsalm. The other path is the same way unknown for the 

old geographers. It was started from Narmashir and crossed the center of Lut in a north-south 

direction to reach the Dehsalm. The fifth is the known way of Bam-Nosratabad, which is, today, 

the major road between Kerman and Nosratabad (Tomaschek, 1855). The results of the 

researches of Tomaschek are published in two books. The first is in two volumes about 

historical topography of Iran and the second is the deserts of Khorasan region.  

Khanikov 

After the works of Abott in 1858, for the first time a great scientific group Geographical 

Association of Saint Petersburg came to Iran in a mission to carry out a research about Lut 

Desert. The group headed by Khanikov, a geologist, Goebel, an astronomer, Lenz, and Bunge 

as a botanist, and Keyserling as a zoologist came to Iran for research around the northern Lut. 

They entered into Lut from the northeast into Lut and through desert path of Birjand. They 

went to Basiran as one of the distant villages of Lut. They passed the ways of Tabaseyn, Godar-

e Barut, and Bagh-e Asad and arrived at Dehseyf in the west of Lut. From the literatures of the 

group it can be understood that they were dismayed of the dreadful environment of Lut Desert 
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and said that the deserts of Gobi and Turkistan is a paradise compared with the Lut Desert. 

They passed across the northern Lut from Sar Chah to Khabis and found that area of Lut Desert, 

unlike Kavir Desert, don’t have any saline areas (Khanikov, 1861). Professor Bunge, the 

botanist, wrote a paper entitled” travel of Russian group to Khorasan” in 1858 and 1859 that 

was published in Journal of Peterman in 1860.  

Table II-2. the great paths of Lut Desert in the book of Tomaschek 

Path 1 Khabis-Khavar-Khur 

Path 2 Between Khabis and Ravar (Khanikov way) 

Path 3 Neh, Dehsalm, and Khabis  

Path 4 Nobin-Narmashir- Dehsalm (the oldest way across the center of Lut)  

Path 5 Narmashir-Fahraj-Espi  

 

Goldsmid 

An English group headed by Frederic Goldsmid performed researches about the east and 

southeast of Iran with the purpose of determining the borderline in the southeast of Iran. With 

the group Blanford as a geologist and Lovett as a surveyor traversed from Bam towards the 

south along the way of Fahraj-Espi. Indeed, this was the first great group to pass Lut-e 

Zangiahmad (Smith, 1870). As this was the first big campaign to pass Lut-e Zangiahmad, the 

path was known as Goldsmid way. The southern way was the route between Sistan and 

Kerman. It passed from Shurgaz and the landmarks of Nader, Farhad, and Kahurak. There are 

a direct way between Bam and Nosratabad. From the literatures of the group that the southern 

way was always subject to danger of dynamic sands. Any of the studies about the Lut Desert 

and the surrounding areas were not as useful as the explorations of Goldsmid. Although there 

are not particular matters about Lut, but the geography, geology, botany and zoology of the 

southeast Iran is well described.  

Mac Gregor  

Since 1875, General Mac Gregor from England was on expeditions to the southern part of 

Khorasan and northern part of Lut Desert and recorded major paths in Kavir desert. He passed 

northern Lut, which is between Yazd and Tabas, and the result of his surveys is published in 

the book named “memoir of a trip in Khorasan” in 1879. In 1882 and 1883, he had some trips 

in central Iran and passed the northern path of Lut between Neh and Nayband and visited Khur 

and Khosf cities. 
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Galindo 

Galindo from England is the first European who has seen true landscapes of Lut desert. 

Galindo’s trip happened in 1886 and 1887 in the eastern part of Iran, but our knowledge of this 

trip is limited to some quotes of Lord Kurzon. According to this record, he has been on an 

expedition through Lut desert but nobody has seen his note or record. Alfonse Gabriel and Sven 

Hedin have also investigated and expressed their unawareness of the original report. It seems 

that between 1887 and 1888 Galindo has traveled from Shahdad to Dehsalm and Neh and 

maybe he has tripped from Dehsalm to Nosratsbad-Espi. Galindo has described Kalut hills for 

the first time in his trip and has said that contrary to local people’s opinions, these relics are 

not ruins of an ancient city but they are forms of clay that are split by heavy storms and shaped 

into this form. He has described sand and gravel in the desert and salty polygon lands and 

claimed that the worst area of Lut desert to be between Neh and Bam where huge piles of sand 

have been created by blowing of the northwest winds (Mostofi, 1969). 

In existing maps of Lut desert both in old published maps from India and in American and 

Iranian maps, several paths have been presented through Lut desert. One of the paths is from 

Birjand to Khabis with a branch from Khoshkrud and another path is Sechongi and the other 

one is between Khabis and Dehsalm through Barut gorge. In the latter path, there are places 

named Kal-e Ghusheh, Kucheh, Jagvir and poshthe Panjfarsakh.  

The Panjfarsakh and Balazard and on the way to Khorasan the names Khoshkrud and Balahoz 

can be found. In 1890, Galindo wrote a book entitled” two years of wandering in the eastern 

part of Iran and Baluchestan”. This book does not have introduction and is formatted like a 

newspaper in 16 sections. It has mentioned the natural scenes in the area and altitude and life 

facilities and plants condition and fuel and even Meteorology measurements. This book also 

includes pictures from midway sceneries such as Borj-e Anbar and Birjand landscape. Galindo 

is the only person who has traversed Lut desert from the east to west (lieutenant and Silma, 

1980). The only people who traversed this path are Gabriel and Zeiler. 

Sykes 

There have been six expeditions altogether under the supervision of Sykes from 1839 to 1901 

that most of them have been around Lut desert. In his first trip in 1839, he went to Khabis and 

then he visited Fahraj, Bam, Narmashir and Sistan. A set of researches were published in 

London in 1902 in a book named 10 thousand miles in Iran or 8 years in Iran. Sykes’s works 

are as itinerary notes and there is a lot of information with regard to the condition of paths, 

villages, inns, springs, and historical and ancient relics. Most of his attention has been paid to 

historical and ancient aspects of the area and geographical descriptions are less found in his 

scripts. The first description of Bam castle is by Sykes. During his trip, he visited Birjand to 

Yazd, and Basiran village and Qalezari castle and described copper mines in Qalezari castle. 

He says nothing special about Khabis and mentioned that Khabis had date, citrus and henna 

with eight thousand residents and did not describe the relic famed for Aqus. Regardless of his 

great interest in historical relics, Sykes says nothing about Sassanian (Sassanid) relics in Khabis 
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and he has gone to Kerman from there (sykes, 1902). In a trip, he has gone to Jupar from 

Kerman and then to Bahramgerd and has described relics and Masjednegar.  

Sven Hedin 

One of the biggest sources available about Iran’s deserts, especially Kavir Desert, is a set of 

researches of Swedish explorer Sven Hedin which consists of two books each in two volumes. 

The first book which is published in Stockholm in 1906 is entitled” information about a path 

to the eastern Iran” and the second book titled” to India by land” which is published in 1910. 

His fame is mostly for identification of Kavir desert. Hedin was more considered about 

identifying areas inside Iran. His main trip happened in 1905 and 1906 when he visited inside 

the Kavir desert and its vicinity. He has passed across the north of Lut desert and intended for 

several times to shift into the Lut desert but he ruled it out. His itinerary included passing the 

Kavir desert through Jandaq and Tahrud and he came to Khur from there. He traversed across 

west of Kavir desert and then went to Tabas. He went to Nayband from Tabas and from 

Nayband and through Shand-e Alirezakhan to Sarchah and Basiran and Neh and then he went 

to Sistan. According to Sven Hedin itineraries in the northern part of Lut desert, the way from 

Nayband to Sarchah is a direct path through desert that ends in Sistan in an east-to-west 

direction. Sven Hedin’s book is a precious collection of geographical condition of Iran’s 

deserts. He passed across the north of Lut desert. Sven Hedin proposed an issue, that is whether 

Lut desert and Kavir desert are the same or not, but he did not pay a visit to there to verify this 

comparison. He concluded from his works in Lut desert that Lut desert and Kavir desert are 

completely different from one another and desert lands Kavir are very rare and passing them 

cannot be a serious problem (Sven Hedin, 1910). In the northern Lut desert, previous 

passengers had not visited two paths identified by Sven Hedin and they had been unknown 

before expeditions of Dr. Kardavani. First path is between Nayband and Sarchah which is one 

of the oldest routes of Lut desert and Sven Hedin talked about another path in Nayband which 

is in the southern part of Shand-e Alirezakhan Path. This route is a direct path from Dig-e 

Rostam to Iraqi jungle and then to Urkush. South part of Morghabkuh path is from Tagh-e 

meydan to Kuh-e bakhtu. It passes from Kuh-e bakhtu and Kuh-e Abdollahi and from there it 

goes to Dehsalm. Baluch nomads appreciate this path as an exit from east to west and Kuh-e 

bakhtu and Cheshme Araqi are their two bases. This path joins Goltagh jungle in the west by a 

detour and from there it reaches Ravar and Khabis. He traversed Northern Lut desert in a path 

between Khanikov team path and Kuh-e Morghab from Birjand to Khabis and he traversed 

central Lut desert from Khabis to Dehsalm in the path of Galindo and Zeiler. However through 

an interesting path he passed across a pile of sand in the northeast and he went across central 

Lut desert and then has passed by yardangs region and arrived at Keshit. 
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Niedermayer 

Our knowledge of geological condition in Iran was little until 1910.from among little works 

that have been published in this regard are Eshtal articles a famous German scientist. A 

collection of his works was published in 1911 in a book titled “Iran’s geology”. But Eshtal 

studies didn’t go beyond Kerman territory. In 1912 and 1916 a team of German geologists 

headed by Niedermayer came to Iran. Niedermayer is the first European who made geologic 

examinations in surrounding areas of Lut. He visited Shahdad Mountain and passed from Gorg 

to Shahdad and from there to Dehsalm. The results of his studies were published in 1920.  

 

Figure II-3: the paths of the explorers who passed Lut Desert 

Stratil Sauer 

Stratil Sauer (A geography professor from Vein University) is the first passenger who used an 

automobile in his discoveries in Lut plain. From 1931 to 1933, he was carrying out researches 
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in Khorasan and the northern Lut. His theories are interesting about climate problems, Lut 

depression deposits and how it was made. Professor Sauer came to Torbat-e Heydarieh, Ghaen, 

and Birjand from Mashhad. From Birjand He went to Khur and the northern Lut several times 

from Qalezari (castle) and Basiran way. He visited the villages between Neh and Ravar from 

Neh he went to Zahedan and Nosratabad. 

Stratil Sauer concentrated on Political and Social Problems in his notes. After entering around 

Lut, he was interested in geological subjects and introduced the southern Lut as a broken hole 

but full of alluvial materials also he explained Nosratabad’s western mountains as Lut 

Formation. In June, he recorded the heat of 52 degrees centigrade in the west of Nosratabad at 

the altitude 1050. 

Hans Bobek 

Professor Hans Bobek (Social and human geography professor from Vein university) travelled 

to Iran to carry out research and assess different Problems in 1934, 1936 and 1956. 

His valuable works are preparing maps of mounts Alamkuh and Takht-e Soleyman. During his 

Journey, he visited Fars and areas around Neyriz lake. From Neyriz he came to Sirjan and 

Kerman. 

From Kerman he went to Shahdad and from Shahdad to Bam and Zahedan. He made some 

investigations in Kavir plain and Masileh. Professor liked to carry out a research on Lut plain 

and since 10 years before his trip, he was thinking about preparing Lut’s map in scale of 

1/600000. In recent decades, there were some people who have made some researches and 

wrote down about Lut plain.  

Alfons Gabriel 

Whatever we know before Gabriel’s Journey to Lut plain refers to mountain in the northern 

margin. In the south of Lut the Journeys were done in the way of Bam to Zahedan and the north 

of Lut-e Zangiahmad was Unknown. In central Lut, it was pointed to sand pile in the east and 

a lot of yardangs. Alfons Gabriel from Austria was the last passenger of Lut plain like Sven 

Hedin who rode a camel to patrol it. He published a book about Durch Persiens Wüsten. Gabriel 

has a famous sentence about Lut desert: “Kavir (desert) has an in incantation; if you enter you 

can’t leave it”. Before Gabriel’s Journeys all collected information was about the margin of 

Lut. And in the southern part except for the way of Bam to Zahedan, the north of Lut-e 

Zangiahmad was known. Alfons Gabriel is the pioneer of Lut’s researchers since after him all 

things changed in Lut. Riding camel was limited in central Lut and he could patrol in car in the 

northern Lut. From Birjand, he came to Bam by car in Lut’s way and used helicopter to reach 
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most difficult areas. He passed northern Lut going through the way of Khanikov and Kuh 

(mount) Morghab from Birjand to Khabis. He also passed central Lut plain from khabis to 

Dehsalm going through the way of Galindo and Zeiler. 

On an interesting way, he passed from sand piles in the northeast. He crossed the middle part 

of Lut and passed the margin of yardangs region (Kalut) then he arrived at Keshit. Gabriel’s 

Journeys were from 1928 to 1937 in Iran. The results of his works were published in some 

books and articles. The name of his book is Geographical researches in Iran and was published 

in 1952. One of his researches was about Marco polo’s way in Iran.  

Ahmad Mostofi (Head of Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

First Iranian who Journeyed to Lut and investigated this area was Ahmad Mostofi (a geography 

professor from University of Tehran) from 1968 to 1974. He and a team (From University of 

Tehran, C.N.R.S and Sorbonne University) of best researchers in disciplines like pedology, 

geomorphology, zoology and botany arranged by geographical institute of University of 

Tehran traveled to Lut several times and he published his Geographical reports in geographical 

research magazines. 
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III. Climate 

Iran has special geographic situation. As a result, it has stable weather conditions in summer, 

when it is under the influence of subtropical high pressure, and variable weather conditions in 

winter, when it is under the influence of extratropical atmospheric systems. Indeed, in summer 

Iran is under the influence of subtropical jetstream and subtropical high pressure centers. These 

circumstances result in atmospheric stability as well as warm and dry weather conditions over 

the area. In winter, subtropical jetstream is shifted over the Persian Gulf and allows the 

westerlies to develop over Iran. At the same time, Mediterranean cyclones are formed over 

Mediterranean Sea and, beneath the westerlies, conducted towards the Middle East and Iran. 

The cyclones cause rainfalls in cold season. Except for the conditions mentioned above, the 

warm and arid condition of Lut Desert is also resulted from its location in leeward of the winds 

initiating rainfall and great distance to moisture sources. In other words, the moist air coming 

from the west, when passing the Zagros and Central Iran Mountains, precipitate its moisture 

on the west side of the mountains and descend as dry air in the eastern side where the Lut 

Desert is located. Thus, due to the rain shadow effects, the precipitation is greatly decreased 

over the east of Iran.  

Air masses affecting Iran climate  

In different seasons, Iran is influenced by a variety of air masses from different directions. 

Among the air masses, some are more active and effective on the climatic conditions. One of 

the factors affecting the air masses coming into Iran is elevation and orientation of topography. 

This can increase precipitation and divert the air direction. The air masses that influence Iran 

and the study area of this research are categorized into two types of winter and summer:  

Winter air masses  

Siberian high pressure: Subpolar cold and continental air masses coming from this high 

pressure center are spread over the surrounding areas. Occasionally, some tributaries of the 

cold air enter into Iran from northeast and prevail all over the country. The effects of this air 

mass are a cold and dry air with clear sky.  

Siberian High pressure is dominant over Asia from October to March. Because of the vast 

extent covered by the system, it plays a major role in climate of Eurasia in cold season. It also 

plays an important role in temperature and precipitation condition of Iran. The high pressure 

usually penetrates from northeast into the study area and causes a very cold and dry temperature 

condition on the area. The situation can be more obvious when the system develops towards 

the west. Many temperature reports of severe cold air in Shahdad Station (in the vicinity of Lut 
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Desert) are attributed to development of the high pressure system and the entrance of a branch 

of the high pressure over Iran (Alijani, 2003).  

Continental Polar air mass (CP): the air mass is entering into Iran from northern lands. One 

way of this air mass is development of the Siberian high pressure over northeast of Iran. This 

condition is accompanied by cold or severe cold and dry air.  

Continental Arctic (CA): the air of high latitudes is entering into Iran by troughs of the 

westerlies and causes very cold and dry air. This air mass is entering into Iran from northeast 

and northwest and sometimes reaches the Lut Desert.  

Marine Polar air mass (MP): this is formed in northern Atlantic Ocean around Iceland. 

Passing over Mediterranean Sea, the MP air mass becomes warm and more receives moisture. 

Thus, it is stronger and instable. It reaches Iran from west and Mediterranean Sea and causes 

most of the winter rainfalls on Iran, including the study area.  

 Marine Tropical air mass (MT): this mass of air comes to Iran by means of the cyclone 

formed over Red Sea through southern side of the westerlies. It receives moisture from the 

Persian Gulf and is strengthened by leeward cyclones of Zagros Mountain. In some cases, it 

also influences the study area in cold season.  

Summer air masses  

Continental Tropical air mass (CT): with atmospheric general circulation in summer that is 

simultaneous with apparent movement of sun to northern hemisphere and recession of the 

westerlies, the subtropical high pressure belt covers the Middle East and Iran from south. As a 

result of the accumulation, the air descends from up towards the ground surface and make a 

high pressure system called subtropical high pressure. Because of adiabatic heating and 

stability, the system has a warm, sunny and dry weather conditions. The salient characteristic 

of the air mass is its heat and dryness that create unfavorable circumstances over the Iran. The 

high pressure is extended near the earth surface. But near the surface there is a thermal low 

pressure that impedes further extension of the subtropical high pressure to the earth surface.  

The effects of energy balance in warm seasons and warming of vast continental lands of Asia 

establish an extensive low pressure system called Asian low pressure. The low pressure covers 

vast areas of Pakistan, south of Iran, Persian Gulf, and Saudi Arabia. On the contrary and at 

the same time, an important low pressure center is formed on Indian Ocean and Arab Sea. At 

this time, Azores pressure in north of Atlantic Ocean is also more extended. As a result, summer 

flows in Iran Plateau are under the influence of these two pressure systems.  
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Flows of Saudi Arabia and Sahara: in summer the warm and dry instable air masses from 

Saudi Arabia and Sahara are steered towards the central deserts of Iran. The air mass is 

sometimes considered as local flows. The warm and dry weather conditions are the main 

characteristics of the air mass. (Masudian, 2009)  

 

 

Figure III-1. The air masses entering into Iran and their paths (Institute of Geography, University of 

Tehran) 

 

Meteorological stations around Lut Desert 

In order to study climatic conditions of Lut Desert, data of seven meteorological stations of the 

area have been studied. Because of extreme aridity of the region and great distance of the area 

to population centers, just Ziaratgah-e Seyf Station in the western margin of Lut is in the core 

zone (Nominated property) and the others are in the surrounding areas. To obtain climatic data 

such as temperature, precipitation, and wind as important climatic elements, the data for the 

stations of Nehbandan, Shahdad, Bam, Ziaratgah-e Seyf, Ziaratgah, Nosratabad, and Goharkuh 

have been collected and examined. The properties of the stations are represented in Table III-

1 and their locations are depicted on Figure III-2.  
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Table III-1. Characteristics of the meteorological stations in the nominated property and around of Lut Desert  

Establish Elevation(m) Y X Type Station 

1987 1211 32.31 60.02 Synoptic Nehbandan 

2003 400 30.25 57.42 Synoptic Shahdad 

1956 1066 29.10 58.35 Synoptic Bam 

1986 353 30.57 57.82 Climatology Ziyaratgah-e Seyf 

1982 1200 29.42 60.42 Climatology Ziyaratgah 

1964 1000 29.88 59.97 Climatology Nosratabab 

1970 1385 28.38 60.52 Climatology Goharkuh 

 

 

 

Figure III-2. Location of the synoptic and climatology stations in the nominated 

property and around of Lut Desert (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

Temperature 

The temperature is an index of heating intensity. This is very important in climatologic 

investigations because of its impacts on evapotranspiration, relative humidity, and other 
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elements. In the data issued by Iranian Meteorological Organization and Ministry of Power 

(Office of Water Resources Studies), five major parameters of the temperature are included. 

These parameters are minimum temperature, maximum temperature, average of minimum 

temperature, average of maximum temperature, and mean daily temperature. 

Results of analysis of temperature parameter  

The monthly average temperature as average of daily temperature for each month is the most 

important climatic parameter of temperature. The results of the examination of the parameter 

are presented in Table III-2 and Figure III-3.  

Table III- 2. Average of monthly temperature (°C) 

station 
Ja

n 

Fe

b 

Ma

r 

Ap

r 

Ma

y 

Jun

e 

Jul

y 

Au

g 

Se

p 

Oc

t 

No

v 

De

c 

Annua

l 

Nehbandan 6.6 9.1 13.4 20.5 25.8 30.2 32 30.5 
25.

8 

19.

8 
13.8 8.9 19.7 

Shahdad 
12.

4 
17.1 23.4 28.9 34.5 38.6 40.1 38.1 

33.

9 

28.

9 
20.6 14 27.5 

Bam 
10.

7 
13.4 18.2 23.6 28.6 32.7 33.4 31.8 

28.

8 

23.

9 
17.4 12.5 22.9 

Ziyaratgah-e 

seyf 

11.

8 
14.2 19.1 26.4 32.2 36.2 38.1 36.0 

32.

3 

26.

2 
19.0 13.7 25.4 

Ziyaratgah 5.5 7.2 10.9 16.4 21.2 24.4 24.6 23.3 
20.

6 

16.

8 
12.3 7.8 15.9 

Nosratabad 9.4 12.2 16.6 22.9 27.7 31.9 32.8 30.6 
26.

7 

22.

0 
16.6 11.8 21.8 

Goharkuh 5.9 9.6 13.8 18.6 24.3 28.0 28.3 26.5 
23.

3 

17.

9 
13.1 8.4 18.1 

 

 

 

 

Figure III-3. Changes in the average of monthly temperature (°C) 
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As it can be observed, among the stations, Shahdad Station has the highest mean of monthly 

temperature, which occurs in July (40.1 °C). It is noteworthy that the station is located in the 

vicinity of Yardangs (Kaluts) of Lut Desert. This is indicative of high monthly temperature of 

this part of Lut relative to the surrounding areas. The parameter is the lowest in Ziyaratgah 

Station among the stations. The mean monthly temperature of this station in July is 15 °C lower 

than that of Shahdad Station. One reason for this difference may be due to the difference in 

elevation.  

For detailed examination of the temperature, the average of monthly minimum and maximum 

temperatures of the stations are presented in Tables of III-3 and III-4 and Figures of III-4 and 

III-5.  

As it can be observed from the tables, Ziyaratgah-e Seyf is the hottest one among the stations 

of the study in terms of average of monthly maximum temperature, up to 47.5 °C in July. On 

the contrary, Ziyaratgah Station as the highest in elevation has the lowest average monthly 

maximum temperature. 

Table III-3. Average of monthly maximum temperature (°C)  

station Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Nehbandan 12.5 15.3 19.6 27.6 33.5 37.4 38.2 37.1 34.1 28.4 21.6 15.5 26.7 

Shahdad 17.2 22.4 29.2 34.5 40.1 44.4 46.1 44.1 40.2 34.7 25.7 18.8 33.1 

Bam 16.6 19.5 24.4 30.0 35.1 39.1 39.4 38.0 35.4 30.5 23.7 18.5 29.2 

Ziyaratgah-e seyf 20.4 23.3 28.3 36.4 42.1 46.7 47.5 45.9 43.3 36.8 28.8 22.7 35.2 

Ziyaratgah 11.8 13.1 16.9 23.2 28.7 32.7 33.4 31.9 28.9 24.5 19.1 14.2 23.2 

Nosratabad 16.2 18.4 23.3 30.0 34.7 39.4 40.2 38.4 35.2 30.4 24.6 18.9 29.1 

Goharkuh 14.0 17.4 22.0 27.6 33.5 38.0 37.7 36.6 33.9 28.7 23.1 17.5 27.5 

 

 
Figure III-4. Changes in parameter of the average of monthly maximum temperature in stations (°C) 
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In terms of the average of monthly minimum temperature, Shahdad Station has the highest 

mean temperature in all months. The average of monthly minimum temperature is 7.7 °C in 

January. On the contrary, the stations of Ziyaratgah and Goharkuh with temperature of -0.9 and 

-2.1, respectively, are the lowest in this parameter. The daily statistics have revealed that even 

in core zone, i.e. Ziyaratgah-e Seyf Station, some days with freezing were occurred.  

 Table III-4. Average of monthly minimum temperature (°C)  

station Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Nehbandan 0.7 2.9 7.1 13.4 18.1 23.1 25.8 23.9 17.4 11.2 5.9 2.3 12.7 

Shahdad 7.7 11.9 17.6 23.3 29 32.7 34.1 32 27.6 23.2 15.4 9.3 22 

Bam 4.9 7.4 12.0 17.2 22.1 26.3 27.4 25.6 22.2 17.2 11.1 6.4 16.6 

Ziyaratgah-e seyf 3.1 5.1 10.1 16.4 22.3 25.6 28.6 26.2 21.4 15.6 9.1 4.7 15.7 

Ziyaratgah -0.9 1.3 4.8 9.6 13.6 16.1 15.9 14.7 12.3 9.1 5.4 1.4 8.6 

Nosratabad 3.1 6.0 10.2 15.7 20.3 23.8 25.2 22.8 18.1 13.7 8.8 4.8 14.4 

Goharkuh -2.1 1.7 5.6 9.4 15.0 18.0 19.1 16.5 12.7 7.1 3.1 -0.8 8.8 

 

 

 

Figure III-5. Changes in average of monthly minimum temperature in the stations of the study (°C) 

  

Tables III-5, III-6 and figure III-6 and III-7 shown that Ziyaratgah-e Seyf Station has the 

highest average of absolute maximum temperature with 55 °C in June. The stations of Ziaratgah 

and Nehbandan have lower average of maximum absolute temperature of 39.5 and 43.8, 

respectively.  
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Table III-5. Average of maximum absolute temperature (°C) 

station Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Nehbandan 23.6 25.4 31.8 36.6 41.4 43.8 45 43.6 41.6 36.6 30.2 28.8 45 

Shahdad 29.4 33.6 39 42.6 47.4 50.4 50.4 50 45.4 41.4 35 29 50.4 

Bam 30.0 31.8 36.0 39.6 44.0 47.6 46.6 47.0 43.6 40.0 34.0 32.0 47.6 

Ziyaratgah-e seyf 35.0 34.5 43.5 47.0 52.0 55.0 54.0 53.5 49.5 47.0 42.5 33.5 55.0 

Ziyaratgah 22.5 24.5 28.5 32.5 38.5 39.5 39.0 38.0 36.5 33.5 34.5 27.5 39.5 

Nosratabad 26.0 28.0 34.0 39.0 43.6 49.5 49.0 47.0 42.5 42.0 37.0 32.0 49.5 

Goharkuh 25.0 26.0 33.0 36.0 39.4 45.5 44.0 42.0 41.5 36.0 30.5 25.5 45.5 

 

 

The monthly average of absolute maximum temperatures shows the characteristic of desert 

areas of Iran. These areas may sometimes experience very low absolute temperatures and even 

in core zone, the temperature of -8 °C was also reported. In most of the stations around the Lut 

Desert, the average of absolute minimum temperature is below zero in 4 to 6 months of year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure III-6. Changes in the average of absolute maximum temperature in stations of the 

 Lut Desert area (°C) 
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Table III-6. Average of minimum absolute temperature (°C) 

station Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Nehbandan -22.6 -12.4 -6.6 -4.4 1 4.2 14.8 17.8 13.6 7 0 -4.8 -22.6 

Shahdad -2.6 -2 3.8 12.4 17 26 28.2 27 20 16.8 7.4 -0.4 -2.6 

Bam -9.0 -5.0 -3.0 4.0 9.5 18.0 19.0 15.0 11.0 6.0 -2.0 -7.0 -9.0 

Ziyaratgah-e seyf -8.0 -7.0 -5.5 3.0 9.0 16.5 15.5 15.5 10.5 1.0 -4.0 -12.5 -12.5 

Ziyaratgah -12.2 -13.0 -13.0 -3.0 0.0 5.0 9.0 7.0 0.0 -4.0 -6.0 -15.0 -15.0 

Nosratabad -10.2 -10.0 -1.5 2.0 2.0 5.0 11.0 2.0 6.0 0.0 -2.5 -11.5 -11.5 

Goharkuh -31.0 -13.0 -11.0 0.0 4.2 9.0 7.0 4.0 3.2 -3.2 -8.2 -21.2 -31.0 

 

 

 

Figure III-7. Changes in the average of minimum absolute temperature in the stations  

of the Lut Desert (°C) 

 

For more comprehensive and obvious examination of the temperature parameter, the 

temperature map has been drawn for the Lut Desert (Figure III-8). By the temperature map, it 

would be easy to find out a negative correlation between the temperature and elevation. The 

temperature decreases in highland areas and in lowlands, the parameter is clearly higher than 

the surrounding areas. In fact, a vast part of the study area has the temperature higher than 20 

°C. This is completely consistent with climatic classification of the Lut Desert. In other words, 

the areas with temperature above 20 °C on the map are coincident with hyper-arid climatic 
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zones. On the contrary, the areas with isolines of low temperature are coincident with 

Mediterranean and semi-humid climates.  

 The diagrams and tables presented in this section indicate that although Lut Desert is 

introduced as thermal pole of the earth, as the hottest point of the earth, but it experiences huge 

temperature differences through different seasons of the year. As Ziyaratgah Station has the 

high average of maximum temperature in summer, it has the average of absolute minimum 

temperature of -8 °C in winter. It can be said that these temperature differences makes the site 

more appealing.  

 

Figure III-8. Map of the mean annual temperature in the study area  

(Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization) 

Precipitation 

Monthly precipitation as a vital parameter in each region plays a major role in agriculture, 

vegetation cover, and discharge of aqueducts (Qanat) and rivers. Since a major part of the study 

area is under the influence of subtropical high pressure in which the air is descending, even 

with the presence of moisture in some areas, the precipitation is negligible due to the lack of 

an ascending mechanism. With the available data of the stations, the parameters of average 
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monthly and annual precipitation are presented. The results are presented in Table III-7 and 

Figure III-9.  

The month in which the highest precipitation value occurs differs in different stations near Lut 

Desert. The stations of Shahdad, Goharkuh, and Ziyaratgah-e Seyf show the highest amount of 

precipitation in January, Nosratabad shows it in the February, and other stations show the 

highest precipitation in March. Goharkuh Station is located in southeast of Iran and receives 

considerable summer precipitation compared to other stations. This is because of the intrusion 

of monsoon air masses from southeast into the area. In the Lut Desert most of the precipitations 

occur in cold season. The precipitation in Iran and Lut Desert is mainly resulted from the 

Mediterranean cyclones of the westerlies affecting the Middle East. The precipitation regime 

is Mediterranean in cold period of year. It is worthy to note that the only station in nominated 

property has average of annual precipitation equal to 28 millimeters. It seems that precipitation 

value is decreasing towards the low elevated areas of Lut Desert. 

Table III-7. Average of monthly precipitation (mm) 

station Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Nehbandan 29.8 29.1 39.1 11.8 2.8 0.7 0.5 0 0.3 0.6 3.2 17.5 135.4 

Shahdad 11.88 11.83 9.03 0.17 0.58 0 0 0 0 0 0.17 4.8 38.48 

Bam 12.1 9.6 12.8 10.3 6.0 0.5 1.0 0.6 0.2 1.0 2.4 4.6 61.3 

Ziyaratgah-e seyf 6.8 3.6 6.6 0.8 1.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 6.4 28.0 

Ziyaratgah 34.4 25.5 32.9 10.0 4.9 0.5 1.3 0.3 0.5 2.1 4.0 18.6 135.0 

Nosratabad 12.4 17.7 14.8 7.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 0.1 0.0 2.7 1.6 7.4 67.2 

Goharkuh 37.2 24.3 23.9 13.1 0.1 0.3 9.5 3.8 2.5 0.4 0.8 5.7 121.6 

 

 

Figure III-9. Average of monthly precipitation of Lut Desert (mm) 
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For clear examination of the precipitation parameter, the map of precipitation has been depicted 

for the area (Figure III-10). A major part of this area receives precipitation below 100 mm per 

year and only small areas almost coincident with elevated lands receive a precipitation more 

than this value. When overlaying the two maps of precipitation and the climate classification 

of the area, it is revealed that the areas of Mediterranean and semiarid climate are clearly 

coincident with 200 mm precipitation isolines and the areas of arid and hyper-arid climates are 

coincident with isolines of 100 and 50 mm precipitation.  

 

 

 

Figure III-10. The map of average annual precipitation of the area  

(Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization) 
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Relative humidity 

The average of monthly relative humidity in the study area indicates that the percentage of 

relative humidity in cold months of year is higher than that in warm months. Among the stations 

of the area, the percentage of annual relative humidity is the highest in Goharkuh Station (38 

%) and the lowest in Shahdad Station (20 %). Totally, in all the stations January has the highest 

percentage of relative humidity.  

 

 

Table III-8. The average of monthly relative humidity (in percentage)  

station Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Nehbandan 54 47 42 31 21 17 16 15 16 22 32 46 30 

Shahdad 38 29 22 20 15 12 11 12 13 16 25 33 20 

Bam 47.0 41.0 37.0 32.0 26.0 21.0 22.0 22.0 23.0 27.0 35.0 42.0 31.0 

Ziyaratgah-e seyf 47.0 42.0 36.0 29.0 25.0 23.0 25.0 22.0 21.0 28.0 36.0 41.0 31.0 

Ziyaratgah 54.0 52.0 48.0 37.0 29.0 25.0 24.0 26.0 28.0 32.0 40.0 50.0 37.0 

Nosratabad 47.0 43.0 40.0 33.0 29.0 24.0 22.0 24.0 26.0 29.0 36.0 43.0 33.0 

Goharkuh 57.0 52.0 45.0 39.0 29.0 24.0 30.0 25.0 30.0 32.0 42.0 49.0 38.0 

 

 

 

 

Figure III-11. Changes in average of monthly relative humidity in the stations of the study (in percentage)  
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Evaporation  

According to the map of evaporation, in a vast extent of this area the annual evaporation is 

more than 3000 mm. This is indicative of severe solar radiation of the sun and the extreme 

aridity in the area. The extent is coincident with temperature isolines of more than 20 °C, 

precipitation isolines of less than 100 mm, and arid and hyper-arid climate zones.  

 

 

Figure III-12. The map of average annual evaporation for the study area  

(Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization) 

 

Climate classification of the Lut Desert  

To identify the climate of this area, the climate map of Iran prepared by Meteorological 

Organization (based on De Martonne) is represented as climate classification of this area 

(Figure III-13).  

The entire area of nominated property and buffer zones are categorized as hyper-arid in the 

climatic classification. This can be explained by the geographical location of the region, 
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dominance of subtropical high pressure, and distance to moisture resources. The hyper-arid 

area in a northwest to southeast direction is extended beyond the core zone. Around the area 

affected by hyper-arid climate, arid climate can be observed in the northeast, southeast, and 

west of the buffer and nominated property. Generally, the more elevated areas in the margins 

of the buffer zone and core zone have arid climate. Only some small parts of the elevated areas 

have semi-arid, Mediterranean, and semi-humid climate conditions. The slight humidity in the 

small parts can be explained by the mountains and receive more precipitation.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure III-13. Climate classification of the area  

(Forests, Range and Watershed Management Organization) 
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Analysis of wind conditions in Lut Desert  

Wind is the major factor of erosion in desert areas. Among the local winds of Iran, the 120-

Day Wind, dominant in the eastern part of Iran, is more famous. The area, over which this wind 

blows, is from South Khorasan to Sistan in summer. The 120-Day Wind of Sistan is blowing 

from northeast highlands towards southeast of Iran in warm periods of the year, i.e., from June 

5th to October 7th in 120 days and sometimes longer. With a change in pressure pattern in winter, 

this wind also disappears (Alijani, 2008). The main reason for production of the wind is a 

relatively strong low pressure center in the southeast of Iran and also two high pressure centers; 

one on Caspian Sea and the other on the highlands out of the boundary of Iran in the northeast. 

The high pressure center on the Caspian Sea is more effective on the phenomena. As the winds 

have enough intensity for erosion and blow in arid areas, they are considered as an important 

factor in creation of wind erosion landforms (Hosseinzadeh, 1997). Yardangs (Kaluts) of Lut 

Desert are prominent natural landscapes of the area and the most outstanding geomorphologic 

landforms. They are created by the activity of these winds. The alignment of yardangs and 

corridors (valleys between corridors) are northern, northwest to southeast. The alignment is 

coincident with the direction of the 120-Day Winds (Alaei, 2011, Ehsani and Quiel, 2008). 

There are many sand dunes that are bounded by the corridors and the western Lut. Yallan Sand 

Sea or Rig- e Yallan as the largest erg of Iran in the east of Lut is affected by other winds that 

transport the sands to create the erg.  

To examine the wind flow in the Lut Desert, the data from synoptic stations of the 

meteorological organization have been used. To provide a thorough analysis of the wind 

information, wind rose diagrams were drawn. This diagram indicates direction of prevailing 

winds, speed, and frequency percentage in a statistical period. In order to carry out a 

comprehensive and exact examination of this parameter, the wind roses of the average annual, 

monthly, and daily data of 3 PM and average of the most speedy winds in the statistical period 

is depicted for synoptic stations of Bam and Shahdad. 

  

Figure III-14. Annual wind rose of daily average 

for Shahdad Station 

Figure III-15. Annual wind rose of daily average 

for Bam Station 
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Figure III-16. Wind rose of daily average of 

Shahdad Station in January 

Figure III-17. Wind rose of daily average of Bam 

Station in January 

  

Figure III-18. Wind rose of daily average of 

Shahdad Station in February 

Figure III-19. Wind rose of daily average of Bam 

Station in February 

  

Figure III-20. Wind rose of daily average of 

Shahdad Station in March 

Figure III-21. Wind rose of daily average of Bam 

Station in March 
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Figure III-22. Wind rose of daily average of 

Shahdad Station in April 

Figure III-23. Wind rose of daily average of Bam 

Station in April 

  

Figure III-24. Wind rose of daily average of Bam 

Station in April 

Figure III-25. Wind rose of daily average of Bam 

Station in May 

  

Figure III-26. Wind rose of daily average of 

Shahdad Station in June 

Figure III-27. Wind rose of daily average of Bam 

Station in June 
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Figure III-28. Wind rose of daily average of 

Shahdad Station in July 

Figure III-29. Wind rose of daily average of Bam 

Station in July 

  

Figure III-30. Wind rose of daily average of 

Shahdad Station in August 

Figure III-31. Wind rose of daily average of Bam 

Station in August 

  

Figure III-32. Wind rose of daily average of 

Shahdad Station in September 

Figure III-33. Wind rose of daily average of Bam 

Station in September 
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Figure III-34. Wind rose of daily average of 

Shahdad Station in October 

Figure III-35. Wind rose of daily average of Bam 

Station in October 

  

Figure III-36. Wind rose of daily average of 

Shahdad Station in November 

Figure III-37. Wind rose of daily average of Bam 

Station in November 

  

Figure III-38. Wind rose of daily average of 

Shahdad Station in December 

Figure III-39. Wind rose of daily average of Bam 

Station in December 
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According to figures (wind rose), wind frequency with speed of 11 meters per second (m/s) in 

Shahdad Station is higher than that in Bam Station. On the contrary, the wind frequency of 5 

to 7.5 m/s has the most frequency in Bam Station.  

With the comparison of the depicted wind roses of each month it can be observed that in 

Shahdad Station most frequent winds and the most rapid winds are recorded in summer with 

prevailing direction from north. In Bam Station, the most frequent winds and the most rapid 

winds, the prevailing directions of which were from the north, are also reported in warm 

periods, particularly in August. The annual and monthly wind rose at 3 PM for stations of Bam 

and Shahdad are also presented. The occurrence of the very intensive north-oriented winds in 

summer is also confirmed by field observations so that the dusts flowing sometimes inside the 

corridors between the yardangs. In cold periods, the intensity of the winds is declined in both 

stations. But along with the prevailing north winds, some secondary directions are also added 

to the primary north direction. In March, April, and May the direction of prevailing wind is 

still northern, but the prevailing winds from other directions can be observed in other months. 

  

Figure III-41. Annual wind rose at 3 PM in Bam 

Station 

Figure III-40. Annual wind rose at 3 PM in 

Shahdad Station 

 

According to the annual and monthly wind roses for the winds at 3 PM daytime, in Shahdad 

Station there were the most frequent and rapid winds in spring and summer (11 m/s). The 

prevailing direction of the winds is from north, northwest, and northeast. In Bam Station, the 

most frequent and rapid winds were reported in May, June, July, and August. The prevailing 

directions of the winds are north, northeast, and west. In Summary, the wind at 3 PM of Bam 

Station is more rapid than that of Shahdad Station. The wind roses of average maximum winds 

are presented for the stations of Bam and Shahdad. 
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Figure III-42. Annual wind rose of the average 

maximum wind in Shahdad Station 

Figure III- 43. Annual wind rose of the average 

maximum wind in Bam Station 

  

Figure III-44. Wind rose at 3 PM in Shahdad 

Station in January 

Figure III-45. Wind rose at 3 PM in Bam Station 

in January 

  

Figure III-46. Wind rose at 3 PM in Shahdad 

Station in February 

Figure III-47. Wind rose at 3 PM in Bam Station 

in February 
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Figure III-48. Wind rose at 3 PM in Shahdad 

Station in March 

Figure III-49. Wind rose at 3 PM in Bam Station 

in March  

  

Figure III-50. Wind rose at 3 PM in Shahdad 

Station in April 

Figure III-51. Wind rose at 3 PM in Bam Station 

in April  

  

Figure III-52. Wind rose at 3 PM in Shahdad 

Station in May 

Figure III-53. Wind rose at 3 PM in Bam Station 

in May 
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Figure III-54. Wind rose at 3 PM in Shahdad 

Station in June 

Figure III-55. Wind rose at 3 PM in Bam Station 

in June 

  

Figure III-56. Wind rose at 3 PM in Shahdad 

Station in July 

Figure III-57. Wind rose at 3 PM in Bam Station 

in July 

  

Figure III-58. Wind rose at 3 PM in Shahdad 

Station in August 

Figure III-59. Wind rose at 3 PM in Bam Station 

in August 
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Figure III-60. Wind rose at 3 PM in Shahdad 

Station in September  

Figure III-61. Wind rose at 3 PM in Bam Station 

in September 

  

Figure III-62. Wind rose at 3 PM in Shahdad 

Station in October 

Figure III-63. Wind rose at 3 PM in Bam Station 

in October 

  

Figure III-64. Wind rose at 3 PM in Shahdad 

Station in November 

Figure III-65. Wind rose at 3 PM in Bam Station 

in November 
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Figure III-66. Wind rose at 3 PM in Shahdad 

Station in December 

Figure III-67. Wind rose at 3 PM in Bam Station in 

December 

  

Figure III-68. Annual wind rose of the average 

maximum wind in Shahdad Station 

Figure III-69. Annual wind rose of the average 

maximum wind in Bam Station 

  

Figure III-70. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Shahdad Station for January 

Figure III-71. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Bam Station for January 
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Figure III-72. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Shahdad Station for February 

Figure III-73. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Bam Station for February 

  

Figure III-74. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Shahdad Station for March 

Figure III-75. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Bam Station for March 

  

Figure III-76. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Shahdad Station for April 

Figure III-77. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Bam Station for April 
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Figure III-78. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Shahdad Station for May 

Figure III-79. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Bam Station for May 

  

Figure III-80. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Shahdad Station for June 

Figure III-81. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Bam Station for June 

  

Figure III-82. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Shahdad Station for July 

Figure III-83. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Bam Station for July 
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Figure III-84. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Shahdad Station for August 

Figure III-85. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Bam Station for August 

  

Figure III-86. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Shahdad Station for September 

Figure III-87. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Bam Station for September 

  

Figure III-88. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Shahdad Station for October 

Figure III-89. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Bam Station for October 
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Figure III-90. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Shahdad Station for November 

Figure III-91. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Bam Station for November 

 

 

 

  

Figure III-92. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Shahdad Station for December 

Figure III-93. Wind rose of the maximum wind in 

Bam Station for December 
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Table III-9. Frequency Distribution for Max Wind of Bam Station (%) 

 Speed m/s 

Wind Direction 0.5 - 2.5 2.5 - 5.0 5.0 - 7.5 7.5 - 9.0 
9.0 - 

11.0 

>= 

11.0 
Total 

337.50 - 22.50 0 3.28 5.93 2.28 4.92 23.31 39.73 

22.50 - 67.50 0 2.73 3.92 1.45 2.32 9.44 19.89 

67.50 - 112.50 0 1.36 2.00 0.50 0.68 0.95 5.52 

112.50 - 157.50 0 1.18 1.23 0.72 0.86 1.14 5.15 

157.50 - 202.50 0 0.72 0.68 0.36 0.31 0.54 2.64 

202.50 - 247.50 0 0.91 0.68 0.63 0.18 1.32 3.74 

247.50 - 292.50 0 3.28 2.00 1.87 3.01 4.69 14.86 

292.50 - 337.50 0 2.09 2.18 0.63 0.54 1.87 7.34 

Sub-Total 98.90 

Calms 1.09 

Missing/Incomplete 0 

Total 100 

Frequency of Calm Winds 1.09 % 

Average Wind Speed 11.61 m/s 

 

 

Table III-10. Frequency Distribution for Max Wind of Shahdad Station (%) 

 Speed m/s 

Wind Direction 0.5 - 2.5 2.5 - 5.0 5.0 - 7.5 7.5 - 9.0 
9.0 - 

11.0 

>= 

11.0 
Total 

337.50 - 22.50 0 0 0.07 0.18 1.31 25.62 27.19 

22.50 - 67.50 0 0.14 0.62 0.54 2.81 12.57 16.70 

67.50 - 112.50 0 0.03 0.40 0.21 1.16 2.08 3.91 

112.50 - 157.50 0 0.03 0.14 0.18 0.80 1.53 2.70 

157.50 - 202.50 0 0 0.18 0.07 0.32 0.95 1.53 

202.50 - 247.50 0 0 0.07 0.03 0.29 3.32 3.72 

247.50 - 292.50 0 0 0.40 0.69 3.98 22 17.08 

292.50 - 337.50 0 0 0.62 0.54 2.66 13.01 16.84 

Sub-Total 82.96 

Calms 0.24 

Missing/Incomplete 16.78 

Total 100 

Frequency of Calm Winds 0.29 % 

Average Wind Speed 14.95 m/s 
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Table III-11. Frequency Distribution for Max Wind of Bam Station (%) 

month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Bam Station 13.29 15.32 15.65 16.02 16.14 15.72 16.18 16.09 15.23 14.45 12.60 12.30 

Shahdad Station 7.66 10.53 10.57 12.58 14.10 13.33 16.56 16.74 12.09 9.32 8.24 7.45 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure III-94. Average Wind Speed of monthly Max Wind (m/s) 
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IV. Hydrology 

Drainage basins of Iran are primarily divided into six major basins. The six drainage basins or 

watersheds have been studied for several decades. Because of their consistence with 

topographic and hydrologic characteristics, there is a consensus about the division. These six 

watersheds are as following (with permission from Department of Planning and Strategic 

Supervision of President, 2012):  

1. Caspian Sea  

2. Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman  

3. Urmia Lake  

4. Central Plateau  

5. Eastern Boundary  

6. Gharehghom  

Based on some specific rules, the six major drainage basins as 1st order are divided into 30 

watersheds as 2nd order. Among the six major 1st order watersheds, drainage basin of Lut is 

contained inside the central plateau watershed that is itself divided into nine sub-basins. The 

drainage basin of Lut is one of the nine drainage basins of the central plateau watershed. The 

drainage basins in watershed of the central plateau of Iran, where includes Lut Desert drainage 

basin, is presented in Figure IV-1 (Department of Planning and Strategic Supervision of 

President, 2012). In Table IV-1, the properties of the 2nd order watersheds in the central plateau 

watershed can also be observed.  

Table IV-1. The 2nd order divisions of the central plateau watershed  

No. Name of watershed 
Code number of 

watershed of 2nd order 

Area of 2nd order watershed 

(km2) 

1 Namak Lake 41 92884.2 

2 Gavkhuni 42 41552.3 

3 Tashk, Bakhtegan, and Maharloo 43 31451.9 

4 Abarghu-Sirjan Desert 44 57125.3 

5 Hamun-e Jazmuriyan 45 69374.8 

6 Lut Desert 46 206354 

7 Central Desert 47 226533.1 

8 Siahkuh, Rigzarin, Dagh-e Sorkh 48 48599.1 

9 Daranjir and Saghand 49 50736.5 

10 Total 4 824611.2 
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The drainage basin of watershed of Lut Desert is a 2nd order basin with an area about 206354 

square kilometers (km2). The basin is located in the north of Hamun-e Jazmuriyan basin. The 

highlands between the east of Birjand to Serayan and Tabas are located in the north of the 

drainage basin. Mountain ranges in the east of Kerman and Hezar Mountains are in the west, 

Jebal-e Barez (Barez Mountain) and Bazman Mountains in the south, Taftan and the hills 

between the area and Hirmand are located in the east of that (Ministry of Energy, 2008).  

 

 

 

 

Figure IV-1. Lut Desert watershed among the other 2nd order watersheds of Iran 

 (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 

 

There are lots of depressions and various basins in plateau of Iran and within the present 

political borders of Iran. Depression of Lut in the southeast of Iran is one of the greatest, the 

lowest, the hottest, and the driest of the depressions in the area. The watershed of Lut is very 
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extensive and contains parts of four provinces including Khorasan, Sistano Baluchestan and 

Kerman. The northern limit of the watershed from east to west is the divides of northern 

highlands including the mountains of Momenabad and Tagh Ashtian and the elevated hills of 

northern Nayband, including Atashan and Nayband, in 32 degrees latitude. The area of the 

watershed is extended from south to northern slopes of Azarin Shahsavar and Jebal-e Barez in 

the north of 38 degree latitude.  

Lut Desert is composed of two distinct regions in terms of topography. The first is a vast and 

flat plain in the center and the second is hills and separated highlands in the margins. The shape 

and extent of the hills are not similar in the desert. The foothills along the plain slopes are 

sometimes stretched straight and with slight elevation changes towards dominant mountains, 

i.e., foothills of Ravar and Kuh-e Sour. The foothills are sometimes folded morphologies 

between the plain and marginal highlands, i.e., the folded ranges of sandstone and the igneous 

rocks of Tertiary in Shahdad. The central plain area is a tectonic depression. The faults separate 

the plain from the foothills. In the southern end of the central flat area, there are more favorable 

living conditions for human societies, relative to vast northern inhospitable areas. These 

favorable conditions are sometimes resulted from moderate climatic conditions and also 

presence of water and suitable soil in comparison with the northern area. However, in the vast 

northern area, except in limited points in the border of the plain and foothill, there are no human 

lives. The difference can also be seen in development of vegetation cover (Mostofi, 1969).  

As the region has an arid climatic condition, hydrologic network are also as ephemeral and 

seasonal streams. The Shur river (Rud-e Shur) is the only perennial river flowing into the 

central depression of Lut Desert. In the other streams, the water is just flowing in a short period 

in cold season. In southwest streams of Dehsalm and central Lut Plain there may be some 

sudden limited floods once in a period of several years. With these natural conditions of the 

area, the characteristics of Lut Watershed can be presented as following:  

1. Scarceness of water and poor flows  

2. Irregular and accidental flow of water  

3. Aridity of river bed in most of the year  

4. Sudden outflows in cold period  

The Lut Depression is divided into the smaller independent depressions as terminal basin for 

adjacent rivers and streams (Mahmoudi, 1970). The watershed has 9 sub-basins that their 

properties are as follows. 
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Figure IV-2. Sub-basins of Lut Watershed (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Figure IV-3. Drainage Network of Lut Watershed (Institute of Geography, University of Tehran) 
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Figure IV-4. Ephemeral River in the west of Shahdad (photo by, Saeed Negahban) 

 

Watershed of Shur River 

The Shur River in north Lut Desert is the only perennial river flowing inside the desert. The 

river is about 200 km long and as one of the most saline rivers of the world, with the highest 

dissolved salts. The river has not been dried even in the consecutive droughts of the recent 

years. The presence of the river in the proximity of the yardangs makes the vertical flanks of 

the giant landforms wet. This has positive effects on the erodibility of the landforms and 

ensures their existence. The river is so saline that no riparian vegetation can be developed on 

the banks. Due to evaporation, the depth of the river is gradually declines as it goes further 

downstream. Finally, the water of the river gets muddy like slurry and in the middle of the 

desert it is transformed into beautiful salt crystals.  

The watershed of Shur River with the area about 19923 km2 is located in the north of Lut plain. 

The river is flowing from northwest of central Lut Desert in Kalut formation and terminates in 

the north of yardangs (kaluts). The vast watershed of the river is extended from Momenabad 

Mountains in the north of Birjand to eastern slopes of Kerman highlands at 31 degrees latitude. 

This is the only perennial river which flows into central depression of Lut plain. Due to passing 

through the salt deposits, this river upstream has saline water and inappropriate for agriculture. 

Because of the vast extent of the watershed, it is required to investigate the different tributaries 

of the river separately. Birjand Valley is conjunction of the streams and rivers in southern 

slopes of Momenabad Mountain and northern slopes of Bagheran Mountain. Col Bijan and Col 
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Cheshmeh in the eastern side of the highlands are divides of this valley and eastern local 

depressions. The streams and channels of these two cols join each other in the east of Zeynabieh 

Village and the beginning of Birjand City. The stream in Shokatabad Village reaches a vast 

alluvial valley called Birjand River. In the northern and southern slopes of the Birjand Valley, 

some flowing tributaries enter the river. Because of agricultural uses, the tributaries almost get 

dry downstream. The most important northern tributaries are entering the Birjand River from 

the slopes of Shekasteh and Markuh mountains. Kuch River originating from Bagheran 

Mountain is the most important southern tributary. 

 

 

Figure IV-5. Watershed of Shur River in the north of Lut basin 

 

There are many seasonal streams in the watershed. One of the most important streams is 

seasonal river of Nayband. This river is originated from Nayband highlands and is flowing in 

a southeast direction towards central basin. This river in south of the Nayband City has a 

sinuous valley. It is 135 km long and reaches Shur River after passing Morghab Mountain 

(Morghabkuh).  

Seasonal river of Chehlpayeh in west of Shur River is originated from Chehlpayeh Mountains. 

It is dry in most of the year. This river is 72 km long and gets braided before reaches the 

Golkahur Forests and just a narrow stream of that reaches the Shur River.  
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Table IV-2. Physiographic characteristics of Shur River Basin  

Watershed Area in km2 River Length (km) 

Shur River of Birjand  19923 

Shur River of Birjand  198 

Nayband River  135 

Chehlpayeh River  72 

 

Dehsalm Watershed  

The Dehsalm Watershed is located in the east of Lut Plain and South of Kuh-e Sorkh. It is also 

limited to Patarki Mountains from the east and to sand dunes from the south and west. The area 

of the basin is about 5243 km2. The stream in the basin is a seasonal river of Miantag that is 55 

km long. During the occurrence of rainfalls, the runoffs from the adjacent mountains are 

initially flowing in different streams and then concentrate into a single stream channel 

terminating to the basin. The beds of the river are covered mainly by sand particles and it is 

likely that there were no flood in several years. In foothill of Siah Kuh, the stream is diverted 

towards the south where many streams from the surrounding highlands join it.  

In the west of the Miantag stream, another stream is formed from association of the streams of 

the eastern slopes of Sarchangi Mountain. Before the conjunction of the stream with Dom- e 

Rubah Valley, salt water is flowing in its bed and in a southeastern direction it enters the flat 

valley of Dehsalm. The streams on the northwestern slopes of Kuhshah join this stream and the 

bed is again dried. All the tributaries in the bottom of the stream bed are so dispersed that it is 

hard to recognize the major channel in several kilometers in north-south direction. Along the 

tributary valleys of southwestern slopes of Kuhshah, there are many streams and channels. 

They are entering irregularly into the flat and alluvial valley of Dehsalm in southwest direction. 

Some of the streams at Dehmarg Village, in a southwest direction, join Bisheh River. The other 

streams through the valleys of Razag and Gargaz flow towards the south. Where the two 

tributary rivers are joined, the Miantag River is formed. In the pools over the bed, particularly 

in the west of Dehsalm Village, there are salt marshes surrounded rushes. The banks of the 

river are either alluvial and hard or depositional and loose. In the south of Dehsalm, many 

streams covered by sands are joined to Miantag River. They are originated from little and single 

highlands as well as from the southern sedimentary mountains in Chahrui, in the east of the 

terminal basin.  

Table IV-3. Physiographic characteristics of Dehsalm Watershed  

Watershed area River Length of river 

Dehsalm 5243 km2 Miantag 55 km 
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The drainage basin is the southeastern trail of the terminal basin of Shur River. It is extended 

like a band from the northwest to southeast, the eastern limit of which is the elevated edge of 

central Lut and its western limit is the yardangs of Lut. The basin is mainly covered by sand 

dunes and the vast desert lands can just be observed around the end of the streams. The slope 

of the basin is also from the north to south and from the east to west. 

 

 

 

Figure IV-6. Dehsalm watershed in east Lut basin 
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Miqan watershed  

This basin is located parallel to Dehsalm Valley in the east. It is an extensive geologic 

depression covered by alluvial deposits from neighboring highlands and situated in the 

northwest to southeast direction. The western limit of the basin is the eastern mountain slopes 

of Dehsalm Valley and its eastern limit is Mesozoic sedimentary folded landforms. The general 

orientation of the landforms is the same as the orientation of the depression, i.e., northwest-

southeast. The extent of this drainage basin, about 9138 km2, is far beyond that of Dehsalm 

Basin.  

 

Table IV-4. Physiographic characteristics of Miqan watershed in east Lut Plain  

Watershed Area (km2) River Length of river (km) 

Miqan 

9138 

Nakhlabad 98 

Miqan Nakhilabad 90 

 

 

The northern trail of volcanic and sedimentary mountains in the west of Dehsalm and the 

sedimentary landforms in the east of Miqan Basin are close to each other and are limited to the 

depression from the north at 32 degrees latitude. In the southern and southwestern slopes, on 

the northern depression, from Shurab Mountain in the east to Kamarsorkh Mountain in the west 

of the basin, many streams are concentrated towards the south in larger streams and flow into 

the end of the depression in the southwest. The most important streams are Miqan, Dehno, and 

Chahmusa. All the streams are scattered and flow irregularly towards the southeast into the 

thalweg of the depression. Where the streams of the western slope of Shisheh and Kuhsorkh in 

the east and the eastern slope of Kuhshah in the west join the main valley, the bed is widened 

and form a major stream called Nakhl Ab which flows into the pit of Godeneh. In dry years 

with low precipitation, the pit is terminal basin for the northern tributaries. The desert lands are 

more exetended towards the south of the depression where it is limited to sand dunes in the 

eastern foothills of southern margin. The Nakhl Ab River is about 98 km long.  
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Figure IV-7. Miqan watershed in east Lut basin 

 

Nosratabad Watershed  

The watershed is located in the east of Lut Plain next to the city of Nosratabad. The area of the 

basin is 3026 km2 and rivers of Omar and Nakhileh are the main streams. The western limit of 

the basin is Malek Mohammad Mountain in the center of Lut and its eastern limit is the fore-

mountains dominant on sand dunes in the east of Lut. The relief in the center of Lut is as a mid-

landform between Shurgaz-e Hamun Depression in the south and central depressions of Lut in 

the north. The eastern trail of the relief in the alluvial plains located in the east of huge sand 
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dunes serves as a divide between the Miqan Basin in the north and Kahurak Basin in the south. 

The slope of the plain is from northeast to southwest. It is likely that before development of the 

sand dunes, the streams have been part of the southern drainage basin of Lut; but now the 

progress of the sand dunes to the northern Nakhileh area formed an independent terminal basin 

called Nosratabad.  

 

 

 

Figure IV-8. Nosratabad Watershed in east Lut basin 
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Kahurak watershed  

Kahurak Drainage Basin with an area of 11278 km2 is located in the southeast Lut basin 

between the western slopes of Malusan Mountain and Taftan Mountain. The tributaries of the 

basin are progressively joined to each other to form Shurgaz Stream that passes through the 

sand dunes and terminates in Shurgaz-e Hamun Basin. The extent of the desert lands in the 

basin is not as much as that of Shur River of Birjand Basin. However, there are brown deserts 

of salt water pits and gray deserts. Most of the tributaries of Shurgaz have water in mountainous 

areas. The most important of the tributaries from the east to west are Darreh Kucheh, Rud-e 

Mahi, Rud-e Gorg, and Darreh Shur.  

Darreh Kucheh Stream: in the south of Miqan and Nosratabad basins in the western sides of 

Malusan Mountain is drainage basin of some streams that incised the north-south landforms 

dominant on sand dunes and created relatively deep valleys. The trail of Omar stream towards 

the south in the southeastern margin of sand dunes made a deep and sinuous channel in the 

alluvial deposits. This is named by the local people as Kucheh Valley (i.e. alley-like valley) 

after its jagged and valley-like sidewalls. In the southeastern end of the sand dunes, the channel 

deepness is decreased but it is still in the southern direction. About 3 kilometers towards the 

south, the channel bed is covered by small and dispersed sand dunes that make a relatively vast 

desert depression in Gorg Village. The inlets of the stream passing the southwest of the desert 

depression enter into the sand dunes and then the Shurgaz Stream.  

Mahi Gorg River: the northern sides of Nosratabad Depression is drainage basin for a plenty 

of channels that concentrated from the north to south in Damag Kalat Valley. The most 

important of these channels are seen in the east of Damag Kalat and in the west of Rud-e Mahi 

River. All the channels are concentrated in a pit near Damag Kalat and the flows exit via the 

Damag Kalat, as a deep valley, into Galugan or Shuro valleys. As the channels continue 

towards northwest, Rud Mahi is connected to the stream and called Rud-e Mahi. The stream 

crosses Sarak Mountain by a deep and sinuous valley initially in the southwest-northeast and 

then east-west direction. It enters into the southern depression of Gorg Village with its many 

streams. The river is 50 km long.  

Shurgaz Stream: the drainage basin of the stream is extended from northern side of Barez and 

Shahsavaran Mountain to the western side of Taftan Mountain. Many rivers, streams, and 

channels contribute to form the Shurgaz Valley. The southwestern sides of Kalhor and western 

slopes of Taftan as well as the highlands on Pirshuran in the west are a watershed for the rivers 

moving southward into Hamun Samsur. Hamun Samsur is a desert and clayey depression in 

northwest direction. In the north of the depression, the channels of northern side of Bazman 

Mountain are joined and reach to a circular desert depression in the southwest of Pirshuran 

Mountains. The stream is 103 km long. (Figure 9)  
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Table IV-5. Physiographic characteristics of Kahurak watershed  

Watershed Area (km2) River Length (km) 

Kahurak 11278 

Rud-e Mahi 50 

Rud-e Gorg 30 

Rud-e Shurgaz 103 

 

The eastern highlands dominant on sand dunes are sometimes composed of local parallel 

threads. The north-south branches of Malek Mountain in the north and Malusan Mountain in 

the south are drainage basin of the streams that incised the western foothills by many tributaries 

in deep valleys and enter into Lut Plain through divergent and disordered flow paths. The most 

important of the streams is Omar with a length of about 66 km. The stream continues in several 

kilometers into sand dunes and forms the terminal basin of the flows as the white stains and 

clayey and sandy lands separated by small sand dunes. This stream is dry in most of the time 

and it just may experience temporary floods in cold seasons.  

 

Figure IV-9. Kahurak Watershed in the southeast of Lut basin  
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Rahmatabad Watershed:  

The watershed is located in the south of Lut Plain with a plenty of tributaries. The basin has an 

area of 21000 km2. The important streams are Shur Rud, Rud-e Karamshah, Rud-e Nessa, and 

Fahraj.  

 

 

Figure IV-10. Rahmatabad watershed in the south of Lut basin  

 

Rud-e Shur: the drainage basin of the river is part of the southwestern slopes of Barez 

Mountain. The tributaries of the river made a deep valley in igneous rocks and after they joined 

each other in conglomerates of Tertiary created a wide and deep valley called Ab Barik. The 

river is 247 kilometers long. The sediments of adjacent faces are accumulated in bottom of the 

valley and the current sinuous channel is flowing on the bed. The trail of Ab Barik Valley in 

the plain created a plenty of streams. Part of the streams reaches the Rigan Depression through 

the river of Rud-e Shur.  

Rud-e Karamshah: the northern faces of Shahsavaran to the southeast of Barez Mountain are 

drainage basin of the streams that deeply carved valleys in the southern foothills of Lut 

Depression to exit the plain and enter into vast valley of Kuh-e Jiranrig and Kuh-e Sorkh by 

the name of Kenar Nay River. Passing through the sand dunes of Narmashir Plain, the streams 

of Karamshah flow into Rigan Depression. The second tributary of Karamshah River is Gishu 

River the basin of which has a plenty of tributaries. The major streams of the river are Sorkhkuh 

Valley, Gishu Valley, and Beneh Valley. Joining of the three valleys forms a network of surface 

streams that make Karamshah Stream in the southwest-northeast direction. The river is also 40 

km long.  
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Rud-e Nesa: the river of many tributaries is originated from the southern parts of Fashkuh 

Mountain and northern parts of barez (Jebal-e Barez) Mountains. The river bed carved deep 

valleys in igneous rocks and created deep and sinuous channels. In the vicinity of foothills, the 

Rud-e Nesa has wide alluvial valleys in the northwest-southeast direction.  

This is one of the rivers with high discharge in the southern hydrologic network of Lut basin. 

Like other streams, where the river that is 105 km long reaches the foothills, spreads over the 

plain. On the fronts of Fash Mountain, the diversion canal called Band Nesa towards the north 

in order to use for irrigation on the neighboring villages diverts the Nesa River. As a result, the 

tail of the major path of Rud-e Nesa is dry.  

Rud-e Fahraj: the valley is located in the south of Bam-Zahedan Road and named as Fahraj 

River which is not clearly marked on the surface. The valley of the river starts from Afzalabad 

in the south of Vakilabad, about 2 km to Bam, and receives its water from the flows of Rudab 

and Abgarm streams. It is about 104 km long.  

The Rud-e Nesa has a major role in drinking water supply and it is called Narmashir River 

because it is flowing in Narmashir Valley. This is also called river of Fahraj (Rud-e Fahraj) 

after the Fahraj Village as the last settlement beside the valley. Inside the Fahraj Valley, the 

river is flowing in deeper and marked channel and the springs caused the growth of various 

riparian vegetations. However, after the Fahraj the riverbed is dry and devoid of vegetation 

covers. The streams in the south to northeast direction spread over Lut-e Zangiahmad. The old 

road of Bam-Zahedan is located in the north of the streams and crosses these streams in some 

areas. From the east of Lut-e Zangiahmad to Shugaz Valley is entirely covered by sands and in 

some of the areas these sands make the southwest-northeast chains of sands. These sand masses 

are also a main obstacle on the road of Bam-Nosratabad-Zahedan.  

 

Table IV-6. Physiographic characteristics of Rahmatabad watershed 

Watershed Area (km2) River Length (km) 

Rahmatabad 21000 

Shur Rud  247 

Rud-e Karamshah  40 

Rud-e Fahraj  104 

Rud-e Nesa  105 

 

Bam -Narmashir Watershed 

The watershed with an area of 6000 km2 is located in the west of Lut. The major streams in the 

watershed are rivers of Rayen, Tahrud (Rud-e Bam), and Dehbakri. The water of Tahrud, most 

of the times, is used by local people of neighboring villages.  
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Figure IV-11. Bam Narmashir Watershed in west Lut basin 
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Tahrud River: in Kerman-Bam Road, there is a river created from joining of several tributaries 

and reaches Bam in a northwest-southeast direction. The river is primarily originated from 

Rayen Mountains and then another tributary called Tahrud that originated from Sardoyeh and 

a low discharge tributary joins the valley from Sarvestan. In the past, the river was flowing 

across the Bam City and its outflow and floods made damages to the city. As a result, the 

channel of the river is now blocked and shifted to the north of the city, from west to east. The 

river is used for irrigation of the agricultural lands around Bam City in warm seasons. Passing 

the village of Mohammad Abad Karuk, the Bam-Narmashir River is bifurcated and a canal is 

diverted eastward for irrigation of Darestan. Before the river reaches Darestan, it flows in the 

southwest-northeast direction and is divided into two branches at the gorge of Darestan. The 

branches with other tributaries of the streams flow into Zangiahmad Depression.  

The only traces of the channels of Bam River at the place of Darestan gorge into Zangiahmad 

are the streams of low depth, lower than 1 meter, with braided beds over the surface of the 

plain. Two tributaries of the streams flowed towards the northwest and reached the desert areas 

of Baluchab. Other tributaries of Bam River shifted towards the east and made forms of Dagh 

(clayey deposit lands) and enter the Shahrokhabad Desert. It appears that just occasional 

flooding rainfalls in southwest highlands can flow water in the streams. This river is also 131 

km long.  

Rud-e Rayen: the river is originated from Hezar highlands. It is made up of deep and narrow 

valleys in the beginning of its path. It has a northwest-southeast orientation.  

 

Table IV-7. Physiographic characteristics of Bam Narmashir Watershed 

Watershed Area (km2) River Length (km) 

Bam-

Narmashir 
6000 

Tahrud 131 

Rayen 46 

Dehbakri 34 

 

Samnabad watershed 

The drainage basin of Samnabad is located in south Shur River of Birjand and in the northeast 

of yardangs of Lut. The area of the basin is 14000 km2. The major streams in the basin are 

Basiran, Khoshkrud, and Dike River.  

Southern faces of Birjand highlands in south Darreh-e Gaz watershed and igneous mountains 

in northeast Lut is drainage basin of the streams called Khoshkrud that terminates over terminal 

basin of Shur river (Rud-e Shur). In northern faces of Nakhilan and Shisheh mountains in north 

Miqan watershed and south Shurab relieves, Kuh-e Shah and Kuh-e Aliahi streams pass 
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through the mountains and reach northern Lut Plain. The Karamali River is joined to the stream 

in north Mikh-e Dochahi and it is then diverted towards the south.  

The southwestern relieves of Dehsalm Depression is drainage basin of many streams including 

Basiran, Rud-e Anbar, and Dike. The streams have a northwest-southeast orientation and reach 

Khoshkrud stream in desert basin. Basiran is originated from the eastern highlands upstream a 

village with the same name. After the river passed very sinuous channels covered by sands, it 

flows on Khoshkrud in northeast end of yardangs. The path is 115 km long.  

 

 

 
Figure IV-12. Samnabad watershed in northwest of Lut basin  

 

 

Lut Watershed 

The central basin of Lut has an area of about 57720 km2 and contains most of the central and 

western parts of Lut Watershed. There are many streams in Lut watershed the terminal basin 

of which is the depression near the yardangs and central part of Lut. The major rivers of the 

basin are Dahane Ghar, Bisheh Rud, Shirin Rud, Rud-e Shahdad, and Anduhjerd River. 
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Figure IV-13. Watershed of central Lut  

 

 

Dahaneh Ghar River: the drainage basin of Dahaneh Ghar River is located in the north of 

Shirin Rud basin upstream, in the southern faces of Dehmani Ruz Mountains, and in the 

northern faces between Godar-e Khoshab (Khoshab Col) in the east and Godar-e Hineman 

(Hineman Col) in the west. The river is formed by joining different streams that are 

concentrated in Dahane Shur Depression in terms of topography of the area. Another stream 

joined the river that drains the runoffs from northern parts of the highlands between Khoshab 

Col and Hineman Col. This stream flows in the vicinity of Shur Village and in the north of the 

village joins Gaz watercourse. Both rivers are together called Dahaneh Ghar River that incised 

the southern part of Sur Highlands by deep and sinuous valleys in a southeast-northwest 

direction. The river with a length of 80 km reaches Lut Plain.  
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Shahdad River: the river is situated in the west of Shahdad inside Chaharfarsakh Valley that 

is about 4 km wide and about 10 km long in a southwest-northeast direction between mountains 

of Biaban and Tabaghsar in the north and mountains of Shahdad and Tal-e yaghi in the south. 

The streams and rivers concentrated in the valley are separated from each other in the vicinity 

of the plain. The river is flowing in alluvial deposits with a sinuous and deep channel bed. The 

drainage basin of the river is the highlands between Khoshab Col and Hineman Col in the north, 

mountains of Darmano and Tizi in the west, and Narmo Mountain in the south. The origin of 

the river is from three wet tributaries of Dahaneh Lisani, Derakhtengan, and Dahaneh 

Darehsakhti. Where the tributaries are joined, the Shahdad River got a southeastern direction 

and flows into Lut Plain through a narrow valley in the north of Cheharfarsakh Villages. This 

river is about 78 km long.  

Sirch-Anduhjerd River: the ridge of the westernmost mountains of Kerman from 30° 10 N 

to 30° 20 N is a divide between two different basins. The streams on the western parts of the 

mountains are directed towards the sand dominated areas of Kerman Mahan through 

Bolboluyeh valley and some other valleys. The eastern parts are drainage basin of many 

streams that the most important of which is Sirch- Anduhjerd, after the name of a village with 

the same name. The river incised the foothills of western margins downstream and approximate 

to Shahdad Yardangs in over an extensive alluvial fan. This river with a length of 56 km reaches 

Takab Depression at the end. When the river in departs the village, it is diverted towards the 

left and created a deep and narrow valley in reddish sandstone formations.  

 

Figure IV-14. Discharge of Shahdad and Sirch-Anduhjerd rivers in 15 years 
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Table IV-8. Physiographic characteristics of Central Lut Watershed 

Watershed Area (km2) River Length (km) 

Lut 57720 

Shirin Rud 61 

Dahaneh Ghar 80 

Anduhjerd 56 

Bisheh Rud 74 

Shahdad 78 
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Evaluation of the nomination of  

“Lut Desert” 

for inscription on the World Heritage List    

 

This report concerns the IUCN letter dated 16 December 2015 on additional information for 

the nomination of the Lut Desert. Hereby the state party expresses its deep gratitude for the 

IUCN and UNESCO world heritage committee cooperation in the field of natural and cultural 

heritage. The detailed report is prepared aimed at clarifying the aspects mentioned in the letter 

as well as relevant PDF files.     
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Additional Information, “Lut Desert” (Iran) 

According to the questions which are mentioned in the IUCN letter about the nomination of Lut 

Desert, the followings can be stated:     

1: According to the agreements and Lut Desert management plan, it was stipulated that any 

kinds of rally tours will be prohibited in the nominated property. According to the annexed map 

(Figure1), most of the tours are just allowed in the determined areas, on the map, by permission 

of Lut Desert bases and Iran Cultural Heritage and Tourism Organization.   

Based on the tourism capacity, possibilities, and sensitivities of the region, only a few numbers 

of tourists, in some planned procedures by management of three bases, can go to the specified 

areas of the region. Therefore, all the tours to the region are allowed only by the supervision of 

the three bases in Kerman, Khorasan-e Jonubi and Sistano Baluchestan provinces.  

The interior areas of parts of Lut Desert, particularly the interior areas of Kaluts (yardangs) and 

Rig-e-Yallan, and also Hamada of the middle part are allowed for scientific visitors and 

researchers. Just researchers are permitted to these especial areas.   

Public visitors are also just allowed to visit the specified eight areas of the three provinces 

under the guidance of trained guides. The tourism paths of the region are:  

- Nehbandan-Heydarabad-Rig Yalan under the management of Deh Salm Base  

- Nehbandan-Dehsalm-Chahdashti and Rig-e-Yalan under the management of Deh Salm 

Base  

- Nehbandan-Dehsalm-Rig e Yalan under the management of Deh Salm Base 

- Nosratabad-Garaghe-Rig e Yalan under the management of Nosratabad Base  

- Shahdad-Shafiabad-Camp kaviri-Kaluts in west margin of Lut under the management 

of Shafiabad Base  

- Shahdad-Northwest Lut Desert Kaluts under the management of Shafiabad Base  

- Shahdad-Shoor River-Gandom Beryan under the management of Shafiabad Base  

- Mahan-Kashit-Kalut under the management of Shafiabad Base  

It was attempted to show some of the characteristics of Lut Desert, in the areas planned for 

tourism purposes, to the visitors. Management and conservation measures are also executed 

appropriately in these areas.   

Based on the tasks assigned to the bases, the conservation units in the bases are required to 

monitor continuously the nominated property and buffer zone to report any kind of possible 
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damage. Based the management plan in dossier and five year financial plan proposed to the 

government, some of the monitoring in addition to field survey would be conducted through 

aerial photos and satellite imaging.  

 

Figure 1: the area allocated for tourism visiting as white color areas of the map 

  

2: Iran Department of Environmental Organization is responsible for protection of biodiversity 

of the interior and surrounding areas of Lut Desert. Given the negligible plant and animal 

species in a large part of Lut Desert with no serious danger, the protected areas are just in two 

areas in northwest and southeast, i.e., the hunting prohibited area of Bolbolab and Darband 

Ravar Wildlife Sanctuary (see pages 236 and 237 of the dossier). Except the mentioned 

protected areas, other regions are managed by Department of Environment. The agents of the 

Department of Environment are present in the bases around Lut Desert (Shafiabad, Dehsalm 
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and Nosratabad). Unfortunately, no comprehensive study was conducted on the animal species 

of the region.  Nevertheless, based on the monitoring and management plan of Lut Desert, 

there are specified plan for precise investigation on the biodiversity of the property and buffer 

zone (see pages 273 and 298 of the dossier).  This is considered in a mid-term plan in the 

document of the property. Precise identification of the bird and animal species on the marginal 

areas of Lut Desert require more time. This will be reported in the periodical plan. It is 

noteworthy that in the previous studies on Lut Desert, the area was called the region with no 

life; but, the comprehensive studies plan on animal life and identification of endangered 

species are important researches in the management plan.   

3: As it was discussed in the section related to the property in dossier (see pages 243 and 261 of 

the dossier), any kinds of activities related to mining exploitations are prohibited in the 

property and buffer zone. In response to the third question of the IUCN letter regarding 

existence and exploitation of iron-rich mines in the property (as referred to the web address), it 

is necessary to say that the mine (Sangan Mine) are located in Khorasan Razavi and has no 

relation with Khorasan-e Jonubi or in the area of the property. The location of the mine, as 

referred to in the web address mentioned by IUCN, is 34 27 12 N and 60 25 13 E, geographic 

coordinate system. It is located in a long distance away from the property and buffer zone.   

As the report mentioned that there is a rich iron mine in the Lut Desert, according to the 

statements of one Iranian authority, it is noteworthy that the Lut Desert is part of Lut plain and 

this plain is very vast, including some parts of Khorasan Razavi. This mine is in long distance 

to the Lut Desert.  

 

Figure 1: the position of Sangan mine 
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4: As it was mentioned in nomination dossier (see pages 262-265 of the dossier), the steering 

committee is composed of agents and authorities of different organizations and stakeholders. 

The committee is very strategic for Lut Desert and managed by Iran Cultural Heritage, 

Handcrafts and Tourism Organization as a government organization of the state party. The 

chairman of the organization is a deputy of the president.   

The steering committee as the agent of the state party is composed of: 

The agent of Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism Organization as secretariat,  

Agent of Iran Department of Environment,  

Agent of the Organization of Forest ,Rangelands and Watershed Management,  

Agents from the provinces of Kerman, Khorasan-e Jonubi and Sistano Baluchestan 

Agent from local community  

Agent of tourism agencies   

Agent of Geological Survey of Iran  

Agent from Geography Institute of University of Tehran    

The rules of the committee are issued by Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism 

Organization. The organization by the committee makes required coordination among the 

stakeholders and determines the strategies related to the property and sends to the bases. The 

organization also monitors the decisions and any kind of activity in the Lut Desert can just be 

allowed by the permission of the committee.   

 

5: The financial resources of the property are secured by three ways:   

A: province and local resources  

B: national fiscal resources,  

C: income from tourism programs and public participation   

The national and province resources are calculated based on annual requirements and 

implementation of the programs. So, the resources of the state party can be increased in the 

annual budget. For example, in 2015 a sum of 3 million dollars were allocated for the property 

in different sections including tourism infrastructure development, protection, conservation, 

introduction, encouragement, education, and capacity building for local communities, security, 
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monitoring, organization of villages and cultural historic monuments. This budget was 

increased to 4 million dollars in 2016.  

 

6: the boundaries of the nominated property were defined in several professional meetings by 

the suggestions from experts from all stakeholders and state party members. The boundary of 

the property is required to be suggested as it was determined in the dossier document. This is 

because of the following reasons:  

1. The necessity for the integrity of the property requires keeping the boundaries as it was 

depicted in the nomination dossier. Indeed, some of the most important characteristics 

of the Lut Desert in the proposed indicators only can be remained in the document as 

we keep the boundaries unchanged.   

2. The existing road in the region is an ancient way with not much traffic. According to 

the law, the road shall not be developed. Addition to influence in ensuring the security 

of the region, now it contributes to facilitation of access for conservation unit, 

researchers, and visitors.   

3. Conservation of the west part of Lut Desert using traditional knowledge and 

experiences from local communities. This is part of the identity of the Lut Desert. 

Therefore, separation of the villages from the property may weaken the conservation 

tradition and weaken the participation of local communities in conservation.   
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General Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction to Nominated Property 

The Lut Desert is located in the southwest of Asia and in the southeast of Iran (E: 58° 50' 20" 

N: 30° 12' 58"). The desert is in a distance of 750 km from Tehran City, i.e. the capital of 

Iran, and of 40 km from Kerman City, the center of Kerman Province. Lut Desert is located 

in the southeast of Iran between three provinces of Kerman, Sistano Baluchestan, and 

Khorasan-e Jonubi. The property nominated for inscribing in the World Heritage List as Lut 

Desert is 235 km long and 220 km wide. These values are to some extent variable in different 

parts. The area of the property is 22780.15 km
2
 and that of the buffer zone is 17941.34 km

2
.  

 

 

Figure 1-1.  Physical map of Iran and position of nominated property 

 

The lut desert has lot of spectacular natural phenomena and also historical background. 

Also according to scientific researches hottest point of the earth located at the Lut desert 
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1.2 Physical Settings 

1.2.1 Climate 

Climate of Lut desert is under the influence of different factors that affected climate 

conditions of Iran. Stable weather conditions in summer are under the influence of 

subtropical high pressure. In summer Iran and also Lut desert are under the influence of 

subtropical jetstream and subtropical high pressure centers. These circumstances result in 

atmospheric stability as well as warm and dry weather conditions over the area.  

In winter, subtropical jetstream is shifted over the Persian Gulf and allows the westerlies 

to develop over Iran. At the same time, Mediterranean cyclones are formed over 

Mediterranean Sea and, beneath the westerlies, conducted towards the Middle East and 

Iran. The cyclones cause rainfalls in cold season. Except for the conditions mentioned 

above, the warm and arid condition of Lut Desert is also resulted from its location in 

leeward of the winds initiating rainfall and great distance to moisture sources. In other 

words, the moist air coming from the west, when passing the Zagros and Central Iran 

Mountains, precipitate its moisture on the west side of the mountains and descend as dry 

air in the eastern side where the Lut Desert is located. Thus, due to the rain shadow 

effects, the precipitation is greatly decreased over the east of Iran. 

In different seasons, Iran is influenced by a variety of air masses from different directions 

such as: 

- Siberian high pressure 

- Continental Polar air mass 

- Continental Arctic 

- Marine Polar air mass 

- Marine Tropical air mass 

- Continental Tropical air mass 

- Flows of Saudi Arabia and Sahara 

Table 1-1. Characteristics of the meteorological stations in the nominated property and around of Lut 

Desert and Summary of the temperature and precipitation records 

Annual 

temperature 

(°C) 

Annual 

precipitation 

(mm) 

Absolute 

minimum 

temperature 

(°C) 

Absolute 

maximum 

temperature 

(°C) 

Establish 
Elevation

(m) 
Station 

19.7 135.4 -22.6 45 1987 1211 Nehbandan 

27.5 38.48  -2.6 50.4  2003 400  Shahdad 

22.9 61.3 -9.0 47.6 1956 1066 Bam 

25.4 28.0 -12.5 55.0  1986 353 Ziyaratgah-e Seyf 

15.9 135.0 -15.0 39.5 1982 1200 Ziyaratgah 

21.8 67.2 -11.5 49.5 1964 1000 Nosratabab 

18.1 121.6 -31.0 45.5 1970 1385  Goharkuh 



Wind is the major factor of erosion in desert areas. Among the local winds of Iran, the 120

Day Wind, dominant in the eastern part of Iran, is more famous. The area, over which this 

wind blows, is from South Khorasan to Sistan in summer. The 120

blowing from northeast highlands towards southeast of Iran in warm periods of the year, i.e., 

from June 5th to October 7th in 120 days and sometimes longer.

 

 

Figure 1-2.  Average Wind Speed of monthly Max Wind (m/s) 

 

1.2.2 Geology and Geomorphology

According to most geologists’ point of view, Lut Block is considered as a separate zone 

located in central-eastern part of 

Lut Block which is much extensive compared to the 

the Lut Block or the micro-plate of Lut has the same concept that Stocklin et al. (1972) 

named it. According to them, the Lut Block contains the areas of eastern Iran in the west 

Flysch Zone and between the flyschoid sediments a

According to Stocklin, Lut Block is a stretched and sturdy solid mass of 900 km long in a 

north-south orientation.  

Berberian (1977) believed that Lut is not resistant and that the term of Lut Region must be 

used instead of Lut stable block. Assuming the Lut as a block, Nabavi (1976) excluded all 

the Jurassic folded units, or younger ones, out of the Lut Block. Some

Seghaleh, Dehsalm, Bazman Mountain, and 
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Eftekharnejad (1980) considered the Lut Block as part of Central Iran Zone. He maintains 

that the block is not a separate geologic unit. The geologic evolution of the plate can be 

summarized as following. There are some stages in geological history of Lut and the 

surrounding areas:  

- Late Triassic- before Rhaetian  

- Jurassic- Neokumian  

- Early and Middle Cretaceous  

- Between Santonian and Maastrichtian  

- Between Late Maastrichtian and Early Eocene  

- Between Late Eocene and Quaternary  

 

In morpho-tectonic divisions of Iran, Lut Desert is categorized as a structural block. This 

low elevated region is bounded by Nehbandan-Khash Fault in the east and by Nayband 

Fault in the west. The Lut Desert is extensive structural plain formed in the late Cenozoic 

period. Under the influence of different climates, the plain evolved into the present state 

(Mahmoudi, 1988).   

The Lut Plain is an asymmetrical depression in terms of elevation, with regard to a north-

south trend. Many smaller independent depressions are dispersed inside the plain. These 

independent depressions serve as endorheic basin for flowing waters. Generally speaking, 

Lut basin is very larger than the Lut Desert nominated to be inscribed in World Heritage 

List. Based on topography and distribution of geographical features, the Lut Desert can 

naturally be divided into three different areas of Northern Lut, Central Lut, Southern Lut 

or Lut-e Zangiahmad.  The existence of a set of spectacular desert landforms beside each 

other forms features that are the natural borders of the property.  

The property is limited to some features from the east, west, north, and south. These 

features as the main geomorphologic units of Lut Desert can readily be distinguished from 

the surrounding features. These units include:  

- yardangs (kaluts) 

- Yallan Sand Sea (Rig-e Yallan) 

- Shur River 

- Gandom Beryan area (dark lava) 

- Nebkhas  

- Hamadas in the central parts  

- Rig-e Markazi (central erg) 

- Shurgaz-e Hamun (playa) and southern erg 

- Other desert related landforms such as crystalline gypsum and salt, salt polygon, 

ventifact, tafoni, hydro-aeolian columns, ephemeral rivers , Badlands, desert 

varnish, pediment, inselberg, sand ramp, alluvial fan can be seen in different part 

of Lut desert. 

 



Figure 1-3. Map of main geomorphology zones of Lut Desert

 

1.2.3 General Introduction to the 

Drainage basins of Iran are primarily divided into 

order watersheds, drainage basin of Lut is contained inside the central plateau watershed that 

is itself divided into nine sub-basins.

order basin with an area about 206354 square kilometers (km

north of Hamun-e Jazmuriyan basin. The highlands between the east of Birjand to Serayan 

and Tabas are located in the north of the drainage basin. Mountain ranges in the east of 

Kerman and Hezar Mountains are in the west, Jebal

Mountains in the south, Taftan and the hills between the area and Hirmand are located in 

east of that (Ministry of Energy, 2008).

There are lots of depressions and various basins in plateau of Iran and within the present 

political borders of Iran. Depression of Lut in the southeast of Iran is one of the greatest, the 

lowest, the hottest, and the driest of the depressions in the area. The watershed of Lut is very 

extensive and contains parts of three

Kerman.  
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political borders of Iran. Depression of Lut in the southeast of Iran is one of the greatest, the 

nd the driest of the depressions in the area. The watershed of Lut is very 
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Figure 1-4. Lut Desert watershed among the other 2nd order watersheds of Iran 

 

1.2.4 Ecological settings 

The scarcity and lack of water resources in hundreds of kilometers, different salinity of soil in 

various biomes with scorching hotness affected the dispersion of the flora and fauna in 

different parts of Lut desert. These flora and fauna have high adaptation and endure the harsh 

arid and hot environment.  

- Vegetation of the lut desert 

In Persian language the term of “LUT” refers to a bare land without water and devoid of 

vegetation that is basically covered by sand and pebbles. It seems that the word Lut as a local 

name has also been applied to entitle a vast desert land. Khanikov (1864) emphasized that Lut 

is look like perspectives of the moon surface. However, Monod (1969) according to his 

observations of landscapes and landforms defined a vast region as devoid of life and 

presented a map for the area, with 150 km width and 400 km length, as a region with no life 

Inappropriate geologic formations and lack of soil formation conditions, low annual 

precipitation, high temperature, that introduced Lut Desert as the thermal pole of the earth, 
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made a situation that limited the growth of plants. A large part of Lut Desert has no plant life 

and there are no signs of vegetation life on. There is even neither halophyte plant bushes and 

nor a branch of annuals. Different kind of plant formation can classified to bellow class: 

- Plant formations and flora in yardangs (Kalut) of Shahdad, the western Lut 

Desert 

- Formation of desert pavement, the northern and western Shahdad 

- Formation of stream margins  

- Formation of the bed of seasonal streams  

- Formation of sand dunes  

- Formation of clay and almost flat lands, around villages  

- Formation of planted forests (anthropogenic)  

- Formation of clay inflated lands  

- Formation of agricultural lands  

- Formation of Kalutak (small yardangs) region  

 

- Lut Desert Fauna 

There are limitations in studies about the arid areas of the world, particularly those of Iran. 

These limitations are ecological conditions, climates, restrictions of resources, biological 

conditions, and strict landforms and inhospitable environment. However, the limited 

resources of food in the region have influenced the poor emaciated bodies of the species of 

the area. The weakness of the species of the region can easily be observed.  

The physical states of Lut species made them distinguished from the same species in 

temperate regions. The necessary mechanism for survival of the animals in biomes of Lut is 

the adjustment and retention of temperature, water, and moisture of body in the harsh arid 

conditions. The animals make advantage of a variety of life strategies against the increasing 

hotness and aridity. The strategies are categorized into three groups: behavioral, 

physiological, and morphological; wandering in morning, evening, and night. Living in 

shadow areas in the hotness of daytime and digging subterranean tunnels are some of the 

behavioral solutions of Lut animals to tolerate the Lut climate conditions.  

A variety of birds are rarely dispersed in different areas of Lut. The birds are either entirely 

immigrants or come from the adjacent areas into this region in different seasons of the year, 

particularly from autumn to late March. In autumn and winter, the shore birds on the sky of 

Lut Desert are migrating from the north to south and the reverse action take place in the 

spring and summer. Sometimes, as these birds see the water in Shur River in central 

depression and the evaporative rivers in swamps of Shurgaz, come down for food and resting. 

They can find no food in these areas and the high salinity of the water increase their thirst. 

Finally, some are killed with the storms of Lut Desert.  
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1.3 Cultural and Social Settings 

It is worth mentioning that apart from the unique natural landscape of Lut desert, the 

cultural/archaeological landscape of western fringe of Lut desert is very well-known and 

important in Near Eastern archaeology. 

The living of human beings in Lut Plain Region dates back to 7000 years ago. Since the 5th 

millennium B.C the region has always been inhabited by human societies. The western fringe 

of Lut Plain (Shahdad Plain), despite its proximity to the arid and hot desert of Lut, had been 

selected for living by the ancient men. Based on archeological evidence, the region contains 7 

thousand years of human culture and civilization. At the first look, it may seem that the 

region was devoid of inhabitants in the old times due to repulsive factors including aridity 

and lack of water, poor vegetation and animal lives, severe winds of sands, hot weather, and 

movement of Rigs and sands. However, the archeological evidence contradicted the idea. 

The human features existing on the region and enhance the importance of this site are the 

historical monuments belonging to before dates related to chalcolithic the castles and towers 

related to Islamic Period, and old and new aqueducts (Qanats) as the outstanding properties 

of Lut Desert.  

There are many villages around of the nominated property. Many people live in these villages 

with different languages, ceremony, and cultural characteristic that Located at three 

provinces. Therefor cultural diversity is one of the best characteristic of the Lut desert.  

 

1.4 Value and Attributes of the Lut desert 

The integrity of the particular values and attributes that the Lut desert Management Plan will 

endeavor to conserve are: 

- Large open spaces without visible scars or signs of human development, intrusive 

activity, or constructs 

-  Extraordinary clear visibility due to the absence of aerial pollution from dust, smoke, or 

industry 

- Human impact and development footprint concentrated at specific point locations rather 

than an unmanageable wider distribution all over the area 

- Ready access for visitors to the visually most compelling and superlative sites 

- Well-argued restrictions on activities that may detract from the visitor experience 

developed through adaptive management 

- Continued application of the precautionary principle to limit activities with unknown 

consequences until adequate information on their impacts is available 

- Visual evidence of the effects of past climatic changes such as pluvial lakes, river and 

pan sediments, isolated inselbergs, dissected alluvial fans, relict sand dunes. 

- Archaeological and historical remains that illustrate past human endeavor in the 

geological and geomorphological context 

- Sculpted and dissected deposits of sediment that reflect the geological history 

- Closing, removal or relocating roads, infrastructure and tourist activities when they start 

to intrude and scar the landscape 
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- Extreme aridity and low net primary productivity punctuated by highly variable and 

unpredictable rainfall events recorded through regular monitoring in the stations located 

around the Lut desert 

-  Well documented results from ongoing scientific research and long-term monitoring to 

explain the geological and geomorphological process 

 

 

1.5 Integrity 

The Lut desert is characterized by: 

Wholeness: 

Attributes that demonstrate the outstanding values deserving of world heritage status on all 

two natural criteria are encompassed and abundantly represented within the identified borders 

of the property, namely 

- superlative natural phenomena of outstanding beauty; 

- unrestricted geological and geomorphological processes encompassing the full range of 

hyperarid aeolian desert formations, Kalut (Yardang) and other related landforms; 

 

Intactness: 

All the necessary attributes are intact. Because of its long history, inaccessibility and under 

the management and protection of the Forests, Range and Watershed Management 

Organization, Iranian Department of Environment and Iran Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts 

and Tourism Organization. Within the boundaries of the Lut Desert, the identified area is 

essentially undisturbed. Also More than 90% of the identified area is undisturbed almost 

totally devoid of human impact, which sets the standard for monitoring the degree of current 

and future usage.  

Well regulated and controlled tourism is the primary development likely to take place in the 

Lut desert through maximum sustainable utilization of identified areas rather than distributing 

impact throughout the areas through exclusivity. Access to all parts of the area is only 

envisaged for the purpose of conservation and research. 

Absence of threats: 

None of the attributes are threatened by development or neglect. Tourism is the primary 

development process envisaged for the Lut desert. This is well regulated and controlled by 

the Iran Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization. Neglect, on the other hand, 

has been a benefit to the identified property, as it has ensured that potential disturbance by 

unwarranted instructions was not experienced. There are currently no threats that may impact 

on the integrity of the attributes used to explain the outstanding universal value of the Lut 

Desert. Apart from the controlled access roads and routes, ablution facilities at visitor sites, 
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camp and Shafiabad castle for tourism activity and Base of Lut Desert site in the western 

fringe of yardangs in west Lut, there is no other infrastructure within the envisaged 

boundaries of the World Heritage Site. 

 

2. Management Framework 

The Lut desert Management Plan is intended to ensure that all Iranian and visitors, regardless 

of economic status, origin, or personal circumstance, may continue to enjoy and experience 

the special qualities of the diversity of landscapes, sights resulting from the geology, 

geomorphology and climate of the Lut desert. 

 

2.1  Vision 

The management plan clarifies how the Iranian government through the Cultural Heritage, 

handicrafts and tourism Organization will continue to conserve the outstanding values of the 

Lut Desert.  

 

2.2 Purpose 

Aesthetic wilderness – To conserve the beauty of Yallan sand sea, Kaluts and other 

landforms of the Lut desert, together with their outstanding diversity. It requires low degree 

of modern visible human impact and careful evaluation of any proposed development to 

ensure that it does not affect these qualities. 

 

Geomorphological variety – To ensure the diversity of landforms of the Lut Desert, where 

natural forces continue to shape the desert landform. An area of sufficient size and continuity 

shall be conserved with adaptive management responses, informed by appropriate 

environmental monitoring, to mitigate the degree to which human activities and societal 

development initiatives may have an effect on the integrated geological, geomorphological 

and ecological networks and processes. 

 

Appreciation and Understanding – To promote and explain the dynamic processes that 

shape and maintain the desert landforms, continuous research and monitoring and distribution 

of information at all levels of society. Specific strategies need to be continuously developed 

for access to identified parts of the property to meet national and community aspirations for 

development, economic prosperity and entrepreneurial opportunities while still conserving 

the integrity of the system and maintaining appropriate levels of research and education. 

 

Human interaction – To manage challenges in maintaining the integrity of the Lut desert 

within the context of dynamic cultural and economic changes in our society that allows the 

people to learn and profit from its environment. Adaptation to their natural environments 

through innovation is a cultural achievement that is shared by most local communities. 
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Maintaining that tradition under the pressures of rapid globalization and new economic 

opportunities requires interactive management through continued consultation between 

stakeholders and the steering committee and Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and 

Tourism Organization. 

 

2.3 Objectives 

- To conserve and manage the landscapes, landforms, ecosystems of the Lut desert. 

- To promote and support appropriate land and natural resource uses that are compatible 

with the values and attributes of the Lut desert with emphasis on well managed tourism, 

environmental awareness and promotion of the property. 

- To promote development opportunities through the management of appropriate 

enterprises and other relevant mechanisms to foster job creation, social and economic 

promotion and rural development in the three provinces (Khorasan-e Jonubi, Sistano 

Baluchestan, and Kerman) of the regions. 

- To encourage and support strategic and innovative new economic enterprises without 

compromising on sound conservation principles and practices. 

- To establish strong partnerships and appropriate institutional mechanisms for managing 

the landscape, Landforms and ecological processes together with neighbors, local 

communities and other stakeholders within the context of development and mutual 

benefit for all partners. 

 

 

2.4 Management System  

 

The organizations in charge of conservation and management of the property are Forests, 

Range and Watershed Management Organization, Iranian Department of Environment, and 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization (Figure 2-1). The Forests, Range 

and Watershed Management Organization undertook management of national lands 

ownership, conservation of the property out of the protected areas, assignment and 

exploitation, investigation and implementation of watershed management project, 

dedesertification, and watershed management in the area of the nominated property.  

The Iranian Department of Environment is responsible for management of protection and 

exploitation of Darband Ravar Wildlife refuge and the Hunting Prohibited Area of Bolbolab 

as well as environmental assessment of future development projects in the region. The 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization is also in charge of management of 

tourism, handicrafts of rural areas, and protection and remediation of relics and historical 

heritages in the areas of property and buffer zone. 
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Figure 2-1. The organizations in charge of management of Lut Desert 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 2-2. Administrative tasks of the organizations in charge of management of Lut Desert 
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Figure 2-3. Proceedings of agreement between the organizations in charge of 

2-5 Supervisory system 

The Bases of Lut Desert is responsible for conservation activities within the nominated 

property and buffer zone. In the base

members with the opportunity to share their ideas and experiences. Indeed, a steering 

committee was established in Iran for better integrated management of Lut Desert. The tasks 

of the committee were decision making about the strategic issues for conservation and 

management actions in the nominated property. The committee consisted of different 

ministries and Base of Lut Desert administrates organizations with their specified duties.

fact the steering committee is composed of agents and authorities of different organizations 

and stakeholders. The committee is very strategic for Lut Desert and managed by Iran 

Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism Organization as a government organization of the 

state party. The chairman of the organization is a deputy of the president.  
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The steering committee as the agent of the state party is composed of: 

- The agent of Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism Organization as secretariat,  

- Agent of Iran Department of Environment,  

- Agent of the Organization of Forest ,Rangelands and Watershed Management,  

- Agents from the provinces of Kerman, Khorasan-e Jonubi and Sistano Baluchestan 

- Agent from local community  

- Agent of tourism agencies   

- Agent of Geological Survey of Iran  

- Agent from Geography Institute of University of Tehran    

The rules of the committee are issued by Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism 

Organization. The organization by the committee makes required coordination among the 

stakeholders and determines the strategies related to the property and sends to the bases. The 

organization also monitors the decisions and any kind of activity in the Lut Desert can just be 

allowed by the permission of the committee. 

 

 

Figure 2-4. Administrative and Management structure of the bases of Lut Desert 
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Figure 2-5. Administrative structure of steering committee 
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Figure 2-6. Shafiabad Base in the west of Lut Desert 

 

 

 



Figure 2-7, 2-8. Left: Dehsalm Base in the North East of Lut Desert right: 

2-6 Zonation 

Landscapes, landforms and ecosystems are optimally managed and used through zonation 

that accounts for the values and current uses of the area. 

sensitive with respect to conservation 

in the east of Shahdad city and near the villages of the region are more sensitive especially 

under the influence of the strong 120

The Shur River in the western fringe of Lut Desert i

to more frequent visits by tourists. Following the Shur River, the Gandom Beryan and 

yardangs are relatively sensitive because of the resence of hard igneous rocks and stable 

structure of yardangs. The other feature

being far from population centers and transportation networks, inaccessibility, hot weather 

and aridity of the environment, and scarcity of water resources. Generally, all the features are 

well conserved and in suitable state. The sensitivity of the features is defined based on 

proximity to human settlements, human activities, tourism, effective natural factors, and 

natural characteristics of the features. 

used through zonation that accounts for the values and current uses of the area. 

Table  2-1. Present state of conservation within the Lut desert according to conservation zonation

Percent of 

area (in km
2
) 

Feature 

32.61 Yardang (Kalut) 

Left: Dehsalm Base in the North East of Lut Desert right: Nosratabad

Base in the East of Lut Desert 

 

 

andscapes, landforms and ecosystems are optimally managed and used through zonation 

that accounts for the values and current uses of the area. All the features are not equally 

sensitive with respect to conservation and management purposes. For example, the nebkhas 

in the east of Shahdad city and near the villages of the region are more sensitive especially 

under the influence of the strong 120-Day Winds and movement of barchans.  

The Shur River in the western fringe of Lut Desert is more sensitive than other features due 

to more frequent visits by tourists. Following the Shur River, the Gandom Beryan and 

yardangs are relatively sensitive because of the resence of hard igneous rocks and stable 

structure of yardangs. The other features mainly in the south and east are less sensitive due to 

being far from population centers and transportation networks, inaccessibility, hot weather 

and aridity of the environment, and scarcity of water resources. Generally, all the features are 

rved and in suitable state. The sensitivity of the features is defined based on 

proximity to human settlements, human activities, tourism, effective natural factors, and 

natural characteristics of the features. Landscapes and landforms are optimally manage

used through zonation that accounts for the values and current uses of the area.  

. Present state of conservation within the Lut desert according to conservation zonation

State of Conservation and activitiesSensitivity 

- The yardangs are located in the west Lut Desert, the 

western part of which is visited by tourists. Despite 

the visits they are well conserved. 

-Prohibited for tourism activities, construction and 

any intervention except  in especial area with 

permission of  Lut base located in Shafiabad

3 
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Nosratabad  

andscapes, landforms and ecosystems are optimally managed and used through zonation 

All the features are not equally 

purposes. For example, the nebkhas 

in the east of Shahdad city and near the villages of the region are more sensitive especially 

s more sensitive than other features due 

to more frequent visits by tourists. Following the Shur River, the Gandom Beryan and 

yardangs are relatively sensitive because of the resence of hard igneous rocks and stable 

s mainly in the south and east are less sensitive due to 

being far from population centers and transportation networks, inaccessibility, hot weather 

and aridity of the environment, and scarcity of water resources. Generally, all the features are 

rved and in suitable state. The sensitivity of the features is defined based on 

proximity to human settlements, human activities, tourism, effective natural factors, and 

Landscapes and landforms are optimally managed and 

 

. Present state of conservation within the Lut desert according to conservation zonation 

and activities 

The yardangs are located in the west Lut Desert, the 

western part of which is visited by tourists. Despite 

Prohibited for tourism activities, construction and 

any intervention except  in especial area with 

in Shafiabad 
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-Well conserved. 

-The Rig-e Yallan is well conserved due to being far 

from human population centers and paucity of 

tourists. 

-Only the fringes of these landforms are allocated for 

tourism activities by permission of lut bases located in 

Dehsalm and Nosratabad. 

-Well conserved. 

2 40.16 
Sand sea (Rig-e 

Yallan) 

- high value conservation areas 

-Although the features are near the human 

settlements and under destructive effects of dynamic 

barchan dunes, they are well conserved. However, 

the features are more sensitive. 

-Prohibited for tourism activities, construction and 

any intervention except  in especial area 

-Relatively well conserved. 

5 3.1 Nebkha 

-This section is well conserved due to inaccessibility. 

- Only the fringes of these landforms are allocated for 

tourism activities by permission of lut bases located in 

Dehsalm and Shafiabad. 

-Well conserved. 

2 11.9 Reg (Hamada) 

-The Shur River and its features are frequently visited 

by tourists. Sometimes severe flooding affects the 

previous features. 

-Prohibited for tourism activities, construction and 

any intervention except  in especial area with 

permission of  Lut base located in Shafiabad 

Nevertheless, it is relatively well conserved. 

4 1.96 Shur River 

-The Gandom Beryan is relatively well conserved due 

to the presence of hard igneous rocks and 

inaccessibility. Thus, it is relatively well conserved. 

-Prohibited for tourism activities, construction and 

any intervention except  in especial area with 

permission of  Lut base located in Shafiabad 

-Well conserved. 

3 0.72 Gandom Beryan 

-Shurgaz-e Hamun Playa is located in the middle part 

of Lut Desert in the south. Lack of access ways and 

long distance to human centers resulted in its well 

conservation. 

- Prohibited for tourism activities Only the fringes of 

this landforms are allocated for scientific activities by 

permission of lut bases located in  and Shafiabad. 

-Well conserved 

2 1.60 

Central Playa 

(Shurgaz-e 

Hamun) 



1.20 Central Erg 

6.68 Southern Erg 

 

 

Figure 2-9. Present state of conservation Within the Lut desert

-The central erg is a small sand sea exactly in the 

center of Lut Desert. The conditions of the erg are 

mainly similar to Shurgaz-e Hamun and Hamada. It is 

well conserved. 

- Only the fringes of these landforms are allocated for 

scientific activities by permission of lut bases located 

in Dehsalm and Shafiabad. 

-Well conserved 

2 

-This part of Lut as the southeast trail of the Rig

Yallan is also well conserved due to low 

manipulations. 

- Only the fringes of these landforms are allocated for 

scientific activities by permission of lut bases located 

in Dehsalm and Shafiabad. 

-Well conserved 

2 

. Present state of conservation Within the Lut desert 
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The central erg is a small sand sea exactly in the 

center of Lut Desert. The conditions of the erg are 

e Hamun and Hamada. It is 

dforms are allocated for 

scientific activities by permission of lut bases located 

This part of Lut as the southeast trail of the Rig-e 

is also well conserved due to low 

dforms are allocated for 

scientific activities by permission of lut bases located 
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In addition to the features, the few animals and plants living in Lut are also well conserved. 

However, they also need management and conservation measures in the future. 

 

2-7 Tourism Management and Development 

Tourism management is a specialized activity that includes, inter alia, understanding of 

economic processes, information provision and customer uptake, marketing and promotional 

strategies, evaluation of visitor behavior and desires, and coordination between different 

service providers at national and regional level. The travels to Lut Desert have considerably 

increased in the last two decades. The Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization is responsible for controlling the visitors in going to some specified areas. The 

tourism pressure is increasing in some areas of Lut Desert because of easy access. The need 

for enhancement of the facilities according to the standards and rules of the property and 

buffer zone will be met in the future to augment the number of visitors and their expectations. 

Hence, not only the visitors should be controlled but it is necessary to prevent their 

concentration in certain areas.  

Walking among the yardangs and climbing the yardang ridges are general activities of 

tourists in the region. This is a new experience for the tourists. The pressure of the tourists is 

mainly increased in Nowrouz days (13 days period starting on the 21st March, as the 1st day 

of Iranian calendar; when the sun has a right angle with the equator)Licences for tourist 

operators will only be issued with the approval of the Lut Deser bases under the supervision 

of The Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization. According to the 

agreements any kinds of rally tours will be prohibited in the nominated property. According 

to the map (Figure2-10), most of the tours are just allowed in the determined areas, on the 

map, by permission of Lut Desert bases and Iran Cultural Heritage and Tourism 

Organization.  Based on the tourism capacity, possibilities, and sensitivities of the region, 

only a few numbers of tourists, in some planned procedures by management of three bases, 

can go to the specified areas of the region. Therefore, all the tours to the region are allowed 

only by the supervision of the three bases in Kerman, Khorasan-e Jonubi and Sistano 

Baluchestan provinces. The interior areas of parts of Lut Desert, particularly the interior areas 

of Kaluts (yardangs) and Rig-e-Yallan, and also Hamada of the middle part are allowed for 

scientific visitors and researchers. Just researchers are permitted to these especial areas.  

Public visitors are also just allowed to visit the specified eight areas of the three provinces 

under the guidance of trained guides. The tourism paths of the region are:  

- Nehbandan-Heydarabad- Rig-e Yallan under the management of Dehsalm Base  

- Nehbandan-Dehsalm-Chahdashi and Rig-e Yallan under the management of Dehsalm 

Base  

- Nehbandan-Dehsalm-Rig- e Yallan under the management of Dehsalm Base 

- Nosratabad-Garaghe-Rig- e Yallan under the management of Nosratabad Base  

- Shahdad-Shafiabad-Camp kaviri-Kaluts in west margin of Lut under the management 

of Shafiabad Base  
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- Shahdad-Northwest Lut Desert Kaluts under the management of Shafiabad Base  

- Shahdad-Shur River-Gandom Beryan under the management of Shafiabad Base  

- Mahan-Keshit-Kalut under the management of Shafiabad Base  

It was attempted to show some of the characteristics of Lut Desert, in the areas planned for 

tourism purposes, to the visitors. Management and conservation measures are also executed 

appropriately in these areas.  Based on the tasks assigned to the bases, the conservation units 

in the bases are required to monitor continuously the nominated property and buffer zone to 

report any kind of possible. 

 

 
Figure 2-10. Tourism routs in Lut Desert 

 

According to program relating to management plan now there are some Ecolodge in 3 bases 

of the Lut Desert in Shafiabad, Dehsalm and Nosratababd and ICHHTO encourage local 



community to established this kind of ecolodg

conservation of nature. 

 

Figure 2

 

 

Interpretation and Awareness 

 

In recent years many activities have been carried out for 

rising of visitors, external tour operators and local community service providers

around of the nominated property. 

- Holding of Workshops with the participation of local communities.

- Construction of the visitor 

Nosratabad 

- Tour guide training courses have also been completed, since local tour guides are

will continue to be) a key vehicle for interpreting the site. 

- Good quality information products such as displays,

brochures, maps, and signage 

- Creation and development of 

 

  

community to established this kind of ecolodge. This policy leads people to more active for 

2-11. Echo lodge located in the Shafiabad 

Interpretation and Awareness Rising 

In recent years many activities have been carried out for interpretation and awareness 

of visitors, external tour operators and local community service providers

around of the nominated property. The most important are as follows: 

Workshops with the participation of local communities. 

isitor center in bases of Lut Desert in Shahdad, Dehsalm and 

guide training courses have also been completed, since local tour guides are

will continue to be) a key vehicle for interpreting the site.  

Good quality information products such as displays, booklets, DVDs, websites, posters, 

brochures, maps, and signage  

of Lut desert website (http://biaban-e-lut.ichto.ir) 
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e. This policy leads people to more active for 

 

nterpretation and awareness 

of visitors, external tour operators and local community service providers, in and 

bases of Lut Desert in Shahdad, Dehsalm and 

guide training courses have also been completed, since local tour guides are (and 

booklets, DVDs, websites, posters, 

 



Figure 2-12. Workshop with local communities in shafiabad

Figure 2-13. Workshop with local communities in Dehsalm

 

 

 

 

Workshop with local communities in shafiabad 

 

 

 

13. Workshop with local communities in Dehsalm 
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2-8 Mining and Roads  

Any kinds of activities related to mining exploitations are prohibited in the nominated 

property. Also it is necessary to say that the famous mines are located in Khorasan Razavi 

and has no relation with Khorasan-e Jonubi or in the area of the property. Also some small 

mines are located in buffer zone and outside of buffer zone. Any kind of mining development 

and exploitation in buffer zone need permission from Bases of Lut.  

The existing road in the region is an ancient way with not much traffic. According to the law, 

the road shall not be developed. Addition to influence in ensuring the security of the region, 

now it contributes to facilitation of access for conservation unit, researchers, and visitors. 

This road and track network is essential for management (including monitoring and research) 

and tourism in such a large area. 

 

2-9 Training 

Appropriate training of management personnel is an on-going operational requirement to 

ensure that knowledgeable staff is in place to account for the inevitable mobility of staff 

through promotions, retirement, resignation or other causes as well as to effectively execute 

new responsibilities or operational procedures.In Iran Before entering into universities, the 

students get familiar with desert areas of Iran and their importance as well as tourism and the 

related issues. There are courses related to arid and desert areas of Iran and also tourism in 

different universities. Many universities in Iran admit students in the disciplines related to 

tourism. In addition to geography departments, departments of natural resources have some 

courses in their disciplines and train experts of arid area affairs such as: 

 

- Faculty of Natural resources and Desert Studies (Yazd University) 

- Faculty of Desert Studies, Semnan University 

- Ardakan University 

- International Research Center of Desert, University of Tehran 

 

Creation of Lut Desert school and Lut desert educational and research center is one of our 

goal for educational objectives. 

 

2-10 Local Community Involvement 

Local communities in three provinces are ready to actively involve for conservation of nature 

of Lut desert. Based on activities in three bases in Shafiabad, Dehsalm and Nosratabad local 

communities are involved for better management of Lut Desert. Regular meeting held in 

bases with local communities and authorities for better management And development of the 

public awareness about component of the management plan of the Lut desert. The overall 

targets as well as the different components of the program constitute the public awareness 

program for the Lut desert as a whole. 

 



2-11 Monitoring 

In order to increase the monitoring of the tourists’ activities in different areas of the

nominated property and buffer zone, to explore and identify the climatic characteristics and 

climate changes, and to identify the processes effective on initiation and evolution of the 

features in Lut Desert, it is essential to have regular and consecutive monitoring of the are

for conservation purposes. The continuous monitoring of the Lut Desert is mainly 

concentrated upon management, geomorphologic, geologic, ecologic diversity, climatology, 

environment quality, tourism, and hazards perspectives.

Figure 2-14. Local comm

(Shfiabad, Dehsalm and Nosratabad)

i) Management monitoring  

In order to achieve the management objectives in Lut

management monitoring in the area. Hence, some indices have been considered to measure 

management of conservation state of Lut Desert (Table 2

 

 

In order to increase the monitoring of the tourists’ activities in different areas of the

buffer zone, to explore and identify the climatic characteristics and 

climate changes, and to identify the processes effective on initiation and evolution of the 

features in Lut Desert, it is essential to have regular and consecutive monitoring of the are

for conservation purposes. The continuous monitoring of the Lut Desert is mainly 

concentrated upon management, geomorphologic, geologic, ecologic diversity, climatology, 

environment quality, tourism, and hazards perspectives. 

 

14. Local communities’ session in bases of Lut desert  

(Shfiabad, Dehsalm and Nosratabad) 

 

 

In order to achieve the management objectives in Lut Desert, it is necessary to carry out 

management monitoring in the area. Hence, some indices have been considered to measure 

n state of Lut Desert (Table 2-2).  
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In order to increase the monitoring of the tourists’ activities in different areas of the 

buffer zone, to explore and identify the climatic characteristics and 

climate changes, and to identify the processes effective on initiation and evolution of the 

features in Lut Desert, it is essential to have regular and consecutive monitoring of the area 

for conservation purposes. The continuous monitoring of the Lut Desert is mainly 

concentrated upon management, geomorphologic, geologic, ecologic diversity, climatology, 

 

 

Desert, it is necessary to carry out 

management monitoring in the area. Hence, some indices have been considered to measure 
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ii) Tourism monitoring  

This is comprehensive monitoring of the number of visitors, tours, tourism services, facilities, 

and physical and biological impacts of the visitors.  

 

iii) Monitoring geologic and geomorphologic processes  

This is monitoring of the changes in landforms and surrounding environment. The changes of 

landforms are under permanent monitoring including general landforms and their 

development conditions, the components of the main landforms and their physical processes, 

and their relationship with the formative processes.  

 

iv) Monitoring climatologic processes and environmental quality  

Given that the hottest point of the earth is in Lut Desert and that many of the landforms in the 

desert are directly affected and developed via atmospheric agents, monitoring of climate and 

climate changes are the main programs. Monitoring of quality of water resources and 

environment pollution are the other programs.  

 

v) Monitoring ecological processes and biodiversity  

In spite of the lack of life in many parts of Lut Desert and the minimum vegetation with low 

biodiversity this desert needs to be monitored from the aspects of biologic processes and 

biodiversity. This involves the comprehensive monitoring of the integrity of the ecosystem, 

ecological state of biodiversity, and the other issues related to ecological processes.  

vi) Monitoring natural disasters  

This involves observation, control and response to emergency incidents. This is key 

monitoring of flooding, storms, and fires. 

 

Table 2-2. Proposed indicators for monitoring the state of conservation of Lut Desert 

 

Organization in charge Period Indicator 

Management monitoring 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
Once in 5 years 

Planning, management, and 

supervising the rules; and updating the 

policy making 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization, 

And the Organization of Forests, Range and 

Watershed Management 

Once a year 
Annual meetings on the way of 

monitoring 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 

And the Organization of Forests, Range and 

Watershed Management 

Monthly 

Supervision on the conditions of the 

buffer zone according to the rules of 

buffer protection 

Institute of Geography in University of Tehran Seasonally Registration of research activities 
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Organization in charge Period Indicator 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
Monthly State of villages and changes 

Ministry of Interior, and Statistics Center of Iran Once in 5 years Population in the region 

the Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed 

Management 
Once a year 

Registration of land use changes on 

nebkha lands 

Tourism monitoring 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
Once a year 

Inspection of the tourism paths of the 

region 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
Once a year Updated tourism project 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
2 times per year Inspection of guides tableaus 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
2 times per year 

Monitoring of tourism services and 

facilities in the region 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 

Monthly report to the 

related organization and 

annual examination by the 

organization 

Registering the number of daily 

visitors and the performed activities 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
2 times per year 

Monitoring of the quick access of the 

tourists to the services provided by the 

experts, guides, and the wards; 

assessment of the quality of services 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 
Once in 6 months 

Monitoring the number and the 

characteristics of Iranian or foreign 

visitors, by age and gender, in details 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism 

Organization 

 

Annually 

 

Survey of archeological and historical 

sites 

 

Ministry of Health and Medicine Monthly 
Exploring the health conditions and 

the public health in the region 

Monitoring of geological and geomorphic process 

Institute of Geography in University of Tehran Once a year Nebkhas 

Institute of Geography in University of Tehran Once in 2 years Yardangs and Shur River 

Institute of Geography in University of Tehran Once in 3 years Gandom Beryan 

Institute of Geography in University of Tehran Once in 5 years Hamada and Shurgaz-e Hamun (Playa) 

Institute of Geography in University of Tehran Once in 5 years 
Rig-e Yallan, central rig, and southern 

rig 

Monitoring of climatologic process and Environmental quality 
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Organization in charge Period Indicator 

The constant stations of Iran Meteorological 

Organization 
Daily 

Monitoring of climatic parameters in 

constant stations of the region 

Regional Office of Water Management as the agent 

of Ministry of Power 
Once a year 

Management of water resources for 

tourists 

the Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed 

Management 
Once in 2 years Properties of the soils of the region 

Regional Office of Water Management as the agent 

of Ministry of Power 
Once a year 

Qualitative and quantitative 

assessment of surface and ground 

water resources of the region 

Research center by the collaboration of the 

meteorological organization 
Once a year 

Measurement of climatic elements in 

center of Lut Desert by creating 

meteorological stations for monitoring 

the hottest spot of the earth 

Monitoring of ecological processes and biodiversity 

the Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed 

Management 
Once a year 

Annual and multiannual monitoring of 

vegetation 

the Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed 

Management 
Once a year Plant species of nebkha lands 

Iranian Department of Environment Once a year Monitoring of animal life 

Monitoring of natural disasters 

the Organization of Forests, Range and Watershed 

Management 

Monthly report to the 

related organization 
Fires in nebkha lands 

Regional Office of Water Management as the agent 

of Ministry of Energy 

Monthly report to the 

related organization 
Accidental flooding in Shur River 

Iranian Meteorological Organization Daily Registration of storms 

 

 

2-12 Research 

Universities and research centers carried out several studies about Lut Desert and the 

surrounding areas called Dasht-e Lut. Many other studies are now being done in the 

institutes. All these studies mainly contribute to recognition of Lut Desert and conservation of 

the property. The foreign travelers and scientists had journeys in late 19th century and early 

20th century to the region by different purposes and their reports can be useful. The Institute 

of Geography, in University of Tehran, in 1968 conducted different studies in the fields of 

geology, geomorphology, pedology, botany and zoology, archeology, climatology, and 

historical geography. The institute publishes the reports of the studies. Some of the studies of 

the institute are the researches carried out by a French group with collaboration of the 

Institute of Geography, University of Tehran, headed by Ahmad Mostofi. The works of the 

collaborated group is comprehensive research about Lut Desert (Mostofi, 1969). The reports 
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of the missions were published in the years from 1968 to 1978 by the Institute of Geography. 

In addition, the geology report of Lut Desert was written by George Konrad and Gaklin 

Konrad. The report was translated and published by Mahmoudi. Moreover, the reports 

entitled Lut-e Zangiahmad, Sample of Soils of Shahdad, Water Networks of Lut Plain, Lut 

Fauna, and Geologic Issues of Lut published by Mostofi (1969), Kardavani (1971), 

Mahmoudi (1975), Balouch (1976), and Motamed (1988), respectively. The lut management 

plan for future several researches  

Execution of long, mid and short-term research projects to better recognize of 

geomorphologic, geologic, climatologic, ecologic, tourism, and archeological characteristics 

of Lut Desert is foresight.   

 

2-13 Ecosystem Conservation 

The property had a self-conservation system due to long distance to large cities and human 

settlements, inaccessibility, harsh climate conditions, and shortage in water resources. Thus, 

it was not much affected by human manipulations. In other words, as the Lut Desert was 

always away from population centers and it was difficult to access the area, the desert was 

not considered as protected areas, except for a small part (in 2010). This is because, in one 

hand, the plant and animal species are very scarce so that people believed that the region has 

no life and, on the other hand, it has a severe hot weather and aridity so that it is devoid of 

vegetation in a large area.  

Iran Department of Environmental Organization is responsible for protection of biodiversity 

of the interior and surrounding areas of Lut Desert. Given the negligible plant and animal 

species in a large part of Lut Desert with no serious danger, the protected areas are just in two 

areas in northwest and southeast, i.e., the hunting prohibited area of Bolbolab and Darband 

Ravar Wildlife Sanctuary Except the mentioned protected areas, other regions are managed 

by Department of Environment. The agents of the Department of Environment are present in 

the bases around Lut Desert (Shafiabad, Dehsalm and Nosratabad).  

Unfortunately, no comprehensive study was conducted on the animal species of the region.  

Nevertheless, based on the monitoring and management plan of Lut Desert, there are 

specified plan for precise investigation on the biodiversity of the property and buffer zone 

this is considered in a mid-term plan in the document of the property. Precise identification of 

the bird and animal species on the marginal areas of Lut Desert require more time. This will 

be reported in the periodical plan. It is noteworthy that in the previous studies on Lut Desert, 

the area was called the region with no life; but, the comprehensive studies plan on animal life 

and identification of endangered species are important researches in the management plan. 

 

 

 2.14 Financing 

Financing is very important for management, and any activities related too management and 

conservation of the property depend on financing, and no goals can be achieved in case of 

having no money. Iranian government provides substantial funding to ensure the effective 
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management and protection of the nominated property. The Iranian government provides 

significant financial support for the effective protection and management of the nominated 

property. 

The financial resources of the property are secured by three ways:   

A: province and local resources  

B: national fiscal resources,  

C: income from tourism programs and public participation   

The national and province resources are calculated based on annual requirements and 

implementation of the programs. So, the resources of the state party can be increased in the 

annual budget. For example, in 2015 a sum of 3 million dollars were allocated for the 

property in different sections including tourism infrastructure development, protection, 

conservation, introduction, encouragement, education, and capacity building for local 

communities, security, monitoring, organization of villages and cultural historic monuments. 

This budget was increased to 4 million dollars in 2016.  

 

3- Action Framework 

The principal program of the practical management plan of Lut Desert can be divided into 

three parts of short term, mid-term and long term plans. According to above mentioned parts, 

plan for Research and educational, Conservation, Tourism Management and 

Presentation were submitted. 

The successful management and conservation of the nominated property (natural landscape, 

landforms, flora, fauna and cultural landscape) requires the support of stakeholders in the public 

and private sectors. All main key stakeholders at governorate level, including the governor, will 

be informed and involved from the start of the management planning process, and on an ongoing 

basis. Therefore, for better management and conservation of Lut desert, involvement of all 

stockholders especially local communities considered as a main strategy in short term, mid-term 

and long term plans. In fact conservation of the Lut Desert depended to using traditional 

knowledge and experiences from local communities. This is part of the identity of the Lut 

Desert. Therefore, local communities have major role in conservation of Lut desert.   

Better management of tourism sector and develop appropriate and sustainable tourism within 

the Lut desert and conserve the site’s significant natural and cultural values, while 

maximizing the economic returns to local communities and increasing their participation in 

management is the Principal objectives of management of nominated property.  

The main goal of this management plan is to improve conservation and sustainable 

development in Lut Desert to protect the outstanding values of the nominated property and 

promote tourism to meet the national and international requirements via conservation, 

management, and making a foundation to help the present and future generations. In fact, the 

main objectives of the plan are: 

A. Formulation of policies and priorities;  

B. Formulation of conservation, management, monitoring, and research projects and plans to 

achieve relative sustainability of ecology and balanced development of tourism industry.  
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3-1 Short term plan (2 years) 

Research and educational plan: 

1. Holding professional sessions concerning environmental, conservation, and tourism 

characteristics of Lut Desert by collaboration with universities and academic centers; 

2. Holding expert and professional workshops about new methods of protection and 

management; 

3. Evaluation and capacity analysis of geo-sites of the region by the existing models and 

tailoring them to meet the local needs;  

4. Monitoring of landforms by aerial photos and satellite images;  

5. Creation of the first phase of a geo-referenced geodatabase containing aerial photos, 

satellite images, and maps (at scale 1:25000) as well as creation of GIS in the borders of 

the property.  

6. Holding of workshops;  

 

Conservation plan  

This includes:  

1. Installation of warning guides and clear illustrations for visitors in order to follow the 

regulations;  

2. Identifications of the areas of high sensitivity in the nominated property and 

compilation of traffic regulations in the region;  

3. Identification and monitoring the hazards effective on the present features in areas of 

property and buffer zone;  

4. Qualitative and quantitative assessment of the soil and water;  

5. Regular monitoring.  

 

Tourism Management, Presentation plan  

1. Increasing number of  echo lodge around the nominated property under the  

supervision of Lut desert bases in Shafiabad, Dehsalm and Nosratabad 

2. Installing of interpretation sign for new sites;  

3. Presentation and publication of specified brochures and guidance books to introduce 

the sites;  

4. Design of tourism paths based on the studies and evaluation of geo-sites;  

5. Establishment of Lut Desert website;  

6. Installation of boxes for comments and suggestions in tourism paths;  

7. Initiation of one day local tours;  

8. Providing tourism facilities;  

9. Public education and awareness by mass media;  

10. Gathering information relevant to the tourists;  

11. Health facilities of the region.  
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3.2 Mid-term plan (5 years)  

Research and education plan  

1. Training experts in the fields of Lut Desert and tourism in the region;  

2. Short term education classes to augment the knowledge of the practitioners;  

3. Holding educational workshops to enhance knowledge and awareness of the 

participants working in the office of the property administration;  

4. Conduction of expert field studies to recognize the characteristics of Lut Desert, in 

details, by cooperation with internal and foreign academic and research centers.  

5. Establishment of a constant station to measure the climatic parameters including 

temperature, precipitation and so on;  

6. Improvement of research reports and promotion of collaboration with universities and 

researches institute;  

7. Implementation of the second phase of creating geo-referenced geodatabase 

containing aerial photos, satellite images, and maps (at scale 1:25000) as well as 

initiation of a Geographical Information System (GIS) to prepare appropriate working 

projects in the region.  

 

Conservation plan 

1. Identification of landforms and sensitive natural features in Lut Desert; 

2. Regular and continuous supervision upon the execution of the existing regulations 

about the nominated property; 

3. Monitoring drainage network and behaviors of the ephemeral and perennial rivers of 

the region; 

4. Monitoring the circumstance of the buffer zone adhering the regulations relevant to 

protection of buffer zone; 

5. Specifying the precise paths of tourism for efficient protection and control of the 

tours; 

6. Establishment of comprehensive system of recording the events in different sites of 

Lut Desert; 

7. Planning, management, and supervising the rules; and updating the policy of 

conservation 

8. Registration and monitoring of land use changes on nebkha lands 

 

Tourism Management, Presentation plan 

1. Holding local, national, and international exhibitions; 

2. Holding tours in the region with scientific purposes; 

3. Improvement of services and facilities for tourists; 

4. Organizing and running of database of the visitors and the conducted activities; 

5. Creation of an electronic bilingual guidance system; 

6. Making documentaries and films of Lut Desert; 

7. Creation of communication service by Mobile GIS. 
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3-3 Long Term Plans (ten years)  

The long-term plan includes: 

Research and education plan  

1. Improvement of educational quality, education system, and also increasing capacity in 

this field via:  

a. Establishing higher education centers in the region to train expert human 

resources;  

b. Increasing the relations with international universities and institutions in order to 

upgrade management, conservation, and tourism development methods and 

strategies.  

2. Execution of education and research plans in various scales;  

3. Holding educational workshops with the participation of universities and scientific 

institutes in the fields of conservation and researches about Lut Desert;  

4. Development of international collaboration and participation about basic inquiries in 

different research field on Lut Desert;  

5. Execution of long-term research projects to better recognize geomorphologic, geologic, 

climatologic, ecologic, tourism, and archeological characteristics of Lut Desert.  

 

Conservation plan  

This plan is including:  

1. Improvement in the quality of monitoring of the nominated property;  

2. Improvement in quality of conservation of Lut Desert. This is in order to conserve and 

improve health of Lut ecosystem through proper land use methods, protection of the 

property against fires, flooding, and tourists by taking modern management methods and 

cooperating with local communities in principles of joint management of Lut;  

3. Encouragement of NGOs in applying the regulations relevant to protection of the 

property;  

4. Updating security system;  

5. Attempts to continue the activities workshops about conservation.  

6.  

Tourism Management, Presentation plan  

This plan includes:  

1. Research and supervision upon the events related to knowledge, culture, society, and 

tourism in Lut Desert;  

2. Identification of exact potentials of the region emphasizing geo-tourism;  

3. Creation of necessary infrastructures for development of tourism industry as bearing 

in mind the natural characteristics of the region and emphasizing the conservation and 

education.  
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Table 3-1. Field researches for recognitions of Lut Desert 

Variety of field researches in Lut Desert No. 

Systematic field research about Shur River and its changes  1 

Field research to understand the pluvial paleolakes  2 

Field research about the hottest spot of the earth in Lut Desert and establishment of a constant 

station  
3 

Field research to identify the plant species of nebkhas  4 

Field research about the origins of nebkhas in the western margin of Lut  5 

Research about the rate of movement of the sand masses in Lut  6 

Research about morphometry and morphogenesis of yardangs and nebkhas  7 

Field research about the origin of Rig-e Yallan and morphodynamic processes effective in its 

evolution  
8 

Paleo-studies on old portions of Rig-e Yallan  9 

Field research on exact morphometry of Rig-e Yallan and morphology of existing sand dune types  10 

Morphometry and recognition of morphology and origins of yardangs in Lut Desert  11 

Field research on the flora and fauna in Lut Desert  12 

Research on the history and archeology of Lut Desert  13 

Research on potentials and capacities of tourism in Lut Desert  14 

Researches in natural hazards in Lut Desert  15 
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